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Thank you, Colonol Hawkins. It is indeed a pleasure to speak to you today,
the first true conference devoted exl-,usively to Expandable Structures. However,
as you can see from our Agenda for the next three days. Expandable Structures

are anything but exclusive, being quite all-inclusive in their application. That

there is a broad spectrum of application Is evidenced by the fact that four of

oLr seien Research and Technology Laboratories are en.gad in various phases of

research and development in this area. The Propulslon and Flight Dynamics

Laboratories, which are co-sponroring this symposium in cooperation with National

Cash •seister as well as The Avionics Laboratory have been and are devoting

extonsive effort to specific applications, while the Ibterials Laboratory is

providing the basic know-h•ow in expansion, rigidizine, and fabrication techniques.

Expendable Structures have been with us for quite a long t1ia, so long

perhaps thnt some people t•y wonider why we need to hold a symposium on the

subject. Anyone who has used an umbrella, a bellow camera, a parachute or a

pneumatic life Jacket has been exposed to expendable structures of an everyday

variety. It has been the advent of airborne and space operations, however,

wh.ch has broueht a sense of u-tency and oiscrete focus on the subject, a.d

whith Justifies a symposium such as this one. The national importance of this

meeting is very a 'arent because not only are there Air Force papers and session
chaitmen, but also session chairmen and papers from the ArM, NS Windustrie

and universities.

The principal impetus for accelerated efforts on expendables Is related

directly to the cost and penalties of transporting large, bulky, and heavy

structures around and about the earth as well as into sraco. Although air-

craft. aerospace vehivlesa and boosters are constantly being Increased in

payload capacity, it is still iwpoesible to transport large volumg structures

in one piece. Consequently, the" str,*tures must be assembled at their final

destination, resulting in a ,rest loas in mission efficiency.

Expandable structures afford the structural desliger the opportunity of

sending to the site a one piece packbed structure which can be erected and

made operational in a minimum of time. Because of this, the resulting esach

and Development program have been pursued by practically every MovernMtal

and industrial agency having a research and development responsibility or
capability, and a tremendous variety of applications and state-of-the-art

breakthroughs have resulted.

In May 1961. The House of Representatives' Committee on Science and

Astronautics conducted a hearing on inflatable structures in space and because

of the evident broad spectrum of applications, issued a request that, and I
quote 'The Comittee would like assurance from the National Aeronautics and

Space AdAministratiou and the Department of Defense that coordination of work

in Expandable Structures is not being overlooked simply because the programs
are so varied and so scattered'. I believe that, in a very real sonse, this

symrposiua today demonstrates that such coordination is being effected. and
that views and ideas are being freely exchansed.

. .,5-



3o, in getting down to the purpose of the conference, the principal
objectives may be stated as being,

To present technical contributions su-mrizing the status of current

Resesrch end Development in Expandable Struc:turea....

To encourage the underteking of noiw r-,'earch in expandable structures:-

To discss potential application. Eind

To provide a forum of authorities to critique current research, and
proposc new research and applicetions for expandable structures ........

The term *Expendable Structure& has ,nusually broad connotatione, as you
all know. It encompasses. in its most general meaning, any structures whizh
chanfe their Leometry by expanding or unfolding tio pea=-ut the i;.rfcn_--nce of
a task. Generally speaking they can be classified by their method of expansion
und stabilizaeion into three classes:

inflatcd, preasure-stebil!zed structures,

Inflated, rigidized structures as by the use of foams or coatings
which become rigid and

?echanLcally expanded, framework stabilized structures.

All ot these tpeas will te discussed during t•is symposium. As far as the
Air Force is concerned, the application of expandable structures falls into
four general cutegories.

FJ -t and probably the most simple s::e the popularly known large shaptis
w ich , expendec, in p]ece on earth or In space and remain there. These

incluue items such as%

Shelters or space Ostationse;

Life raft vehicles1

Decoy devices, and

Communications and reflecting satellites

A most promising investigation that ftA this category is presently being
conducted by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory and the Materials
Latoratory. They are studying a telescoping configuration that could be
used for ap ace station. It would have the advantage of multi-wall
construction with a cowpact configuration for launch. As an expanded

structure, it would have predictable structural Integrity that would

contribute to reliability and safety in space operations.

-6-



The second cateeory woul, be shapes which are expanded in apace or upper

atmosphere and later re-enter. These might include:

Mission venicles;

Emrgency escape vehicles;

Rigid vohicle ccafigurations which are expanded to achieve variable
geometry;

Decelerators, and

Booster e:id crew recovery devices.

In this catei.ory falls such devices as the Rogallo kite and the inflatable
paraglider which the Air Force ?lig't Dynamics Laboratory ena tne Materif~ls
Laboratory are investigetinE as a concept for an emergency escape vehicle.
It is envisaged that this emergency paraglider will have a rigid bcom for a
central keel that will house the crew and be inflated for flight after
separation by internally stored high pressure gas.

The third category would then ix.clude the smaller shapes which would be
ccmponents of mission vehicles. These might include:

C-mera or telescope: structures;

Antennae, collectors, and mirrors;

Bumpers or shock absorbi:'i cevices. ýnd

Couplings. as between vehicles or components

An example of one of the Ai: Force's advanced ueveloprent programs which
includes expandable structures work in this third category is the Advanced
Solar Turbo-Electric Concept. It is ceiterally; referred to by the acronym
ASMC. and is managed by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory. This
program will place into orbit a forty-four and one-half foot diameter Solar
Energy Collector with dynamic energy conversion equipment. This unit will te
designed to produce fifteen tr twenty-five kilowatts o: electric power on a
continuous basis with at least a one year operatin~g life. The Solar Collector
will be an expandable rigidized structure weighing about two tenths of a
pound per square foot of area. This is much less than any conventional rigid
metal collector, and provides a m-ch more compact launch configuration.

The final category of ap~licticns is that oi ground-based facilities or

devices, primarily shelters and antennae. The Propulsion Laboratory project
on functional shelters ftr aerospace and limited war falls in this category.
This program will give the Air Force a capatility for rapidly and efficiently
providing personnel and systems shelters at limitec war sites, aerospace sites
and in the future. extraterrestrial sites. Concepts which are being investigated
for these purposes include air supported. foamed-in-place, and expandable core

structures. We have to date succes-fully rigidized shelters of seven feet in

diameter under terrestrial and spatial conditions. This next summer a tuenty-six
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bý thirty foot expandable shelter will be riridized under simulated limited war
conditions.

As we proceed with this symposium through the next few days, many more
examples of expandable structures application will be illustrated which will fell
into one or more of the catagerius I have mentioned and without a doubt will give
us an insight into the solution of many problems.

lUowever. a word of :autior. We must be careful not to get carried away witft
an expandable structure approach to every problem. It should not be a purpose of
this conference to indiscriminately offer an expandable structure solution to all
future aerospace structure and logistic problems. I believe that this conference
should and will indicate that the ex.andabie structure is one of the very uteful
tools available to aerospace system developers.

Technology in the expandable structures area has been growing at a rapid rate
and designers have recognized many potential applications. Because of physical*
mechanical and propulsive limitations, expandable structures can alleviate many
of our trnansportation and logistic problems in terrestrial and space operations.

Development effort within the Air Force on the different categories of
application is carried on under saeve-al program elements. The basic inflation
and rigidizinr' techniques fall quite naturelly into our Exploratory Development,
or what used to be called Applied Research. Program. Discrete component appli-
cations also tend to be limited to the Exploratory Development Program level of
activity, but sometimes find their way into the system and advanced development
eff-rta under the sponsorship of the primary systems cr subsystem which requires
the expandable component. The AS'EC Solar Collector is an example of this.

Applications where expandables are the primary structure can exist in any
of aeveral development levels, from Exploratory Development, through Alvanced
Development, to Systems Development, depending on the magnitude of effort
necessary to satisfy requi:-ement. A spece station, for example, would require

systems type resources support, but such items as shelters, antennae, and
parachutes, which involve relatively small development effort, can remain at

the exploratory level until required for specifio application. W tend
towards keeping expandable structure research and development effort at the
Exploratory Development level until a discrete application requirement is
apparent, anc then incorporate the expandable solution into the development
program of the specific application.

In conclusion. I would like to leave you with a little story about thm
executive of a firm that may be represented here today. He was extremely

concerned about the company's future, -particularly as it related to expand-
able structures work which was a sizeable part of the corporation's business,

and things weren't going too well. now, being not only concerned, but also
being a somewhat superstitious fellow. this executive decided to utilize the
services of a traveling clairvoyant who happened to be operating nearby. He

sought out this fortune teller, and proceeded to pour out his soul to this
bearded and turbaned soothsayer. Upon receiving appropriate remuneration
for his services in advance, the fakir gazed long ann mysteriously into

his crystal bell. After a seemingly endless period of time, he raised his

-8-



head and asked, *Did you say your products sovatmaes depond on inflationary
techniques?$ "Yea. yet,. was the eager reply. The fortune teller went on.
GAnd did you not also say that these products were expandable?' *Of coursea0
the executive replied impatiently. '16*ll. exclaimed the prophet triutphantly.
"lyo, hnvo nothing to worry about. I see this day a tax bill being debated In
the Congress. There are heated views being expressed by opposing aides. Buts
no mattex. you cannot lose, for one side soy& It is bound to lead to inflation,
while the other maintains that expansion will be the end result. There should
be nothing but success for your eamany.0

Obviously (ladies and) gentlemen, this anecdote reflects a grosa misunderstand-
Li• of our eub jeot matter for today. which is in fact quite often the case. However,
I hope that this syqosium by focusing the spotlight on discrete applications end
techniques, will help show the way to the effective and efficient utilization of
expandable ta•hpqtqes.

Imm•{l• I I i-l9-



THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
IN EXPANDABLE SPACECRAFT

By D. G. Younger

Principal Engineer, Advanced Structures Technology Engineering
Aeronutronic Division, Philco Corporation,

A Subsidiary of Ford Motor Company

ABS'TRACT

The interdependence of structural concepts, materials, and the
humana factor in the design of expandable spacecraft are reviewed. A
wide range of non-rigid and semi-rigid concepts, either under development
or recently conceived, are discussed with emphasis on mission requirements
and booster capability. The merits of the related composite wall cross
sections for these configurations are considered in detail. Specific
topics covered are those of the geometrical aspects of packaging and
deploying of expandable concepts, meteoroid penetration resistance,
thermal control, attenuation of penetrating radiation, and structural
c'ficiency,
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THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME FN EXPA'IDABLE SPACEL.-,

By D, G. Younger

INTRODUCTION

In the specialized field of spacecraft structures ther' is no area of
design more exciting than that of expaidable ;trutcrlres. It is a new area
Lhdt has already demonstrated its ability to trigger the imagination and
challenge the impossible. At this early date, we find that visions of erec-
ting large satellite islands or space stations have become commonplace, and
new concepts and approaches are now being introduced more rapidly than they
can be evaluated. In fact, for many missions in space, technical illustra-
tvr-s and aitists have moved far ahead of engineering, and there is littlt
doubt that these people will have a strong influence on the shape of things
to come in expandable concepts. Nevertheless, we must not lose sight of
the fact that both the feasibility and the merits 9t any such clever concept,
during this decade, strongly depend on the present state of the art and the
predictrble technological developments that will accrue over this period of
time. .he justification of employing expandable structures in space will
depend heavily on our ability to establish meaningful guide lines for de-
%velopment, the flexibility we exercise in applying new knowledge, and the
attention we give to areas where Lhe inadequacy of technology will require
Intensive and continuous research.

The primary advantage gained by the use of expandable structures ,items
from the fact that large structures or elements of structure can be col-
lapsed and packaged into compact volumes for the boost phase. The compact
volumie is desirable not only from the point of view of the aerodynamics and
control of the launch vehicle, but also with respect to the performance of
the critical procedures of abort of manned-craft during boost.

Once the boost phase has been completed and the packaged structure ar-
rives in orbit, the volume or shape of the structure can be increased or
changed by any of a number of schemes of unfolding, telescoping, or purely
inflating of components, iuch structures are now being developed for un-
manned space application in the form of reflectors, solar collectors, sci-
entific equipment packages, and re-entry structures. Applications to manned
spacecraft, however, are an order of magnitude more complex and, therefore,
are chronologically further down stream. Nevertheless, many goverment and
industrial laboratories have been looking far ahead and, as a result, have
become deeply involved in :he many materialb and structural problems attend-
ant to the more promising ,:oncepts. These include lunar housing, re-entry
vehicles, zero-gravity (non-rotating) spacecraft, and the extremely large,
rotating, space-stations.

I . .. .... ,,• .... P- lI1[1



For the manned operational mission, the expandable space structure has
a number of requirements imposed on it which changes its character consider-
ably from that of merely a shape-changing and load-carrying configuration.
That is, the manned expandable modules must be compatible with the con-
straints imposed by the human requirements relating to internal thermal con-
trol, shielding against meteoroids and penetrating radiation, h rmetic in-
tegrity, and, in the case of re-entry vehicles, the isolation of man from
structural heating.

In the following sections of this general review, the probleme attend-
ant to the manned expandable spacecraft will receive emphasis; however, in
many instances results or conclusions will be found "-plcable to the un-
manned structures as well. Topics to be discussed will include payloed
capabilities, structural configurations, the environment, and materials se-
lection.. The structural configurations presented include those basically
classified as inflatable (flexible) structures, unfurling (or unfolding)
panel structures, and rigid-module, deployable structures.

MISSION PARAMETERS AND PAYLOAD CAPABILITIES

MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The structural design of a spacecraft, whether expandable or rigid, must
begin with a specification of Ow mLbsion, crew size, requirements for logis-
tic support, and a reasonable understanding of the induced and natural en-
vironments to which the structure will be subjected, Missions of prolonged
duration, for example, would obviously introduce many problems relating to
cumulative damage of materials and components as well as human factor prob-
lems associated with weightlessness, tissue-damaging radiation, meteoroid
penetration, and possibly the need for ecological systems and/or logistic
support. kli of these considerations could be expected to drastically in-
fluence the complexity and, therefore, the related merit3 of a structural
cencept.

The number of crew members and their assigned duties will greatly influ-
ence the structural requirements. The degree to which man will be required
to maintain and service (internally and externally) the spacecraft and to
initiate measures for his survival will directly affect the reliability cri-
terion ewployed in configuration development In addition, mission require-
ment5 calling for rendezvous with other spacecraft for purposes of crew
exchange or re-supply will introduce structural complexities necessitated
by the mechanical problems of docking, latching, and sealing, and the dy-
namic problems associated with docking impulses.,

A large space station in a fixed orbit would be ideal as an astronaut
training and rehabilitation center, observation post, or supply depot. Such
a craft would probably be a gravity-induced vehicle of large diameter (say
100 foot diameter), and due to its large size, would be constructed as
either an expandable concept or as an erected-in-space concept (or possibly
as a combination of the two). For laige structures such as this, the merits
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of the expanuable concept against that of the erected-in-space concept would
depend strongly on the mission definition and the space logistics Lo be fa-
cilitated. During the past several years, Goodyear Aircraft Company, North
American Aviation, Inc., Lockheed Aircraft Corp., and others, have studied
the space station concept very carefuily, but, as yet, it is not clear to
what extent a variety of missions will affect the merits of any one struc-
Lural concept. Some of the ypic-l space missitoni that may be ascribed in
the next decade L,, eitI.er the space station or tho zero-gravity lehiCle have
been sommarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1

iYPIt AL A],MISSI.NS FOR LXPANtDLE SPACECRAFT

SCIENTIFIC LABORTORY CONSTRUCTION DEPOT

Scientific Research Assembly and/or Expansion of
Space Me'dicine Existing Lab
Bio-Astronautics Assembly and Repair of Spacecrat
Space Physics

Technological Development COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
Materialf and Structure
Components and Subsystem
Shielding Techniqueb Meteerological Station

Launching Scientifit Probes Navigation Aids

SPACF TERN!IN.AL MILITARY STATION

Lunar and Planetary Missions Reconnaissance
Initiated and Terminated Observation Poet

(Manne- and UnmanneOi)

Supply Depot M Moon Base Cormuand and Control Center

Refueling Statilol Surveillance

TRAINING STATION

Conditioning and Rehabilitation
of Space Crews

EXPANDABLE PAYLOADS AND BOOSTER CAPABILITY

During the next several years, booster performance and the related pay-
load capability will limit the size and weight of the payload packages thaL
may be propelled into orbit. Furthermore, during the next few years when
such payload capabilities are lowest, the uncertainties in the space en-
vironment and its effects will dictate overweight (conservative) designs.
Thus, ambitious programs utilizing large spacecraft, new materials, and new

- 13 -
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design can be expected to attract favor rather slowly, The imediate trend
in expandable structures will be to utilize the proved methods of fabrica-
tion and the predictable response afforded by rigid module construction.
Furthermore, it will be important to reduce, wherever possible, the complex-
ity of the mechanics for expanding the structures. That is, the semi-rigid
expandable structures which utilize telescoping schemes or simple rotation
of rigid modules can be expected to be the earliest of the Lin-proved ex-
pandable spacecraft.

Since booster capability plays such an important role in the evolution
of expandable wanned spacecraft, information has been gathered or weights
of payloads that can be placed intro a near-earth orbit using the booster
systems contemplated during the vext several years. This information Is
shown in Figure 1. Superimposed on this Figure are several unmanned ex-
p.,odable structures representati, of present day applications and a number
of the more sophisticated concepts 'tat show future promise as manned ve-
hicles or booster recovery systems, These vehicles will be discussed in
more detail in a later section.

Briefly, the structures depicted on this graph are as follows. The
lower-most is that of the Echo series of Satelloons which are now famous
for being the first of the inflatables to arrive in space. Next, is a sketch
indicating the Ranger vehicle which is representative of the numerous scien-
tific experiments that use expandable construction in the form of unfolding
panels for deploying solar-cell arrays into their most efficient orientation.
Then core the sular collector schemes. A number of the expandable types of
solar collectors are now in their final phases of development. These solar
power units are principally of three types: (1) the sunflower petal-t)pe
having foldable petal-like panels which mechanically deploy and .ck into
place; (2) the umbrella type constructed of slender tubul"_ ribs attached
to a continuous reflective membrane and deployed by the familiar opening
r•,ve.rents of the umbrella, and (3) the inflated, foam-in-place, and foam-
rigidized type of solar concentrator.

The inflatable paraglider using the Rogallo wing concept is shown in
the next sketch on Figure 1. In general, this re-entry configuration con-
sists ol a high-strength flexible liftir surface with a leading edge of
rigid or inflatable tube construction. Ail concepts shown beyond that of
the paragllder are vehicles for manned occupancy with the possible e-('ep-
tion of the inflatable, booster recovery syi' mi shown at the upper-third
of the Figure. This recovery system has been propo, !d for both cargo and
manned capsule recovery.

The first series of manned expandable structures shown in Figure 1
are trainer-type spacecraft using the Gemini capsule in conjunction with a
semi-rigid telescoping module. The lower-most trainer depicts the first
mission in which a simple-type expandable module is checked out. In this
exercise, an astronaut may leave the confines of the re-entry capsule and
enter the attached module to perform in-orbit evaluations of both the me-
chanics of the expansion process and the integrity of the related seals.
The next class of trainer spacecraft depicted in the Figure shows a more
complex expandable structure being employed in a rendezvous and docking
exercise.
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The manned re-entry glider of the inflatable Dyna Soar type is shown
in the next sketch, Inflatable vehicles of this type are under current
study by Goodyear using the Airmat principal of construction. Airmat enables
inflation into shapes other than that of bodies of revolution. The next
three spacecraft fall into the self-erecting, manned space-station category.
The two at left side of the Figure are of semi-rigid construction, and the
Goodyear space station on the right side uses either flexible single-wall or
Airmat construction.

Shown above the Goodyear space-wheel is the Douglas proposed booster re-
covery system which can be either manned or unmanned during recovery. Brief-
ly, this system consists of a tremendously large drag cone for recovery of
the expensive advanced Saturn or Nova boosters.

The final two manned spacecraft shown in Figure 1 are those of assembled-
in-space concepts. For these very large and massive vehicles, prefabricated
modules are proposed to be individually boosted into orbit and assembled. The
Lower of the two concepts shows Lockheed's modular space station which may al-
so incorporate intermediate elements of expandabie construction. The upper-
most concept is typical of that now being proposed for initiating interplan-
etary missions. As indi..ted in this final sketch, the major assembly of
such a vehicle is that - tankage clusters needed to store cryogenic fluids
dictntad by the propulsion system,

The several structural configurations displayed on Figure 1 are only a
few of the many concepts that are now being proposed for missions in space.
Nevertheless, the wide spread of concepts shown are adequate for the general
discussions that will iollow concerning typical designs and the related cri-
teria for materials selection. It should be noted that the positioning of
the concepts with respect to the time-scale indicates no more than payload
cal.Ability and are not accurate estimates of the time for the first flight
of these spacecraft.

PACKAGING EFFICIENCY

Packaging of an. expandable structure is of major importancc in the eval-
uation of a concept. Not only must such a structure meet the mission require-
ments, but it must also be capable of being collapsed and packaged, without
damage, into a compact, efficient, boost ervelope. Thus, there is a strong
interaction between the structural complexity introduced by the mission re-
quirements and the packagin3 technique. The packaging schemes tor non-rigid,
inflatable structures involve, in most instances, a trial and error process
in which the principles of engineering have little application. It should
be mentioned, however, at this point that considerable effort is being ex-
pended at Astro Research Corporation1 in ti.4 study of theoretical folding
patterns for the more idealized membrane structures. Semi-rigid structures,
on the other hand, are packaged according to the nature of the sectioning
of the structure which, in turn, is dependent on the overall configuration
and its mission requirements.
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The tight packaging of the Echo I and Beacon satellites enabled expan-
sion ratios of approximately 100,000 and 3,400, respectively, to be achieved.
These extremely high ratios are representative of what can be expected with
the thin-wall inflatable spheres; however, as both the load requirements and
structural wall complexity increases the expansion ratios can be expected to
diminish rapidly, The trend between expansion ratio and configuration com-
plexity is emphasized in Figure 2, In this Figure, a number of the existent
structures having available package dimensions are introduced, As indicated
by the shaded vegin of the Figure, expansion ratios ranging from 2 to pos-
sibly 6 are about as high as one can reasonably expect for any type of manned
expandable structure designed for extended periods of time in space.

NON-RIGID CONFIGCRArIONS AND RELATED MATERIALS

DEFINITIONS

The non-rigid structures are considered to be those which are construc-
ted principally of flexible materials. These structures may be folded or
rolled into complex patterns for packaging without resorting to hinges or
other specialized schemes for providing flexibility in localized regions.
Non-rigid structures are necessarily non-rigid only in their collap.ed form.
Once erected they nay either remain non-rigid with stabilization accomplished
solely by inflation pressure or they may become rigidized after deployment
by a number of techniques. Rigidizing schemes include: (1) mechanical sys-
tems - linkages, tie rods, etc.; (2) physical systems - elastic property
changes, elastic recovery, etc.; and (3) chemical systems - foaming and
rigidizing of foams, plasticizer losq, activation of resins, etc.

FLEXIBLE WALL CONCEPTS

Several flexible wall concepts under consideration for non-rigid ve-
hicles are shown in Figure 3. The single-skin construction, displayed at the
upper left, is shown with fabric reinforcement which enhances the strength,
flexibility, and tear-resistant characteristics. These single-wall materials,
with or without reinforcement, are generally placed in the category of bal-
loon materials. They may rat,?e from the aluminumized plastic films as used
on the Echo I Satelloon to the coated metal wire cloth proposed for re-entry
drag devices and manned re-entry vehicles. The structural stability of con-
figur.tions using the single-skin construction would generally be provided by
internal pressurization; however, methods of introducing stiffness into mem-
branes and coated fabrics are now under study, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,2

is well along with zesearch on glass fiber base fabrics and special flexible

Expansion ratio = expanded volume/packaged volume
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coating formulas which lose their plasticizer after deployment and thus be-
come extremely rigid. Hughes Aircraft Company and NASA are also developing
methods for rigidizing balloon-like structures. Hughes has shown the fea-
sibility of using two different methods for rigidizing thin wall laminates.
One method relies on exposure to ultraviolet rays to rigidize a polyester
resin combined with a dacron mesh laminated between two layers of aluminum-
ized Mylar. The other method employs a thermal sensitive laminate composed
of an epoxy resin coated over a fabri. which has been faced with aluminum-
ized Mylar. The NASA laminate under study consists of two layers of micro-
thin aluminum foil with a 1/3 mil Mylar film sandwiched between,, This
.ystem is then rigidized by overinflation so that it takes on a permanent
set (tensile residual strain). All of these rigidizing schemes appear prom-
ising for huge balloon-like structures and giant solar collectors.

The Airmat material, shown as concept (B) in Figure 3, is actually
one integral piece of cloth woven into a double-wall configuration with con-
tinuous, closely-spaced drop threeds regulating the dual-wall depth. The
surfaces of the resulting fabric are then coated with suitable elastomeric
materials to make the construction airtight amidst the design environment.
The Airmat ct oth has been available for several years in cotton, Nylon,
Fortisan, and Dacron coated with butyl or neoprene elastomers; and now
fiberglass and metal cloth are being successfully employed with heat-resist-
ant coatings. The material is rigidized by intrawall pressurization, and
the drop thread arrangement permits application to various shapes that would
otherwise be impossible for the single-wall materials.

A foamed core material sandwiched between flexible facings is also shown
In Figure 3. This wall corncept, laboled (C), represents two distinctly dif-
ferent applications of foam materials. The first application is that in
which a prefoamed flexible core material rigidizes flexible facings using
the principles of expansion through elastic recovery mechanisms. 3 The second
application of foam core materials is that of foaming-in-place between flex-
ible facings after deployment, thus achieving the desired characteristics of
a rigid sdndwich.,

In the former application, the flexible foam is prefabricated into the
wall cross section prior to packaging. By compressing the foam core and
firmly folding, the structure can be packaged into a relatively small volume
container. Upon release from the container in space, the stored potential
energy of the compressed core is sufficient to expand and lend rigidity to
the configt, ration., No auxiliary forces such as gas pressurization, chemical
rea..tJon, or mechanical devices are required in the deployment scheme. A
similar application is that of replacing the foam co -e with a flexible core
fabricated of corrugated elastomeric materials such as neoprene, polyvinyl,
reinforced films, etc.

Goodyeaz Aircraft Corporation Trademark
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The development of foam-in-place techniques for rigidizing structt-es
is under way in a number of laboratories. The method receiving greatest
attention is that which employs a foam reaction within the wall of a pre-
viously inflated double-wall structure. For this purpose, the polyurethane
foams appear to be the more prooising. Formulation and processing of these
foam materials have taken the form of both powders and liquid reactants,
and at the present time, a one part solid reactant system activated by heat
alone is under development.

4

The next wall cross sectior' shown at (D) in Figure 3, is that of a
double-wall construction having flexible coated-fabric facings and a honey-
comb-like core. Schemes of this type are under study5 whereby the core con-
sists of a conventional metal honeycomb, and during deployment, the unex-
panded core is expanded by inflation to a predetermined shape. The inner
skin is used as a bladder to force the expansion while the outer rkin scrves
as a rvbtraining medi m once the final shdpe is achieved. Methods of bond-
ing the skins to the expanded core are being dcvuloped. These include: (a)
rupturing by means of contact pressure of an encapsulated adhesive system
attached to the skins, and (b) methods for local heating and melting of cap-
sules containing an epoxy resin and a catalyst followed by curing into a
suitable bond.

The double-wall concept, shown at position (E) in Figure 3, employs an
intrawall insulation scneme which will find application in expandable manned
spacecraft construction, This flexible wall concept employs vacuum-vented
superinsulations which are contained between the facing skins. Since these
insulating materials are non-load carrying, the outer vented skin can only
serve to contain the insulation and to protect it from degradation. This
scheme will either be used in conjunction with one of the other wall con-
cepts cr it will be applied to areas where the inner skin can handle the
structural loads. The superinsulations typified by the Linde SI-4 and
NRC-2 materials have-extremely high insulative characteristics when vented
to vacuum conditions, and the principal problem will be one of containment
without the introduction of heat leaks through the insulation. The purpose
of this type of construction would be to attenuate the large thermal fluc-
tuations resulting from solar heating of the exterior surface, thus enabling
a -lose control of the shirt-sleeve environment within a manned craft. Also.
the concept has important application to the shrouding of cryogenic vessels
for long-time storage in space.

The final sketch, (F), in Figure 3 displays an orthotropic core concept.
that is, the core material is directional in core construction and strength
characteristics. Several fabrication schemes for imparting flexibility into
this type of wall construction have been developed; however, methods or
rigidizing in space are still under study. An integrally woven, three dimen-
sional fabric material (Raypan*) is now available in several wall depths,
resin types, yarns, etc, Either truss core or vertical webs of the type
shown are being manufactured. All of the methods mentioned earlier for
rigidizing fabrics would be equally applicable for this construction, In

Registered Trademark of Raymond Development Industries
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addition to the usual structural wall applications, the directional core
construction would enable the wall to serve as a heat ex'hanger in critical
areas of the vehicle, in this way, internal heat generated by power sup-
plies, etc., could be carried to the outer-skin and radiated to space.

The specific applications of some of the wall concepts briefly de-
scribed above are discussed in the following Section.

THE BALLOON SATELLITE AND THIN-WALL CONSTRUCTION

The Echo I satellite was successfully launched and deployed a little
over three years ago. This achievement represented the first introduction
of an inflatable structure into orbit, and it proved, without a doubt, the
value of this inflatable cotacept for wurld-wide iu-mmunicatiuns, The over-
all Project Echo6 was managed by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, and
the development and testing of the 100 foot-diameter satellite, itself,
was under the direction of NASA's Langley Research Center.

Echo I was an extremely thin-wall structure in that it was fabricated
from one-half mil (0.0005-inch thick) Mylar* (polyethylene terephthalate)
coated with a vacuum deposited molecular film of aluminum. The alumin•m
coating provided the necessary reflectivity to radio frequency transmissions.
The weight of the balloon, including about 5 miles of seams, as fabri-
cated by the G. T. Schjeldahl Company, was about 104 pounds or approx-
imately 3.4 pounds per 1000 square feet of surface. Within the balloon,
30 pounds of sublimating powders were carefully sprinkled so as to develop
sufficient vapor pressure for inflation once deployed amidst the vacuus
of space. The payload weight also included two miniature solar powered
radio beacons (11 ounces) carried for tracking purposes. These items
constituted the satellite vehicle which was carefully packaged within a
mignesiwm canister of 26-1/2 inch diameter. A Thor-Delta vehicle was used
to launch the package into orbit. Both the package arrangement and the
method for initiating deployment of Echo I are shown in Figure 4.

Although this balloon-like inflatable structure presented a construc-
tion of simple form, it was far from being free of problems, especially
when such balloons come in 100-foot-diameter sizes. The deflated membrane
structure extended 157 feet aLross the work table, and it presented diffi-
culties in fabrication, handling, inspection, testing, and packaging. For-
tunately, however, experience gaine6 in the past decade with stratosphere
balioons, and more recently, with superpressure balloon systems enabled
many problems to be anticipated and eliminated before they hampered the
program. For example, experience was gained with thermoplastic strip ad-
hesives using polyester resins during the development of superpressure
balloons, and this experience was brought to bear with little difficulty
in the fabrication of all seams on Echo I.

Registered Trademark of E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company
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New problems in packaging, beyond that experienced with atmospheric
balloons, did present themselves, however. In the packaging of Echo I prior
to launch, it was necessary to remove all residual air in the balloon by
piercing it with about 250 strategically placed pin holes and then placing
the package in a vacuum chamber to draw out the entrapped air. While
in thia evacuated condition, the package was vacuum sealed into a spherical
canister. Were this not done, local air pockets would undoubtedly have
produced uncontrolled inflation and localized ruptures would have scuttled
the satellite., Controlled inflation was relegated to the subliming
powders. These were carefully selected to give exactly the range of vapor
pressures required as the satellite passed in and out of the earth's
shadow. The magnitude of the equilibrium pressure developed within the
satellite was directly dependent, for the most part, on the magnitude of
the mecmbranc skin temperature. Therefore, since the skin was subject to
large temperature variations as it passed through the darkness (-1570F)
and sunlight (+250 0 F) portions of the orbit, it was extremely difficult
to keep the internal pressure below the bursting pressure (approximately
0.03 psi) in the sunlight region while still retaining sufficient pressure
in darkness to prevent compressive instebility from the external pressure
exerted by the combination of earth radiation and stagnation pressure.

For the Echo I membrane design, it was concluded, however, that the
rigidity of the satellite was sufficient to retain its shape during earth
.rbit at 1000 miles altitude7 On the other hand, at somewhat lower orbit
altitudes where external pressures become more significant, a slight
measure of increased rigidity would be required to prevent buckling in-
stability and the accompanying drop in reflective efficiency. This need
for more rigidity in thin-membrAne inflatables has prompted several re-
search programs to develop rigidizing schemes. These were briefly dis-
cussed in the preceding Section. The NASA laminate which consists of the
two layers of aluminum foil (0.00018 inch) with an interlayer of thin
Mylar film (0.00035 inch) was used in the larger Echo II Satellite
(135 foot diameter). It is estimated that Echo II (also known as Echo A-12)
will weigh twice that of Echo I and will require a proportionately larger
package.

Another technique for rigidizing reflective spheres like Echo is that
of a wire-rigidized, aluminized, Mylar material under study by Goodyear.
This scheme also uses the "over-stress" principal to develop a residual
ter,sile strain in the wire mesh., The rigidity thus developed by overin-
flation is then high enough to retain the shape in low orbits even after
all pressure has been lost. An auxiliary technique that has been proposed
is that of subsequently evaporating away the plastic film covering the mesh.
This method would leave only the open fine-wire frame, thus reducing the
adverse effects of radiation and stagnation pressures. The wires are still
close enough, however, to cause little reduction to its efficiency as a
radio wave reflector.,
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THE FLEXIBLE SOLAR COLLECTOR AND FOAMED CORE CONSTRUCTION

One of the more attractive methods now being developed for erecting
large solar collectors in space is that of inflation followed by rigidization
using foam-in-place techniques. Goodyear Aircraft Corporation has developed
a rather straightforward procedure for accomplishing this type of reflector.
The precise shape of the reflector is attained by pressurizing a volume
located between the concave surface of the reflector and a temporary
hemispherical forward section. The aluminumized reflector surface is then
rigidized by releasing a lightweight foam in a double-wall cavity immediately
behind the reflective surface, Finally, after sufficient time has elapsed
to allow the foam to cure (typically, 15 to 20 minutes), the hemispherical
forward section is removed along the rim of the reflector leaving the desired
dish-type configuration, The sequence of events just described are clearly
shown in Figure 5. Huge solar collectors up to 50 feet in diamet2r are in
the planning stage; however, at the present time smaller "feasibility"
models are under construction to improve foaming techniques and fabrication
methods.

The polyurethane family of foam materials are receiving most attention
for such foam-in-place applications, especially in the presence of the
space environments, Their popularity stems not only from their foaming
characteristics but also from their resistance to degradation (after foam-
ing) by the cembined environment of thermal radiation and vacuum. The
po•yurethanes retain good strength properties up to temperatures near
300'F; however, some protection from ultraviolet rays is required for
long-time exposures. This shortcoming is not severe since protective
coatings have been developed and successfully used against ultraviolet rays,

The Mylar films, as in the Echo balloon application, appear to satisfy
the requirements for the membrane surfaces of the inflated and foam rigidized
solar collector. Film thicknesses of 1/2 to I mil are in general use in
most developments of this type, A vacuum deposit of aluminum is, of course,
added to the Mylar at the retlector surface. For normal use in space,
this aluminum film needs to be no more than about 2000 angstroms thick
k8.0 micro-inches).

The conventional polyurethane foams, referred to above, foam satis-
factorily under the moderate vacuum conditions existing within the confines
of double-wall membranes. From the standpoint of vacuum, these intrawall
corditions are not severe, although these regions have received the
standard evacvation procedures before packaging. Unfortunately, however,
in the hard vacuum (10-8 to 10-l mn Hg.) existing outside a deployed space
structure, the conventional foams cannot be used since they will collapse
during the foaming process. Therefore, methods for foaming a material
that adheres to the vacuum-exposed outer surface of a structure requires
new material formulations and processes. A number of research programs
fox foaming under the difficulties of hard vacuum are underway, and promis-
ing results are beginning to be displayed. Hughes Aircraft Company has
developed a powder mixture of solid urethane reactants which is made to
adhere to the exterior of an inflatable structure. Once it reaches a
temperature between 1800 and 2500F a foam reaction is triggered into
operation.
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FIGURE 5. FLEXIBLE SOLAR COLLECTOR
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Gelatin films are being studied at ASD as a possible means of rigid-
izing structures of the solar-collector type. The gelatin film is cast onto

flexible surface and allowed to cure to the point of being flexible but
..... .3ticky. Then, the sLructure is folded and packaged into an evacuated
container which prevents rigidization of the film by preventing evaporation
rt water from the gelatin. Once deployed in space, however, the water

cvapoi.,tes and the film rigidizes. Furthermore, as soon as the rigid surface
reaches a temperature ot -bout 2000 F, the film foams to a thickness ten or
I" timi -s original 'hicknes.s, thus imparting additional rigidity Lc the
, f,,racv.

Another method, that of spraying foam reactants automatically against
a surface exposed to the svace environment, has been under development by
Goodvear., In this icheme a "back flap" method is employed whereby the foam
,s applied between a flap and the exterior surface. Thus, tne foaming ac-

~i'lly cakes pla~v,, a.d Ls allowed kO uoitk-(ure. in mhe protective con-
iacs u~nderneath the tla,. Beneath the flap, the exterior hard vacuum has
;ot had time to penIetrate amidst the entrapped gases. It is reported that
ti•is system may be used to rigidize a prototype solar collector soon to be
nlace6 in-' orbit.

MliE FL" IBLE PARAWINC UECO%1RY DEVICE

N-c ilexible recevery devices reterred to as either parawings, para-
liders.- or Rogailo win6s represent a considerable advancement in maneuver-

.iLtil•! ovcr tile stecrable parachute. However, the greater maneuver capa-
oilitv is provided at the expense -f more complexity in the structural
arraneem•nt and an increase in the acrodynamic problems. Nevertheless, the
morits of the concept oversladow its difficuIlies Lo sufficient extent that
con:iderable development in this area can be expected in the year- ahead,

-hc principal structural members employed in these recovery configura-
tioas are a central keel and two sweptback leading edges. Typically, these
,rc tabular membets that are rigidized by intlation at the beginning of the
deployment sequence. a large-area, flexible, lifting srface is attached
cont inuL, usly along the length ot the tubes. This aerodynamic surface, gen-
erally, consists of a very flexible, high-strength fabric coated with a ther-
mal resistance coasting., The deployed paraglider shown in Figure 6 is repre-
sentative of the construction just described. Although the vehicle shown is
that of a micrometeoroid sensing paraglider, it is very similar to most of
the other proposed systems including that being developed for Gemini recovery.

The micrometeoroid paraglider was developed by the Space General
Corporation and B. F. Goodrich Company under the direction of NASA/Langley.
The paraglider is to be boosted to an altitude of 250,000 feet, where it is
deployed. It then will follow a nominal trajectory and glide path during
which time micrometeoroid impacts on sensors will be detected and telem-
etered back to earth. The materials and processing problems encountered in
the development of the vehicle are typical of this type of aerospace configu-
ration; however, due to the nature of the experiment to be performed, some
added problems related to materials may be considered umlique. That is, the
scheme for measuring the micrometeoroid flux in near spece required that aU
of the available 110 square feet of lifting surface be used for mounting
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sensitive capacitor-type sensors. These sensors were mounted on both sides
of the surface giving approximately 200 square feet of sensor are&. The
very low aerodynamic loading on the lifting surface enabled a very light-
weight, single-ply, fiberglass cloth to be used for this application. The
material used was 34-Y9050 with an adhesive applied to both sides to simplify
the mounting of the sensors. This material was available in 36-inch widths,
and 2-inch lap joints were employed in bu-lding up the required surface
area.

The capacitor sensors consisted of six layers of aluminum film, each
25 micro-inches thick, interleaved with three layers of 1/4 oil ifylar and
two layers of 1/2 mil Mylar to form a multilayer capacitor about 0.002 inch
thick. This laminate was bonded together by heat and pressure using a
Schjuldahl 301 adhesive system. To assure adhesion under all temperature
extremes, the laminate had to survive a thermal shock test involving rapid
transfer from boiling water to liquid nitrogen.

The basic material of construction selected for the tubular structure
wao Hess Goldsmith HG66 fiberglass fabric. This is a 17 by 17 plain weave
material having a thickness of about 0.016 inch. Its nominal breaking
strength is 600 lb/inch. Two layers of this precoated fabric were ortho-
gonally matched and orientated on a bias with respect to the longitudinal
axis of the tubes. The matrix material was selected to be a silicone
elastomer because of its superior high-temperature cLaracteristics and
flexibility. Low permeability was not a primary requirement since a low
permeability film could be applied on the inside of the tube if excessive
loss of gas were encountered during proof testing. The basic strength
required of the fabric material was dictated primarily by the level of
internal pressure needed to prevent buckling of the tubular members under
the design loads.

During the development of this vehicle, some weakening and breakage
of the glass fibers in the fabric was noted as a result of the coatiag and
handling operations. This characteristic weakening appears to be comon to
all composites using fiberglass as a flexible reinforcement, %ince it is
made from filaments that are basically brittle. The situation is further
aggravated by removal of sizing to improve the adhesion of silicone. Sizing
acts as a lubricant between adjacent fibers, and when this is removed,
friction and breakage begin. These are problems that have been recognized,
and they should be carefully considered in design. It appears improbable
that fiberglass materials can be used at their full rated strength if they
are to be .flexible.

As indicated earlier the hfting surface area of the paraglider in
Figure 6 is 110 square feet. The structural tubes are tapered, as shown,
from 20 inches to 8 inches over their 12-foot length. The vertical inflated
tube is 12 inches in diameter and extends to 12 feet with a rigid hardware
canister attached at the lowermost end. The canister and hardware weigh 90
pounds, and the flexible paraglider weighs 90 pounds for a total package
weight of 180 pounds. A fixed trim is employed for the vehicle, and a peak
wing loading of approximately 2.5 lb/ ft 2 has been predicted. The packing
density (package volume/calculated %aterial volume) has been established
at a value of 3.0 for the flexible portion of the package.
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FIGURE 6. THE MICRCJAETEOROID PARAGLIDER
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THEl INFLATABLE RE-ENTY GLIDER

The so-called the -eal barrier associated with aerodynamic flight fsates
the basis for a pressing structural problem during glide re-entry. Gliters;
of the Dyua -Soar type, for example, with their relatively high wing l(odixgs
and high re-entry velocities will have structural temperatiures ranging be-
tween, say 4000oF at the stagnation point on the nose to about 25OO°F under-
neath the wings, Typical relationzhips between velocity, altitude, w4ng
loadiag, and induced temperature for glide re-entry are shown in Fiiure 7,
The lowermost wing-loadling curve is that ot a .cenentional glider having
a wing loading of 80 lb/ft 2 , The temperature lines shown are representative
of those occurring beneath the wing. A maximum temperature between 7000• •
and 3000%V is indicated for the conventional vehicle. Furthermore, thc
severity of these temperatures for the re-entry glider are emphasized by
long-rime exposures which are of the order of minutes. Thus, for the con-
Veflt±Gfnld glider tatltei .. n - atiriais_ are indicated to cope with the
thermal problem.

A reduction of the wing loading on the glider has the effect of re-
ducing the level of aerodynamic heating. This ta indicated in Figure 7 by
the uppermogs .ing-loa~dng curve typical of gliders having larme wings and
thus lower velocities for a given altitude, The conventional glider, how-
ever, is restricted to wings of low aspect ratio in order for the configutra
Lion to t zompatible during the eyit phase with the stability and control
capabilivy of the booster system. In turn, these dimensional constraints
restrict e Ulider to the higher wing loadings and temperatures. It is
here that the inflatable glider appears to offer advantages. By using the
inflarahlý concept, wings of large size can be folded around the fuselage
during exit and then inflattd before re-entry, thereby achieving the desired
wing-loads of low magnitude.

The .- l•teble concept publicized by Goodyear, is shown in Figure -.

The Airm.- ,s'terial described earlier and shown in Figure 3 is used exten-
sively it .'s vehicle. Tht. wine loadings, t •ical of the proposed inflat-
able gila., range between 1.0 and 5.0 lb/ft: and, as shown in Figure 7,
this cor- -'ponds to re-entry temperatures of about 17i! to L>1001. In this
temp.-raLure range, a number of lear axotic materials have good struttural
characteristics. In fact, fabrics eoven of materials such as the austenitic
stainlesi steels, nickel-base alloy steels, and fiberglass sito promise.

Unfortunately, the application of expandable concepts to a glide re-
entry vehicle, as with any other vehicle, is tre than just a basic materials
problem. The broad problem is not only one of developing materials with
good, elevated temperature strength, low permeability, etc., but it 15 also
one of developing new methods of fabrication and refined methods of predic-
ting the structural response of the new fabric-base materials. For the
glide vehicle, in particular, the flexible structure must be capable of not
only holding a prescribed geometrical shape, such as .tbat of a fuselage or
an air-foil, but it must also provide a good, predictable measure of protec-
tion to the crew while subjected to the hazards of space and re-entry.
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FIGURE 7. AERODYNAMIC HEATING VERSUS RE-ENTRY CORRIDOR
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FIGURE 8. INFLATABLE RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
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Undoubtedly, the inflatable space station concept that has received the
most extensive study is that of the inflateble torus fabricated by Goodyear.
As in most space station concepts, the tore-type of spacecraft is designed
to develop an artificial gravity through rotation about its own axis. Due
to human factor criteria,O this means of inducing gravity also restricts the
minimum diameter of the rotating station to about 80 feet.* Although a full
scale vehicle has not been fabricated, Goodyear has built several experi-
mental structures (1/2 size and smialler) for use in a number of studies.
Problem areas under study include fabrication methods, variable gravity
effects, folding, erection, internal environment, system dynamics, etc. A
30-foot diameter experimental torus structure is shown in Figure 9. The
test vehicle shown here is supported at the hub to allow inspection and ro-
tation during the study. (Note the use of tie cables and shear-pad attach-
ments for increasing the rigidity of the structure.)

1he vehicle shown in Figure 9 is fabricated of Airmat material which
gives the desired feature of double-wall construction. The use of Airmat
enables the inflation pressure of the structure to be independent of the
pressure requiretments placed on the internal environmental air. Futhermore,

the dual-wall configuration affords added protection from meteoroids by pre-
senting an effective "Wipple meteor-bumper" shield. This type of construc-
tion is also amenable to intrawall foaming procedures so as to rigidize the
station after the initial inflation, It is feasible that the foam-core
material could serve as an efficient attenuator of penetrating radiation as
well as a means of improving structural integrity by eliminating the deperd-
ence on intrawall pressure for stability. Several fabric end coating schemes
for the Airmat are under evaluation. These include fabrics of Nylon, Dacron,
and Fortisan. and coatings of neoprene, butyl, and Mylar films. Improved
methods of structural analysis of Airmat-type materials have also been de-
veloped in parallel with the fabrication programs, Much of the initial theo-

retical work was performed under the diLection of NASA-Langley;I0,11 however,
recently the Air Force has concentrated efforts

1 2 
in these areas. In all of

these studies the theoretical developments have been compared with expcri-
mental results.

Single-wall construction consisting of either multiple coated fabrics
alone or filament windings combined with coated fabric liners has also been
given some consideration for space station applications. Although the
strength and permeability requirements can be met by these single-wall mate-
rials, it is doubtful that sufficient protection from environmental hazards
can be given crew members for the extended lifetime of the space station and
the typical periods envisioned between crew rotation.

* Humen factor considerations indicate that the differential gravity force
from head to foot of an astronaut standing within the rim of the torus
should be no greater than 15 percent; thus, for a 6-foot man, a minimum
of 40-foot radius is indicated.
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The merits of the inflatable glide re-entry vehicle has prompted ex-
tensive research and development in all aspects of fabric-base materials
applications. A number of organizations are studying one or more of the
problem areas concerned with high-temperature structural fabrics, coatings,
manufacturing processes, And the applied mechanics problem. A partial list-
ing of these organizations is as follows: Dow Corning, DuPont, Goodrich,
Goodyear, H. I. Thompson, A. D. Little, and Westinghouse Electric. The
Majority of these people are working under Air Force contracts or subcon-
tracts; however, in several instances the work is of a proprietary, in-
house nature. For reference purposes, several specific contracts and
prime contractors are given below:

(1) AF 33(616)-8259, "Development of Fabric Base HatprIals
for Space Applications," Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

(2) AF 33(657)-8702, "Analytical and Experimental Investigation
of Coated-Metal Fabric Expandable Structures for Aerospace
Applications," Goodyear Aerospace Corporation.

(3) AF 33(b16)-7854, "New and Improved Materials for Expandable
Structures," Goodyear Aerospace Corporation.

(4) AF 33(616)-7294, "Investigation of Properties of Fine
Filaments and Fabrics of Superalloys and Refractory Metals,"
Arthur D. Little, Inc,

The information being generated by these programs should be recognized
as being very preliminary in nature, and it would not be appropriate to
compare, or even list, results obtained on material properties or methods
of analysis at this early stage of their research, However, progress re-
ports are available in which great quantities of information are unfolding.
These should be of value for the preliminary trade-off studies.

THE INFLATABLE SPACE STATION

Space stations with large interual volumes and big working spaces
for crew members are in the planning stage for future spacecraft. As yet,
there is no approved national program for such an undertaking; how ver,
the sp3ce-station concept is presently undergoing ai intense study to
determine the most effective time to introduce this logical next step.

Goodyear Aerospace Corporarion has indicated that a manned space
station could be placed in orbit in about three years. The feasibility
of the space station has been demonstrated by studies being performed by
several NASA centers and the Air Force, as well as by a number of contractors
in the aerospace industry. ln general, it has been emphasized that the
required space-station technology is less demanding than that of Project
Apollo. In particular, complex areas such as navigation, guidance, re-
entry heating, propulsion subsystems, and lunar landing would be either
absent or less stringent in their demands on the space station.
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EXPANDABLE BOOSTER-RECOVERY SYSTEMS

The reusability of advanced booster sybtems typified by Advanced Saturn
and Nova may become decisively important to the logistic support given space
stations and lunar'bases in the not too distant future. Such recovery
schemes appear impractical, however, with our present multistage booster
systems due to the relatively low cost of the Atlas and Titan first stage
boosters and the high cost of developing a reliable recovery system. Never-
theless, the picture changes drastically, once the booster becomes an ex-
pensive, one stage vehicle having 12 or so engines of large size; and, the
initial costs of the recovery system are amortized over the entire life of
the reusable boosters. These considerations have prompted a number of aero-
space companies to make a careful evaluation of the cost trade-effs involved.

Thus, many expandable recovery schemes have come under study. These
Include parachutes, intcgral inflated wings, paragliders, and inflated drag
cones. The latter method, namely, the inflatable, blunt-body drag cone
shown in Figure 10 has been under study by Douglas 1

' for several years,
This is an extremely large inflatable structure whose diameter of 325 feet
and height of 226 feet makes it several times larger than the inflatable
space station referred to earlier. The recovery system, as proposed by
Douglas, weighs approximately 107.000 pounds and would be composed of two
distinct structural sec~ions,

A "wrap-around" nose section is to be composed of an Airmat material
using either Rene' 41 or 304 stainless-steel wire cloth impregnated with a
high temperature silicone elastomer. The Airmat-tvpe material is used to
assure that the required conical nose shape will be retained, It is pro-
posed that this nose portion be expendable; thus, the materials in the Air-
mat would be s'ibjected to the 1500OF re-entry conditions only once. Prior
to deployment, the Airmat nose sectiva would be packaged in an aft canister
centrally positioned amongst the engine thrust chambers.

The second section of the drag ccne is proposed to be a single-wall
coated fabric made from Dacron and coated with a silicone of low permea-
bility. This would be a reusable section that is stored in an annular com-
partment at the aft edge of the booster skirt extension. When deployed,
the single-wall section would be protected by the Airmat heatshield. It
would take the shape of a large torus (8 million cubic feet) having a cen-
tral, cylindrical pocket for holding the booster securely in place. Douglas
has given the appropriate name, ROOST, to the systems concept.

The drag cone has a built-in "sky hook" buoyancy feature that enables
the recovered booster and cone tc become aerostatically buoyant at 2000 feet
altitude. This feature is developed in the system by flowing a hot gas
(hydrogen or helium at 4000

F) into the inflated drag cone by means of a
combustor-heater handling 25 to 55 pounds of gas per second, Gradual des-
cent of the vehicle from the 2000-toot buoyant altitude to earth occurs in
about 15 minutes as the bag cools off. Impact is no more than 2.5 fps.
Without the buoyancy feature of the hot gases, impact would be 130 fps or
higher, Schemes for making recovery on either land or sea, including the
operations for returning the vehicle to the assembly area, have been studied
rather completely by Douglas.
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Minneapolis Honeywell is presently under contract to NASA to study a
somewhat different concept for the hot-air balloon recovery system. This
system, as presently conceived, resembles a large open-mouth super-pressure
balloon 300 feet high and containing about 15 million cubic feet of hot
air that rises from heaters into the open balloon. The recovery system is
to consist of a parachute deeleration scheme, an array of gas burners for
heating air to inflate u sustain the balloon, the large balloon Itself,
and either an automati; or remoeL control system to regulate both the se-
quence of events and the gas burners that heat the air. The final recovery
procedure is similar to that of the Douglas concept in that descent is
controlled by regulation of the inflation air temperature. The system can be
towed to a suitable recovery arcs using helicopters, according to Honeywell.

SEMI-RiCID CONFIGUIZATIONS AND RELATED MATERIALS

DEFINITIONS

Semi-rigid expandable structures may be classified as those configura-
tiovis which change eitL.er shape or volume by movements vf rigid panels,
sections, or modulce. This classification includes both manned and unmanned
concepts ranging from those of pivoting panels in the sunflower solar col-
lectors to those of self-erecting space statloas composed of both rigid
modules and flexible interconnecting structure, Due to the predominance of
rigid elements, the semi-rigid structures are packaged according to the nat-
ure of their sectioning, and, in general, the expansion ratios (as defined
earlier) are small, that is, less than 10.

The rigid members of the sumi-r~gid coacept may be of either metallic
or tton-metallic construction. The final choice of structural materials will
usually be based on a minimum weight criterion; however, the familiar
strength-to-weight relations may be overshadowed by considerations of envi-
ronmental effects or structural instability. Furthermore, for the manned
vchicles, major problems to be considered will be that of providing wall
cross seLtions that show a good measure of resistance to meteoroid damage,
shielding against penetrating radiation, and adaptability to passive and
active thermal control.

RIGID-WALL CONCEPTS

The rigid-wall concepts that may be ascribed to expandable spacecraft
will, of course, vary considerably in complexity depending nn their struc-
tural ad•udor protective function. Probably the least complex wall section
would be that of the deployable petals on a sunflower solar collector.
These petals may be constructed of nothing more than a sheet of single-
thickness material having a highly reflective surface coating. A somewhat
more complex structural requirement is that of the hinged panels for sup-
porting arrays of solar cells in the scientific satellites typified by Hari-
ner, Ranger, Surveyor, Voyager, and Nimbus. In these latter applications,
emphasis is placed on finding structural panels which display high rigidity-
to-weight characteristics. As a result, most of the solar-cell panels nov
in use are constructed of honeycomb or truss-core sandwiches.

.............



The extremes in rig!d-wall complexity will undoubtedly be associated
with the space-station modules within which crew members will be asked to
reside for long periods of time. In the manned module application, it
appears imperative that some form of multiwall construction be provided
for handling the dual role of structural load-path and environment attenua-
tion. A number of such composites are shown in Figure 11. The first comw
posite shown is a typical wall concept in which polymeric materials have
been used in combination with metals (or possibly rigid, reinforced plas-
tics) to give an efficient design. Either a prefoamed polyurethane (1.0
to 1.5 cu ft/lb) or a super-insulation is employed here to serve several
functions, namely, thermal insulation, meteoroid bumper, and radiation
shield. Some structural rigidity would also be introduced by the foam
,en though the structural function will be primarily relegated to the
sandwich construction. The merits of lightweight foam materials used it
various meteoroid bumper arrangements have been studied extensively by
General Dynamics, Goodyear 14 and Normco 1 5 , and these matertals hold good
promise for meteoroid protection schemes.

The other rigid-wall concepts in Figure 11 are shown, for simplicity,
without the outer protection system. For some applications, this may be
all that is actually needed. That is, the primary structure may be able to
give the desired degree of protection from the hazardous environment with
only a slight off-optimum structural (load carrying) arrangement. By con-
straining the cross-section dimensions tn meet the requirements for pene-
tration resistance (meteoroids 1 6 and radiationl7), and by using an ortho-
tropic core sandwich as a heat exchanger, it may be possible to handle both
structural and protective functions efficiently. Parametric design charts
for such "constrained designs" have been developed by Aeronutronic for
flat panelsI8, 1 9 , 2 0 and cylindrical shells1 having single-truss, double-
truss and corrugated-core sandwoch construction.

Each of the wall cross sections shown in the Figure will display
"efficiency factors" that vary considerably with the magnitude of the en-
vironmental constraintt. Therefore, depending on the design loads and
level of proteccion desired from the environment, these wall concepts may
interchange their "effic~ency" ranking.

SCIENTIFIC SPACECRAFT AND SOLAR PANELS

The unmanned scientific satellites typified by Mariner, Ranger, Sur-
veyor, Voyager, and Nimbus have shown the importance of changing either
size or shape in order to deploy arrays of solar cells, and thus, benefit
fr=m the "free-energy" supplied by solar radlaLion. in these craft, the
need for adequate power for long-term operation of scientific gear, has
dictated the use of deployable concepts. Structural deployment must be
used regardless of the fact that such structural complexity inherently
introduces problems in both reliability and structural response. A typi-
cal scheme for solar panel deployment, as used on the Ranger spacecraft,
is shown by an artist's conception in Figure 12. In these semi-rigid
scientific craft, the need for structural panels having high strength and
high stiffness to support the solar cells and related equipment is apparent.
Sandwich construction appears to satisfy the structural requirement; howevet,
the introduction of Joints and fittings into these sandwich materials, and
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FIGURE 12. SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT ON RANGER
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the overall problem of bonding the facings to a core,hinders a straight-
forward development of panel designs. That is, the added weights asso-
ciated with joints, fittings, and adhesives in sandwich materi.'ls can
often become an appreciable percentage of the overall panel weight.

The truss-core and honeycomb-core sandwich designs displayed earlier
in Figure 11 azo now being applied to solar panel construction. However,
the single-facing sandwiches (open-face type), having stiffening comprised
of either integral waffles formed by the chem-mill process or built-up
schemes, are attracting attention. The development of the solar panels
for Mariner 2 is typical of the lightweight construction that can be
achieved. These structural panels were built by Ryan Aeronautical, using
spot-welded aluminum alloy sandwich. The orthotropic core (longitudinal
webs) sandwich was employed to give the high flexural rigidity needed in
the longitudinal direction, This type of construction is generally most
efficient when bending moments predominate in one direction, as in the
sola panel OppliLation. The webbed-core and truss-core not only stabilize
the facing sheets and provide shear st~iffness, but they also carry .- large
share of the compressive load running parallel to the core elemehts, The
fa:t that the longitudinal core material is effective in carrying compressive
loads perm-ts the use of a denser core than that employed in the honeycomb-
core sandwicI, In the honeycomb-core sandwich, the core material is not fully
effective in -arrying the loads in a cantilever beam, and an excess in core
density can introduce serious weight penalties,

The high vacuum of space may present problems in the selection of both
bearing materials and lubricants for the pivot pointb on solar panels, It
is recognized that chemisorbed gases, including water vapor and oxide films,
play an important role in friction, Once these are removed, localized
"cold-welding" may result in seizing or galling of any metal-to-metal rub-
bing contact, providing the contact force is sufficiently high. Further-
more, 1,1hricatioi of such moving or sliding contacts under high vacuum is
very tr'ablesome, It is known that the lubricating properties of graphite,
for example, depend on the presence of a chemisorbed film of water vapor,
and this is lost even at relatively low altitudes. Nevertheless, it is
generally believed that hinged panel structures that are deployed within a
few days of launch should experience little or no difficulty, Additional
factors which tend to minimize the bearing problem are: (1) the movement
will probably occur only once and in an unidirectional manner; (2) inertia
considerations will dictate relatively slow motions; and (3) due to weight-
lessness, the bearings will be subjected to very light loads.

The power demands of most present-day scientific satellites are re-
latively small (less than 2% watts); however, power requiremcntz can be
expected to increase sharply into the multikilowatt range for sophisticated
probes now in the planning stage and manned vehicles beginning with
Apollo. It has been estimated that about 30,000 silicon-type solar cells
would be required to make an array producing only 1 kilowatt of power.
The array would cover about 100 square feet of panel surface, and the result-
ing solar panel would weigh at least 100 pounds. These rigid panel arrays
would not only be com'lex aid heavy, but they would be quite cumbersome to
package. A possible solution to this problem is now being studied by NASA
and their contractors 2 2 , whereby large-area thin-film solar cells having higb
flexibility are under development, These cells will have low efficiency;
however, they can be rolled up or folded into small volumes, Furthermore,
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the evaporation process used to make theso, flexible cells is simple and very
adaptable to large areas. A I-kilowatt t1,;n-film cadmium sulphide cell array
of the flexible type is estLnmted to weigi about 70 po.mnds., Therefore, this

..ppe irs to be an itipotLant ireaj it whi.h fitxible concepts c,!n be expected to
replace sem -t igid confC)pt:., in tile neir future.

'lETAL-T.t'E: SOIAR COLLkC'f,)RS OR tNTENNAS

Solli coe1 ,iLr. trs wi L Jiramvt rs i tmgiL ng bets, en 1' , m 5 feet aret now n

botii tre t 1ot)ll l?, o tI, !.i deve lopimeno stages. Moat 11m these design- .rc to be
dalpt mblt rt .t.•. r the pr't-ei[ .'C i'ottfic s .telirt, ir the earl) manned ve-

htl'ý beI. 1;mntintg wittL Apollo. Thu petal-tvpe collectors present structural
prole f~ll, hit ire imil ir mi na.mture Lo those of the solar panel; however, many
.1ore panelJ , amld pm. Its l( ovOii ed h 'ir.hLil LOt"pl icates the precise alignment

o cf t mtl clmmeimi "l ' ,Ia ,et. ' "e caIec.,.ra , it,.. r 5., mrvu, .

.,!d' dmr.em-On.nl toleramnme- taist be ca,,ffuIiv ivcetrolled, since slight surface
:rrr m'.l: .,,cc r.a reoiulrt in 1illfiL.Int ,rops in reflective efficiencn . The

rim cr1 .1 •., dsrat men-, that _-II be involved in tue de.elovment of solar
, lector collC pt I lit I dit

ji be 1r1-11 10 Iliubrik ý.tion ni-jteri ml,; aijbjec ted t " sp~ice environment.,

1,2 , ý,1,n.. n c- b iLtt, f ,l c ll c tL or -i' ter als during a mi..-

Itumki d" I Ii in m I cyl I es bet;seen ii gi -id lo6 tempera -ares,

3 .. .rid,,I o'r at the j I, it\ of tie n Ielect ivt suriace cue tc
nelarmt oIn . dust, metcolOmd penetr 1, on , spotttering, and

IV'L .Ied I oCt r,,

(.. irer t ,t 1 0m1cr a er t!ed st ruct ral components under space

A tVptcm pci il-tipe solar cellccizor is d.splayed in Figare 13. As indi-
cated by t1-. ,drirýlnm , wost sealir Lollcctors -. ill be employed in a space power
colivf rsion s\ rce!,- Ill lhiCh i hC solar cnriN , focu.ed onto a boiler unit.

Tne sp.,c, poser p) int sliown here is that ofm 15-foot diameter, 1 .5-kilowatt
coimcepi- patterned after an c\isttng uon:t , de-'iyned and fabricated by Ryan
Aeronautical! Compan,. rhe mirror petals are of cery lightweight, resistance
seldcd construct ion jining .aluminutm al ovy. Tne sLiffening used on these
petals by Rv,sn is thmt of an open truss-woe, giving localized stiffening im-

mediately behind Lilt, pineLIs and inn overall adjastable lattice-work that forms
into , rigid ;y;tem of W'irien trusses to give a paraboloid shape upoa full
deplovment.

A large 3"-foot diameter sunflower collector is now being constructed
by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc, It is estimated that their overall ccl-
lector system will weigh 700 pounds, however, the, structural weight of the
parabolic dish will be only 143 poands.. The system is designed to deliver
3 kilowatts of power for a period of one year. The large paraboloid can
be folded during launch by rotating and skewing each petal about an individ-
ual hinge line so that the petals overlap and form a cylindrical package
10 feet it diameter. Upon deployment, the configuration is spread out
in an umbrella fashion. The rigid petals of this design consist of
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3-ril aluminam si'in bonded to a honeycomb core of 1/2 inch depth. The con-
cave surface of each petal is tormed to hold the shape of a segment of a
paraboloid. A centrally mounted tubular framework holds a boiler system at
the focus point so as to rcceive the concentrated solar energy reflected
from the highly polished surfaces,

A number of collectors of a similar nature are being developed by
other contractors. However, each of these contractors are using a slightly
different scheme for petal construction and deployment. General Electric
Company has developed petal-type collectors similar to the above in which
conventional sandwich materials are used for the petal elements. Electro-
Optical Systems, Inc., on the other hand, is fabricating petals for their
design from thin nickel sheet bv the p'- oforming process. An overcoating
of aluminum is then applied to this dcaign to give the desired reflectivity.:
The Allison Division of General M•otors is experimenting with a 4-foot dia-
meter reflector ot a radically different tpe. They are uaing the Fresnel
corcept, which resembles a serrated flat pla:e that cai- Ze es.-, folded
into a compact pakage. After deployment., tile azrrations impart rigidity
into the flat atsk reflector. The unit Is Laade by depositing nickel films
onto a master,, whi(h in turn is Loated by a r. flecting surface of aluminum.

MANNED-TRAINER AND LABORATORY SPACECRAFT

The MercrN, Gemini.- X-15, Dxna-Soar, and Apollo programs have already
oeen initiated to identif, and determine practical solutions to the problems
of manned space fli.,ht. Tile Mercury program is completed, and the X-15 pro-
-rarm is now in the advanced phases of flight res,•arc'i, Both of these pro-
crans have provided valuable data for furture mai•ied spac-e tlights. The
Gerini,, Dyna-Soar,, and Apollo programs are at various stages of their funded
programs,, but actual flights appear to be some mcaths or years away,

Fach of the above programs have been planued sn a- to obtain definitive
information relative to man's ability to cope with ,e-. problems in a strange
env'ironment, as well as, to test the structural int.,,itv of the craft in-
volved. Although mar. of the anticipated condition-' way be simulated in
ter-estrial laboratoric-s, it has been found desirabh to establish how well
man and structure can perform over extended periods c.9 weightlessness and
amidst tile simultaneous onsiaught Af the total space :, dironment. This is
especially important in considering any duty cycle cr singLe task that may
be required oi an astronaut in the more advanced, erpaada',le, space systems..
To ;upply answers and to avert what may prove to be impoFt:ible assignments
with regard to manned expandable spacecraft, additional ,rograms will be
required to provide information prior to the final dezigsi phase of any major
space-station venture. These intermediate programs will require the use of
"trainer vehicles" or "flight test craft" whose designr are ,ased to a n'jor
ext.ent on existing capability and state-of-the-art fabri:ation tecaniques.
thereby meeting the earliest possible launch date.

A number of trainer-craft have been proposed by inZ. .r,', and b typical
trainer-concept under study by Aeronutronic 2 3 is shown in Figure 14. Hlere,
a trainer-module (or mission-module) adapted to the Mercury t;'p:ule is illus-
trated; hiowever, a sitmilar configuration can be envisioned ft,r tie two-man



FLOGURE 14. SPACE TRAINER - ORBITAL CONFIGURATION
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Gemini capsule. The orbital orientation of the craft is shown in which a
sealed passage is formed between the Mercury hatch and the module. This
Orientation is achieved by a relative rotation of the craft from the initial
tandem arrangement employed during boost. Thus, it would be possible for
an astronaut to enter the module and undertake a predetermined set of tasks
related to an experimental program. As indicated in Figure 15, it is envi-
sioned that the trainer-module will be adaptable to the performance of
advanced expandable structure studies whereby the mecharics of deploying,
sealing, and rigidizing structures can be observed and evaluated, Further-
more, for those experiments and structural evaluations requiring measure-
ments over extended periods of time, both the expanded structure and mission
module could be leit in orbit, In this case, the astronaut would return to
the re-entry capsule, disengage, and return to earth using re-entry tech-
niques already developed. Structural evaluations and the retrieval of struc-
tural and material specimens from the orbiting craft would then be made at
a later date by a second Mercury or Gemini capsule, For such maneuvers,
the orbitiin*' ,oodIem would serve as targets in trainer exercises involving

rendezvous and docking ptoredurtss

A much more sophisticated structures/materials space laboratory adapted
to an advanced three-man re-entry capsule is illustrated in Figure 16. Lab-
oratories and/or work shops similar in nature to this configuration may be
envisioned for in-orbit inspection aud component checkout during the assem-
bly of large space stations or interplanetary craft. The vehicle shown in
the figure is performing studies related to the merits of a semi-rigid con-
cept which employs diametral expansion, These evaluations can be visualized
to include the mechanics of deploying a new concept such as the "shingle"
design shown here, the merits of new sealing schemes, the attenuation ability
ot structural arrangements or shielding methods, and possibly, the evaluation
of composites for "self-sealing" penetrations by meteoroids.

TELESCOPING SPACECRAFT

The telescoping concept for deploying semi-rigid spacecraft is adapt-
able to a variety ot module cross-sectional shapes (rectangular, hexagonal,
cylindrical, etc.); however, in the application of this concept the cylin-
drical construction has received preference, Undoubtedly, this preference
stems from the fact that the cylindrical module, for a given length and
internal volume, presents a minimum surface area to the hazardous space envi-
ronment. Furthermore, the cylinder displays a number of other design advan-
tages. These include: (1) an external shape readily adaptable to booster
vehicles; (2) a surface of revolution easily machined, fabricated, and
stiffened; (3) a surface free oi irregularities which, if present, would
complicate stress analysis; and (4) an efficient configuration having uni-
form moment of inertia.

The telescoping concept, regardless of the cross-sectional shape of the
module, is adaptable to rigid sections of either metallic or reinforced plas-
tic construction. Rigid construction using sandwich composites, filament
wound plastics, etc., is not far removed from that now being employed in air-
craft fuselage and missile tankage structures. Therefore, expandable con-
cepts making use of rigid sections show promise for early successful utili-
zation in deployable spacecraft.
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FIGURE 16, STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS SPACE LABORATORY OR WORK SHOP
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A structural concept which has been under study at Aeronutronic for
deploying a rather simple rotating space station is illustrated in Figure 17.
This concept, referred to as the Rotating lthabbell, is 100 feet in diameter,
weighs 12,000 pounds, and accommodates 6 men. As indicated, the concept
uses the telescoping feature throughout, including the passageway booms and
the large-diameter laboratory modules. No flexing, folding, or hinging is
required in the concept; therefore, the packaging and deployment will be in
the simplest form possible for rigid sections. Furthermore, the simple proc-
ess of packaging is adaptable to the recollapse of such spacecraft. This
may well prove to be an important feature during an intense solar flare or
meteoroid storm., That is, all available material could be used to hastily
proviue a multiwall storm cellar ior pretection against such occurrences
which could be catistrophic.

The deployment of the telescoping concept is amenable to erection by
gas pressure and/or mechanical means. Gas leakage during pressure erection
can be held to a very low level by relatively inefficient seals, since de-
ployment times and erection pressures will bc very small. After full de-
ployment, highly efficient, positive seals would be engaged at the overlap
of each module so as to provide the necessary level of cabin sealing for
extended mission times. Tee rigid-wall cross sections displayed in Figure
11 are applicable to the telescoping modules; however, additionsl rigidity
in the form ring stiffeners may be required at the mating ends of each
module. The requirement for load transfer across the overlap joints and
the need for minimum distortion at the annular seals governs the design of
tlese stiffening members.

A joint ard wall concept that minirrizes the need for heavy ring-
stiffener designs is shown in the fully deployed position in Figure 18.
This concept may be cotsidered typical of that required of the passageway
booms in the Rotating Dumbbell. Here, the construction is primarily chosen
to satisfy requirements for thermal control and meteoroid shielding, Double-
wail construction, without internal stiffening, is used with an aluminized
Mylar superinsulation deployed (by unfolding) between the walls during vehi-
cle expansion., The inner wall provides the pressure boundary for the vehicle
interior as well as the structural integrity. As shown in the figure, the
outer shell functions both as a meteoroid shield or bumper and a thermal
radiator., The radiator tubes shown are attached to a glycol heat eAchanger
system and are an integral part of the onter shell.

The Martin Company (Denver) is now studying the manufacturing methods
and processes required in the development of telescoping space structures.
This work is being done onder contract with ASD* and several interim
reports 24 ,25 are available. As an end-item to this program, a typical full-
scale telescoping spacecraft (zero-gravity type) will be manufactured and
demonstrated., This will include deployment evaluations under simulated
thermal environments and vacuum conditions.

Contract AF 33(657)-9733
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THE SELF-ERECTING SPACE STATION

Next to the inflatable satellites represented by the Echo balloon series,
the use of expandable concepts has been more closely associated with the
deployment of large rotating space stations than any other configuration.
'he large size of these vehicles obviously dictates the use of expandable
structures of either the self-erecting type or that of assembly-in-orbit
construction.

Designs for these large structural systems will depend heavily on how
well technological developments on expandable structures accrue in the next
year or two. That is, the approval of this next major step in the national
-pace program is not only awaiting results from the preceding manned and
unmanned space program., but such approval is also awaiting clearer defini-
tion of missions and the feasibility of new structural concepts.

During the past several years, NASA has supported a number of study
programs directed toward establishing the feasibility of designing a reli-
able manned space station. A sumnary of many of these programs has been made
available recently. 2 6 In this sutmry,emphasis has been placed on the use of
semi-rigio structures for space-station applications. One of the more
comnprehensive configuration studies was that performed by Space Information
'ystems Division of North American Aviation, Inc., in which the feasibility

of deploying a number of 6emI-rigid, self-erecting space stationis was
investigated.

Originally, the self-erecting, manned spacecraft adopted for study was
similar to that shown in Figure 19. Basically, this concept consisted of
six rigid cylindrical modules joined by inflatable circumferential passa;c-
ways and arranged, as shown, into a 100-foot-diameter hexagonal torus. A
central hub was connected to this ring by means of three radial passageways
of inflatable structure to allow access from hub to ring. At the hub,
facilities were incorporated for docking two manned re-entry vehicles of the
Apollo class. The configuration was to be sized so as to fold into a compact
payload in which the rigid modules were individually rotated and tightly
clustered into a large cylindrical package capable of being launched by a
single Saturn-class booster. Deployment of the space station was to be per-
formed by a combination of air pressurization and mechanically actuated
struts connecting the hub and mid-point of each rigid module.

Th.s self-erecting station was employed to illustrate most of the
problems encountered in deploying complex space stations; however, as the
research studies progressed, a number of more promising concepts were
uncovered. Nevertheless, each of these newer concepts retained the "spoke"
or "wheel" configuration, since it was found desirable to keep the mass of the
station essentially in the plane of rotation. In the study by Space and In-
formation Systems Division, it was found advisable to eliminate the require-
ment for exposed flexible fabric. Therefore, the inflatable passageways were
replaced by telescoping spokes which could be retracted to one-half the
deployed length for packaging. The flexible elbows between rigid modules
were replaced with a system of compound hinges that enabled the modules to
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FIGURE 19. THE SELF-ERECTING SPACE STATION
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rotate into the stowed position. This arrangement precluded deployment by
pressurization; therefore, a series of mechanical screw-jack actuators were
located at the joints. At full deployment, an airlock was engaged between
adjacent modules to enable crew passage between these peripheral compartments.

In addition Li the overall configuration studies described above, consid-
erable effort has been expended in the area of structural wall requirements
and the related areas of materials and fabrication techniques. Much of this
work is also included in Reference 26. The conclusions reached in these pro-
grams emphasize the uncertainties that exist in the strucLural design of
spacecraft due to the limited knowledge of the space environment. That is,
the structural design and related weight of the space station is determined
by the protection required against an environment that is very poorly
defined. The wall cross section labeled (A) in Figure 11 is typical of that
proposed from the risults of these studies.

THE ASSEMBLY-IN-SPACE VEHICLES

The in-orbit aosembly of a large manned space station or interplanetary
vehicle will, without question, be the culmination of man's most complex
engineering effort. This effort, considering our present limit-d knowledge
of space and its effects, not to mention booster capability, must then be
placed at the extreme of the time-scale shown eadlier in Figure 1. Never-
theless, a number of basic design concepts have already be2n studied in
considerable detail by industry. Typical of these concepts is that proposed
for an advanced modular design2 7 by Lockheed's Missile and Space Division.
A simplified sketch of this configuration was shown in Figure 1. This
a'sembled-in-space concept has the distinction of being granted the first
space-station patent by the U.S, Patent Office, Two rigid module shapes
compri5e the essential elements of the Lockheed design. These consist of
cylindrical sections 10 feet In diameter by 30 feet in length, and spheres
18 feet in diameter. Double-wall construction with longitudinal stiffening
was employed for abi cylindrical sections, and honeycomb sandwich was used
for the spherical elements, The predominant material of construction was
selected to be aluminum alloy. Assembly of the qtation, as proposed. would
require the use of an "Astrotug" which is also under study by Lockheed.
This smaller cratt is a manned utilit!" mover used for gathering up and
coupling the several orbiting components so as to form the station. The
main body of the assembled station is ccnceived to be about 94 feet wide
and 108 feet lon.

Another application of the assembly-in-space technique Is that of con-
structing large interplanetary vehicles similar to that illustrated in
Figure 20. This is a structural concept that was conceived by Aeronutronic
for a six-man interplanetary spacecraft capable of an early (1970-72 Lime
period) round trip expedition to the vicinity of Mars and/or Venus, Such
a trip would take approximately one year to complete- therefore, the design
of any concept of this type will be strongly influenced by the natural haz-
ards of the space envlronmentý The possibility of encountering a solar flare
or meteoroid storm during this long mission will undoubtedly have a profound
effect on the structural wall requirements and/or the arrangement of struc-
tural components so as to give a maximum level of shielding from these haz-
ards, Furthermore, if man proves incapable of adapting himself to periods
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FIGURE 20. THE ASSENBLY-IN-SPACE VEHICLE
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of prolonged weightlessness, then it will be necessary to incorporate the
rotational features of a space station to provide some degree of artificial
gravity.

The configu-'t 4 on shown in Figure 20 reflects the stringent demands
described above. The striped living modules are located at a radius of about
40 feet from the centerline of the vehicle, and the assembled vehicle is
rotated to induce the desired "g" force. A storm-cellar (not clearly shown
in the Figure) is located on the centerline and somewhat aft of the peripheral
living modules. This orients the ,torm-cellar at the center of a pressure-
vessel cluster, thus providing maximum security. Inte-connecting tunnels
would, of course, provide the necessary passageways.

As can be noted from the Figure, the greater mass of this interplanetary
vehJcle is composed of large tankage structure. This is due to the tremen-
dous requirements for cryogenic propellant storage. Therefore, large weight
savings can be realized through: (1) good tank design, (2) careful selec-
tion and installation of insulations, (3) proper vehicle orientation with
respect to the sun, and (4) use of long-life, spectrally selected coatings
on the external tank surfaces to provide a low a/E ratio.*

The magnitude of the mas se required in this vehicle clearly delineate
the need for multiple launch .apability., Presumably, either the Nova or
C-5 vehicles would be required to meet the individual component-payload
requirements. The cost of these systems dictates caaful studies to maxi-
mize payloads and thinimize the number of launches required.

* Ratio of absorptivity to emissivity of coatings.
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SIJMARY AND
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Booster capability has been reviewed from the standpoint of
evzluating the use of expandable concepts and the time-scale over
which structural development will take place. The initial use of
expandable structures for manned occupancy was shown to be opera-
tionally feasible at the present time by employing semirigid con-
cepts in conjunction with a man-proven re-entry system. The or.-
biting af multiman, rotating space-stations, on the other hand,
must await the operational itse of the Saturn boosters. With the
Advanced Saturn and Nova vehicles becoming operational in the 1aLe
sixties, it was shown that asaembly in orbit becomes feasible
using multi-ton components.

For a manned operational mission, the paper has emphasized
that the expandable spacecraft has certain requirements imposed
on it whi~b change its character considerably from that of merely
a sbape-changing and/or mechanical load-supporting device. It
was indicated that the expandable living-modules must be compatible
with the constraints imposed by the human requirements relating to
internal thermal control, shielding against meteoroids and high-
energy radiation, hermetic integrity, Cfil-safe design, and (pos-
sibly) artific-al gravity forces during extended periods of time
in space. Furthermore, it was shoen that in the design of an
expandable structure which meets all the requirements, a rather
complex wall cross-section resulti., The wall :omplexity, in turn,
directly affects the methods of packaging and the selection of
schemes for deployment.

Aeronutronic has recently completo-:d an investigation28 for
ASD under contract AF 33(616)-7775 9hich establisled both the struc-
tural and material requirements for expandahle strictures. This
investigation involved the development of analysis and design tech-
niques, parametric studies, cuaterials evaluation, and typical con-
figuration evaluation. Reference shoutld be made to these results
for a more detailed and comprehensive study of spacecraft design
problems.
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AIRMT ?RUCrUR&s FOR SP'CE PI.!) i 1i'•rD 1AR PPLICATIO!S

bý J. T. Harris

Gootyear !erospace Crteorstion

I'lFMDUCTION

Since toe advenit of intertiptiurrl ntten.,jn tG the contuest of space.
every technoloa, has becu scrutinized rneoeitedly in aarrn of ?te mjt t
efficient system to perform utrcn new !sz-ibnmert.

In 6aic criticnl review, tno fied of cyp~ndiblo structur2s ns reccived
considerable attertion. Tie passive communicstion satellite Zcno I is tie
foremost workinu example of this technoloi" vmicn, in zimpie form, me~ns toe
construction of a structure with mtteri±is wh-ch -ire fold-l-le ;nn. carl bc
deployed to their useful shnpe after orbit has been achieved.

Inflatable strýctures nre a special case ol this £c-er-l class because
their useful sn'pe is rnintoinod by internal pressuriz-tion. 1rimative forms
of inflatable struclures: spheres, cyiinders and cones are bodIios of revolu-
tion. The usefulness of these shapes is limited and me-ins for extondinL it
led succossiva, from connectin0 c. lindere to, --thor formink re-son-L!J fl-t
-obe type panels to completely woven p-'nels called AIRAT. *

This construction is an old wvevinin technoloa brouiht up-to-date by
development of now macninnry ind utilization of new mntcri•ls such -s 1, !on,
Dacron and metallic yarns.

DISCLSSIOU

in the field of space structares the minimwu w-i•,t, foldability and
snape control of AlIWT Uas m-du it a candid-te rmaterip! for mrn3 unique
applications.

Space Antenna

Large lithtwei~ht space and lunar antennae -re a prime retquirement
because of the lon,, d!stances and limited booster payloads involved. One
AIWAYT approach to this problem has been the consideration of a pill box

* T.M. Goodear Aerospace Corporation
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t-ee ',ntannz- constructed of rnetialic PiIT!fT. Fi~ure I shows scale model
protot.,pe currentl1, under evnluntiio. it is A Marne inch section of a para-
I-olic c-1inder -inclused by, tuo prv'rllel nlanes consisting of silver coated
--tninless steel woven mesh KI-%1T with the foc~1 point loca~ted at the carter
-n'I ed~ e of tn-- npcr'tiurt. It -s center fed by in aopn en~ded wnveLuide. The
sreii 1tw,,n t:e r.-rn.1a Wa':"-' aIt. h-ts 4s -in-A -on-tant by silver

cat&rt-il- stc.ýel tnri-s -ird 's nel ri~id b- pressurizini- the onclosire

~ 'e~of a~. nnenrna ccnstru-ýti a are nininum vei~at -Id pack-
aznui -it for 1-unc.-i into Fpn'ee

~~-v~r iin tne iiczorr zrnior. of 'I?2KAT into A comp~onent -of
'n if~t~e tr~e _"_ oV,40i 4.tiC+ ya o;.curred in an irzffltnble

Loo"- a~i r .~t~~c., of .!ie inflatei q.lindrira! booms arid the
kec.,',. -,nn -- y ao..froný,2 --he Jsi~nn c iineer wita A difficult situation.

^7iur 2shows -t-rpikn -olution wherein the folda-bilitZ of the Pnex is nnin-
t'ndr-idu-in, tLie keel1 di'rzae~r priior to affectinL toe ýltrchment to the

carvy xc- apex. rF~ure 3 show-i the ."tne inti-rscticn problem solved
by ýfltrodUlucn '-n ii~r apex~ vniz is : snooto trnnsition cf tne the cylnd~
into tlie janction. '£..±c uti.: contritluted s~bstart-laJ.y to the overall stiff-
ness of the apex As w- -s -orodýn~nric srnuothness.

Thie P.-r%14der concept h-s br-en r-onsidered for i llcwwint, londiný re-entry
,np-ollition as well ~s tr ,s-aeric rjror~Avices vita the pri-sary difference
being materinls of oonstraicton. -n thne st-cspnnric recovery levices, conven--
ticnal tnrt~le ;;'rns, stuch -'s D-cron, nylon i :Ji fib-crglass, ýre? ieceptable mater-
This waile re-entry. rnne2catlo-s will recuire netal~lic , nrns, sach is stsinless
steel or lIene' hl to sstnin viae iie-ti-, affects.

We--vinL TecnoloL-

:-or mainy '.%e-rs text-le fiber 'ITAT' hns been nvnilnble in thicknesses limited
to :,nprox--ite],. three T:nczes by: neeannicil ltritations on *.he wenving equipnento
In order to eroDloit the rotentt-'l of this tecanoloaT GIC developed an exper~imaental
looms cnp'b.le oý prolucint; nircraft quality: !I.ii;IT material it. both textiles and
metalis it, t-hicknesses up to tvice th't connercial.33' rva~iable.

Bred- ipun tais denonstrated cnpq~li2ity, the Air Force granted CA.C a-contract
~odeveloD and construct a weavingý facility capable of producink- AIR17LT in thick-
-sses up to eiýýnt feet and 20 feet wide and to incorporate provisions for con-_

tourin, the cross section. Figuzre 4i show-, a view of the fpcility and Figure 5
and ' show scheinaticaD3r a tachnolo~icnl 5 breakthrougih" inl the method for produc-
Lmjt the drop yarns resultint, from tnis contractual effort.
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Figure 1, Ainnat Struzture Space Antenna
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Filure 2. ParagJider Ape> Tululhr Intersection
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Figure 3. Paraglider ApeX Airnint Intersection
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The basic principle involves entering the loom at the weavinL sequence
where the drop yarns leave their position in one cloth and transfer to the
opposite cloth. tt this time weaving is momentarily discontinued and the
mech nicnl extension bar I-s introduced between the reed and the finished
cloth edge. This bar is traversed horizontoll5, between the upper and lower
finished cloth to a preselected position determined by the desired length
of drop yarn. It this time the cloth wenvinL is continued, thus locking this
length permanently into the cloth.

V.-riati) ns of mechanical extension bar traversinj ,nd bar shape can pro-
duce infinite vwriety of AIRMAT shapes from flat ppnels, wedges, airfoil sections
with spanwise and chordwise taper to symmetrical concave or convex shells.

Rescue

Before the rdvent of space interest, t110,.'T w:,s ut.ili7'd in the mnufac-
ture of an all fnbric airplane called tLe INFi TOPlJNE- r whose onlŽ metal p-rts
were enLine and landin[, wheel. The winu construction w-s - const-ant section
of neoprene coated nylon ?!I(J. .0015 AIRMAT aLfoil, the control Furfaces -nd
cockpit were flI.n panels Af two inch thick n; ion A iFI71r a-nd the fuselaje was
a neoprene coated Dacron fabric c. lindricil cone.

One militri. application uf tnis unique airplane was recoLnized as a
rescue vehicle wziich could be air dropped to stramded personnel. These per-
sonnel could unpackage tne vehicle, inflate and effect their own rescue by
flýing out. Ten two-place versions of this airplane were delivered to the
militarl for evaluation.

tcound Effeu. Jeep

Under the present complexion of Lround military vedicle operration, terrain
conditions are often such that additional flontation would enhance mobility
enormously. t t-round effects machine (GEM'), a vehicle which oper-tes on a
cishion of nir, his been considered for such operation! but the pover reouire-
ments nnd structural size have been prohibitive.

tn interestinL approann toward solution if this problem is currantly
under evalu'tion at GAC. Tt involves 'e idaptation of , flexible fabric
skirt to a Jeep frame and is shown in Fi ure 7. An inflatable stiport fr'ne
of tIIfl4T and a fabric cylinder were built around the frame so that tie str,tc-
ture could be deflated and collapsed when not in use ann not interferewithi Le
movaeient of t:Vie jeep on narrow rords or throula small openin~s. 1-nen inflrt.d,
it increases the planform -re, considerpbly so tn-t low -ir cur'ul-n nressures
wcre obtained. The infliti~le components also nrovide ererLanc, flo-t-tion
for .he Veqicle in the event if power loss over wpter. To provide air for the
cushion, a fan was mounted in front nnd was driven from tue fan puile. of the
Jeep en~ine so no auxiliary power plane wr- required.

* T.M. Goodyear !erosp-?ce Corporation
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Figure 7. Armiat Shirt and Jeep
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The air cusaijn was r-s,.rained by a flexible curtain operatint: about
one inca off! the 6ro~~nd. Tue low pressure and louw operating heii)xt required
unk, PPortion of the 'Jeep enjirie power.

T.te desilp o~jective wns to remove most if the wei~ht from the wheals
s.i they- would not sink into the soft tround and become mired while mpintainin~g
anou~jv lo-'d on thanm to provide tre-ctijn for propulsion and steerin,. Parametric
t3ýst J-'t' *n is ý'rea 4s b-nin[, enerated.

2:oi.ern mzilitsr.- operations iro constant2ly requirint: rs-re electrical power.
ve ndvnced out osts r'-quire more nnd more *iovur for communic,!tions. Gasoline

rp'vro i en.Ine L-'ner;-Lor sets ±nve Leen developed to n h'igh, deLjee and the UGP-12
repres~tr - li.-ntwei,. ht compact unit. However, the noise develoved in its operaition

~mo.i~to an jperatoi !.- ---z-sLanL proximit3y as well ne a nazard because of
ensy enemy detectL-jn in advanced Liocations. Ri[id Sound irsalation would a"4 con-
s4 er-ibly to tilie n-ckaife buýlk nnd weijit, -nd c oz-eororaise and otherw-se successful

4evyloprment.

---ckp enble '11-77 boy war, ciunstructed to he-Lse '-.e unit, Figare 6. It
was j-:n'nd w-tn filexible fin.- ivi !'onm lined f:abriz intake !end C.ýnaust sleeves
were nt-;-cr~ej. -- e Lox wher pzacka,,ed occupied Abo,-t the- same vo.-mre as the
e~nL~ne- -enerator Set 4tself. T11 aneration the !IWKT wis filled; wi4t wnter.
-dis combinptii~n of Thaen -,nd witer deanijntrazted , -,nxked red-ctiun in external
niise level over t.,-: .ntire e,-dij-n rpn~e.

Thnis was affected with a mininum waij~ht !1nd transported bulk by transportInG
en.y he LIP1iT conr~tainer -nd1 uttilizin, water nvailable at most. sites.

CONCLUSIC!!

The npplico~tion of the AIMAT teehnolog-y to some sp~toe -nd li.mited iarfare
prob~ltmc offers unicue Solutions that, are 1miossibla by -ny other means and
expended utilization of t.his material seems limited only by enj':incerinz ima~in-
aIti on.
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'LEXIBLE FIBROUS MATERIALS AND COATINGS
FGR EXPANDABLE RE-KNTRY SYSTE

By: Jack It. Ross
Fibrous Materials Branch

Nonmetallic Materials Division
Air Force Materials Laboratory

INMTfODUCT ION

The proposed use of expandable structures fabricated from flexible,

compactable fibrous materials has attracted considerable attention f'rom systems
designers. The designs of numerous re-entry and lift dreg vehicles and other

space structures incorporate flexible, impermeable (Zhrough use of coatings).
thermally stable high strength fibrous miaterials. Expandable structures formed
from coated woven materials offer a number of distinct advantages over rigid
structures, namely deployment control, compactibility, and lower weight. In
applications where Fierodynamic heating may occur, thermal stability can become a
problem with exr.rndable structures. Som of the proposed flight profiles will

encounter stagnation temperatures in the range of 1500o - 25000?. which
eliminate the present day textile fibers unless unusually thick (end inflexible)
coatings would be utilized, which would seriously affect ccmpactibility and

recoverability.

Two completely separate areas of research are involved which ultimately must
result in the mating of the most suitable candidates from each to establish

ccmpatibility, compactibillity and deployability. The ultimate couposite structure
must exhibit same degree of built in recovery or some little resistance to

external recovery forces upon release of that force which creates deformat-ion

during compaction.

In the case of the reinforctment materials, superalloys a-ppear to be the most
suitable candidates for use as filamentary forms (Ref. 1) provided they can be
made fine enough and can be successfully procesced. The basis for utilizing multi-
filament metallic yarns are discussed as are the actual yarn and fabric dcsign

concepts studied. The feasibility of weaving ultra-fine metallic filaments in

twisted form are also reviewed as are the piublems encountered and the results
obtained. The matrix (or coating) material, as in the case of the flexible rein-
forcement requires investigation into an entirely new concept of coating materials.
The initial research was carried out by Goodyear Aerospace (Ref. 2.) and resulted
in a coating which would withstand temperatures of 1200& - 140"OF. , however upon

cooling, shrinkage or bending creates sufficient cracks to effect permeability

adversely. Further research to extend this new coating concept to higher
temperature regimes is described. The improvements gained are showa using the
flexible metallic fiber material attained in the fabric development phase.

DISCUSSION

I. Muitifilament Yarn and Fabric Design

When .,oasiderinrg the need for flexible fibrous materials to be used

in expandable strictures, tte choice of the starting matcrial is extremely limited.

As shown (Ref. 1,3,4) by others the only substance with the thermal stability

required falls in the metals class. Of primary interest have been the superalloy
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type materials. High temperature alloys such as achieved with nickel-chrcmiuw
systems (Chrmaels, Rene' 41, Evanohm, etc.) and the cobalt-nickel-chromium
systems (Elgiloy) have the strength at temperature required to withstand re-entry
environments. The major problems have been (a) ability to be drawn to ultra
fine diameters, and (b) can these fibers be formed into flexible yarns, and
subsequently be processed into efficient woven structures. The former is being
ade._uately dealt with (Ref. 5,6,7) and would constitute a separate paper. The
latter is to be discussed in this paper. For the purpose of this discussion,
how the single ultra fine fibers were achieved shall rot be considered, only
that continuous fibers of 1.0, 0.7 and 0.5 mila diameter were obtainable.

The 1uestion ndturally arises, why are such fine fibe's -equired. To achieve
the flexibility desired, low bending rigidity is implied. Metallic fibers, as
a groap, are 10 to 20 times more rigid than organic fibers of eual strength.
This difficulty can be overcome oy reauclng the diameter of the metal fibers and
increasinz the number of fibers in the yarn bundle to retain the same tensile
stren(:th. The increase in flexibility in a dingle fiber has been found to be
increased by a fector of 4, in reducing the diameter by 50% (Ref. 1). Much addi-
tional research has been conducted recently into the theoretical advantages of
using ultra fine diameter fibers (Ref. 8). It has been shown that fabric flexi-
b1lity, bending, recovery and fold endurance are functions of fiber and yarn
flexibility and bending recovery. These, however are not the only considerations.
The fabric stricture; yarn spacing, weave pattern, is also an important variable.
• s an example of this, the occurrence of yarn flattening during the weaving of a
fabric results in lower fiber strain during fabric bending and thus greater
fleiriility, fold endurance and bending recovery. The amount of yarn flattening
that occurs is dependent on the twist imposed on the yarns. Low twist results
in more flattening than high twist. Similarly the construction, i.e., ends and
picks per inch, and the weave nattern effects yarn flattening. Other factors
which will effect fold endurance, bending recovevy and flexibility are the amount
,f crimr in the yarns after weaving which can be varied by weaving tensions, and
by usin;: orposite twist in the warp and filling yarns to prevent nesting.
Nesting restricts yarn movement and therefore decrease- flexibility.

"3ince fibric porosity and coe~ing adhesion are of ionsiderable importance
for re-entry applications, a blending of fibers per yarn, twist, yarn count,
weave pattern, weaving tensions must be affected to provide a flexible material
capable of fulfill~ng specific systen. requirements.

From these theoretical conclusions it can be concluded that a low twist
-Jti-filament~ yarn composed of many ultra fine diameter fibers, and woven into
a square deave, witn medium float length, would achieve a structure with mech-
inical 7ropcrties realistically close to those calculated for re-entry systems.
Aith this in mind, tne design and fabrication of woven structares were then
considered. Of prime importance was the utilization of textile type twisting
and weaving equipment. To thoroughly verify the theory concerning flexibility,
fold endurance, wrinkle recover'y end tear as discussed, tkh.ee fiber diemeters
were chosen to be woien into a series of febrics. The main concern was to
achieve roughly ejual yarn s'rength regardless of the fibtm diameter used. To
this end one nil wire was twisted into 25 filament bundles, n97 mil diameter
wire into 149 filament bundles, and 0.5 nil fibers int, 100 filament bundles. To
achieve a torque free or balanced yarn, two twisting oparatioau were conducted.

For example, to obtain 100 filament yarn of 095 nil r•bers, an initial twisting
of 10 sinrle filaments were accomplished. Ten of these yarns were then cabled
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with opposite twist wnich resulted in a 100 filament balanced yarn.

The alloy used is Chromel A, a 80-20 nickel chromium alloy readily avail-

able in the desired diameters. It has roum temperature properties very
similar to the high temperature alloys now being considered for re-entry
decelerators and expandable lift-deM vehicles. Another goal of this program
was to establish techniques for processing these metal fibers on textile type
equipiment. Previous work on metal fibers has basically involved stranding
devicas such as used in forming cables and very limited capability (from a
fabric design standpoint) looms.

The first step was to process the three metal fiber diameters through a
text .le twister. In this case a slight modification in the creeling system
was iade to reduce the drag on the single fibers in tne first twisting operation.
Further changes included elimination of the atop motion when procssaing 0.5 mil
fibers, 1able I shows the fiber and yarn properties while Figure I reveals the

load elongation curves for the fibers. The only serious problem encountered in

twisting was cnuaed by the apoul the metal filaments were delivered on, and
damage that occurred (on 0.5 mil fibers) during winding on to the spool end the
putting of too much weight of fiber on the spool. These were overcome by sanding
and polishing the flanaes and b&.-els of the spools and limiting the weignt of

fiber per spool to approximately A02 to X0; lbs.

The cabling operation created no problems although special consideration
was given to the traveler used. The yarn was made into a 9-1/2 yard warp with
sufficient ends to weave a 6 inch fabric. A silk type loom was used end the wa.-p
yarns dreie into eight (8) harnesses to afford weaving a wide range of fabrics.
The filling yarn (of the same construction as the warp yarn) was wound on a
conventional quill and wover, at a rate of 110 picks/minute in a standard shuttle.
A total of eight weave designs were used ranging from a plain weave, to 22 basket
(the Jnasest), to a 3/1 twill, to a 2/2 twill, to a combination 3/1 warp weave
with a 1/3 filling weqve alternating the metal filling with an HI-1 filling. The
fabric propertips achieved are shown in Table 2, however, only three fabrics are
presented for each fiber diameter. (Fig. 203,0)9 As a basis of comparison a

monofilament fabric was also evaluated* Tables 3 and 4, present data on w~rinkle
recovery - fold endurance, strength, tear and alongrtion. Fig. 5 shows the load
elongation curves ffor 0.5 mil fiber from single filae nt through yarn and into
fabrics.

This program emphatically demonstrated the feasibility of twisting metal

:'ibers into yarns and weaving them into an assortment of fabrics. It can be seen
that from monofilament to miltifilament yarn the change in properties for

a. Tear - is up to 4 times higher

b. Fold endurarce - is 20 to 100 times greater

c. Wrinkle recovery - is up to 3?k

d. Permunbldity - is reduced to 0.0i

a, Strenrth - is two to four times higher

To overcome the only problem area - twisting of the 0.5 mil fibers, a program Is

now being carried out to develop a twisting facility having the extremely fine
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tension controls required for these ultra fine filaments,

II. COATINGS

The goal or this phase was to obtain a more temperature resistant,
flexible, helium impennable coatin., than is now available. Previous research
(Ref 2) did result in a coating wach had good properties at temperatures to
14005Y, but as "he temperature decreased in a given cycle, cracking occurred
which caused an immediate increase in permeation of gas (in this case hellum).
Tnis coating coneisted of Dov-Corning So2077 loaded with a ceramic frit having
a low melting point* As the temperature passed the decomposition point of the
S-2077, the frTt fused and a thick, viscous coating formed which acted as a gas
barrier. Upon coaling the coating should solidify add retain its Impermeability,
however flexing resulted in cracks as noted.

The specific requirements to be met in this research (Ref., 9), have been

a. To achieve thermal stability at 1500 7 at a density equivalent to
an altitude of 90,000 fte

b. Achieve gas (helium) impeameability through i simulated re-entry
heating cycle (max. flow of 2 cc/min/i"m).

The temperaturt range of 8000 - UOO0 'F. became the primary problem area, At
5000F. (approx) the S-2077 started to decompose rapialy, however the frit does
not fuse until a temperature of 1D000 - 12000f. is reached. This transition
range represeats a condition in which the gas permeability can most likely be
very high.

Using the 8-2077 as a base, various ceramic fries were added to achieve
equal weignt of elastomer and frit, After passing the mixture through a point
mill three or 4 times with the bite progress'vely closer, the percent solids
was determined and diluted with toluene to _percent solids by weight.

The ceramic frit constitutes a major part of the final coating and the
ability to maintain a flexible coating throughout a major portion of the heating
cycle, especially at the 8000Y. deconmposition temperature of the S-2077. Js
dependent on the relting range of the frit. A total of eight frits, singly and
in combination were evaluated using CS-105 type formulationa. The particle size
was controlled by milling in a three roll mill singly or in combination. The
best single frit waa that used in the coating labelled .T..2 while the best two
frit coating was that labelled MPC-52.

The exaerimental coatings were applied to a 200 mesh Renea 41 substrate
woven of 1.6 mil wire, although stainless steel fabric of the same construction
was used for some preliminary muffle furnace and pexrmeability studies. A total
of 84 variations of elastomer and frit were considered. In addition to the
3-2077, a number of high phenyl polymers were compounded into S-2077 type
formulations, but in all cases, degradation occurred, probably caused by the
presence of a carbide formed as a result of carbon from the thermal breakdown of
the phenyl groups. Brush coating was used and three applications were required
to achieve a 7-10 ounce/sq.yd. coating. The coatings were cured for 15 min. at
4800y. after each application with a final cure at 4800F. for !6 bours.
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The nunmerous coatings formulated were evaluated at temperature levels to
15)OF in order to establish helium leak rates* This initial screening made it
poasible to eliminate many coatings which at lower temperature levels did not
leak, but as th3 temperature passed the critical 8000 - 11000t. range began to
leak as the temperature was decreased to the point where the molten frit became
solid and brittle, resulting in cracks where minute bonds occurred. From this
research two coating - frit combinations were found to be equal or superior to
the original coating. (Ref. 2.). The leak rate over a given beating cycle is
shown in Fig. (, while Fig- 7 presents leak rates at 1200YF. for 15 minutes.
The actual data used in Fig. ý is shown in Table 6. As noted earlier this
initial screening of coatings was conducted using metal fabric composed of moncO.
filament wire. Also as xhowr. in the initial phase of this research, fabrics
composed of sultifilament yarns have far superior bending recovery, tear strength
and fold andurance. Therefore, the final part of this research on coatings was
to utilize fabrics with multifllament yarns as a base for the coating compounds.
Since these m-ultifilament fabrics were more tightly woven, it could be expected
that some changs in the coating techniques would be necessary. From a study of
application methods, such as dipping, rolling and brushing, and microscopic
examination of coating penetration, it was determined that an initial brush coating
using 2.5X soli.- in lieu of the 53)% solids would result in good adhesion of the
remaining coo :Ig layers. The CSw.05, HTCX2 and Mfl.52 were applied to a 2/2
twill composed of 49 filaments of 0.7 all Chromel wire in an 80r80 construction.
These three coated fabrica were then evaluated for helium leqksge over the teamp-
erature cycle (Fig. 6) with results quite different, than obtained using a
mocofilamont fabric. This could be attributed to tightness of wnave, adhesion
of coating, and multifilament yarn which promotes adhesion and gives good
covering power.

In addition, the two best coating-frit combinations (!ffC-2 and H'Cý-52) were
evaluated for aerodynamic shear using the hot gas exhaust from an oxygen-hydrogen
rocket motor. The high ',amperature, high velocity gas flow was passed parallel
to the coated fabric to detarnine the effect An adnesin The coatings were to
be atle to withstand a dynamic pressure of 14 p•unds/ft. for 5 minutes at

J3 0 0 °F. Actual zest conditions were 67 lbs/ft at l. 0
0

OF. Although the HfC-52
was better than the MwC-2 and CS-105, and least affected, few pinholes appeared
in any of the specime±,n. The lighter weight coating bad a lec•.,er tendency to

crack and flake off than the heavier coatings and maintaea-d a good doegre of
flexibility after cooling.

From this phase of research it was determined that a new coating-frit
combination utilizing zirconium silicate and lead was found to be superior to
the original coating frlt (Ref. 1.). It has a low helium leak rate, flexibility,
and is rubbery at room temperature. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the use
of nmltifilament yarn in the fabric substrate affords a marked reduction in
leak rate over two other coatingfrtt combinations.

COCIcLUSIONS,

As a result of this two pronged research program, it has been shown that
superalloy fibers of ultra fine diameter can be twisted into a textile type
yarn and woven into fabrics with most any weave pattern. Utilization of
standard textile type equipment (slightly modified in the case of .. sisters)
was proven feasible. Fabrics formed had superior mechanical charecteristics

as compared to moncfilament fabrics. Two primary areas of future investiga-
tion include
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0. Geometry studies of double wall (airmat) fabrics of zmltifila-
mont superolloy yarns.

b. High temperature characterization of nmaltifilament metal fabrics.

In the case of coatings* improved coatings have been achieved which willwithstand a typical simulatod re-entry heating cycle with minimum helium
permeabil•ity. Fufther research on coatings capable of enduring a re-entry
cycle with a 2000?7. upper limit has been initiated and will utilize wholly
new rmnltifilament super-alloy fabrics with varying porosity to further investi-
gate effect of porosity on helium permeability. The higher porosity fabrics
are lower in weight and their successful use could result in lower overall
wjights in the final coating fabric composite.
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LIST OF SrUPOW

A in 2  .ross section ares of AILWAT

R lbs/in Young's mvdulua of fabrio

0 lbs/in shear modulus of ftabric

L in span of Delta AIRM T

M in lb bending moment

R in radius of cylinder, also root chord length of a Delta

wing

T in lb torsion moment

V lbs/in Ai:IkT shear force per unit width

a, D in length and width of rectangular AiMAT plate

h in thickness of AIRKAT plate

p lbs/in2  pressure

q lbs/in2  transverse loading of ANlAT

s in circmnference of AIRMT cross section

w in deflection

x,y,s in coordinates

W 1 radians angles of rotation of drop threads in xz- and yz- plane,
respec tively

radians shear angle

E in/in normal strain

- lbs/in membrane stress

SU66CJ)PTS

B due to bending

S duo to shear

c referring to core material of a sandwich plate

Coll Collapse

wr wrinkling



L INTDdUCTION

1setal fabric expendable structures, including AIWAT structures,
appear to hold good promise for a number of aerospace applications. There
are essentially three reasons for this: (1) tUm capabilitj of fabric struc-
Lures of being folded s.d packed into small spaces, (2) their good weight-
to-strength ratio, and (3) in the case of reentry vehicles - their low
wing loading a--' correspondingly low beat input.

Inherent in fabric structures are certain characteristics that cause
their structural response to external loading in mahn cases to be differ-
ent from conventional structures. The most Important points art the
following:
!. Woven fabrics in general are inbomogensous aeolotropic materialu,

although mq have, or nay be considered as having orthotropic
c~etrogtor~stias.

2. Its stress-strain behavior of fabrics may or may not be elastic.
This depends on many factors: on the basic aterial of the filamenta
and of the sealant, the build of the single thread, which m be
momfilament or stranded; also on the weave pattern (plain, tilJ.,
satin, basket weave), the thread count, and the crimp in warp and fill
direction. In the most general case, the stress-strain charecteris-
tics vary with magnitude, ratio, direction and previous history of the
principal stresses.

3. A properly designed fabric structure is prestressed throughout by the
pressure in biaxail tension and therefore able to take compressive
stresses up to the level of the pres&urs esresses. When both stresses
are equal incipient wrinkding• i occur. Depending on the igeomtry
and the loading condition of the fabric component, there is a greater
or lesser margin between wrinkling and complete collapse. In a sense
wrinkling and collapse of pressure-stabilised fabric structures cor-
respond to crippling and elastic instability of conventional strue-
tures. The Important difference is that fabric structures, upon
wrinkling or even collapse, nay recover as soon sa the loading or
part of it is reroved, so that they remain intact for further
operation.

4. A feature peculiar to pressurized fabric structures subjected to
transverse loads is their ability to resist shear defomrtion bF the
mar presence of the gas pressure. An LIWAT plate, for instance,
behaves in this regard each as a sandwich plate does, the orwe of
which hes a shear modulus equal to the gap pressure of the AIMIT.

5. Generally, the shmar deflections of total AIFD&T beams and plates under
transverse loading are substantially greater than the bending deflec-
tions. In some cases the latter ar almst nsgliSLble by comparison.
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IIo. IELTS OF A THBORETICAL AND EXfRDIMNL INVESTIG&TION OF METAL

FAUUC EXPANDAELE STRICTURES

1 General

This study as conducted by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation under the
sponsorship of the Aeronautical Systems Division. The study enconpassed
the following phases:

a. Experimental determination of the stress-strain characteristics of
metal fabrics and AIRAT in various biaxial stress oonditions,

b. Methods of analysis of expandable metal fabric and AIRJ4AT structures,
including literature survey,

c. Technoloy and fabri:atlon (weaving of AIRVAT, spot welding techniques,
coatdng procedure, etc.),

d. Tests of basic metal fabric and AIMAT conponents for determination of
their structural response to external loadings at various pressumes,
including correlation ,)f test data and theoretical results.

2. SUress-Strain Characteristics of Metal Fabrics

Woven fabrics generally can be considered orthotropic materials. If
they are perfectly elastic their stress-strain characteristics can be com-pletely described by five elastic constants: the two Youngos moduli along
the axes of orthotropy, the corresponding Poisson's Ratios, and the modulus
of r±gidity. However, on elastic materials, Toung's amoduli and Voisson's
ratios are known to be interrelated as follows:

F'X ' 4 yx - ly*/"Ay()
Thus, the number of elastic constants required actually is reduced to four.

The stress-strain characteristics were determined on a number of
materials, mainly on Type 304 Stainless Steel fabrics and AIU•T faces; for
comparison, a Orm-ply Dacron-Neoprem fabric also was included.

Th material "peciuns were partly of cylindrical shape; others wareflat AIYAT panels of 3 and 6 inch thickness. The specimens were Inflated
to various pressures, and at the as= time longitudinal loads--either
tension or compressloa--were applied; thus the strains in both principal
directions could be masured over a wide range of biaxial stresses and
stress ratios.

It was found most convenient to evaluate the results in the form ofso-called ulverlingu diagram (Figures 1 through 5). In the VerlingDiagram, the strains in the directions of the axs of orthotropy, whihocoincide with the principal stress axes (x and y) are plotted against each

5t•ference 1.
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other for various values of the stress parameters Orz and -y. *bus two
families of curves are obtained, and a simple calculation shows that the
slope of the lines -x a constant, yields directly Foisson's Rat'o/YX
in the form

- .. L4~ 1 (2)

and similarly the slope of the limas U7  constant.

-/ (3)

Ths 1-woiuli are found by dividing a stress increment into the correspond-
ing strain increments

AEZx( e =const)

&ad -= ft (5)A•Ey(ffx - cont)

If each faidly of curves, t-z = conat. and L7'Y = coast, consists of
parallel and equidistant straight lines the materlil is clastic within the
test strias range.

For detersndation of the shear moduli, the cylindrical specimens were
subjected to torsional momnta, in additio• to the longitudinal loads and
the pressure stresses, and the twist angle over the length of the sJpecimen
was masured. Thus the G-uodulus was obtained as function of all three
stresses: longitudinal mtress, hoop stress, and shear stresos

It should be noted bere that all stresses are expressed in ibs per inch;
correspondingly, the moduli have the sam dimension. SoRp typical result.
for the aix materials used are summarized in Table 1.
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-3- Methvod of Strucvural Analysis

A number of basic fabric components, such as cylinders, flat ALI@4AT
platas ard beams, triangular plates with and without taper in thickness,
and A101T Delta wings bave been analyzed for various loading conditions
to obtt-in stregs distribution and deflections and to define wrinkling and
collav&,a criteria. The analysis was based on the material properties that
hiad b"r deterainad on materi&l specimens. The theoretical results wre
cor.'alated to test, data obtained on test cylinders and AIRMAT specimens--
twenty in all--and, in general, good agreement was obtained.

""i f:ar as deflections of AIMAT structures are concerned, the machan-
a. of shear t-amnasaassion and the companion shear deflections requi.re par-
jcuiar attention. let us consider a cantileverad AIRMAT beam under

u.-iiorm Joadin. The biam shall be wide enough that the effect of the
roumled edges becomes neglgible (Figure 6). It is assumed that small-
dufJl.Llon theory helds, so tbat bexlndg and shear deflections can be
lanearly sup. rlapobed z

W v V B +WS (6)

Th.w the loading of t1e beam can be resolved in a pure bending and a pure
ohar ioedig as indicated in the figure. In pure bending the beam de-
fleeats so that the drop tbreads remain nornal to the AIRMT face, i.e.,
eacr drop thread rotatea by an angle v. equal to the slope angle of the
elasti licne. I.n pure star, thb drop throads retain their original direc-
tion. but form an angle wit.h the cormal to the faces which equals the
3shear angle" . As the originally recuaigular element h . dx deforxý

into a parallelogram its volume per unit width decreases ty

h. " f' hiv(l- coo )

Zý I hx T 2(7)

where cos T' Is replaced by the first two terms of the cosine series.
Equating the energy required for this bhange in volume to the work perform-
ed hy the snear force per unit jiith, V, gives

Spbdx• y 11 dwS

-dws

-ni = (8)

Phi' tonperison, the shear deflection equation of a sandwich beam is

dvS V
C- - (9)
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where Go is the shear modulus of the core material.

If an AIRMAT plate of arbitrary shape is subjected to non-uniform

loading, with arbitrary boundary conditions, it is necessary to we ortho-

tropic plate theory, with modifications to take the peculiarities of AIWAT

plates into account. McComb has solved this problem for rectantular plates

(Ref. 2, 3), using the principle of minion potential energy. In the case

of AIRNT plates, this energy consists of three parts: the strain energy in

the AIRMAT faces, the energy associated with the volume change, and the

potential energy of the external loading. McComb arrives at the following

three differential equations:

~ S k2

A12 ~~ 6 , ~l

McO~nb calculated the wid-point deflection of a square AIR2lAT plate,
Imade of N~ylon Neoprene and siup~l supported on all foir sides, and found

excellent agreemnt 'etween theory and teat data.

In the par ticuJlar case of •tal AflU(T plates the bending def~eLloton
contribute even less to the total dofloctions then is the case with •1~'oa,

due t~o the a~rch higher modulus of elasticitty of the stailress steel faces.
This makes a simplification of ftco~mbab equations possilbe, in that linear

superposition of beading and shear deflectLions in general is valid wittout
perceptible error. This t +

an dA(3 )

- 18



Iat the original three variables (v, K, /3 ) are reduced to two (WN, I 8 ).

The differential equations for shear and bending deflections then can

be written

a 2 ws +.- 2  + A-- 0 (13)
52 C) y- ph

a n d A l 3 v2 4 2 1 ~ r + 2( 4

For a rectangular AI@ T platep siply supported along all four edges of
length a and b, the solution is found by expanding both vS and wB int
double Fourier series:

"s = wM sin si 1
00 00

WE = 3  s:F in $inJ

Substitution af Equations (15) into the differential equations (2.3)
and (14) yields tU unknown coefficientt in explicit form:

161

wý 16; P% 2 (both m and n odd) (16)

and

S-64 + (2A12 + 4 33)( -O') + A22( (17)

In the case of an ADIM Delta wing the Fourier eries for v3 and wB
are written in a somewhat different form (Equations 19) to satisfy identi-
call4 the boundary conditions, which read, for a uniformly distributed
load qt

. 2C'9



at y~ -~~ 0 and )S 0

ab y L: VB - S 0 (16)

13WB WvS
I T 7 - o a n d "b " • 0

Figare 7. AIRMAT Delta Wt-ng

WS A&,, Co03 (TX ein (4n -

00 CO

(19)

"VB T ~ GS3 Mx CoLn+1 (

Variation of the potential energy and integration in this caso leads
tU two system of simultaneous linear e4uations in the vnknowns AS and A].

Figure 8 illustrates the calculated tip defleotior. of a stainless
steel AIRJAT Delta wing under uniform loading and at three different gage
vressures in comparison to thu test data.
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Wriakling and Collapse Criteria

Table 2 gives the theoretical wrinkling and collapse criteria for
fabric cylinders and AIRMLT beams or plates when subjected to bending, or
torsion, or a combination of bota. These criteria xm be considered lower
bounds, primarily because the fabric or AIMAT fac, is considered a pure

emnbrane, uith no inherent flexural stiffnas. (bllps. tests on cylindri-
cal as well as on AIWAKT specimens revealed that the first test consist-
ent.iy gave higher collapse moments than the theory predicted; in subse-
quant collapse tests on the same specimen, the actual collapse moment
approached the theoretical value fairly close, apparently because the
creases produced in the first collapse test bad eliminated much of the
flexural sTiffness of the fabric.

Figure 9 exemplifies this phenomspon on a pressurised stainless-steel
fabric cylinder subjectod to pure bending moments. The collapse pars tar
at the first tste, conauctea at 2 psi gage pressure on the virgin cylinder
was found to be

14coll'mRI = 1.40

while the theoretical value is 1LO. The subsequent tests at 4, 6, 8, and
again at 2 psi pressure yielded collapse parameters between approximately
1.0 and 1.2.

4. Tachnology of Metal Fabric and AIMAT Structures

a) AUhi4AT Weaving

The AIRMT required for fabrication of the test speco ns was wolen
on GAC's pilot loom. AIJAi uf three and six inches thicknes was produced;
a third type tapered in thickness from 6 to 3 inches over a 48 inch length.

In an experimental waving phase, several weave patterns (plain weave,twill, satin, and basket weave) were tried. A 3x3 basket weave was found
to be the most satisfactory. Thu thread count is 98 in both warp and fill
directions. The nmber of drop threads is 31 per square inch. Warp, fill,
and drop wires have the same O.0045 inch diameter. Since the crimp is
substantially reduced in comparison with a plain weave of equal thread
count, the cloth appears somewhat coarser; it is also more sleasy, as there
is less inter-locking of the wires.

The drop threads are actually additional warp wires that cross from
one face to the other, st a spacing of less than 0.2 inch.

b) Spot-Welding of Stainless Steel Cloth and AIUWAT Faces.

Highly efficient seams ar of primary importance for the over-all
efficiency of metal fabric and AIMT structures.

After soma experimenting, a two-row seam with 1/20 inch spot spacing
and 3/32 row spacing was adopted. The seams were produced t7 an automated

- 112 -
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roll spot welder with pressure control, automatic drive mmchanimm and
firing timer.

Thu efficiency of this seam is particularly good when used across the
fill dirction of the stadard plain-weave cloth. Here the seam strength
is approximately 97 percent of the strength of the parent material. Across
the warp direction of the cloth, and also on AIHAT faces in either direc-
tion, the seam efficiency drop. off to between 60 and 70 percent. Appar-
enzly the high warp crimp in the plain-weave cloth and the less homogeneoui
texture of the basket-veave A•RMAT faces art responsible for these lower
figures.

On AID T components that require an extra cover ply it is necessary
to ply-weld the cover ply to the AT:(T face in a fairly narrow pattern,
in order that both plies be in gooe contact and allow the sealant, which
is apjlied from the outside, to strike through both plies and to form a
positive gas barrier on the inside. Ply-welding w&s performed on the sam
automated roll spot welder. The weld spots were arranged in a pattern of
equilateral triangles with approximately 0.6 inch side length.

c) Coating of YotaL Fabric and AIRMAT Components.

The Silicon-rubber elastoiir S-2077 was used as a sealant on all
stainless-steal specimens. ApplicAtion by brush was found to be prefer-
able to spray-coating. Usually five u'uz. coats were akptled; however,
very long cylinders, which made brush coating on the inside impractical.
were successfully sealed by three spray coats on the inside and three brush
coats on the outside. Between coats, the specimens were allowed to air-dry,
then precured for 15 minutes at 5000F. The final cure required 16 hours aT
5000T.

The upper limit of the heat resistw-ice of the S-2077 elastoner was
found to oe 8OO°P. At this temperauure, crating of the sealant m occur
after one or two temperature cycles and cause leakage of the fabric or
AflfaT component. A number of specimens, cylinders as well as AIJAT cow-
ponentL, were tested at elevated tereratres. The temperature was kept at
a 725F marimum in order to preclude premature leakiaess. The effect. of
the elevated zemperature upon the deflection characteristics was moderate.

I Y1)-



III. OON(LVSIONS AND RLCOM?.NDATTONS

The structural response to short-Ame loading of metal fabric struc-
turev can be predicted with sufficient accuracy. Appropriate analytical

ewthods for determination of defltctioris, stress aistribution, wrir-ling
and collapse conditions, and structural failure are available.

More information should be gained on load-time effects, such as creep,
hysteresis, and preiious stress history, particularly at elevated tempera-

Fbr certain applicetions, fabrics and AIRMAT woven from ulti-
fillament metal. yarns ir.taad of wires appear to offer advantages, especilly
with regara to tear resistance and foldability. Further research on tnis
type of fabric is cons.Ldered of great importance.

For AIiRAT structures that require the best stiffness characteristics
possible, it has been suggested to use AI9MAT with canted drop threads.
Preliminary theoretical investigations and successful experimental weaving,
on the GAC loom, of this type of AIRMAT are encouraging.

The efficiency of the spot-welded seams was satisfactory for the
purpose of the subject study. Further improvement for actual applications
is desirable and may be possible.

In sum::ary it can be said with confidence, that metal fabric and AIkIMAT
structures can be demeloped to the high degree of reliability ind efficien-
cy that is required for aerospace applications.

1- l6 -
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LIX'TE WAR APPLICA1 IO0N

"FOP. l•,XAEL.E STUCTUR-ES

The Preaidtnt of the United States has reiterated on many occasions
the fact that the United States will give its utmost support to the free
nationz of the world in their battle. against Communiam. The President.
in effect, was saying that the United StAtes would not stand aside and
ase freedom die in small countries around the world without a fight. At

the time he pledged that support, he listed the three types of conflict

that could be envisioned.

At the top of the list, of course, is the nuclear holocaust; next
ara Limited ware, and finally insurgent actioua within a specific
country. The support he was offering followed earlier statements by
Premier Khrushchev, who had listed the same thr-.3 types of conflict
and had threatened that if in the propagation of Ccaurunism it was
necessary to engage in any of those conflicts, Russia would deal itself
in.

First let us consider some definitions. Limited war is one that
is limited in some aspect, such as geographical area, types of troops,
or the method of fighting. Exangles of tiis type of war are the Korean
action, the Indo-China war, and the wont recent India-Chinese akirmishes.
Each of these were confined to comparatively asmal areas and at no time
threatened to ertend into a world conflict, Of more 1-1-ited cheractar

is the ivsurgent action, whareb:y so= elements vithin a country attempt
to overthrow the oxisting gzavernment by military force.

Since that timea limited wars and Insurgent actions nave broken out
in increasing numbers, *Ad countr:es around the world have aovf'ght and
been given. U. S. support to pxesorva their way of life.

In furnishing this support w6 hale found that instead of an advanced
type of conflict, tnC Iree world is engaged in numerous amali-scale, old-
famnioned, brush-fire war3. We found that these auall wa-rs could be
prosecuted to better advantape with WV II weapons and equipaonz, than
with the leaest technological systems that had been designeo primarily
for the wholly unwanted all-out nuclear war. Mast of the conflicts
have been in jungles or other retmte areas where It wan almost iupossible

to extend supply lines or provide air cover,. W6 soon realized that a
cha.ge had to be -made in weapons anw tactics if tne support e were giving
was to be of value.

Itoe United States reacted by ejtting up the AF Systeme Command's
JAm4tod War Mnag-ea ent Office, special air uerfare centers. and variotm

-ii•'t.trike groups within the armeeo services.



My discussion in concerned with lust one area in the study of new
concepts and techniquez to prosecute both limited wars and special air
warfare actions. Ana for this discussion, we can consider limited war
and special air warfare as the some thing.

I am here to discuss site support, i.icluding such items as shelters

and logistics, and in particular, expandable structures.

LIMITM WAH SUPPOHT REQUIREMM•TS:

Any item or concept being considered for application to limited war
support should meet certain limited war requirements. For evaluation of
the applicability of axpandable structures to limited war, we must first
conaieer the support requirements. See Figure 1.

Environment

A limited war may be started in any part of the world. The design
criteria for support items must include environmental considerations
that are global in na+ureo However, there are certain areas of the
world, by the nature of the terrain and environmental conditions, that
are more likely to support an insLrgency or limited war action. Areas
that provide good cover or samouflage such as jungles, delta areas, or
inaccessible portions of a country are more likely to support these
actions than desert or arctic conditions. Therefore, for the moat part.
our desig can be based on temperature conditions, rather than on extremes
of environment.

Critical Support Areas

The critical support areas fOr limited war or counterinsurgency
actions usually take place in the moat remote areas of a country. This
is the place where hostile forces or insurgents usually gather to avoid
detection. From this area, the hostile action usually begiza. In larger
or very inaccessible countries, the amessing of insurgents may happen at
several dispersed points.

The conflict would therefore take place at these remote points when
the enemy forces first meet resistance. Government troops are usually
airlifted by meas of helicopters to these areas to combat insurgents
or hostile groups. As the battle is taking place in these remote sites,
troops, supplies, arms. and other materials become critical support items.

Other critical support areas are thcae requiring emb-gency aid. This
could be natural disasters, such as earthquakes, emergency civil disorder,
or to aid stranded personnel whose aircraft have been downed in remote
areas.

- 120 -
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The remote, front line areas which need the largest volume and weight of
supplies remain the most critical support areas. Those peaceful countries
which are underdeveloped and have no udequate transportation rystam can also
be listed as an area for major supply concern.

L&•gstic Flquirements

The conflict occurs, as stated before, in remote areas that support
insurgent gatherings. Am such, these are usually away from main supply
lines, and not connected to good transportation facilities.

To adequately support any counteraction or drive, the proper material
mat be supplied. To enhance cargo efficiency, the supplies should be
packaged in a small volume. and should not be unwieldy. This incl%?des the
formation of proper packaging and shaping concepts. The material must also
be capable of being stored for long period. of time.

It must be air transportable to the inaccessible areas, and the material
or system maut be able to be quickly utilized on arrival. System reusability
in dependent on new costs of a system versus the labor and effort to repackage
the original item. Scw systems need destruction capability in forward 'no-
mane' land' where control of these areas are in doubt from day to day. All
these logistics requirements are desirable in any situation, but in limited
war, and counterinsurgency actions. they are imperative.

Support Pequirements

There are many individual support items needed in any limited war type
engagement. However, for our consideration only functional site support
itse= shall be discussed.

Shelters are the structural items that are most frequently thought of
and spoken about when expandable structures are mentioned. 1 Shelters are
"a natural candidate for expandable structure research. As they are necessary,
"a low volume/weight packaged expandable structure can provi"e a large inside
clear structural volume necessary for a usable shelter. Other necessary
support items are large enclosed storage area needed for protection against
climate and for camouflage. (See Figures 3 and 4) Pipelines are also
necessary, either on a remote site for fuel and other oils transfer, or
from ship to shore trrafer or the possible transfer of fuel from control
base to remote base. Protection bunkers, fortifications and weather
protection structures for ready arm are also needec. Hazardous or special
fuel storage facilities are needed away from the main base areas, and
expandable structures such as large storage tanks are necessary. Special
purpose base operations structures such as photo reconnaissance. electronic
warfare, or resupply airdrop structure package t o chniques (Sea Figure 5)
are needed and often required in forward areas. E xxpandable structures can

assist in these areas by providing the special capability needed, and also

reduce weight. volum, and logistic problems.
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EMA•C- ABLE STRUCTURE TYf•S:

There are away classifications of expandable type structures. 3 Many
nave listed these in varicus forms, but for consideration for limited
war applications. see groupings as shown in Figure 2. Expandable
structures generally ofler the following advantages: low package
volume to final volume, lightweight, easily transportablo, may be
rigidized or reused, low erection time, fewer required supporting
personnel, generally have a high strength to weight ratio, and can
be constructed to various shapes. The structures as listed in this
grouping are: Inflateble, Unfurlable, Foamable. and Unfoldable.

Inflatable Strtictures

inflatable structures are listed as follows: (a) those that are
rigidised by infiating with a gas, thus catalyzing and rigidizing
the flexible labrxc by crosslinking, (b) those that are self
rigidizing by other means, such as release of a subliming material
which then rigidizes the system (plasticizer boil off) or (c) those
that are dependent upon air or other gas for support and rigidity.
All these types have advantages of low package weight and volwia.
The self rigidizing structures hvae good load carrying capacity
without possibility of collapse due to air leakage, such as the air
supuorted structures, but may not be reused as the air supported
structure. Each may have use for various applications. Various
materiels may be used for these structurss, such as encepsulat4d
reactants, 1.4 airmat, 3 honeycomb - and other plastics and
resins.

Unfurlable Structures

These are structures that eopand by various meaLs. such as
telescoping and accordian type methods. These types may be elongated
into final volume by pulling or utilizing other outsine energy source.
Compressed stru..ures are those that unfurl or expand when either e
gas, liquid, or force, causes the structure to expand, as a compressed
sponge type material does when absorbing water. The final shape and
volume may become rigid after this prxocesss. Ztretch type structures
are those that are stable when static but wher a force is applied
may stretch to a finas volume. Tnis may be an "Accordion types
structure or a stretch type cover over an expanding rib structure
system. Such structures may also be stretched beyond the material
yield strength for final shape stabil-,ty. These structures may be
built of various plastics, including memory plastica. 5 rubber type
mtatrials, metal structural syatems, 3 and other resins and foams.
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Foamable Structures

These aro structures that may be fabricateu by utilizing such
reactants as polyurethane foaming agents. Wany Izveatigetions have

been conducted for utilizing foams for structural applications.67.8

The li~test in esttgative research is attempting to encapsulate theea
reectantal .3*1 for application to expandable structures. The encap-

sulated inert reactants would be applied to an inflatable mold. ard
then compactly packaged. Upon inflation, the capsules would be ;uptured.
the structure would then be 9foamode and rigidized. The inflatable

mold could be reused. Other research has teen accomplished to utilize
spray urethane foam for shelter formation. 9  'one shot* foaming a tow
have also been investigated for urethane structural applizationA.

Other means of foaming structures may be by confining an Inert
epoxy or urethane foam reactant between two flexible skins, which,
rigdize upon foaming, or by impregnating or placing a resin, plastic

or other component on or into a fabric which, upon addition of water,
heat, 10 or other gas or liquid chemicals, foam and rigidize the
strvcture.

Unfoldable Structures

These are the classical modular or other basic type sLelters or
structures which are pre-fabricated and erected at a sitea They may
come in various geometric shapes, incorporating deal3gs such an plastic
folded plate structures, 1 geodesic dewus, and double curved designed
structures. These normally would require the longest set up or erection
time of all the types described.

FKPANABLE MUCThUMIS AFPLICATIONS

Figure six (See Fig. 6) summarizes those expandable structure
applications that can be used for 1l'ited sar. Figure six (6)
integrates the support requirements of fiure one (I) a-d the
ex~andabll structure types of figure two (2), and shows applications
and some distinct usages or advantages for each s&stem previously
described. As this figure suimnrizes and integretea information
previously described, it will not be discussed in detail.

CURRFOr S19LTER SYSI'EM

As outlined, expandable structures offer many distinct advantages
over conventional structurei, especially shelters, and of these numerous
advantages, erection time of current shelter systems offers a good

comparison point. (See Figures 7 & 8)
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Fieure 9 shows the various erection times of current design shelters
available for use in remote front line areas today. 12,13

As can be seea by this table, required erection times of buildings
.0' x 48' in size are 40 to 188 manhours, and shipping weight and cubage
vary considerably. Larger buildings show even greater variance.

A wooden, straight aided. 20 x 48 foot building had a toal shipping
weight of 11.2Ž,0 pounds, a total shipping cubage of 2W.5 cubic feet, and
required 146o_5 menhours to erect. Another aandwich panel building, modular
type, decreased the erection time, but increased the shipping weight and
cubage. This 20 x 48 typ' structure had a total shipping weight of 13.645
pounas, a 1406 shipping cubage, but took only 40•. manhours to erect.

Arch vype ouildings generally utilize less cubage, total weight and
erection tiw. but the reductions are not siglficant. A 20 x 48 arch
type metal barracks shipping weight was 9,759 pounds, cubage equalled
lb2._ cubic ft •id erection time was 97.1 manhours. Larger structures
shipping weighu jbage, and erection times are given in table one (1).

In comparison to these figures, in nn expandable atructu e
demonstration to be given under AF Contract A133(657)-10409,4 an
expandable cylinder structure of 7 feet in diameter (final volum
equal to ap,'roximately 400 cu. ft.) had a shipping weight of 100
pounds, occupies only 2 cubic feet of shipping volume, and upon
experiment initiation is programed to rigidize in less than an hour.
This experiment arametically points out the great advantage to te
Fained by use of terrestrial expanddble structures. A 20' x 488
expandable structure would have an estim-ted ahippikg woight equal
to 2.400 pounds and cubage of 50 cubic feet and an erection time of
12 -anhours.

EXPANDABLE SUELTER ASSETS

These previcus figures establish that. if an expandable structure
shelter could reduce erection time one third, it would be of tremendous
value. To reduce the shipping weight, cubage volume, and erection time
is a much needed advancement to the state-of-the-art. Expandable
structures are capable of doing thisj The very nature of an expandable
structure system allows these three logistic item to be reduced
proportionally. Their value to a logistic system servicing a remote
or forward area would be extraordinary. The simplicity of design and
operation of the expandable structure system would create an even
greater asset to the total usefulness of such a system. Therefore,
expandable structures do, and must have a future place in any limited
war support actions.
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WXPANDABUL S•,•UCMfIX E RMEVAMCH

The applications and advantages for expendable structures have been

very carefully established. Their usefulness in remcte and front line

areas for limited war actions have been highlighted. The limiting
factor that now prevents this technology to be applied to this
application of limited war in that of further research.

14re research must be accomplished to determine and design
specific unable concepts for expandable structures. This paper has

stressed the requirements end applications, but concepts must be

formulated, and design approaches established. Some research has

been accomplished for a;ecific purpoaeb of expaudable structure

types,
1 4 

but more must be -mpleted before acceptance of the usefil
expandable structures.

In eome instances. this will mean qualification proof testing to

rid the old fashioned 02 by 4, sixteen inch studs on centerO frame of

mind that has entrenched itself in unprogressive. archaic codes of

cities and armed services alike. We must move forward by presenting
factual, undisputed data for acceptance of this technology. Limited
war apolicetions of expandable structures oflers us this opportunity.

Ccnclus ions:

1. Expandable structure technology is feasible.

2. Expandable structures olfer definite advantages for limited

war usage.

3. Further expandable structure research for limited war

applications is necessary.
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SPACE MAfl'W ANCE JANGAR CONC&PM

INIR DUCHOI N

Providing man with a maintainable system becomes a major problem area
as manned space flights become more extended in time and through apace. A de-
cision has to be made early in the system design phase as to how the system
will be maintained; such as, adJ redundancy, abort the mission, repair or
replace a faulty component. If man wants to obtain the capability to perform
long space fligh;a, he must resort to the repair and replace philosophy.
The Support Techniques Division of the Aero Propunlsion Laboratory has for the
past three years been engaged in an exploratory development program to obtain
the capability to assemble. maintain, repair and replace components of a
aiace vehicle in a apace environment. The program has been divided into
four categories: (1) Extra vehicular activities (method of propelling men
between spacecrafts to perform maintenance, repair, rescue and space station
assembly), (2) Tools, fasteners and attachment techniques. (3) Maintenance
philosophies and concepts. (4) Protection for the man while outside the
vehicle. This paper is concerned with Category 4 and will specifically
discuss space maintenance hangar concepts.

PUP ; The primary purpose of this paper is to present a discussion on the
justification, requirements, and possible structural concepts for a space
maintenance haagar. An objective of this discussion is to stimulate other
inveatigatcrs to consider future research in this area.

SCOPE. This paper will cover the general results of the Air Force space
maintenance programs, requirements for a maintenance hangar, design concepts
for a maintenance ha ugar criteria, and recommendations for future work in
this area. It is not within the scope of this paper to present a detailed
design for a specific space hangar concept.

For a discussion of hangar concepts for maintenance application in a
cosmic environment to have any real meaning, one must have s* knowledge
of the background establishing the requirement for this hangar. Therefore,
the approach used in this paper is to first discuss the efforts and Investi-
gation completed to date tMa~t have been directed toward obtaining the
capability to maintain, assemble, replace/repair systems in a space onviromnont.
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l~4ic t'AAIIMrNC AfcI fG~RaW

Space Maintenance in defined as the ability to perform maintenanur
on a space veicle sometime between launct and recovery. Tis i# a 9 mple
capability to state in words, but a difficult one to achieve in space, due
to the hazards and problems imposed by the environment. Factors such as lack
of spars, no maintenance depot, cramped quarters, high vacuum, radiation,
light .ontrasts, suit mobility, are some of the problems to be solved in
achieving a maintenance capability. Why then pursue it at all? The following
dis':ussion is an attempt toward answering this question,

As man orbits the earth for longer and loner perioda of time or
travels to the moon or other planets, the ability to return him in an emer-
gency becomes more and more impractical. Therefore, the main reason for
in-space mainvenance is survival of man himself. The key to successful
long term space flight is a 100% reliable system which is currently impos-
sible. This reasoning stems from the relation: BR = Ri where Be i over-
all system reliability, Ri is individual component reliability and is the
number of elements. From this relation, it can be seen that with more
ecnplex system having more ccmponsnts, the probability of success decreases.
This being the problem, then how can reliability be increased? There are
three basic techniques which are as follows,

1. Improve individual component reliability

2. Use redundant parts

3. Irovide repair capability

Tbe first method is self explanatory. The space system designr and

builder places emphasis on product d-sign, quality control, and testing to
improve the reliability of each component. This method is slow and pro-
gress beccmes asympototic as the reliabilities approach 100%. In Figure 1,
Curve A showv the predicted increase in system reliability due to technological

advances on individual ccmpownts. This improvement cycle must be accas-
ilished on each new weapon system, and because each now system has now €c-

ponents this process is accomplished only after considerable time has elapsed.

The second method is redundant components in parallel. The mathematical
relativn expressing redundancy is:

where m is the amber of ccuponents in parallel. A high degree of
reliability can 1. achieved by adding more and more components in parallel.
Other factors enter the picture to prevent all but a limited use of this
method. These limiting factors ere weight and cost. ooaster technology and
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capabilities have been governing factors e,. physicsl size an'l meight of
sPacecraft. This has resulted in miniaturization and micro-minieturizatior.
of components in order to 6ive man the necessary equipnmnt t- perform
his n'.ssion. Redundancy has limited to electronic components, and to some
critical control functions. This was illustrated in Project Mercury. where
redundant attitude controls ware provided. Therefore, trade-offs between
radundancy, costs, and weights are necessary.

The third method is to provide a repair capability. This has the
potential of achieving full. redundance without the cost and weight. It
also involves man to asne degree. There are three levels at which man
parti cipjatest

1. System Monitor

2. Interior Maintenance

3- Complete Maintenance

An a system monitor the Astronaut will monitor all performance sensors
and detect system degradation or malfuactions. He serves as system inter-
rogator and mentally relates the equipment status to determine what a tion
is required to coirect malfunctions. Normally, his *on- he-sp-t* Judgment
plus aTound tracking data jointly establishes the course of action whether
it be to deorbit or to continue mission with a degradated system. The only
repair capability provided ia this method is switching in redundant parts.

Since the study by Bell Aerosystems Compeny (Ref. 1) indicates that
6( of all r 'functions of a manned system can be reached from within the
spacecraft, i; is then possible to provide the Astronaut with a limited
maintenance capability. Such a capability would be limited to alectronic,
life support. and environmental control systems. Die to the severe volu-
metric limitations of current spacecraft, this would not provide a sufficient
.- crease in maintenance capability over the first level of participation
to warrant consideration. However, with future spacecraft such as orbiting
space stations, the Astronaut could accomplish many repairs from within the
cabin.

The complete maintenance capability involves man exiting the spacecraft
to perform extra vehicular repair tasks on his or other space vhicles.
This concept would near the 100% reliability dcsired in spacecraft provided
man has the capability to exit the craft with the tools and necessary spares
to accomplish the repair.

Man uses his visual sense@ to survey the performance indicators, his
mental capacity to interrogate this instrument to determine criticality of
the malfunction and decide the course of action~and finally his physical
strength andd&xterity required to accomplish the repair. Iaaving the
spe -craft he enters a hazardous enviroament and will require the following:
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1. Physiological protection against the environment.

2. Propulsive means to move him from piece to plac#.

3. Tools and equipment to acca-plish the tasks.

4. A preplanned maintainable vehicle.

This paper will discuss these fectors in reverse order. First, a
preplanned maintainable vehicle is oge into which in-space maintenance has
been designed. A st'•dy of potential spacecraft (Ref. 1) shows that space
vehicles in being or in the plannirv stage are not designed for maintenance
once the vehicle leaves the pad, exc-pt for a few redundant components in
critical areas. This study shows thet components which are likely to fail
would require a m=jor disassembly effort to gain access to the defective

part. In addition, the factmners utilized in most asses would be difficult
to remove even in the normal environment. Efforts are being made by the
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory to establish the necessary criteria

so that space vehicle designers can design their craft to be maintainable

in space.

Second, the proper tools and equipment must be provided, and this
effort be conducted concurrently with the design criteria and maintenance
concepts. Today research and experimental testing in an actual weightless

envirozmez.t is being accomplished to develop low-torque multi-purpose
tools (F^g. 2). As the Astronaut will be in weightlessness outside the

spacecraft, to must attach himself to the worksite so that the l-ow, torque
transmitted to him by the tools can be t.ansmitted to the work site. Ce
such technique is shown in Fig. 3. This moihod utilized three light weight

telescoping tubes which can be extended to the spacecraft by tho Astronaut.

Pads wozld be loca'ed on the end of these tubes axid would contain contact
adhesives. Once these pads are pressed against the surface, they will in-

stantly make a bond. The maintenance worker simply pulls a quick release

pin and telescopes the tubes to a minimum package after completion of thin

mission.

The third requirement to leave the spaecrev;t is a propulsive device

to mcve about the vehicle aurface or to a --.-d vehicle. !he various
techniques to accomplish this are discussed in (Her. .). This analysis

(Ref. 3) shows that the Astrwwnut M•nesvvertnq U Jn is the best device today
for providing thir capability. 'ne Astronaut Maneuvering Unit (AM) (Fig.
4) is a self contained nackat-e co-i*ining propulsion, stabilization, life

support and envircaental xontrcl, and its own power supply. This packae
is back-counted t,) ktp tre anm and legs free. It can be designed to provide

ranges to 30,000 feet a4d a 4-h-ur life support capability. Short range
AMU's could be designed t.o fit either the bacK or chest depending on which
type and size spacecraft iz can be carried. Typical variations ar* shown
in rig. 5.
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Finally, the fourth, but most important consideration for extra
vehicular excurstions is protection of man g.ainst the enviroaments. There
are three categories of protection which can be afforded to the nan. These
ae":

1. Space Suit

2. Zpaco Capsule

3. Space Wgear

The pri mary purpose for this paper is the latter, a maintenance hangar,
although space puits will also be discussed. Briefly, these three differ by
the length man is able to stay outside the spacecraft. Research on space
suits o7er the noxt fire yeare will eive man the capability for at least a
two hour excursion mxtside nis vehicle and may with the technological break-
throughs attain four hours. The spad capsule (Fig. 6) is a hard shell

encloaind the man and giving better protoction. The capsule can increase

the capability to 8-12 hours; hoeer, it has two distinct disadvantages.

One is Increused weight. The AM (150#.) plus suit and man (190#) weighs
about 340# while the capsule would be 7004300#. The second problem is that

man •0•st now use manipulators for hands and will inLrease the time to accom-

plish a task by about 10 times. The space hangar concept combines the flexi-

bility of ti suit with a protective shell to provide the most effective means
of performing space maintenance.

Several hanear coucepts will now be presented and the requirements used
to eat-blish theae concepts will be discussed later.
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General Concept:

The simplest type of a

and operational point of v!
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Advantases t

This type of space hangar has several advantagesi considerable knowledge e knowledge
on design procedures exist for a rigid d'uble wall cylinder, utilized con- ized con-
ventional vell known materials, and comp-etely assembled can be checked out necked out
on ground. Each of these advantages has considerable merit; however, this vetr this
type of hangar concept has several siganificant disadvantages.

Disadyantages:

One main disadvantage of this system is that it has definite size limi- size limi-
tations. In other words, the mmixima hangar diameter must be compatible with patible with
its launch booster. It appears unrealistic concidering the size of even the af even the
largest booster to attempt to put a haagar of larger than twenty-five feet five feet

in diameter into orbit. Another point of interest is that a large hengar w,'a ld a henaer wou ld
probably require the largest booster in the inventory from a size standpoint. standpoint..

but from a weight standpoint would utilize a significantly smeller booster. r booster.
It is relaized that the insidt, of such a hangar could possibly be utilized to utilized to
transport secondary caro int( orbit. Mo1bt likely this type of hangar has enger has
application for maintenance cn small unmanned satellite systems.
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TMLUSCOPING SPACE IMAINTENACE HANGAR

Genoral Corcept:

A cursory review of previous discussion on the rigid cylinder hangar
shows that the only practical way to place large size maintenance han-ars
into space require., the use of an expandable structure. This conclusion 's

besea on the fact that boosters bave a definite size limitation. There are
rany basic types of cxpandable structures; however, this paper will discues
only teluscoptng, inflatable, and chemically rijldized structures. The first
structural concept to be a:iicussed will be the telescoping concept.

A telescoping maintensnce hangar, as shown in Fibure 8,would be composed
of a number of sliding cyliniders. Each cylinder section would be slightly
lirger tnhn its adjacent section on one side only. A telescoping hangar of four
(4) sections in length, could be sent into orbit in a launch configuration of
one quarter its total length plus the height of a domed end cap. It is sig-
nificant to note thqt the launch package must still be of the same diameter
as the fully expanded hangar. Nevertteless, a telescoping hangar has some
ap dx•ctions .Ahere it is desirous to place an extremely long hangar into orbit
as opposed tc its diameter.

The hangar, eb shown in Figure 8,would have one hemispherical end in which
woald be located life support, power generating equipment, fuel for reaction
jets, etc.; and at the other end of the hangar would be the airlock door. Again,
this door would by necessity be swung into the hansmgr. A flexible bladder could
be fastened to the inside of the structure to minimize air leakage.

Materials:

The materi2ls that the authors would proposed for a telescoping space main-
tenance hantr, .re similar to the rigid cylinder materials. These are two
sheets of aluminum alloy separated by aluminum honeycomb filled with a urethane

foam attecnei to forged elum.nuum alloy frames located at each end of tele-
scoping sections. A metallic bar X seal could be utilized to minimize leeks
and expedite deployment. This bleeder could be a woven organic fabric im-
prekzrned with a flexible urethane plastic film.

Proposed Operation:

The space maintenance hangar, after being boosted into orbit. could either
be automatically deployed or deployed semi-automatically. utilizing the capa-

bility of the space maintenance astronaut.* Once the hangar has beea extended*

the reaction jets could be operated by the maintenance worker in such a manner

as to capture the disabled eatellite inside the hangar. Then the airlock door

*Deployment of a telescoping structure m,.y be accomplished by either a mechanical
•ctc'An- ¶,.r'oe!rs pranaurizat Ion.



Figure 8
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would be Phut by the repair worker and the inside of the hangar pressurized
to just equal the inflation pressure of the astronaut's space suit. This
zero pressure differential, as will be 3iscuesed later, would significantly
decrease the time to parform specific repair tasks. Necdless to say, the
maneuvering of the hanger over the terget vehicle could be accomplished
by use of the aýzronaut maneuvering unit or the astrotug.

Advantages:

A telescoping hangar has two min advantages: the capabi.Lity if sig-
nificantly reducing the overall length of the hangar during launch and the
use of conventional rigid materials.

Disadvant aes:

There are several signif'icant disadvantages associated with a telescoping
structure. A stady by the M4artin Company under Air Force Contract No.
points out thut a telescoping structure designed to do a specific mission is
abouit 1.4 times (nef. A) as heavy as a rigid conventional cylinder desitned
for the dame mission. This is a significant disadvantage relative to booster
payload capability. Although, as previously pointed out, a designer can
significantly reduce the launch paceage length via a telescoping structure;
a major disadvantage is that the diameter of the ipackage canrot narn.lly
be reduced. The dicmeter ir usually the most critical launch package dimension.
Finally, since there are considerably more joints in a tele.scoping structure,
as compared to a rigid structure, the leakage loss for this type )f structure
would probably be higher.
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WIhFAIABE MAI~iLiNAaCa HANGARS

General Cancect:

The next structural concept to be discussed is most familiar to expanda-
ble structure investigators, that is the inflatable structure. Inflatable
structures have made significant progress through the pase ve com•nication
sstellite program of NASA.

An inflatable hangar, as shown in Figure 9, is s9milsr to the shape of
the rigid cylinder hangar. The inflatable cylindrical envelope would have
a lumber of small inflatable tubes runnirg parallel and perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the hangar. These tubes when initially inflated would
cause the hangar to fully deploy.

Materials:

The inflatable structural envelope would be fabricated from a woven rayon.
dacron, or fortisan fiber impregnated Aith a flexible urethane, pol•,ethylene, or
other flexible elastumer. The tubes which are inflated for deployment would be
of the as material as the envelope. The exterior of this inflatable struc-
ture should be covered with about a quarter to three eights inch of a flexible
tu-ethane foam for micro-meteoroid protection. Althoueh it would add to the
autowatic deployment of the hanWer a second materials concept which merits
definite consideration for this type of appli,..tion is airmat or a double
walled inflatable drop thread structure.

Proposed Operation:

The inflatable space maintensucc hangsa.- after bexng boosted into orbit,
wvld be expanded by a combination of inflatine the small diameter tubes
snown in Figure 9, and utilizing the pote;.tial eaergy stored in the com-
pres~el flexible far:n. Once the structure has ben deployed, the hangar
could be Lowed or pushed over the derelict vehicle. then the Jiaabled satel-
lite is porition.-d inride the hanger structure, a torus wouid be inflated at
tne airlock end. Ti.is torroid will act as a frame for the airlock door.
This torus woul-i b,' inflated to a hith nrfie'ion pves..ure after which an
inflitable tapere,! pluE would be placed in the torus. This plue would be
placed into the torus from inside the hangar by a mainte'ance worker and
would also be inflated to a high pressure. The hang-ar envelope could then
be pres arize. to the level of the astronaut's spnce suit prea.ure. This
pressurization uf the hangar would merely tend to drive the tapered plug
more tightly into the torus, thus, creating a very good ieel.

Advantages;

The inflatable maintenance hantar offers several tiignificent advantages.
This type of structure can provide the minimal launch pecksFe volume in all

directions. This typx of structure has a very high strength-to-weight-ratio.

The use of the taperec plug, airlock door could eliminate the hinged door

concept which in turn could significantly shorten the required hangar lengths.
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Disedvantages:

An inflatable structure has sevcral disadvantaecs. iuncture can cause a
loss of structural integrity. TMe plasticizer which causes a plastic to be
flexible can nicrate rapidly in a saece environment and cause the flexible to
becoaw brittle.
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The final type of maintenance hunger structure to be discussed is a
chemically rip dized expandable structure. A chemically rigidized structure

may be a foamed-in-place, rigidized membrane, or an expandable self rigidizing
honeycomb. In the technical paper, lxpandable Structures for Aerospace
Applications, it was concluded that the optimum rigid structure on a strength-
to-weight ratiu would be an expandable honeycomb. Therefore, in the categor7
of chemically rigddized hangars, this paper will consider only an expandable
honeycomb structure. This con-cept utilizes a voeen fiberglass core pre-
Lmpregrated with a ,wethane resin or epoxy resin, semi cured to a flexible
state. This woven Impregnated core can be folded and packaged into a corn-
pact volume for launching into space. After arrival at the final destination#
the structure is deployed and the honeycomb cell spaced inflated with a vaporized
catalysis after which complete rigidization occurs. This type of hangar is
shown in Figure 10.

Aaterialst

The optimum core cm tiguration is probably a corrugated type of core
bhere the corrugations run circumereantially around the hangar. It is
realized that this type of core is not a true honeycomb; howver, the cir-
cumferential stresm is approximately twice the longitudinal stress in a
cylindrical body. This unequal stress relationship can utilize the angeotropic
properties of a Lorrugated core. An added benefit of a sandwich construction
is the doubled well effect which is considered desirable for micro-meteoroid
protection. Currently, the optimum resin system for preimpregnating the
cvre would be a uretiane resin, cured to a B sta". The ectalyst which would
be utilized to inflate the core flutes and rigidize the structure would
be water vapor with a small miount of an mains dispersed in it.

Proposed Oerationa

This type of hangar, as shown in Figure D. would be boosted into
orbit in a semall launch package -ompared to the final expanded volume. A
recent honeycomb 7 ft. dia. by 7 ft. high shelter was packaged Into a two
cubic foot package. After arrival in spece, the structure could be ex-
v.Luwd -- -ttidized :-tonatically or semi-automaticatly utilizirg the main-
tenance worker for peric.ai"g some tasks. A large structus would be fully
cured in about one hour; however, the .ua.Lotnance worker could utilize the
structure as so)n as it was fully deployed. An inflatable torw and tapered
plug could be atilized for an airlock, similarly to the inflatable haizr..

Advaritages:

t go of structure has the following advantages: &.'," ;.e&kags

diameter w1 th puncture of structure without loss of structural integrity.
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The primary disadvantage of this concept is its inability to be
repackaged after rigidization.
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SPAC SUIT EFFECTS ON MAINT1.ANV

bneral Concepts

After the previous discussion on apace maintenance and structural hangar

concepts, the reader may wonder why would a space maintenance bangar be
required, especially wften space suite are being developed to provide the
saw protection. Space sui ts, although they will afford man the neceesary
protection from the hostile enviroment of space., causes a severe degra-

dation of man's ability to effectively perform maintenance tasks. Space

suits also uould never in themselves provide long repair/time capability

nor provide adequate protection in other problem areas which will be dis-

cussed later.

IRaeults of Maintenance Dogadatiua Study,

The investigations conducted to date on the ability of man to perform

maintenance in a full pressure suit have been rather limited in scope.

%oniever, enough data has been obtained to draw definite conclusions or

trends on the negative aspects of a space suit relative to man's ability to

perform space maintenance. One such investigation conducted by Lockheed

Aircraft Corp. (Table 1) will be discussed in this paper.

Table 1 is a sumary of the results of this peL-ticular investigation.

It should be noted, for example that average time degradation obtained in this

study was 2361, while the actual degradation times ranged from a minion of
28% -o a maxi-um of 45C0. These tests were conducted by a subject performing

cerreia specified tasks under th following conditionas in a shirt sloeve

enviromnent, in an unpressurized Mark IV suit, and finally in a fully pres-

surizad Mark IV suit with the itmea being rtcorded per task. It is realized

that current and future research being conducted in the space suit area should

significantly -educe these degradation percentages. In addition, the research

being conducted by the Aero Propulsion laboratory in the area of space tool

design should also reduce these repair times. iuwAver, the maintenance tasks
selectea for this study were of a vary simple and slementary type.

A pressurized maintenance hangar would virtually provide a maintenance

worker in a pressurized suit the capability of performing maintenance tasks

essentially in an unpressurized environment. Therefore, utiliZng the results
in Table 1, it is easily seen that a significant reduction to maintenance

time can be achieved through the utilization of a fully pressurized hangar

in co.iperisoa to a pressurized space suit vs. a non-pressurized apace suit.
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DEIGN CRITJMIA FCH A PUAITAANCE AiUMAR

tnvironwental Protectiont

An important advantage of a space hangar would be its potential capa-
bility of protecting the maintenance worker from the hostile environment.
rhare are several significant conditions which exist in a space environment
frao which man mst be protected or must avoid, these are as follows:
hi va-lun, micro-meteoroids, extreme temperatures, extreme lighting conditions,

ultraviolet radiation, Van Allen type radiation. 1',- authors believe that
a maintenance hangar could provide protection for all of thesa except the
Van Allen type radiat'on. A presýurized hangar would certainly add protection
fran the hi-vacuum of space. In fact, a man could remove his space suit and
work in a shirt sleeve environment. Although a further reduction in repair
time could be made by this technique. it is not recounended because of the
possibility of the hangar being rapidly decnmpressed by puncture. The pres-

surized hangar would also provide protection to the worker in the event of
a space suit failure during a maintenance task, fc.r example, a tear. Therefore.
it Is concluded th.t a hangar should have the capability of being pressurized
to 3-5 pe•s. which is the normal pressure utilized in current space suits.

As the pressurization of the hangar is required for protection fron the
hi-vacuum, it is apparent that the structural designer must utilize materials
of adequate strength to sustain the inflation stress. The hangar will provide
additional protection from micro-meteoroido. simply because of tne increased
mass of material it will decrease particle penetration. These particles
dissipate most of their energy in a relatively short distance. The depto
of penetration of a particle is determined by the following mathematical
relations

h rd( ) (
Pt c

where r% aepth of penetration. d = diameter of the impacting
particle. P & P t density of particle and targer material rs-p;ct1-*ly.

v z velocity of particle. c 7 the velocity of sound in the target material.
r., t = empirical constants.

it is well known that man will encounter extreme ranges of temperatures
in space; however, it is also known that a very effective technique for
controlling temperature in space is by using ratios. In other words,
a temper-ture contrcl coating system would affectively solve this problem.
Such a system could be easily applied to a maintenance hangar. Coatings
for temperature control are already in operation on several satellite systems.
Therefore. a definite requirement for a temperature control coating should
be included in the criteria for a space maintenance hangar.
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The Asmerican lighting 6bcd•ty recommends that a minimum lighting of
20 foot e.ndlls be provided for most earth tasks. On earth this ib easily
uccomjlizihed .ý Jivect or i;tirect iitJting; however ir, space man con be
axvj;sa to total daikness cr t,. ALinding sunli 6 ht. Therefore, the mainten-
ance pra.%r ,.c-i pL'i.*o a shield from these various extremes and could
bii ,*rovida c,.trolled Artificiul lighting. Some authorities recomnend
sij flcently h-igher levels of Ii-hting. Therefore, any maintenance hangar

must prvida *he capabi:ity of artificial lighting.

Cuoe of the ,=ore perplexLng probless in space is the protection from
ultraviolet radiati.u. A hangar if alumiazed could atop the majority of

,1l dangerous U.V. radiitions. Theý-efore, 'he hangar must provide protection

froo ultraviolet radiutiou which can seriously damage man's eyesight.

The z.ut jj.bl•a. Lz Van ^jlu type rt'diation. Altnough tile hangar
i.ould provide sxae protection, it woula oe Insignificant. Therefore, it

is not reoar.ndeA Thdt a -iace main'enance hangar be considered for use

In the Van Allen rudiatiun belt.

A space •z•irtenance has-ar must be structurally jound and if punctured
by a small parti-le shoulJ not fail catastropically. Such a hangar should
have a hl.-h strengtn to wei, ht ratio, ruive a small launch package volume.

be rxliatle a"d easily deployed.



The authors have concluded&

1. A significant reduction in ti" to purfozu a maintenanco task can be
achieved through the utilization of a space maintenance hangar.

2. A maintenance hangar can offer protection from the hi-vacuum, micro-
msteroid, temperature extroe s, lighting extremes and ultra-violet radi-
ation existing in space.

3. The most logical solution towards launching a maintenance hangar into
orbit would be an expandable hangar either of the inflatable structure or
expandable honeyccmb type.

4. Space maintenance is a necessary requirement in the develoueent of a
successful opera..lonal space system.

5. Space maintenance should not be conducted while in the Van Allen Belt
or during high radiation solar storms.

6. Research in this area should be continued.
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EXPAHML SELF-RIGIDIZING

IUIEYCG0tB STRUCTURES

I. Russell, N. Hanssen

Viron Division

Geophysics Corporation of America

W. McKillip, B. Culbertson

R. Slagel

Archer-Daniels-•idland Corporation

I. IITRODUCTION

The advent of manned space Pxploration has brought about an increased
emphasis on strength-to-weight ratios and launch package volume. ?he time
table of exploration calls for very large diameter solar collectors, space
stations, and shelters to be transported into space. The transportation of
these 1nrge size structures requires a technique of either assembling small
modular components in space or the development of an expandable structure.
It should be pointed out that the above discussion also applies to limited
war shelters and structures. Viron Division of Geophysics Corporation of
America and Archer-Daniels-Nidland Corporation under Contract AF 33(657)-10409
are developing a technique which will not only satisfy the requirem, t of
small package volume, but will also provide structures of very high strength-
to-weight ratios. This paper will discuss the structural concept, materials
investigations, fabrication techniques, and finally, actual structural
rigidization results. This initial effort has been directed towards produtcing
terrestrial and aerospace shelters and space solar collectors.

11. STRUCTURAL CONCEPT

This concept utilizes a woven fiberglass uorrugated or honeycomb type
core which is impregnated with a plastic resin system. This resin system is
initially flexible, but on command will rigidize into a rigid fiber-plastic
composite. The exterior surface skins and interiov cell walls or corrugation
webs are impregnated with the subject resin system. Rigidization of the resin
system can occur from radiation cross linking, plasticizer boil off, or vapor
phase catalysis. The latter two have been found to be the most suitable under
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this research effort. This structure when rigidized will produce results
comparable to the well known excellent rigid conventional honeycomb properties.
This concept was originally conceived by S. Allinikov and F. Forbes of the
Research and Technology Division.

III. DESIGN GOALS

':-his feasibility study was undertaken to design, fabricate, and rigidize
a 5 ft. diameter solar energy concentrator and a 7 ft. diameter cylindrical
yjkace shelter using expandable honeycomb 2 type structural material. The solar
collector was to weigh about 0.2 lb./ft. of reflective area and have a
reflectivity of 1).86 to the solar spectrum. The reflective surface was to be
within + 1/40 of a paraboloid over 997 of the surface.

The space shelter was to be designed to wiý.hstand a roof loading of
100 lb./ft• and be capable of withstanding in internal pressure of 14 psi.
The cylindrical portion wis to be 5 ft. high with a flat bottom and a
hemispherical dome.

IV. MATEPLLS INVESTIGATION

A. Resins
There are several techniques for the chemical rigidization of a

honeycomb structure. Some of these under evaluation are as follows: A
resin system which cross-links under the influence of a vaporized catalyst
which can also be used as part of the inflation media, plastici,-er boil
ofi from a solvated polymer system, and polymer cross-linking through
ultraviolet, ionizing, or thermal energy. The first two approaches have
been under evaluation in this investigation.

The results obtained during the course of this investigation include:
Operable resin systems producing rigid expandable structures under vacuum
conditions employing vapor phase catalysis which have been demonstrated.
Of the several thermoset resin systems investigated for vapor phase
catalysis cure, urethane and epoxy resins show most success.

A one-component system containing an isocyanate terminated urethane
prepolymer which is cured by moisture (water vapor) has been developed
which shows the following results:
1. Cure times of approximately 1-2 hours. This was accomplished on

small scale models in a laboratory vacuum environment using water/
triethyl Amine as caring agent.

2. Minimum resin saturation of approximately 20% by weight has been
shown to be feasible.

3. Tensile strengths of one ply laminates prepared from 181 fiber-glass
cloth of approximately 25,000 psi cured by moisture in 50% humidity
for 3 days at 750F.

4. Flexural strengths of 3 ply laminates pz.pared from 181 fiber glass
cloth of approximately 12,000 psi cured in 50% humidity for 3 days
at 75cr.

5. A low degree of tackiness after solvent loss from an impregnated
structure. This factor eliminates the need of outer barrier film.
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Tlhe cuw•ercial epoxy resins were rapidly screened and upon evaluation
the buw DEN 413 c.chibite.d most desired properties (cure time, hardness,
thermal stabijity). Optimum cure times recorded in the program under vapor
catalyst (propylene diamine) conditions were 6-7 hours. This was only
accomp•i•she by employing an experimental accelerator which was pre-
mixed directly with the resin before application. Without the accelerator
v ,litive, vapor cure times were in the 14-16 hour range. Data of
interest on the DEN 438 Impregnated fiber glass 181 includes the
following:
•. Resin saturation of 40% by weight.
2. Tensile strengths of 17,000 psi on three ply laminates cured by

20% propylene diamine vapor in a time period of 16 hours in a
hard vacuum.

3. Flexural strengths of 23,000 psi on three ply laminates cured in
a similar rmanner as outlined above.
An operable resin system producing a rigid expandable space vehicle

employing the plasticizer boil off technique in a space environment has been
demonstrated. This resin consisted of a multiple component system
including polyacrylic resin, a styrenemaleic anhydride copolymer and a
melamine resin. Time for complete rigidization depends on the vacuum
produced; however rigidisation can be achieved under two hours. Tensile
strengths of approximately 20,000 psi have been recorded on single ply
laminates prepared from glass fabric style 181.

The major emphasis of this investigation was conducted on vapor phase
curing systems. A rapid screening of the physical properties observed from
commercially available resin systems and convenient catalyst systems was
undertaken. These included the following:

Resin System Catayst
a. Urethanes Water, Amine
b. Epoxy Amines, Lewis Acids
c. Furfural resins Acidic catalyst
d. Plienylsilanes Water, Amines

1. Urethane
The research effort was devoted to (a) characterization of urethane

prepolymers including composition, cure time under vacuum conditions
with catalyst, results of filler addition to resin, and .sual
properties of moisture cured laminates. (b) Physical data compilation
of urethane free films and urethane impregnated laminates and (c)
catalyst study involving resin impregnated structures under space
and terrestrial environment.
a. Characterization of Urethane Prepolymers

The basic compositions of the polymers evaluated consisted
of a short diol, triol and a polypropylene glycol of medium
molecular weight and a dilsocyanate. The prepolymers were
formulated at 50% non-volatile content to enable convenient
methods of application. In the absence of moisture shelf lifes
of 18 months have been observed. The free isocyanate content of
these prepolymers range from 4 to 6% based on 50% solids. By
varying the relative amounts of short chain and long-chain diols
in the formulation, or by modifying the molecular weights of either
the short-chain or long-chain diol,virtually any degree of hard-
ness can be achieved.
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Experimental data indicates that beat results are
obtained through using prepolymers with low % of reactive
isocyanate groups. The addition of polymeric fillers enhances
the strength and rigidity, however, the shelf stability of the
system generally decreases.

b. Catalyst-Resin System Relationship
The following parameters effect the overall performance

of the urethane:
1. Solvation of the urethane prepolymer
2. Resin-glass weight ratio
3. Cure rate variations
4. Methods of catalyst deployment

Solvation of the Urethane Prepolyme
The urethane prepolymers described in this report

are isocyanate terminated polymers prepared by the
reaction of difsocyanates with polyols. The ratio of
dilsocyannate to polyol is selected so that a soluble
urethane polymer of molecular weight between 1500 and 3000
is formed which possesses terminal isocyanate groups. Upon
application, such a polymer may then react with moisture to
form a high molecular weight polymer coating. The vehicle
described is most conveniently made at 50% non-volatile
material content. The viscosity of this vehicle at room
temperature (700 + 75 Brookfield, cps) is suitable for
conventional methods of application. Saturation of glass
weave fabrics (Raypan or Winpfheimer aerospace structures)
is easily accomplished through hand lay-up, spray gun
technique or vacuum impregnation. The volatile component
of these vehicles is a solvent system mixture of xylene/
cellulose acetate or toluene/butyl acetate.

Resin-Glass Weight ratio
The weight ratio of resin to glass has a direct

relationship to the ultimate strength to weight performance
of the rigidized structure. In ordec to determine the
minimam resin concentration required a series of experi-
ments was conducted with varying weight ratio of resin to
glass. Results indicated that 207 resin solids is sufficient
to achieve sample rigidization. This is accomplished by
diluting the solids content of the urethane to 40% NV by
the addition of ethyl acetate before application to the glass.
Hand lay up by applying the resin wt•th a paint brush
allowed a thin film of resin to be applied. This thin resin
film formation enhances rate of cure as the depth the
catalyst has to penetrate is reduced. This also allows for
a more completely cured system. The most desirable resin
to glass ratio found experimentally for large honeycomb
glass fabric structures featured a resin content of between
30-407 solids. In this resin content range the strength
to weight ratios were the highest.
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Cure Rate yartatioas
Uime variazions in the cure rate were, observed

as a consequence of the volatile contents of the urethane
prepolymers. A series of experiments were conducted of
resin impregnate4 structures with and without prior removal
of the volatile contents of the prepolymer. In both
instances the structures were subsequently cured with
water vapor at reduced pressures (.1 uu/Hg.) Removal of
solvent before water vapor contact did enhance the rate
of cure by a factor of two. Cure times of 4 hours were
recorded. Complete solvent removal from the impregnated
structures was accomplished by placing them in a 12"
de-iccator and evacuating (.1 ra/Hg) for 18 hours. Befý,ze
opening the desiccator to the atmosphere nitrogen was b'ed
in to provide an inert blanket in order to exclude
atmospheric moisture at, much as possible. Upon examination
the structure was completely flexible and essentially tack
free due to the formation of a surface coating. After
compression of the structure it was placed in a space
chamber and connected by means of tubing to a water supply.
Evacuation of the system (at .1 mm/Hg) caused volatization
of the water with the result that the structure fully ex-
panded and rigidified in the 4 hour time period. A most
noteworthy improvement in cure time was observed when a
90-10% weight ratio of water to triethyl amine curing
system was employed. This curing system produced approxi-
mately one hour cure times for resin impregnated glass
structures at room temperature conditions. Further investi-
gation of this system with and without prior removal of sol-
vent from resin impregnated stroetures Indicated solvent
removal is not a critical parameter. The triethylamine
grostly activates the isocyanatc functional group by complex
formation and renders the isocyanate more tusceptible to
attack by the water .polecule. In essence, what the
addition of triethylamine accomplishes is to speed up the
reaction of the isocyanate with water. The unstable
carbamic acid loses carbon dioxide and forms t,.e primary
amino group which reacts rapidly with another isocyanate to
form the crosslliked disubstituted uien.

Methods of Catalt l nt
Several mechanical devices employed to selfcontain

catalyst within the resin system and to release it upon
demand in the enviroment desired have been explored.
One of these involves the use of polyethylene tubules which
can be inserted between the flutes of three-dimensional
integrally woven fluted panel core material (R•ypan) and
subsequently filled with catalyst. The ends, when sealed,
give a catalyst container within the system. Such a system
has shown limited operational success.
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A second method that shows initial feasibility
involves coating solid hydrates with a thin resin layer.
Upon desiccation these materials give up to 33% of their
chemically held water after three hours at .1 mm/jig of
pressure.

A third method involves coating a solid light weight
absorbing material, such as vermiculite with a thin resin
coating. This substance is capable of absorbing up to 80%.
of its weight with water. Under vacuum environment as much
as 50% of the retained water can he extracted. These
systems of water containment are hehly efficient and add
little weight to the system. The materials are coated with
a thin coating of Admiral 351 which is a cyclopentadiene
copolymer resin.

2. Epoxy
The vapor catalyzed curing of an epoxy aystem was found to be

operationally feasible. Our Initial effort was to screen the
comeurcially available resins and from this oaas choose the most
likdly systems to further evaluate. This data was collected on
samples cured at room temperature by direct mixing of catalyst and
resin. It was felt that the most operable system under these cir-
cumstances would be most operable under conditions employing vapor
catalysis. In this mann,r we were able to accomplish an evaluation
of numeroun re..in-catalyst-accelerator combinations and to record
opt.'. m concentrations of each component. The system showing the most
promise was the Dow DEN 41A diluted with xylene. The viscosity of
DEN 4.38 prohibits working with it as it is commercially available.
Xylene was chosen as the diluent for the following reasons: (a)
Its vapor pressure (760 ms at 128-144,C) is close to that of
propylene diamine (760 mm at 135.5 0 C); (b) xylene being a non-
reactive diluent should not appreciably lower the crosslinking
potential of the system as do reictive diluents; (c) the cure seems
to be greater with xylene than when a resin of lo viscosity (Epon
812 or DER-332) is used as diluent possibly because the curing agent
is not able to penetrate before a surface cure is obtained.

DEN 438 (80 parts by weight)-xylene (20 parts by weight), the
most operable system was applied to small prototypes of a space
shelter. These shelters were fabricated from Raypan fluted p.-tael core
No. 403. All seams were sewn, the structure was impregnated with
an equal weight of resin and propylene diamine was allowed to pass
through at a pressure of 20 + 10 microns at room temperature. After
24 hours at this pressure the shelter was removed and found to be rigid
enough to stand on (a similar treatment using DEN 438 (80 parts)-
Acetone (20 parts) gave only a surface cure). An incomplete cure
was obtained after only 15 hours.

3. Polyacrylic
Initial investigation was conducted on an experimental ADM

po yactylic resin 5803-20-6, containing 60.3% solids by weight
diluted in ia 75/25 xylene-butanol solution. This product impregnated
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than 10 oz./yd2 resulted. A quasL-honeycomb can be woven in this manner
by placing the rows of pile pLrpendLcular to each other. A much heavier
material can be obtained by using, for example, fLberglaas yarn and
placing the interwoven drop threads at nearly any given density.

V. EXPERIENTKAL WORK

A. Six Inch Cubes
In the early stages of the program a series of 6 inch cubes were

vacutm cured by vapor catalysis. The structural material was fiberglas
woven into a three dimensional fabric with a fluted core. The cubes
were impregnated with an epory and a beaker containing at aliphatic amine
was plact-d inside the structure. Cure times of 16 hours were obtained
with a .elatively low molecular weight epoxy and a large excess of amine.

Higher molecular weight epoxies gave longer cure times but it was
found that large excesses of amine could be used to speed up the rate
of cure. Polyethylene liners were used in some of the experiments to
slow down the escape of smine vapor and it was noted that the rate of cure
was not appreciably atfected.

A three dimensional Nylon material with drop threads between 2 skins
was also used to fabricate cubes. Very good irf'ation was achieved but
strengths of the cured stru-tures wert, low campsred to the fiberglass
cubes.

B. Model Sholters
Numerous 8.4 inch diameter model shelters were vawutma rored at

0.1 nm Hg with epoxies and urethane resins Impregnated onto both the
nylon and fibzrglass structural material. Figure 1. Cure times as low
as 7A hours were obtained with the use of a special accelerator developed
by AIE and a low molecular weight epoxy with a viscosity of 50-90
centipoises.

After the development of a fast curing urethane resin by AIM, it was
decided to devote all further work during this feasibility study to optimize
its use. A combination of the urethane and three Jimensional fiberglass
fabricated into 6 inch cubes resulted in 2 hour cures. Water and an
amine placed iu a beaker inside the cube served as both inflation and
curing agents.

C. 3k Foot Shelters
Several 3L feet shelters were expanded and rigidized in a 5 foot

diameter vacuum chamber. Figure 3. The structural material was the fluted
coie fiberglass which had been impregnate' with the urethane resin. It
was found that a polyethylene inner liner was accevsary for proper infla-
tion because of the porosity of the structural material. The water and
amine were piped into the house from a three liter flask. Figure 2.
Cure times ranged from 4 to 6 hours. A 3k foot shelter was inflated and
cured in the atmosphere by introducing air and steam to the interior.
The fabric was vacuum impregnated with a ure*hane resin and placed in a
spezial vapor barrier container and bathed in an inert nitrogen atmosphere
to extend shelf life. Figure 4. The unit was fabricated with an eliptical
door which had been previously rigidizeu ; la,. a 2 inch section around the
door opening to serve azz a framework. A neoprene gasket served as a seal.
Cure time was about 6 hours.
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on gless style 181 or Fortisan NW 372 and subsequently desiccated
to 10-3 m. HS rigidified rapidly by plasticizer release. The
rigidified samples were coated with an extremely brittle, blistered
film which offered little strength. In addition the adhesion of the
pol7f.er substance to both substrates was poor. The prepared samples
were inadequate for physical testing.

The polyacrylic resin modified by the addition of styrene-maleic
anhydride copolymer (3000 Mawt) and a melamine resin gave a
plasticizer release system which exhibited the most promising per-
f rmance, The advantages of this system include (1) relatively
better adhesion to glass compared to the polyacrylic resin unmodified.
(2) reduction in blistering and forthiug and (3) a more rigid surface.
The adhesion of resin to glass was improved by synthesizing an acrylic
resin high in free carboxyl. The increased polarity attributable to
the carboxylic acid group increases surface adhesion of the resin to
a substrate such as glass. The rigidity afforded by removal of the
plasticizer from this Ryetem has been greatly improved by the addition
of 20% by weight of styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer and 5% by
weight melamine-formaldehyde resin, For ease of impregnation this
mixture was solvalized with acetone and applied from solution to give
a highly uniform deposit of resin and thus a thin surface film. This
had the overall effect of decreasing the tendency of the resin to
blister during desiccation. Cure times employing vacuum conditions
are under two hours for maximum rigidity.

B. Strucrural Material
An extensive search of the weaving industry revealed some unique three

dimensional expandable structural materia7 for aerospace use. It also
brought out the fact that at the present time no one in the United States
manufacturee a completely flexible true honeycomb core fabric. A true
honeycomb sandwich material consists of an orderly array of cells oriented
perpendicular to the skins nnd the optimum honeycomb is one in which the
cells are woven integrally with the same threads as the skins. If a
fiber or yarn such as fiberglass were used to weave this fabric, a flexible
material would result which could then be impregnated with a s "able
resin, folded and packaged, and at a later time inflated and ri-idized.
Although we have found the capability to produce such a material the machhe
or loom will not be in production for about 24 months.

Several fabrics which closel)> resemble a true honeycomb weave were
utilized in the current feasibility study. A flexible three dimensional
fiberglass material characterized by flutes integrally woven between
skins was used with a resin in the construction of space shelters. The
flute walls ran along the length of the fabric and were placed parallel
to each other such that the flute cross-section was an isoceles triangle.

A member of the velvet industry provided certain three dimensional
fabrics well suited for expandable self rigidizing structures. This
material had two skins connected by drop threads or pile. The pi' . could
be a variety of patterns, densities, and lengths. For example. one fab '
used to construct solar concentrwt•rs was woven from Nylon with two skins
separated by rows of drop threads 1/2 inch apart. A fabric weighing less
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o 2.than 10 oz.2yd resulted. A quasi-honeycomb can be woven in this manner
by placin6 the rov of pile perpendicular to each other. A much heavier
material can be obtained by using, for example, fiberglass yarn and
placing the interwoven drop threads at nearly any given density.

V. EXP•RIMENTAL WORK

A. Six Inch Cubes
In the early stages of the program a series of 6 inch cubes were

vacuum cured by vapor catalysis. The structural material was fiberglass
woven into a three dimensional fabric with a fluted core. The cubes
were impregnated with an epoxy and a beaker containing an aliphatic amine
was placed inside the structure. Cure times of 16 hours were obtained
with a relatively low molecular weight epoxy and a large excess of amine.

Higher molecular weight epoxies gave longer cure times but it was
found that large excesseav• ,,aine could he ueed to speed up the rate
of cure. Polyethylene liners were used in some of the experiments to
slow down the escape of amine vapor mnd it was noted that the rate of cure
was not appreciably affected.

A three dimensional Nylon material with drop threads between 2 skins
was also used to fabricate cubes. Very good irf'ation was achieved but
strengths of the curtr structures were low comp.red to the fiberglass
cubes.

B. Model Shelters
Numerous 0.. Inch diameter model shelters were vacuum cured at

0.1 mm, Hg with epoxies and urethane resins impregnated onto both the
nylon and fiberglass structural material. Figure 1. Cure times as low
as 7L hours were obtained with the use of a special accelerator developed
by A3IM and a v.ý .,sclecular weight epoxy with a viscosity of 50-90
ccnt ipoLses.

After the dc%.'lopment of a fast curing urethane resin by ADM$, it was
decided to devote all further work during this feasibility study to optimize
its use. A combination of the urethane and three dimensional fiberglass
fabricated into 6 inch cubes resulted in 2 hour cures. Water and an
amine placed in a beaker inside the cube served as both inflation and
curing agents.

C. 3% Foot Shelters
S.veral 31 foot shelters were expanded and rigidized in a 5 foot

diameter vacuum chamber. Figure 3. The structural material was the fluted
core fiberglass which had been impregnated with the urethane resin. It
was found that a polyethylene inner liner was necessary for proper infla-
tion because of the porosity of the structural material. The water and
amine were piped into the house from a three lirpr flask. Figure 2.
Cure times ranged from 4 to 6 hours. A 3½ foot shelter was inflated and
cured in the atmosphere by inzroducing air and steam to the interior.
The fabric was vacuum impregnated with a urethane resin and placed in a
special vapor barrier container and bathed in an inert nitrogen atmosphere
to extend shelf life. Figure 4. The unit was fabricated with an eliptical
door which had been previously rigidized as had a 2 inch section around the
door opening to serve as a framework. A neoprene gasket served as a seal.
Cure time was about 6 hours.



FIGURE 1. VACUUM CURED 8.4" MODEL SHELTER
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FIGURE 2. RESIN IXPREGNATED 31j FOOT SHELTER READY FOR INFLATION4



FIGURE 3. 3k FOOT VACUUM CURtED MMDL SHUETRR
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FIGURE 4. PACKAGED 3½ FOOT SHELTER
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D. 7 Poot Shelters
Seven foot space shelters were fabricated and cured in a Wright

Field vatiuni facility. Vie structural material was the same as that
used in the 3ý foot diameter models. The shelter was made from 9

shaped gores sewn together by means of a lap and double strap seam.

Total weight of She impregnated st-ucture was about 100 lbs. Packaged
volume was 2 ft. , inflated volume 250 ft.

3
. Inflation and subsequent

curv with water vapor in Si hours yielded a rigid structure. Figures 5
through 7 show the packaged, imprenated, and cured stages.

E. Solar Collectors
In order to establish a procedure, the early work consisted of

bench curing 8 inch diameter structures. A .,reformed aluminized Mylar
tilm was first coated with a layer of rigid resin and 181 glass cloth.
The rigidized composite had severe show-through from the weave pattern
o- the cloth and also had warped. A three dimensional nylon with

dense pile eliminated the warp and a thicker aluminized Mylar film eliminated
much of the show through. Attempts were than made to preform the nylon
into the desired shape with -,ood success. Adhesion of rigid resins to the
rylar was poor but this was overcome by applying a very thin coat of a
ptlyvinyl acetate emulsion to the film.

Excellent re lective surfaces were obtained by bench curing 8"
concentrators with rigiý resin as a cushion for the three dimensional
structural material. After finding a method of preforming the aluminized
Mylar and the nylon fabric, the rigid resins were replaced by flexible
resins to serve as a cushion and also as a bonding medium.

Vacuum cures were then attempted by impregnating the nylon with an
AL14 polyacrylic resin and removing the solvent at a reduced pressure.
Good cures were obtained in two hours and the resulting strncture had
sufficient rigidity to hold its shape.

Several 24 inch diameter models were vacuum cured in the same
manner. Three dimensional nylon with a dense pile between skins 5/8"
apart was used in thit series of tests.

When placed in direct sunlight the reflective surface produced an
image ot about one inch diameter which would instantly ignite paper or

cloth. This type of structure however, had the drawback of too ftmuh
weight due to the nylon fabric as well as the wasted solvent system
necessary for rigiditation.

After the development of the polyurethane res
4

n system together with

the design o€ a new expandable honeycorib type material, it was possible
to 1-uild much lighter units. The structural material was woven from nylon
with a torn' weight of about 10 ozlyd. 2 Parallel rows of drop threads
were placed 1/2 inch apart between two skins. The steps involved in
rigidizing these concentrators were as follows:
1. An aluminized Mylar film was preformed to the desired shape.
2. One to three coats of a flexible or semi-fleNible resin was

brushed over the Mylar surface and allowed to cure. It was found
that a completely flexible resin had good adhesion to the Mylar
and the adhesion was still satisfactory when the flexible resin
was blended with small amounts of a rigid resin. This made it
possible to eliminate the thin coat of polyvinyl acetate.
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FTC~URE 5. PACKAGED 7 FOOT STRUCTURE



FIGURE 6. IWflREGNAED 7 FOOT ISTRUCTURE
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FIGURE 7. CURED 7 FOOT STRUCTURE
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3, Another coat of flexible resin was applied and when a desired
tackin~ess was achieved, the preformed nylon fabric was laid over it.
This coat provided a good bond between the nylon and the cushion
layer.

4. The nylon structural material faces had been sewn together near the
outer edPe tn pernit inflatton of the core. Valves were attached Lo

the outer skla for entrance of the inflation and rigidifying vapnli.
5. The nylon structural material was then impregnated with the urethane

resin.
6. Water and an amine were placed in flasks which were connected to

'lie valves on the structural backing material.
7. The Mylar film was held in place by a set of rings. A cover film

was placed under the reflective surface which provided a means of
pressurizing the structure to the desired shape.

8. The assembly was placed in a vacuum chamber for two hours. Figure 8.
Press,"e inside the cover film was regulated by means of tubing
from outside of the chamber. Another tube led from inside the cover
film to a manometer so the internal pressure could be monitored and
regulated. Good cures were obtained in the 2 hour period. Figures
9 and 10. The greatest problem encountered was deformation of the
reflective surface due to wrinkling of the structural material and
show through of the corc walls.

Two five foot diameter solar energy concentrators were similarly cured with
a urethane resin at Wright Field. The structures were sufficiently flexible
for packaging, cured in two hours, and had a fair reflective surface.
Figures 11 through 14 show the collector in the packaged, impregnated, and
cured stages.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A, The feasibility of utiliring e.pandablc self rigidizing honeycomb
structures for both space and terrestrial application has been succcasfully
demonstrated.

B. In addition the feasibility of using this same technique for the fabrica-
tton of solar energy concentrators with their extreme requirement for
reflective surface regularity has also been demonstrated.

VII. RECOMNKIMATIOIIS

Continued effort is needed toward optimization of structural design and
rigidization techniques.
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FIGURE 8. 24" SOLAR COLLECTOR READY FOR VACUUM4 CURE



FIGURE 9. 24" SOLAR COLLECTOR SHOW1ING VACUUM CURED STRUCTURAL MATERIAL
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FIGURE 10. REFLECTIVE SURFACE OF A 24" SOLAR COLLECTOR
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FIGURE 11. PACKAGED 5 FOOT SOLAR COLLECTOR
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FIGURE 12. IMPREGNATED 5 FOOT SOLAR COW,,=TOR
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FIGURE 13. CUME 5 FOOT SOLA COLIZCTOR
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FIGURE 14. CURED 5 FOOT SOLAR COLLECTOR



GL.LATIN, A BIGIII,,TNG MATEhIAL FMF¶ AIICPACE S'&UCTURES

by F. W. Forbes. Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
S. Allinikov, Air korce Materials Laboratory
C. Koons, Experimental Fabrication Division

General: 7he National Aerospace Program ass brought about the require-
ment of placing large size structures into space, such as passive communi-
cetion satellites, solar collectors, space stations, and extraterrestrial
sheitero; however, this requirement poses a tremendous problem when con-
sidering the problems of boosting into space such large size structures.
Consequently, materials and structural research engineers have conducted
rescarch in expandable structure concepts, such as foamed-in-place, gas
catelyzed s)stem,, plasticizer boil-off, end radiation cross-linked struc-
tures. The authora became interested in gelatin as a possible rigidizinE
material after preliminary in-house investigations showed gelatin to exhibit
potentially high tensile and modulus of elasticity values, as well as, a high
rtsistance to ultra violet radiation. Immediately two progams were initiated.
Materiels laboratory Jnitiated a contractual materials property investigation
dith Monsanto Research Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, under Contract No. AF 33(616)-
•8. ana the Aero Propulsion Laboratory initiated an in-house program which

has demonstrated the feasibility of ritidizing space structures with gelatin.

rurlose: The purpose of this paper is to disseminate the significant
researcn of both Air Force Laboratories' picgrams, ano to stimu.ate other
-ater.als ad 6tructural investigators to consider gelatin for either future
research or applications.

TI. MVATEIALS I1:xSTIC.;o ICL

'election of Gelatin for liesearch Program: As previousiy discussed.
many diftertnt types of materials have been investigated to date; however,
vwr) little research,if dny, has teen conducted on water solutle natural
plastic resin systems. There are a number cf such resin systems, for
examle, the proteins. Gelatin, a protein, was selected for an in-house
materials study on the lasis of its commercial availability, and highly
polar nature. Mr. Allinikov prepared gelatin films and exposed these
films to ultra violet radiation, which did not visibly affect them. Mr.
Allinikov and Fi. Forbes, then both of YAterials Laboratory, prepared
several films ot gelatin and conducteo preliminary tensile tests on same.
A tensile strength of 13,,0O psi was obtained; however, later research
has proven ths figure to be considerably low. Based on these results
it wuai felt that a research program on gelatins properties should be
undertaken; in addition, it was noticed that when gelatin was plasticized
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bv water or other pleaticizers it was foldable. Thus, it was also con-
sidered that a program should be initiated on possible e2,pandab'e structure
applications of gelatin. Research was initiated to determine, tensile
strengths, modulus of elasticity, ultra violet radiation effec;s, electron
radiation effects, effects of plasticizer, effects of cross-linking on water
soluability, gelatin fiberglass laminate characteristics, fabrication tech-
niques for expandable structures, ane finally packability.

Compos.tion of Gelatin: Most likely scientists ate geatin long before
their scientific curiosity prompted research in this area.' A great deal of

tne colloid chemistry concerning gelatin is known. Recently developed
analytical techniques have even expanded this ninormation, TY.e amino acid
building blocks of the gelatin, are known, Table I sumnarizes these amino
acids.

Table I. Summry of Amino Acid Buildinp Blocks

(Residues of amino acids per 1000 total residues)

"Zource: Eastoe. J. E., Biochem. J. 61, 589 (1955)

Amine Acid Type of Amino Acid Residues

Ajanine Neutrelf amino ocidt. with 110.8
Glycine h = aliphati" 326
Va1 ine 21.9
L~euc ine 23.7
isc-Leuc ine 9.6
Phenylalanine Neutral 4 amino ocid w/F! con- 14 .4

taming unsubstituted

aromatic sater
Tyrobine Neutral A amino acids with R 3.2

Serine containinE hydroxyl groups 36.5
.Threonin

e 
" 17.1

Yethionine Neutral 4 amino acid with 1 .5.4
containing sulfur

Froline Neutral a amino acxd with R 130.4

Hydroxyproline cyclized: Imino acids 95.-5*
Arginine Basic O amino acids 18.2
Rietidine 6.0
Lysinre 26.2
Hydroxyiy-ine _5.90

Aspartic acid Acidic 9 amino Pacids 46-8
Glutamic acid 72.0
Amide Groups 40.8

Total N % 18.3

Mean Residue Wt. 91-3

*Conte, s 1 hydroxyl per molecule.
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Figuro T. and 2. shows the effect of water concentration in the
gelatin film on the modulus of claeticity of various temperatures. It

appears that a water concentration of about I4 gives optimum strength
results et elevnted temperatures.

The detailed or exact amino acio sequence of the molecule of gelatin
is not known; however, limited sequence and limitation on permissible
sequences are kno-n:

Gly. Pro. Hypro. Gly. appears to be a frequent and important
sequence.

The sequence - Pro. x Gly. Pro. - is deemed necessary for
susceptibility to enzyme action. Hydroxyproline may be
substituted for proline in this sequence.

A large number of the peptide fragments in gelatin contain
30-38% glyciz.e (1 in 3 residues).

A few peptides contain greater than 38% glycine end others
contain no glycine over a span of 4 residues.

Proline - and bydroxyproline - rich frHeiwnts are deficient in
dia, no and dicarboxylic amino acid residues. Fragments con-
taining a large number of diamino and dicarboxylic amino acid
residues are generally poor in proline and hydroxyproline.

A collagen-to-gelatin transformation may be accc-.pliahed by gentle
heating or by the action of urea, sodium thiocyanate or lithuim bromide.

These mild treatments produce gelatins of uniform molecular size. Com-
mercial gelatins, produced by the action of acids or bases have a wider
molecular variation and are somewhat more degraded; however, ccmmercial
gelatin was utilized in this progr=n tecause of its availability. Com-
mercial gelatin costs from 35 cents to 75 cents per pound, depending on
the purity. The latter priced gelatin is utilized in various food
applications.

The structure of a collagen has been described as Oa triple chain
coiled coil structure sterilized by one or two interchein paptide hydro-
gen bonds per three residue repeating units., (1) Gelatin molecules may
be considered to be fragments of this type of structure with some loss in
interchein binding.

Structural Properties: The Fbnsanto Research Corporation under the
sponsorship of the Air Force P-terials Letoratory determined the tensile

strengths of various acid and u~ )rrcesased gelatin films. As mentioned
previously, gelatin film prepar-d oarly by the authors exhibited strength
as high as 13,500 psi; however, 1!cewe of trapped air bubbles end edge
Iffects, this ftgure was proven pessimistic.
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Gelatin cost films are usually produced ty adding gelatin to one
,alf the required water at about 180 C. The gelatin is soaked in the cold
.ater for atout 15 minutes, then the remainder of the water at 600 C., is

adtd. Tis solution is held at this temperature, 600 C., anG is gently

af itated until the -elatin ptirticles i,.ve goo:e into solution. A very small

Pcitztcr must be utii eu in order to prevnt entrapment of air bubbles in
tne solution. Satisfectory fMirs have leen crst with solid conteits ranging
from 1 to 40 per cent of tht Llaetin water solution. Films can be easily
cEst an, later reroved from polished metal plates. Gelatin fil•u, havc the
s•ume tendency to shrink ana warp durine curing as do other cast plastic
films. Vie solution to tais warping lies in properly balancing the ratio
evaporation to the r-.te of mi-rntion of water to the gelatin surface. For
example, 20& solias particle surface film cast to a thickness of .080'.
cured under a temperature of 23 - 2.50 C.. and kelt at relative huricity of
,,(' wil not warp. Tatle 2. sh-c.s typical film thickness shrinkage prop-
ertle.- of Felatin.

Talle 2, Gelatin Film Thickness Shrinkage

Solids Cast •i1m Cure Cured Film
Thickness Time Thickness

20 . o0' 18 hrs .010" to .015"

40 .1624 42 hrs .040"

There are a number of non-aqueous solvents for gelatin. These are
as follows: r: - Methy1formamide, Formamide, Acetic Acid, Formic Acid*

Plhcsphoric Acid. C - Chiorophenol. p - Chlorophenol. 2 or 4 or 6 -
Trxchlorophenol. r - Fluorophenol, Aqueous, Y - Methylacetanide, and
Aiueo,0s Wthanol (33. H20).

:-• ten~si]. ) coap.ns are cut from gelatin cast films after condition-
int- at relative humidities ranging from )4OjC to 100%. Thisminimizee the
majority of edge crazirg caused frem cutting. Tensile strengtha as hig~i
as -,LC00 psi have been obtained from these cast gelatin films. Table 3.

s-ows a comrurison of properties of cast cured gelatin films at 2.50 F., to

other well-known organic films.

Table 3. Comparison of Gelatin, Wier, H Film at 250 F.

Tensile ltrength (psi)

Gelatin I6'lar H Film

21,000 23,000 20,000

The mech.anical properties of plasticized gelatin films are shown In
Table r. Glycerol was used as the plasticizer in these tests. The elon-

gation of a gelatin film virtually unaffected by water concentrations up

to 2k4z by weight.
- l•6 -
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Table 4,. Gelatin Film Water Content Effects On Elongation

% Water % Elongation at Failure

0 4
13.5 5
4 6

34 23
71 36

Table 5, Plasticizer Effect On Film Strength

% Elcutotion

Glycerol Yield(psi) X Elongation Ultimate at Failure

15 13.o•o 6 13.663 20

30 4,257 6 5.013 44

Modulus of Elasticity; Gelatin films modulus of elasticity properties
have been determined as a function cf film thickness is. temperature. A
suzmary of these re-,.jis can be seen in Table 6.
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Table 6

Modulus of Elasticity as a Function
of Tempersture and Sample Thicknesp

Temperature lIdulus of Elasticity _(psi)
0C .M0A SaMpe 0026le 0.0109'saMpe

-7.5 7,.500,000

-30 1,7T00,000 1,300,000

-20 920,000 1,200,000

-10 850,000 1,100,000

0 830,000 1.000.000

10780,000 920.000

20 840,000 840,000

30 920,000 780.000

40 840.000 680,000

'0 640,000 580,000

E( 230.000 330.000 500,000

70 150,0CO 170,000 500,000

80 75,000 160,000 Sample broke

90 27,000 130,000

100 5.600 125,000

110 ,,_2,000 60,000

120 ,"•2,OCO -

130 11,000

VAC 10.5,000

The recovery in modulus at the elevated temperatures is attributed
to initiation of cross-linking at those points. The performance of fully
cross-linked films has not yet been established. An Improvement of prop-
erties would be expected, If degradation has not occurred during cross-
linking.
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Effect of Ultra Violet Radiation: Ultra violet absorption spectra
run on gelatin films indicate that gelatin is virtually transparent at
wave length no greater than 250 mu; however, below this wave length
gelatin absorbs ultra violet radiation. Tensile tests were conducted on
pelatin samples and mylar after a 200 hour exposure to a Hanovia ultra
violet lamp's radiation. It should be noted that the tensile properties
reported for the gelatin are considerably lower than the values previously
reported; however, these films were some cf the earlier film. prepared,
and the film making technology had not been perfected. Table 7. summarizes
the results of these tests. Theso results indicate that ultra violet radi-
ation more adversely effects ?WLAR than gelatin. These tests were conducted
under atmospheric conditions.

Table 7, Tensile Properties of Gelatin Films and Wblar Films

After a 200 Hour V.V. Raciation Exposure

Tensile Strength

Before and After Exposure

Mlar 33.200 27,400

Acid Processed Gelatin 15,100 15,j'00

Base Processed Gelatin 14o900 13,700

Effect of van de Graaff Radiation: Gelatin and Mylar films kere
irradiated with different dosages of van de Greaff radiation in both
the atmsaphere and in a vacuum. Gelatin retains its strength quite
wall in the air at low and intermediate dosnagc cf electrons; howeverg
at higher dosages there is a significant reduction of gelatins tensile
strength. High dose rates also make gelatin brittle ane sensitive to
mechanical shock (drilling holes), and sudden applications of loads.
Table 8, and 9, summarize the results of these tests in air end in a
vacuum.
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TRal-e 8

-ffect of van de Greaff Irradiation
(Electron) ,on Gelatin.(In Air)

TAtel Dose Tens ile Strength
Mat eriel (reds) '1:8) S

Fyjar C 33.200 7.5

5 1 106  
33.800 75

107 31,0C0 64
5 x 107 27,700 41

Acid Processed
Geletin 0 15,100 5.5

A 106  
15,100 5

1o7 15,600 5
5 * 107 7,900 2-3

Ease Processed

Gcletin 0 14-9(0 5

5 x 1C6  14,3(o 5

107 14,5CC 5
x in7 7,30C 2.7
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Table 9

Effect of van de Greaff Irradiation
(Electron)- on Gelatin (In Vacumj

Total Dose Tensile StrengthWerial (iads) _ ( ) Elonzation

JWlar 0 33,200 75

5 x 106 42,500 83

lo7 31,100 82

5 x 1o7 29.600 79

Acid Processed
Gelatin 0 15.100 .55

5 x 1o6 15,600

107 15,500 5

5 x 1o7 11.700 3

Pace Processed

Gelatin 0 14,900 5

5 x 1o6  14,300 4
107 13,100 4

5 x 107 8.100 2
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Permeability of Gelatin Films: Permeability of tests have been
conducted by two comranies. t1.knsnto Research Corporation reports the
following results shown in Table 10. Independent permeability measure-
ments of protein films to oxygen and hydrogen carried out by Swift and
Co. research personnel, have also yielded encouraging preliminary results.
Their findings to date indicate these films have one-fifth to one-eighth
the trbnsmissicn of hydrogen Cas as compared to a oplar' film. Gas
transmission values obteinea with oxygen gas are equal to or superior than
polyvinylidene chloride film$ and one-fifteenth that of *Nylarm film. It
is important to note that these results were obtained on films containing
Elycerol. Flasticized films normally become more permeable than the
unplasticized form.

Table 10, Permeability 1Wasurements

Permeability

_cm3 aeczcm/cn•'c, UAD•/.vzn , Il•t'

Acid Base
Treated Treated

Gas SoU_ ce MVAr Gelatin ;elatin ,elatin

Nitrogen WC 4.30 12.7 9.1

TAP?! lonograph 23 5.0 - -

DuPont 4.75 -

Air M~2C 3.9 14 -

Lord Rayleigh - - - 761

l!elium HlIC 712 11. 316 -

Lord Rayleigh - - - 140,000

LuPont 766 - -

Swift and Co. ha. also reported that preliminary data shows diffusion
rates ali not increased when the films are plasticized, which is an eatcemely
interesting property.

Comparison with Oriented Polymers: The studies of g4latin as on engineer-
ing material are Admittedly incomplete at this time. Review of data obtifled
on the films indicate gelatin, an unoriented polymer. comperes quite closely
with severil high strenEth oriented polymers.
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The Tatle 11 below is presented for comporison purposes.

Table 11

TOC Gelatin ti ar* H Filme

Tensile Ltrength 25 21,000 23,000 20,000
(psi) - 12,QO0 -10cC L,00n 4)2000C 12.000 6-200C

UDdulus of 25 1 ,r0O,000 4O0,C00 400,000
Elasticity (psi) 2C0 '30,000 50,000 250,000

Dreek 25 7 101 0 70
21cnteticn, 2 C00 7 Large 70

Yristure Typteke 25 1 40% W. 0.2 1.3 1" 50• FA

Resistance to Good Fair No known solvent

CrLen •c Solvents

*E. I. duPont de Iemours & CG. thermosetting development film.

Glass Cloth Reinforced Laminates: Some investigation was accomplished
in proucinE Class-gelatin laminates.

Tis work involved an attempt to determine the factors important in
producing the laminates, such as time-temperature-prescure cycles, cross-

linking slaents, and surfactants on mechanical properties and water sensi-
tivity. Surprisingly good flexional strengths were ottained in the few
laminates made, considering the very limited amount of work done. Optimum
press cycle. cross-linkers, and pre- Cregnation techniques for the cloth
were not really ascertained. Flexural strengths as hih as 77,900 psi were
%,btained with laminates which is in the ran&e of hig, grade eroxy systems.
Future effort should yield even better results. Tables 12 end 1_3 contain
properties of the gelatin films with chemical modifiers and the effects
of press cycle variations on the laminates.

It should be noted that the work on laminates wa not connected
with efforts to produce expendable structures, as they were cured and

rigidized during the press cycle. The reported data Is included merely

as a possible point of interest in discussion of gelatin.
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Table 12

Mechanical Properties of Gelatin Containing Chemical Mdif

Tensile Data - -_
Yield Failure Elonigation - L dulus of EL

Deacrintion L 2a Yield -1 Fail % .. ~. o

G8 Gelatin 18,000 18,300 6 9 >1000 220 120 100

G8 Gelatin, Vacuum Dried 20,900 4

G8 Gelatin +
2.,% Dialdchyde Starch 16,700 17,000 6 9 )000 450 170 120
5.0M 0 16,800 18,1O0 5 11 aInco 160 94 64

10.0% * 14,800 6 il0oo 680 220 200
10.0Z 14,700 4 >1000 400 130 66
30o.0% N 12,400 3 X000, n1 56 30
30.0%.1 a 11,100 2 i000 600 84 38

G8 Gelatin +
2.F` rialdehyda Sterch, 1l,300
Vacuum Dried

G8 Gelatin *
10% Dialdehyde Starch 15,100
l • 15,o00 3

(above 3 dried at 100 0 C)

CZ Gelatin +
IM0 Lialdehyde Starch 16,800 > iOOO 420 260 135
3M% 5,2002
(Heated 3 hrs 1250C)

G8 Gelatin soaked
CH20 vapor 17.500 a wO00 600 160 80

08 Gelatin +
?.51. Dialdehyde Starch 16,ofl 4 >1000 330 120 78
5.0• • -l, 600 4 •o0 230 90 47
(Sogked in formaldeh:ode v.ror)

G8 Gelatin + 5% Dialdeh.-Oc
Starch - soaked in 12140: vapor 10,500 OlO00 0 60 100

C3 Celatin + aqueous
formaldehyde 9,100 3 xi000 88 19 9.2

G8 Gelatin + aqueous form-
aldehyde dried rt 1000C 12,400 3

C5 Gelatin + eaueous form-
aldehyde dried at 1250C 15,600 .4 Sample very brittle, broke
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Table 12

enica rropertiev' f' Gelatin Containing C . .l difiers. Glycerl, and Inert Fillers

Tensile late Flexural Data
Flure . "Elcn at ion ..'dulus of El: ticity Date (tpi x 10-3 TOc) Failure Inch

s_ Yie- % Fail 2_* 12._. _ 00 ' 10 120 132 -1 200 g ai- Deflection

18,300 6 9 >1 oo 220 120 'C, 74 42 30 29 56 24 2 17,000 0.09

20,90 48,500 0.04

17,000 6 9 Xo000 4',0 170 110 96 66 32 27 42 20 1.2
18,100 5 11 Alerc 16C ("4 64 0 26 18 20 25 12 2.6
14,800 6 10Co 680 ýVO 20 M 160 11C 90 120 210 23 <2.0 13,000 0.08
14.700 4 31C 'v 4•C 130 A 40 2 12 2.01 135O0C
12,'CC A )c 110 4 'q 20 12 16 7 1..6 3.5 1.6 9,600 0.07
11,100 2 'CON 0 4 o o 38 3/4 32 26 5 3.2 3.1 1.6

18,300

i1,100
1ý,300
11.4-C

16,800 >1000 -20 260 135 12 i lO: 84 J !.3 25 2.5
5,200

17,o00 AlOCo 600 16o Bo 58 64 60 31 9 m5 ,.10o 0.09

61-,r 4. >iCCO 50 1( 78 70 56 47 32 21 13
,; ivo0 230 90 47 32 1.5 7 11 1 6

0,, ,10•N•0 .40 180 100 56 11 10 10 10 - 2.0

9.100 3 >o000 a8 19 9.2 7.4 5.. 5.0 3.7 6.4 1.1

2,4 3 12
.600 4 -ample very brittle, broke at start of test.
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Nechenical Properties of Gelatfln _COntaiunen Ciemicul ?fbdifiei

T~able 12. Continued

Tensile Dlata
Yield Ft.ilure Elonpotionl I.bduluz of Zle

Bescriptio s rs Yield ;~Fail - .9 0

C8 Geletin + aqueous formalde-
hyde - so.' kcd in CIH:0 varor S ,100)

-38 cclotir + P:ueous formnlde-
;iydc - soaked in i'"40T' v-por 126C 5 10CO 8(' 20 -5-4

G,9 Geh.tin + equeous ronnulde-
I &- --jket in 1:1-C!I v40pr, 000o

driedJ at 1Cv"C '

GS GO Mo in + oievtreylene-
tetrmainin 12,300 11,70C 4 13 10 2 1 14

GS Ge3ttin + hexvircthylene-
tctrýr-ine q oiked in C4ý0

C!Cvopor
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-5fical Properties 0. Ge&tir COnteinin. Ciemiecl,,ýibdifiers. Glycerol. and Inert Fillers

12, Continued Table 12, Continued

Tensile Data Flexural Date

FFilure Elcn-atior L-9dullc of :lasticity Date (xpsi x IC-c TOC) Failure Inch

Psi _l1 - _- 100 110 120 1 150 U 200 25 .si Deflection

2,100

12,ýf 4 >Iooo 80 20 .. 4 3.8 3.2 2.8

C,000

11,700 4 13 1000 320 51 14 11 11 10 6.4 4.5 4,5 -

14,80M
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Table 13

Effect ot Press C le on Inetei

Time. R M -0 .. .. . Flexural
__ _ Temperature Pressure strength

rci 20 102 0 55,400
30 10$ 5 5,0
Co .50 3

S115 100
i-C2 115 0 53,70025 135 100
FC3 20 102 0 67,20030 105 50

6o 135 100
1C4 135 C 57,40051 235 100
1cý 20 102 0 48,70030 10$ .5060 150 100
PC( 20 102 0 37,300

30 105 $060 135 150
PC? 20 102 0 69,60030 105 50

6o 165 100
FC3 20 102 0 77,90030 105 5060 135 1000
Pc9 30 105 a6o 135 1000 64.400
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III. GELATIN R IGILIZED S1 I C1TUiE.S ISS-.AWCH

Concepts In November of 1962. Mr. Forbes. co-author, initiated research
directed toward determining the feasibility of utilizing gel.:tln materials f:s
a rigidizing medium for expandable support type structures. Structures were
fabricated from gelatin plasticized films or gelatin-fiberglass composites*
the plasticizer, a glycol. permitted the foldine or packaging of the structure.
These structures, after deployment in the vacuum of a space chamber. rapidly
rigidized by the migration or evaporation of the plasticizer. In reality the
gelatin is dehydrated durine rigidization.

Preperation of Gelatin Film Structures: Gelatin cast film structures
and sprayed film gelatin structures were prepared by dissolving about 20% to
3(% by weight of Lelatin dry crystals into 70% to 80% by weight water at a
temperature between 120c7. to 1400F. This solution ie then either cast into
films or sprayed into sheets. The sprayed or cast film were air dried for
about one to two days or until the films had dried to a non-tacky rubbery
state. These films were then sealed into a plastic air tight bae and -tored
at 330F. Mien these films were removed from containers and exposed to a
vncuum the remaining water, about 2K to !Or by weight, zzpidly migrated
and caused the film to rigidize. Plasticizers, such as ethyler.e glycol.
sorbital, glycerine, ard polyethylene glycol can be used in place or watei.
Utilizing t',AA rlasticizers will permit lower plasticizer concentrations.

Gelatin fiberglass composites are prepared by making a gelatin-water
or gelatin-water-plasticizer solution and pouring this solution over the
fiberglass cloth or dipping the glass cloth into the solution. Once the
cloth laminate is thoroughly saturated, 25% gelatin by weight minimum, the
laminate is placed in a temperature controlled hydraulic press with a platen
pressure of 25 psi to 100 psi and a platen temperature of 1400F. to 2000F..
and the laminate is cured for about 20 to 30 minutes. Then the press is
allowed to cool to 600F. for about 20 to 30 minutes. The resulting laminate
panel is placed in an air tight container until usage. It has been found
that a better bond between fiberglass and gelatin can be achieved by adding
1% by gelatin weight of a liquid detergent to improve the wetting character-
istic of the gelatin solution. Addition of 1% by gelatin weight of a cross-
linking agent previously discussed will produce a water proof laminate;
however, it is reco nded that the laminates be cross-linked by exposing
the laminate to a vaporized cross-linking agent. This recosmendation has
been made because the addition of a cross-linking agent tends to prevent
adequate bonding between gelatin and fiberglass which in turn causes de-
lamination failures. Two individual sheets of fiberglass gelatin may be
joined together by a simple lap Joint technique or gelatin pressure bonded
tape. The addition of a cross-linking agent also will interfere with ability
to achieve a satisfactory structural joint.

Fabrication and Testing of Expandable Gelatin Structures: The first

attempt at fabricating a gelatin structure was made by brushing the gelatin

solutiou over an inflatable form with fiberglass cloth reinforcing laid over

- &07 -
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.he form. This inflatable form was a 24 inch diameter dome with a six inch
cylinderical skirt. After fabrication this structure was folded into a am.
pact package and stored for ten days after which it wee placed in a vacumn
chamber. The chamber was evacuated to 10-1 Hg.# for four hours. Once, the
chamber had been evacuated, the structure was pressurized to an internal
pressure of 200 am Hg. Radiant heat lams installed in the test chaber
simulated solar radiation which pro-ided a structure surface temperature of
about 1O00F. The resulting atructure waa quite rigid for its weight, but
somewhat wrinkled in appearance. The rigidized structure had a wall thick-
ness of about thirty mils. Figure 3, show photographs of the expanded
rigidized structure.

The next expandable structure wes fabricated by spraying the gelatin
solution over a rigid form. Once the completed structure had air dried for
one day, it was removed from the mold. The sprayed-on gelatin material was
quite rubbery and was folded up and stored for a week, after which the struc-
ture was inflated to 240 mm 1g., pressure waich was quite remarkable since*
this structure had no interns. air tight membrane, as in the previous experi-
ment. This structure .as left, in a chamber at 10-1 m Hg.* for two hours
and thirty minutes# resulting in a rigidized dome of three-eighth. inch wall
thickness. Figure 4, shows photographs of this come unexpanded and in the
rigidized state. The next major change in fabrication proedure was the
incorporation of an airless spray gun for sprayinp the galatin. The purpose
of the airless spray gun was to eliminate the entrapment of sir caused ty
conventional spray guns. The airless spray gun reduced the amount of entrapp-
ed air by 50%. Similar structures, as previously described, were fabricated
and rigidized at vacuums of 10-1 mm Pg., or less.

After successfully rigidizing a number of small structures the next
goal of this research program was the rigidization of a 12.6 foot dianeter
sphere. A rubberized nylon inflatable sphere was spray coated with a gelatin-
1% formaldehyde-water solution, as ehown in Figure 5. Thin sphere was placed
in a vacuum chamber which was evacuated to 10-1 mm PA. The sphere was inter-
nally pressurized to about .5 psi; however, shortly after pressurizing the
sphere shrinkage cracks occurred. Gelatin coatings, as previously discussed,
have a tendency to shrink during migration of the plasticizer while the inter-
nally pressurized bladuer does not, thus the gelatin rigidized coating cracked
into approximately three feet by three feet sections.

A re-evaluation was made of this program which resulted in a re-amphauis
of goletit. reinforced fiberglass structures. A series of small 12 inch dia-
meter donwd teat panels were fabricated and rigidized under 10-1 mm Mg. The
utilization of the fiberglas reinforcing has eliminated the probltm of
shrinkage cracks and wrinkles in the structural membrane. Several test struc-
tures have been fabricated with a brown Kraft paper inner liner integrally
bonded to the gelatin-fiberglass composite for the purpose of reducing poros-
ity or pin hole size leaks. A pillow type gelatin fiberalass structure was
fabricated from two panels two feet by three feet with Kraft paper inner liner.
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Figure 3. Expanded Rigid ized Gelatin Fiberglaws Structure
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Fieure 5, Fabrication of' 12.5 ft. diameter Gelatin Sphere
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Thlese two panels were seam welded around the perimeter. This atzucture was
plasticized with 25% ethylene glycol, This structure was rolled up and stored
in a 3-1/2 inch x 20 inch long cylinder, later it was placed in a vacuum cham-
ber and was rigidized within three hours at a vacuum of 10-1 mm Hg. This
structure was very smooth and no shrinkage cracks were evident.

An expandable pyramid, three feet on a side was made of gelatin fiber-
glass. This pyramid was rigidized under a 10-1 =m Hg.. vacuum condition in
two hours. Figure 6 shows photographs of this pyramid unexpanded and expanded.

After the latter experiment, it became apparent that the impregnating
process utilized for applying the gelatin to the fiberglass cloth was in-
cffective. Therefore, the Mionsanto Research Corporation was given a contract
by the Aix Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory to preimpregnate continuous rolls
of 18 inch wide fiberglass zloth. The following is a copy of tho impregnation
procedure .±sed by bbnsanto:

PICZDi:TU. FcM P1FPARN_ PLASTICIi•D GELATIN PRITI"

The addition of plasticizing agents such as the polyhydric alcohols
(glycerine, ethylene glycol. propylene glycol, etc.) to the gPIAtin-alps
cloth Prrp.c•g will Aroduce flexible laminates. The flexibility of these
laminates is due to the pls tici zation of the gelatin by the plasticizer
only In paxt. The water present in the laminate appears to be the main
plasticizing agent. The polyhydric alcohols, besides serving as plasti-
cizers, al8o act as hygroscopics to hold the water in the gelatin. Con-
sequently. the moisture ccntent is an important factor in preparing a
flexible laminate. Tests to date show that glycerine is the best plasti-
cizin-v agent.

Several auventages are gained when a plasticizer 5s ustd. The
tpelatin solution is easier to prepare. The plasticizei aids in dissolving
of the Felatin. Also the prepreg Is flexible and easy to handle.

The procedure for treating and pressing the plasticized galatin lam-
inates is as follows:

I. MtXIIG

A. 7b 75 parts of warm water (60 0C.) add .65 parts of
preservative (67.5 parts athyl phydroxybenzoate in
200 parts acetone). Mix thoroughly while adding.

B. i , 10 parts of plasticiz-'-r (k40% glycerine based
on g.Itin)ý

C. Add 25 parts gelatin, elix thorougily, breaking up
any lumps.

D. Store several hours at 600C. to deaerate.
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IH. FR•ED7MGNATIMN

A. Glass Fabric E-181, A-1100 size is used.

B. Three zone oven and dip pan of the fabric treater
are heated to proper temperature.

(1) First zone - 90 0 C. (Zone length is 3 ft.)
(2) Second zone - l100C. (Zone length is 3 ft.)
(3) Third zone - 2000C. (Zone length is 3 ft.)
(4) Lip pan - 550C. (Fabric immersed at

least 6 in.)

C. Variable speed drive is adjusted to give 20

inches/minute.

D. Dip solution is added to dip pan and treater is
started.

E. Continue impregnation and drying until desired
amount is obtained. Test material occasionally.

SA. • Rsin

(1) Periodicelly cut a swatch of cluth 16' x 121.
(2) Weigh to nec'rest tenth of a gram.
(3) Compute resin pickup (weigbt of untreated

cloth this size is 3r.5 ;rame).
(4) Haise cr lower temperature of dip pan to

control resin pickup. Maintain 40M resin.

B. Volatile Content

(1) Use the piece of material cut for the %
Resin Tes'

(2) Weigh and dry in oven 15 minutes at 1250C.
(3) W.eigh and compute water loss.
(4) raintain volatile loss at 2% by adjusting

speed of cloth through oven. Prepreg must
not become too sticky (determined by touch)
or it will stick to itself on the ro-1.

IV. PRESS I

A. Cut prepreg to desired size
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B. Build up press pack as follows:

(1) Plate
(2) Eight (8) laminations of Kraft paper

3) Polished plate
( 4) W~lar sheet
(5) Prepreg laminations
(6) Wiler
(7) Polished plate
(8) Insert thermocouple in 2 inches from edge
(9) Ei~ti (8) laminations of Kraft paper
(10) Plate

C. Load in prees and close to platen pressure

D. Turn on steam and aujust to obtain and maintain

135lC.

E. When temperature reaches 1350 C., apply 200 psi
an laminate.

F. Press at 1350C., for 20 minutes.

G. Cool to 250C., relieve pressure, and renove
laminate from press.

V. CC0DITICNTM

A. Condition laminates at 100% N.H. for maximum
flexibility.

Recommendations: The authors make the following recommendations:

1. Investigate the feasibility of utilizing gelatin to rigidize
expandable core structures.

2. Continue research to characterize the properties of gelatin.

3- Inv--stigste the combining of gelatin with other proteins, such
as soy protein.

4. Develop a reactive platicizer system for gelatin which on

exposure to a vaporized catalyst will rigidize it. This development would
provide a gelatin rigidization system which would be useful for both space
and ground applications.
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This paper consists of two parts. The first part is concerned

with the chemistry of capsular polyurethane foam systems and the

sccond part with the application of these systems to the engineering and

development of rigidizable shelters and solar collectors.

The Chemistry of Capsular Polyurethane Foaming. Systems

(1) The National Cash Register Company became interested in the

rigidization of aerospace structures through the development of techniques

for applying micro-encapsulation technology to polyurethane reactants.

This technology provides a method for separating reactive components,

such as those used in the for,.-ation of polyurethane foams. Both liquids and

solids can be encapsulated. Capsular liquids exhibit 'he behavior of a

pseudo solid. Figure 1 shows two examples of encapsulated polyurethane

reactants. The material on the right is an encapsulated polvol. The

other material is an encapsulated solid polyisocyanate. Capsule size.s

can vary from a few microns to as large as a quarter of an inch. A 'najor

advantage of encapsulated foam reactants is their ability to be premixed.

without reaction, for prolonged periods.

This paper will not discuss the NCR micro-encapsulation

technology or the various coacervation processes. Rather, the paper is

confined to a discussion of the development of capsular urethane foaming

syste-s for use in an aerospace environment.

The general reactiox. involved in the preparation of polyurethane

foams is the reaction of a polyisocyanate with a polyol to form a urethane

linkage. Certain co-reactants when used with the proper amount of

catalyst, surfactant and blowing agent. will produce a rigid foam. Standard

commercial foams usually inv-lves the use of carbon dioxide or freon
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blowing, however, in high vacuum environments these blowing mechanisms

are not operable and new ones must be devised.

Figure 1. Encapsulated Foam Reactants
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Figure Z. Commercial Urethane Foam-
Prepared at Atmuspheric Pressure

Figure 3. Commercial Ureth'ane Foam Materials
Reacted at One Millimeter Pressure
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Figure 4. Sample Of Foam From Capsular
Atmospheric Formulation

The type of foam produced at atmospheric pressurt, using a

standard commercially available, rigid foam formulation (frcon blown)

is shown in Figure Z. This foam has a density of approximately two

pounds per cubic foot. When this formulation is reacted in a viAcuum

environment, at about one millimeter pressure, a product as shown in

Figure 3 results. The difference in properties of Figure 2 and Figure 3

shows that the lack of pressure increases the volume occupied by the

blowing gas, thereby causing too rapid a blowing rate and foam collapse.

This dramatizes the problem and points out that basic formulation studies

involving polyurethane reactants were required before autogenous urethane

systems possessing the ability to be used in high vacuum environments

could be developed.
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To test the concept of urethane foams, using encapsulated

ingredients, the initial experiments involved an atmospheric foam

formulation. The formulation studied consisted of a prepolymer isocya-

nate resin (Urefoam R) which could be foamed and cured with water.

Dabco (amine) and T-9 (tin compound) were used as catalysts. The

water source was encapsulated, hydrated sodium borate, which dehydrates

upon gentle heating. It should be noted that in all cases during these

investigations thermal energy was utilized to activate the capsular foam

formulations. Upon heating, the material inside the capsule was released

and allowed to react with external or other capsular materials. A cross

--cctiur, of foam sample. made using the capsular Urefoam - R system, is

shown in Figure 4. The cell structure is similar to a typical atmospheric

formed polyurethane foani.

After establishing the feasibility of the capsular concept, vacuum

foaming systems and the capsular means to translate these systems to

stable, one package units, were developed. As part of this overall work

the vacuum volatility of a number of polyurethane ingredients was examined.

Since the efforts were directed toward systems which could be stored at

low pressures until heat activated, materials wh.ch would not be too

volatile during prolonged storage, were required.

Some of the materials that were tested for volatility at reduced

pressure are shown in Table 1. The data was obtained on the un-encapsu-

latrd reactants. The weight loss in the 625 material was thought to be

free TDI which is commonly found in the quasi-prepolymer resins. The

higher molecular weight and more completely prereacted Urefoam R

did not show continued loss after the initial volatiles were removed.

Materials that could be stabilized to a constant weight with small weight
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loss were considered useful in the program. The PAPI (polymethylene

polyphenylisocyanate) isocyanate was the least volatile of the liquid

polyisocyanatýs. Most of the polyols examined showed low weight loss

at room temperature. Materials such as glyck'rine. which showed

relatively high volatility at room temperature, were excluded from the

acceptable materials list.

The first formulation that was developed for low pressure use

involved the liquid polyisocyanate PAPI and an encapsulated polyol,

trimethylol propane. The blowing mechanism used for this system was

based on thermally releasing the trimethylol propane, which in turn

reacted with the Hydripill to produce hydrogen. Hydripill is a trade name

for a mixture of sodium borohydride and cobalt chloride. Catalysts and

surfactants were added as required.

Figuire 5 is an example of the product obtained from the PAPI

system. This foam was produced at 10°3 Torr and possesses a density

of 8 pounds per cubic foot, plus a tensile strength of 100 psi. It was

found, however, that in going to lower density foams in this system, the

product became somewhat friable. For this reason it was necessary

to develop additional foam formulations which possessed better physical

properties.

Dev;elopment of a foam formulation which possesses the required

physical and structural properties was based on the use of capsular

methylene diphenyl diisocyanate. polyol, surfactant and aluminum

pigment. This particular foam formulation has the appearance of a

viscous slurry or paste. Figure 6 represents the type of foam obtained

from this formulation. The foam on the right was produced at 10" 6Torr

without pigment. The one on the left is the same formulation, but with

aluminum pigment added. This pigment was found to contribute to the
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nucleation requirements of the foaming reaction. plus increasing the

transfer of the formulation leading to a more uniform cure and a stronger

foam.

This system has proven operable from I Torr to vacuums higher

than 10" Torr with the same degree of success.

Vacuum Stability of Urethane Foam Components at 25 Deg. C.

Material Preseure Time in Hrs. I Weight Loss

Polylite 625 10-5 2 2.8
"I 7 6.2

Polylite 505 2 0.3"It 7 7I.

Urefoam R .- 2 2.0"; 4 2.0

Niax D2Z " 2 0

T-9 " 2 0

PAPI " 2 0

TMP 2 0.3

MDI 2 0

DC0113 2 1.0

TDI 10-z 2 3.8

Glycerine 10 1 19.0

Table 1. Vacuum Stability of Urethane Foam Components
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Figure 5. Piece of Foam Rigidized Cryogenic Pipe

Figure 6. Examples of Foam jrepared From Capsular
Formulation at 10" Tort
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The Application of Capsular Foams

As soon as consistent success was obtained with the slurry type

fodm formulations, engineering work involving the problem of utilizing

the foam for the fabrication of a 7 foot diameter by 7 foot high space

shelter was initiated. Before work on the structure could be performed,

the tensile strength of the foam had to be determined. From literature

and data that had been obtained during the research phase of the contract,

it was known that the density of the foam affected its ultimate tensle

strength. In addition, the capsular foam cell sizes were large compared

to atmospheric polyurethane foams. This large cell size dictated the use

of specimens having large cross sectional areas for tenbile testing. It was

determined that the tensile specimens m1ist have a unnimum cross section

of four square inches before consistent test results could be obtained

from the same bulk sample of foam. This indicated that tests run on

smaller sections test only the strength of the cells and voids instead of

the foam strength. By these tests it was determined that the tensile strength

of the foam was not significantly influenced by the vacuum range (1 Torr

or at 10-6 Torr) in which the foam was prepared. All property testing

to date has been performed under average atmospheric laboratory

conditions and no attempt has been made to test the foam in a vacuum or

at other than ambient temperatures.

Figure 7 indicates that a foam having a density of Z pounds per

cubic foot will have an ultimate tensile strength of less than 10 pounds

per squ.,re inch, while a foam having a density o1 5 pounds per cubic

foot will have an ultimate tensile strength of 40 pounds per square inch.

By contractual requirements, NCR has worked only in the Z to 5 pound

per cubic foot range. All of the data presented in this paper represents

the strength of the NCR slurry type vacuum foam without the addition
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of strengthening agents.

Figure 8 shows the maximum wall stress developed in a 7 foot

diameter, thick walled cylinder under 15 pounds internal pressure versus

wall thickness. The curves are asymptotic at about 15 pounds per aquare

inch as expected. If foam is utilizer! as the sole structural element of

the cylinder, a weak foam will require a very thick wall. In the densities

we have been restricted to. a 5 pound per cubic foot foam developing 40

pounds per square inch will require a wall thickness of UZ inches or

more. This is rather thick and out of the question for a practical shelter.

However. such a shelter will show the feasibility of fabricating foam into

standard structural shapes. A 15 pound per square inch pressure is

rather high as far as structural loads are concerned, (a typical office

floor load is seldom as high as I psi), an air-inflated, rigidized cylinder

can be achieved by using a foam with a higher working stress or by

building a composite wall consisting of foam and a stout cloth-like material.

The composite approach does not use the foam to obtain structural

strength. The foam is used to rigidize the cloth bag in case of loss of

internal pressure.

Figure 9 shows a cross section of the shelter wall. Vertical and

horizontal cords are noted in the figure. These cords are used to develop

the stress required to maintain a flat floor. A flat floor is one of the

problems which developed while trying to make a cylindrical space shelter.

A cylinder with a flat floor is very difficult to make in one cperation

using air inflated structures. For this reason, the approach has been a

two step operation; the ftuor is first foamed and cured, followed by the

foaming and curing of the sidewalls. The horizontal cords are used

during the foaming of the floor and extend through the exterior bag to a

toraid which surrounds the base of the shelter. The toroid is inflated
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and the horizontal cords pulled taut, holding the interior floor flat

while the foam is cured. After the foam floor is cured the toroid is no

longer used, but the vertical cords have been attached beneath the foam

floor and when internal pressure is applied to the shelter, the vertical

cords transmit the load into the floor preventing the bottom of the

interior bag from becoming concave. All work to date has been carried

out on quarter scale engineering prototypes. It was decided that all

information of flow, placement of foam, use of horizontal and vertical

cords and use of a toroid could be determined on quarter scale models,

thereby eliminating the expenditure of several full scale models during

developmer.t work.

Figure 10 shows an external view of a quarter scale engineering

prototype which was foamed at I Torr. The penetration was placed in

the model after the foam was rigidized. Figure U shows a cross section

of this quarter scale model and shows the smoothness of the interior

surface. The sidewalls were of uniform thickness and were perpendicular

to the floor. The floor has a blightly convex contour, but this is in the

direction of a more rigid floor and was coisidered acceptable. Cords

are shown coming from the floor upward onto the wall. The cords are

attached to the wall with a hwit sensitive tape and are the vertical cords

referred to in Figure 9.
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a.eY A 4ýdcir,

Figure 9. Proposed Cross Section of a Space Shelter

Figure 10. One-Quarter Scale Model of a 7' Space
Shelter Foamed at 1 Torr
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Figure 11. Cross-Sectional View of a One-Quarter
Scale Shelter Model Foarned at 1 Torr

Figvre !2. Location of Heating Element or. Floor of
Quarter Scale Shelter Model
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Figure 12 shows the placement of the heaters on the bottom of the

quarter scale shelter. The hiaters are 0. 001 inches thick flexible

nichrome tape by one-quarter inch wide and occupy 10% of the floor

area. The energy required to activate the foam in the floor was 0.4

Btu per pound per 0 F. These heaters are placed directly on the Mylar

and carry a current of 3 amperes durn ig foaming. There has been no

problem with the heaters burning the Aylar during the foaming and curing

operation. The heaters are flexibie and cAn bc folded and unfolded

scveral times without damage.

Figure 13 is a cross section of one-quarter of a slab of foam

containing aluminum powder and was prepared at 1 Torr. It was found

that aluminum powder increased the strength of the vacuum foam by a

factor of 2, bringing the strength of a 3 1/2 pound per cubic foot foam up

to 45 pounds per square inch. While 45 pounds per square inch still is

not adequate to reduce the wall thickness of the shelter to 4 inches, it

points tip the fact that perhaps a more dense loam, in the range of 8 to

10 pounds per cubic foot, with aluminum powder, may have sufficient

strength to reduce the wall th-ckness to a reasonable value.

During work with the quarter scale mod( Is and foam samples

for tensile testing, further infornmation was gathered on the ,acuum foams

and also on the behavior of Mylar. Figure 14 shows the temperature

history of a foam prepared at 10-6 Torr. The hcaters were energized

at the beginning of the test for 40 minutes. The rise in temperature

after the heaters were de-energized is due to the exotuerizi oU the foam

and it will be noted that the maximum temperature reached was less

than 120°C. The foam was then allowed to cure in the vacuum and cool

to a temperature of 50 0 C before the pressure was increased and the
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sample removed for further testing. Rece't tests with formulations

designed for lower exotherms have lowered this maximum temperature

to less than 100 C. The tensile strength of the low exothermic foams is

about the same as the higher exothermix formulations. The total expired

tine, from initiation of the reaction to cure is approximately one hour.

Figure 15 indicates the elongation of Mylar under various loading

tonditions versus time. The Mylar was cut into one inc~h wide strips,

100 inches in length and was suspended from the ceiling. To date, the

strips have been tested in excess of 1200 hours and th-2 curves are

extending as might be extrapolated from the graph, indicating that the

Mylar has a continuous elongation under load. NCR is presently

cvvaluating the use of a coating between the Mylar and the predistributed

fonam which will be used on the solar collectors to rt-duce this steady

growth. It is apparent that with a rnaterial suLh as Mylar, the continious

crvcp miakcs it veiy difficult to produce an aturate contour as the Mylar

has a varying creep rate versus tcm-p-iatuie and versus load. Using

simulated 2 foot diameter solar collectors, which are made by placing

flat sheets of Mylar over a fixture and coatiig these simulated collectors

with an 'ntermediate coating, the change iin length has been greatly

reduced and in some cases completely eliminated. The foam has then

been applied and rigidized with practically no elongation. This is quite

an improvement over what is achieved with the foam in direct contact

with the Mylar. Work is presently being directed towards optimization

of the thickness of the backcoating and to the determination of whether

or not a flexible coating can be used on the collector. It is felt that the

slurry type formulation is an intermediate formulation and that a totally

"dry" formulation can be made and predistributed over the surface of the

object to be foamed. This formulation will have a fast reaction time and

will grow outward from the surface to be foamed, eliminating the problems

encountered with a "flowing" foam.



Figure 13. Cross Section of 15 Pound Block of Foanm
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Figure 14. Typical Curve of Temperature vs Time for
a Vacuum Foam Reaction
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Summary

The concept of encaphulating the reactive constituents of a foam

formulation has been developed and proven feasible. Rigid polyurethane

foams have been produced in a vacuum as high as 10- Torr; these foams

are especially formulated for high vacuum applications. Standard

atmospheric formulations will not produce satisfactory foams when

reacted in a high vacuum. The encapsulation technique allows premixing

and storage of the formulation at room temperatures for long periods

of time, Work is presently progressing towards a total capsular foam

system in which all of the active ingredients of the formulation will be

in a "dry" state suitable for predistribution ovcr the surfacc of the

object to be rigidized. The reaction will be ttiggecetd *heti desired 4 uid

mhe fast reacting foam will rise outward from the precoated surface.

In order to reduce the orange peel effect of the foam on Mylar and

to reduce the creep of Mylar, a backcoating is being developed. The

prcscnt coating is rather thick, but it is anticipated that future coatings

may be les' than 0. 005 inches thick.

rh- work described in this paper was performed under the sponsor-

ship of The United States Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory under

Contract Number AF 33(657)-8961. The Air Force Project Engineers

on this contract are Mr. Fred Forbes and Lt. Ian Thompson.



RIGIDIZATION OF EWANDABLE STRUCTURES VIA GAS CATALYSIS

T. L. Graham and R. G. Spain

Air Force Materials •aboratory, Research and Technology Division

INTRODUCTION

A variety of schemes have been conceived for the attainment of expandable
structures which will automitically rizidize or by other means aasuw-c and
ietain an expanded configuration when deployed in an aerospace environment.
Many of the concepts under invetigation to attain this common goal involve
chemical or physical processes and 'ýombinations thereof which in one respect
or another are dependent or take advantage of the conditions existing at
altitudes high above the earth's surface. Processes being investigated where-
by rigidization is physically induced are exemplified by the stressing of thin
metallic foils to a curved configuration, the vacuum volatization of plasti-
ciiers which arc contained in stiff polymeric coatings to render them flexible
and the thermal rostorntion of a material's i signel configur.ation which was
induced by crosslinking it in the expanded state and restrained in the pack-
aged or compressed state by refrigeration. Light and heat sensitive polymeric
materials which can be converted by radlant energy iý,to solid or rigid cellular
products are among the chemical syst-ms being considered. Other than the above,
schemes are under investigation which rely entirely upon mechanical principles.
Telescoping rigid members and spring loaded rigid frame networks covered with
flexible membranes which lock into position when released are approaches which
have received considerable attention.

Many uses have been proposed for expandable structures which can be
rigidized after being inflated in space. The degree of rigi]ization required
varies with the mission which the structure is intended to fulfill. Struct-
ures deployed to collect and store solar energy or to receive and transmit
communication waves need only be rigidized to an extent that the combined
forces exerted by the radiant energy of the sun and the residual gas present
(-hich do not amount to 1 mm Hg at altitudes of 100 miles) will not collapse
them when their inflating gas escapes. Concepts resulting in rigidized
structures capable of withstanding large internal pressures could be utilized
t. establish manned space satellite systems. Structures rigidized to a degree
capable of withstanding large external forces would be useful for Induclng
drtg on reentry flights.

More than three years ago a research program was initiated to investigate
a chemical concept of rigidization which differs from those previously des-
cribed in several respects. It is primarily distinguished from other chemical
processes by virtue of the fact that the gas employed to inflate the st=-ctiure
also reacts with the polymeric impregnant converting it into a tough rigid
crosslinked polymeric product which binds the layers of reinforcing fabric
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into a solid integral unit. As the renctints are not combined until it is
necess ;ry to effect rigidization the problems associated with thermalty sensi-
Live cheirical mrxturf.s are avoided. No significant we!ght lo; ;,s are encount-
ered using this scheme 4: the components employed are not loaded with volatile
natcrinls which are intentionally vented to escape in a vacuum environment.
While the various gas catlyned rigidization systems are dependent upon temper-
ature as to t1-' rate of the rigidizaton reactions no high threshold tenperr-
tures are involved. Structures based on this concept of rigidizvtion are
cc prised of three components. A high strength fab-ic coatcd with an imperm-
eable flexible polymer serves nu the cover. It defines the shape of the
stnicture, confines the inflating gas and detcrmInes the bursting strength of
the unrigidized structure. 1.e ply or plies of reinforcing fabric which are
impregnated with the rig'dizable resin are intermeoAiate. To prevent the resin
jiroregnated substrate from, touching and idheringf in the packaged state the
structure is lined with a film or coated fabric wni-ch it permeable to the
gaseous curing agent. This component also forces the structural components
together on inflation by transmitting the Fresoure exerted by the inflating
gas.

Utiliz ng this concept and construction tec-nique, the degrees of rigidi-
z.ttion attainable ao". br'oad in range and can be rgulated by varying the thick-
ness of the fibrous reinforced resin impregnated member. Since only a small
p itltve pressure differential is required to keep the unrigidized structure
expandedv rigidization can be effectcd in terre.tial and other high pressure
environments as well Ps at low pressures or under extreme vacuum conditions.

In the init ial stag-s of these programs selected and synthesized polymeric
impregnants were evaluated in conjunction with a host of volatile compounds to
find appropriate systems for this concept of rigidization. Of the resin inter-
mediates evalunttd which included polyesters, polyurethanes, polyepoxies,
grafted urethane-epoxy prepolymers and other modified forms of these polymeric
intermadiates, the polyurethanes and polyepoxies proved to be the most suscept-
ible to the vapor curing process utilizing, respectively, water and triethyl
amine as the curing agents. While both of these systems are proposed for the
rigidizatlon of expandable structures, the system based on the urethanes is
preferred since it can be rigidized at a comparatively fast rate with a non-
toxic curing agent, For this reason and because the systems based on the
amine-epoxy resin systems were elaborated upon in a previous publication (),
this paper will be limited to discussing th%. p,-,g-?ss made with -ystems based
on the polyu-'thanes.

Investigation of this concept started with a small internal program. The
overall effort of this program was directed at establishing the general feas-
ibility of the proposed concept. Because of the favorable results obtained,
the research effort was enlarged under a contract with the Wyandotte Chemicals
Corporation. Under these prvgrams systems yielding , ighly rigid structures
were concentrated on because of their brood pct-s.tia% -.tility. Rigidization
mechanisms and synthesis of new impregnants were emphasized rather than the
performance of reinforcing fabrics in relation to the rigidizable impregnanta
or the effects of structures of various geometries.

The principal polyurethane resin intermediates evaluated were derived
from the polyoxypropylene polyols shown in Figure 1. Aside from the differences
in functionality the polyols used to prepare the prepolymers varied in molecular
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weight. The isocyanate terminnted prepolymers were obtained by reacting 2N0O
equivalent weights of 2,4 teluene diisocyanate with an 0C1 equivalent weight of
the various polyols. This is an addition reaction and is schematically shown
in Figure 2.

The basic reason for selecting the polyurethanes as candidate impregnants
was their kmown reactivity with compounds containing active hydrogen. However,
as the concept required gaseous curing agents the choice of compounds was auto-
mntically limited to water and the more volatile amines. As shown in Figcre 3
both type3 of curing agents lead to urea linkages. Actually the reaction vwth
water is a two step process in which CO2 is generated. In the first step of
this reaction a substituted carbamic acid forms. This acid terminated polymer,
in turn, reacts with another isocyana'e (NCO) group to form the urea linkage
with C02 being liberated in the process. As the urea and urethane linkages
also contain active hydrogens, these groups under certain conditions will
react with NCO units forming (as shown in Figure 4) biuret and allophanate
crosslinks. These linkages, however, are not as strong as the urea or
urethane type links.

VOLATILE AM•lF.O VERSUS MOISTURE

Semi-quantitative experiments performed early in the program has shown
the amines to be unsuit.able volatile curing agents for crosslinking isocyanate
terminated nolytrethane impregnants. The reaction rate with amines was too
fast. With the amines thin films of gelled resin quickly formed on the sur-
face which grently inhibited the diffusion process, consequently the depths
of cure obtaired after weeks of exposure were very shallow.

Moisture proved to be a very effective curing agent for this type of
impregnant. Since the reaction rate with water is comparatively slow, time
is allowed for the absorption and diffusion processes to occur before gelation
occurs. As a result samples of various polyurethane prepolymers have been
observed to cure to a depth of as much as a half an inch.

IAMI•ATS RIGIDIZFD WITH. BASIC POLYURETHANE PREPOL!?RS

Impressed by the isocyanate terminated prepolymers' susceptibility to the
mois.ture cure, fibrous reinforced resin impregnants were prepared to obtain
basic information regarding the relative cure rates and rigidising effects of
representitive members of this family of impregnants. The solvent modified
inpregnant utilized in the investigatior. are described in Table 1. The
solvent was added to render them easier to handle. Two plies of glass fabric,
style 181 were used as reinforcement for the impregnant. Room temperature
cures were attempted at 50 percent relative huridity. Only one face of the
laminate was exposed to the environment. The other surface was shielded with
a moisture impermeable material. To determine the relative rates of cure the
flexural properties of the laminates were periodically measured in accordance
with AS1!! Procedure D790-58T.
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TABLE 1. Conposition of Basic Polyurethane Impregnants

Equivalent %

SWeight/N O Solids olvent

TDI Adduct of a 1000 Mol. Wt. Diol 674 90 Toluene

TDI Adduct of a 700 Mol. Wt. Triol 407 90 Toluene

TDI Adduct of a 400 Mol. Wt. Triol 306 80 50/50
Toluene/HmD

TDI Adduct of a 400 Mol. Wt. Tetrol 274 80 50/50
Toluene/EK

The .-4idized strength and the rate of cure of the impregnants increased,
in r',ie.il, with decrease in NCO equivalent weigit and increase in function-
iil ity (aee 'qible 2). The difunctional high molecular weight impregnant yielded
n Clexiblbe c•red laminate. Resins with a functionality greater than two
yielded :r a' ivwy rig-id laminates. These systems, as the fluctuations in
flexuril 1 it indirnte, were lacking in structural integrity due to foaming of
the L-prornints by ti.- C02 liberated in the curing reaction.

TABLE 2. Flexural Properties of laminates Impregnated
with Urethane Prepolymers

Curing Flexural Modulus of
Pz- ,e.t.oaer Time, Strength, Elasticity,

TIMI '. .ct of a 1(O7)O M-. Wt. Diol 4 - -

7 - -

10 480 -
14 740 -

iD1 Addtct of a 700 Mol. Wt. Triol 4 370 -
7 390 -

10 I1 O! -
14 3590 1.36

TDI Adduct of a 400 Mol. Wt. Triol 4 ..940 2.82
7 2190 0.36

10 9190 3.99
14 4600 2.22

TDI Adiuct or a 400 Mol. Wt. Tetrol 4 I0100 4.23
7 11350 5.77

10 8250 3.92
14 9030 4.18
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LAMINATES RIGIDIZED WITH I5PREGNANT BLE1NDS

Observing that the difunctional high molecular weight impregnant had not
foamed, blends of various polyfunctional impregnants were prepared and evalu-
ated in an attempt to obtain nonfoaming systems. A rather large number of
blends were evaluated before systems were four- in which the rite of the
inward diffusion of moisture and the outward d•ifusion of C02 were balanced to
y*,eld nonfoaned products. The composition of these nonfoaming impregnant
blends are identified in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Composition of Impregnant Blends

Mole NCO Content,
Prcolymcr Mlends Ratio w t,

A NCO Adduct of 700 Mo!. Wt. Diol/
NCO Adduct of 400 Moo. Wt. Triol/2 11.6

B ?:CO AV!uct of 7"'-' ,,o0. Wt. Diol/ I/"NCC Adduct of 60(0 Yol. Wt. Tetrol /1 ]0.7

C NC Adduct of 700 Mo!l. Wt. Diol/ I/
':C0 Aduct of 700 Mol. Wt. Triol /2 9.6

D NCO Adduct of 700 Mol. Wt. Dio!/ l/
".CC Adduct of 7:10 Mol. Iwt. Triol ,/1 9.3

Data obtained on standard two ply laminates impregnated with these systems
art pre'sented in Figure 5. While it was not abnolutely necessiry these pre-
polymetr blends were diluted to 80 percent solids to render then easier to handle
using dried tolupne •s the solvent.

The properties of these laminates werf far superior to those of the pre-
vious laminates impregnated with the systems which foamed, laminates impreg-
nated with the blend5 attained optimum cured strength within approximately 7
days. The reactive cure rate and the ultimate state of rigidity attained
increaspC as the NCO/equivaIpnt weight percent of the blends ircreased. The
most effective blend yielded a laminate which attained approximately 50 percent
of the strength of laminntes conventionally prepared utilizing the beqt of lam-
inating plastics available today.

CATALYZED lREFANE DrPREGNANT BLEND

W},iSe •ne raLes of rigidization of the above systems would be satisfactory
under many circumstances, consideration of failures in a space environment
resulting from early micrometeoroid punctur, a, prompted the evaluaticn of systems
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modified with compounds, which experience has indiated catalyze the H2 0
urethane reaction.

The fastest curing prepolymer blend which yielded the most rigid laminate
was utilized in the evaluation of the sGlseted catalyst compounds. The com-
pounds evaluated were. 2,2,2,-diazabicyclouetane, dibityltin dilaurate and
1,2,4-trimethylpiperazine. Flexural property data obtained on laminates
impregnated with samples of this prepolymer blend containing 0.5 percent by
weight of the candidate compounds are shown in Figure 6.

All threa compounds accelerated the rigidization reaction. Of the com-
pounds evaluated, although not the most effective, trimethylpiperazine was the
preferred catalyzing agent. Dibutyltin dilaurute catalyzed systems, the
results from other work has shown, yield cured products which are, relatively
speaking, thermally unstable. While diazabicycloectane was the mout effective
catalyst, as will be evident later, the system containing this modifier had a
compnratively short pot life.

laminates impregnated with the catalyzed systems attained the greatest
portion of thdir cured strength within approximately 24 hours. As the flexural
data show, the ultimate degree of rigidity attained by laminates impregnated
with the eatlayzed systems was somewhat lower than that attained using the
uncatalyzed resin blend as the impregnant. The comparatively low strength of
the catalyzed systems is attributed to catalyst induced secondary chemical
reactions which result in the formation of the relatively weak biuret and
allophanate type linkages.

MOISTURE PER4MEABLE CANDIDATE IINIER LINE

With the attainment of promising moisture curable impregnantr, experiments
were initiated to find suitable inner barrier materials. So as not to delay
the rigidization process it is essential that this structural component be
highly permeable to the vapor curing agent. As mentioned earlier, it is
employed primarily to keep the tacky inner wall surface of the resin impreg-
nated segment of the structure from touching and adhering in the packaged
state. By transmitting the pressure exerted by the inflattng agent it also
forces the plies of the structure together on inflation.

The relative permeabilities of the selected candidate materials are given
in Tible 4. These measurements were made at room temperature using the wet
cup method. Polyethylene oxide film was by far the most permeable to moisture.
Theoretically this material is more than adequate for this use. Assuming that
a structure contains 2 ounces of the most promising candidate Impregnant per
unit area, the stoicheometric amount of moisture required for complete reaction
would penctate the polyethlene oxide barrier film in less than an hour.
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TABLE 4. Moisture Permeability of Candidate Inner Barrier Materials

Inner Barrier Materials PermabiLityc

Polyethylene Oxide Film 15.Y7
Cellulose Acetate Film 4.98
Methocel Film 4.66
Ethyl Cellulose Film 1.83
Polyethylene Oxide Coated Nylon Fabric 7.36

gm/hr/ft 2 /mil thickness

STABILITY OF IMPREGNANTS IN STORAGE

From the beginning of the various experiments samples of the candidate
impregnants were packaged in glass containers and stored under anhydrous
conditions so that their relative stabilities could be e-xanmned over a sub-
stantially long period.

Some of thc more promising systems were storee "or periods as much as six
months. On the basis of viscosity measurements, the ,xncatalyzed prepolymeric
blends are stable for periods in excess of six months. Storage stability of
the catalyzed systems are shown in Table 5. The systems catalyzed with 1,2,4-
trimethylpiperazine and dibutyltin dilaurate proves ti be adequately stable.
These systems changed very little in viscosity during the five month storage
period.

TABLE 5. Effects of Catalyst on the Stability
of a Urethane Prepolymer Blend

Catalyst Gel Time (750F)

Lead Naphthenate 2 hours
2,2,2,-Diazabicyclooco.ane 7 days
Stannous Octoate 6 days
1,2,4-Trisethylpiperazine 5 months
oibutyltin Dilaurate 5 months

BARRIER SHIELDED RIGIDIZABLE ASSM)LIES

Additional data regarding the performance of tr-e candidate inner barriers
were obtained by using polyethylene oxide and methocel films as shields for two
ply glass fabric laminates impregnated with the most effective catalyzed and
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uncatalyzed prepolymer systems. The laminates prepared were conditioned and
evaluated in the manner previously described.

The barrier films prolonged the cure of the uncatalyzed impregnant 2 to 3
days. The curc ra t e of the cqtalyzed impregnant was slightly enhanced by the
shielding ra nterinls. As shown in Figur, s 7 and 8 the ult irnte flexural proper-
ties oý' the ;Uje'drd ,am'Inates wcrc someuhat better than those of the unshielded
control sn,,ite. aised on the overall results eitner of these materials would
be antisfactory for use as an inner barrier for expindable structures impreg-
nated with moisture curable polyurethane impregnants, especially in conjunction
with the catalyzed systems.

ýC "I'iZA'I0F IN A SIMULATED SiACE E)"MIR014ENT

To obtnin. more re listic information regarding the performance of this
type of rigidizing agent, a three foot diameter spherical shaped model struc-
ture was assembled and subjected to rigidize under simulated vacuum conditions
at room temperature. The components of this structure are shown in Figure 9.
Polyethylene oxide fi', . u1 4 the permeable inner liner. A single ply
of glass fabric, style 184, was utilized as reinforcement for the impregnant
-nd a Hypelcn conted nylon fabric served &s the impermeable cover for the
structure. A prepolymer blend (blend A, TlAble 3) catalyzed with a 0.5 Percent
by welght of 2,4,6-trimethylpipernzine was utilized as the rigidizable impreg-
nant. The sleeve-like opening of the assembled structure was sealed with the
plug fitted with the inlet valve shown in the photograph. It was held 4n
position by the adjustable ring clamp.

The structure and the altitude chamber were simultaneously exhausted of
air to pre;3ure3 respectively of 2.6 and 10 mw of Hg. Water vapor was then
introduced to completely inflate the structure. The ultimate pressure attained
was 4" mm of Hg. These conditions were maintqined esscntially throughout the
experiment by idding moisture saturated air to compensate for losses due to a
slight leak in the structure.

Upon removal after a 16 hour exposure period the structure Figure 10 was
very rigid, which proves the suitability of this type of rigidizing system and
the practicality of the overall concept.

FUTURE EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

Investigatinns into the rigidization process involving the moisture curable
urethAnA ynnpregmnant3 is being continued. Experiments are currently bing con-
ducted to determine the effect of temperature on the rate of rigidization and
the strength of fibrous reinforced structural assemblies. Techniques foe pre-
paring one component rigidizable structural assemblies utilizing an integrally
woven honeyuomb fabric coated on both sides with a flexible impermeable polymer
are being Investigated. The honeycomb type of construction has the advantage,
of course, of high compression resistance.
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FIG.IO RIDIGIZED STRUCTURE
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EXPANDABLE LUNAR SHELTER CONCE.PTS

A Collaborative Design Research Project by the Department of Architecture
and the Department of Industrial Design of the College of Design,
Architecture, and Art of the University of Cincinnati with the cooperation
and assistance of the Flight Accessories Laboratory, A.S.D., U.S.A.F.

Karl H. Merkel, Protfcssor of Architecture
James M. Alexanoer, Professor of industrial Design

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati 21, Ohio

Personnel of the Flight Accessories Laboratory, A.S.D., U.S.A.F.,
mct wi-h officials dad faculty of the Loilege of Design, Architecture, and
Art of the University of Cincinnati in 1962 to determine the feasibility
of an unfunded student design study of lunar shelters.

The college recognized the educational advantages offered by the
project and decided to use it as a learning device to stimulate the
creative efforts of the students. It presented an opportunity to familia-
rize the students with some nf thr problems the space scientists and
engineers are facing and to encourage them toward research and applicptions
of architectural knowledge in the space program. The broad aim of education.
for both architectural and industrial design students is to ýupply the
training, through the arts and sciences, so they may design satisfying
physical, psychological, and cultural envzronrnents and facilities for human
existence. To help achieve this aim, the student is exposed (1) to studies
concerning knowledge of structures, materials, and mechanisms; (2) to
studies of the physical and psychological effects of spaces, shapes, textures,
colors, climate and environment, etc.; (3) to experiences which help develop
imaginative, creative, and intuitive design abilities; (4) to a liberal
education in the Humanities and citizenship; and (S) to situations and
experiences which require his understanding of and ability to organize the
inter-relationship of the preceding studie-.

The students exposed to this design study of Linar Shelters were
twenty-nine fourth year architectural and twenty-four third and fourth year
industrial design students, all enrolled in co-operative courses at the
college. The fifty-three students were grouped in thirteen teams, and were
assigned the Program* which was developed by the Flight Accessories
!aboratory, Aercmedical Laboratory, and Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

The program stated the purpose of the project was to study methods of
providing shelter for the personnel, materiol, and supplies for a manned
lunar base. The sheJter was to accomnmidr crew of nine men with all
necessary equipment and provisions for a t.,oty day exploratory period on
the moon.

*Lunar Shelter Concepts Univ. of Cin., F.A.L. A.S.D. 1962 pp. 4 - 8
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In order to provide as much time as possible for actual shelter design
research, the program described certain developments and technical requirements
that the students had to meet and certain assumptions to use as criteria. Also
the following five suggested materials and/or structural techniques were offered
for the students to investigate and perhaps to use or to propose further
developments:

1) Prefabricated modular units, particularly those of cylindrical
form that might be compatable with the rocket shape.
Investigation of and suggestions for the ezection or assembly
of these units under lunar environment were required vGf the
students.

2) Goodyear Aircraft Company's "Airmat" inflatable doub.'e-walled
baloons that would be lightweight and easily erected
Proposals were required for eliminating the possibility of
structural failures due to punctures.

3) Folyurethane foamed-in-place structures with propo.als for
keeping the volume and weight of the material to a mini'a.

4) Expandable honeycombed structures with proposals C'r keeping
the weight and erection techniques to a minimum.

5) Unfurlable or telescoping units with proposals for keeping
the weight and erection mechanics and techniques to a minimum.

In order to familiarize the students with some of the techniques,
equipment, and other technical information, the Flight Accessories Laboratory
personnel visited the college several times for conferences, provided
literature, and arranged meetings for the students to consult with personnel
of other space program agencies and laboratories. Further research by the
students was done at the University Observatory and Department of Astronomy,
and other colleges oa the campus.

The design study was scheduled for a seven week Co-operative school term.
The time allotted for the study was relatively short but the good results
indicated that architects and industrial designers would be '-apable of making
treme-lous contributions toward the planning and designing necessary to
satisfy the physical, psychological, and cultural environments and fac-
ilities for human existence under almost any set of conditions.

At the end of the seven week period the students presented their team
solutions in th5 form of drawings, models, photographs, and color slides,
together with a paper describing the design concept philosophy, the
packaging and erection techniques, the materials and structures, the
environmental protection, the interior planning and furnishings, the
integrition of equipment, and other statistical data. Figures 5 through
31 of the Appendix together with accompanying comments illustrate and
describe four of the thirteen solutions submitted.

The program requirements callea for the packaged shelter, provisions
and equipment to fit into a cylinder shape not to exceed fourteen feet in
diameter by thirty-five feet in length (5390 cu. ft.) and that the weight
of these items would not exceed twenty-five thousand pounds. The crew
would arrive along with a lunar traversint vehicle in separate rockets.
The volume and weight limitations were uscd to the maximum and the pack-
aged units had practically no voids. Thrce of the thirteen solutions were
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able to develop over twelve hundred square feet of sheltered area from this
package. One solution proposed under six hundred square feet as being
sufficient for the needs. The greatest volume of sheltered space was over
eleven thousand cubic feet. The average proposed was about nine hundred
square feet, and the average volume of the shelter was about eight thousand
cut'iq feet.

The biggest ratio of packaged volume to expanded volume .-3 1 e 2,
with an average of about I to 1-1/2. As this ratio increased, the need
for more air and more equipment increased, thus reducing the amount of
space in the carrier for the packaged shelter materials. As the ratio
decreased, the volume assigned to the packaged shelter could be increased.
A balance of space required for the packaged equipment and supplies and
the space required for the packaged shelter materials had to be determined
to permit the desired area and volume for the crew. The average area
per man was one hundred square feet, and the average volume per mats was
nine hundred cubic feet, including the space for equipment and supplies.
The open space for human use averaged better than 60% of the total shelter.
This perhaps might be termed luxurious when considering the requirement for
providing a totally controlled atmospheric environment, however physical
and psychological needs for the nine men involved in this long a stay in
such a possibly nerve-shattering situation require more than bare minimum
space and facilities.

Eight of the solutions developed the rost obvious approach of using the
rocket cylinder itself as the shelter. The assigned cylinder size was
considered by most teams to be not adequate in volume or area to accommodate
the equipment plus the crew, therefore some alterations of the cylinder would
be necessary upon arrival on the moon. Variations of the cylinder shelter
included methods of expanding the cylinder by telescoping the ends (figure 1),
projecting elements from the sides of the cylinder (figure 2), splitting the
cylinder longitudinally and expanding the halves (figure 3), and dividing
the cylinder transversely into horizontal units and connecting the units with
tunnels (figure 4).

fig.i. fig.2 fig.3 fig.$
Variations of Cylinder Type Shelters

One major problem that evoked several ingenious solutions ior the
designs using the cylinder on ".-s side was that of manoeuvering the cylinder
from its vertical landing position to a horizontal position to eliminate the
use of inside ladders for circulation of the crew. This was accomplished by
using cranes or hoists incorporated in the cylinder or by using the lunar
traversing vehicle as a manipulator. A few suggestions for operation of
lifts or elev?.ers, as well as for erection of some inflatable structures,
considered thi. differential of internal and external air pressures as a means
of providing power.
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Methods of protecting the structure and occupants from radiation, injury,
or damage varied from burying the entire structure to using above-surface
units with "storm cellars" or to using stockaded and umbrella shielded
devices around and over the shelter units.

Several solutions involved unfurlable or inflated and foamed-in-place
structures separated from the rocket cylinder, Most of the solutions made
use of combinations of two or more of the various currently marketed or
researched materials or ideas, applying them where they fit specific needs
best. The university and the students were not obligated nor influenced to
use any particular makes of materials or structures, therefore they were in
a position to make unbiased evaluations of the adaptability of available
materials for specific applications. This led to a good variety of solutions
and to flexibility in combining materials and techniques. Although some of
the solutions had certain similarities (mainly due to the use of similar mat-
erials or structural theories previously mentioned) they were all distinctly
different approaches to the problem, particularly in the arrangements or
relationships of the interior spaces and in the equipment and furnishings.

Among the factors determining the solutions were several that most teams
considered very important although they were not set forth as requirements.
These included;

1) The structure must arrive on the moon in as nearly complete a
stage as possible and that any erection techniques necessary
should be simple and automatic or remotely controlled using a
minimum of moving parts.

2) During transit any equipment in the shelter should be in its
final or almost final position for use upon arrival on the moon
and that it should be arranged in the package or carrier cylinder
to achieve balance of weights to not cause the rocket in flight
to roll or topple.

3) The package or carrier cylinder should be so arranged that when
equipment must be relocated for use on arrival and erection, the
resulting void becomes working-living space for the crew,

4) The energy or power supply should be located in such positions as
to become immediately active ajnd available on arrival for use in
erection of the shelter.

5) Exhaustable items (i.e. food, air, water, clothing, etc.) should
be stored or located as to be easily removed and replaced if the
shelter were to be used by subsequent crews or for prolonged stays.

6) The shelter should be equipped with emergency exit devices for
evacuation of the crew in case of damage to the shelter.

7) Monotony, homesickness, lethargy, etc., should be avoided or
counteracted by use of both familiar and unfamiliar interior
space shapes and sizes, and by judicious use of color and textures
of materials, furniture and equipment inside the shelter.

8) Arrangement of interior spaces should primarily provide for
efficient work operations but should be so designed as to
permit the crewmen to vary their immediate environment and
activities.

One of the most conspicuous notes about all the projects was the concern
for the human being in tervs of some of the indefinable qualities of
aesthetics and of experiencing the psychological as well as physical aspects
of his surroundings. These particular concerns may well be the ones where the
architect and industrial designer may be best qualified to contribute toward
the space conquest.
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ihe variety of solutions presented in the study seemis to indicate that
persons trained in the "design fields" are capable of producing fresh
approaches and "ideas" to the already established facts that lunar shelters
arc i technical feasibility. The solutions in the study are definitely only
"concepts" based on scanty knowledge of the moon's environmental conditions
o•n on the use of raterials ind structural systems that must still be tested
u,,idr such conditions or perhaps must stili be invented. Since the tine
pcriod for investigation is short, if 1970 is the date set for establishing
a lunar base, Lunar Shelter "Concepts" or "ideas" must be proposed, investi-
g:ated, and developed directly and in haste, considering proposals from every
possible source.

The thirteen solutions have been collected, edited, and published by
tne Flight Accessories Laboratory in a volume entitied "Lunar Shelter
Concepts", and are submitted as ideas which might be engineered and developed
into practical, workable products.
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FIGURE S

Pesigners:' Solution of Team #2
D. Malone, Arch.'64
J. Spinnenweber, Arch. '64
iih rischer, Ind. Des. '63
D. Moehring, Ind. Des. '64

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The concept of this team is based on four basic
factorsi first, the structure should arrive on the
moon in as fully a completed stage as possible;
second, whatever erection techniques required on
the lunar surface should be as simple as possible;
third, the shelter as an entity should function as
a precision machine with a minimam of human
attendance; fourth, the structural capabilities of
the transporting cylinder should be utilized to their
fullest.

Therefore, this concept involves a basically completed
shelter before it actually lands on the moon. The
mechanics of transforming the cylinder into working
and living space are simple and can be accomplished
in a "shirt-Sleeve" environment.
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Segmented parabolic
solar reflector in
Open position on Vast
elevated from stem of
shelter cylinder.

Observation domes

Typical extended
"drawer unit" (pod)

35' long x 141 diam.
rocket cylinder

Typical extended
airlock &ad stabilizer.
In installation would
be buried under 10'
lunar dust to f!orm
protected "storm cel-
lar" in event of so-
lar flares or meteor-
ite bombardment

Multi-purpose vehicle
for scooping lunar
dust, placing "black
body" thermal radia-
tion absorbers, etc.

FIGURE 6
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SOLU1TION OF TEAM #8
Vesigner• :

L. Fabbro, Ind. Des. '64
R. Kreainbrink, Arch. '64
J. Madzula, Arch. '64
P. Thornton, Ind. Des. '64

PACKAGE AND ERECTI7O TECINIQUES

In the packaged state each unit is supportrd spearateiy. This enables the
ship to control tte position of its payload;- also it insures that no one unit
supports any more than its own weight under acceleration.

The method of packazing the ship consists of sliding each unit down vertical
tracks to a position where it will be locked automatical)y and be supported
individually. Upon the completion of packing, the nose cone is set in place.
The unpacking process is the reverse by use of the traversing vehicle.

Erection of the units shall take place near the perimeter of a small crater.
The site shall be graded level by the vehicle and the air lift hole shall be
excavated by the vehicle .e t~ore the 3ir lock unit is *ositioned. The first unit
to be positioned is the air lock unit with the mecha,,,cal and unit connectors
hinged at its base. When removed from. the ship, the units shall automatically
expand vertically and lock into position. The remaining four units are
positioned and connected to the air lIck and each other by the mechanical and
unit connectors. The air lock is tl..: first unit to be expanded horizontally.
This enables the rt-"val of the expandable solar collector, gjnerator, and
white and black bou. .s, for their erection. The prime interest is the operation
of the mechanical equipment for the function of all units before their final
expansion.

Inflation of the air mat structure follows the operation of mechanical
equipment. This enables correct alignment and check for air leaks in all units.
The air mat and rigid panels are then rigidized from within by actuation of
pellets of expandable foam.

Upon rigid zing of all units, a strt.cture of stabilized lunar material shall
be poured over entire complex by the traversing vehicle. The vehicle shall be
capable of stabilizing the lunar material with foam and ejecting this material
to a depth sufficient to aid the support of the remaining cover material.
The total covering shall consist of approximately 2 feet of stabilized lunar
material and 8 feet of existing lunar material.

During the covering process, part of the team will be in the complex placing
floor sections over the expanded area, positioning equipment, wall section, and
furniture. This erection process can be handled in stages to enabie work and
cat/sleep cycles to begin.

STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

The main structural component for each unit shall be a central core or wall
between rigid floor and ceiling. Additional structure shall be provided by a layer
of stabilized lunar material.
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The' structural materials are broken into two main categories. Fir:t i5
the rigid material which is molded and fabricated of a high strength, ltgit
weight naterial. Second, the expandable material will consist of an integration
of air mat arid expandahle foam reactants inside the air wat.

he feel that• this combination achieves the rigid and l' l weignt properties
needed in this strjcture.
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Designers:
T. Berkhouse, Ind. Des.
F, Conboy, Ind. Des. It

P. Franz, Arch.'64
G. Hoffmann, Arch. '64

PAt

The package technique
in the hull of the space st
equipnent necessary to sust
packaging feature is that t
of 38 inches each and still '"

thus eliminating the job of
hut after expansion.

The first step toward
nose from the space ship ar .
the lunar rovlng vehicle. - tr - -

huts are "plugged" into the " .
solar collector and drop thO

j ship hull, thus furming tht -

The huts are expanded t - ¶ b ,•

The spacc left betwec-
with balloon-shaped foam.

After everything is i.s t
lunar "stockade" is formed ,t,.*:-,
radiation and micrometeorite i '- .
and the ceiling line determi. ..
the stockade.

STRtI IT! S AM)i 'ATI 1 "AUS

The structure in the inmt f - rIe h,,!t is I .t C- idHd 1-¾
interior air pressure and then .y v t"; rftio " &-I

The 34 inch bases of the huts are of a double wall construction of tLe same
type as used in the space ship hull, while the upper inflatable membrane is
covered with micro-incapsulated foam reactants. After the buts are positioned in
place and inflated, the capsules are melted away and the fos4'.g action is
initiated.

The structure in thie ceiling covering of the stockade is made up of ribs of
the space ship hull. At landing time these ribs form the upper 23 feet of the shell
of the space ship hull. After the huts are in place, these ribf fall awpy on
hinges at the lower ends. These ribs are held in a near-horizontal position by
tension rings, and the voids left between the ribs are filled with balloon-shaped
foam. The lower 12 foot portion serves as the central structural colum for the
umbrella-type stockade ceiling.

Lunar dust is used as a protective covering on the roof of the stockade and
by forming walls around the lunar shelter.
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SOLUTION OF TEAM 912

vesigners:
H. DeBau,, Ind. Des. '63
J. Wells, Arch. '64
J. Wyler, Arch '64
R. Yelton, Arch. '64

PACKAGE AND ERECTION TECHNIQUE

The rocket will be sent directly from earth with a lunar package
thirty-five feet in length by fourteen feet six inches in diameter.
The upper five feet will house pod rockets with adjttstable legs capable
of securing the rockets in the vertical position. This upper portion
contains the solar reflector, heat transfer equipment, communications
equipment, and television cameras.

This tower-like structure will also act as a gantry for lowering the
thirty-foot shelter (with the aid of the lunar vehicle) into the appropriate
horizontal position in a hole produced by explosives fired from the descending
rocket. At placement, the package would automatically be split open,
separating into equal halves ready for habitation. Leg-like structures will
then level the shelter in preparation for covering with lunar substance. All
cables and lires would be already connected to the gantyy. This whole
procedure would take a minimum amount of time saving the men for more useful
research.

STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

The lunar shelter is to be completely prepackaged, supplied, and built on
earth using the capsule shell of the package as the structural members. This
shell will be filament-wound asbestos-phenolics. The cylindrical shell will
fuse into equal halves using silcone - hydraulics to separate the sections
nine feet apart, with solid insulated folding partitiots expanding simultaneously
with the division of the shells guarantee-ing always an earth-type environment
within the station.
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NASA RESEARCH ON EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES

Norman J., Mayer

Office of Advanced Research and Technology

NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C,

S IM•ARY

Expandable structures have been or may be utilized in space

missions as passive communication satellites, antennas, solar
power systems, recovery and reentry systems, space laboratories,

lunar bases, and many items of equipment. Research in materials

and structures is being directed towards solving the common prob-

lems in these applicationm and to aavancing the technology, Spe-

cial emphasis should be given to non-metallic materials in filamen-

tary form. More research is needed to broaden the field and de-

velop the potential that expandable structures possess.

INTRODUCTION

The choice of methods for accomplishing the United States mis-

sion of the peaceful exploration of space includes many programs
dnd projects. Most of the programs are probino the unknown fron-

tivib in science and they often strain the state-of-the-art in

vehicle technology for their accomplishments. The provision of
Ceasibiiity sometimes requires a drastic departure from traditional

structural approaches,

Once feasibility is attained, the resulting system or concept
must be evaluated in terms of the reliability and efficiency

needed for the mission. It is because structures of variable geom-
etry or expandable ierm have provided solutions which satisfy these
three requirements that the NASA program includes both a number of

applications for expandables and continuing relited materials and
structures research programs. In some cases expandable structures

have provided the only practical solution. In order to provide

technology in A iimely manner for future requirements for expand-
able structurcs, research programs have been established often on

the basis of choosing hypothetical future missions. These establish
a frame of reference for applied research even though the mission

itself may never materialize, These projects also serve to point

out items such as material developments and analytical methods
which will be required in general for future expandable space vehi-

cles.
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It has been found that expandable structures are chosen
under one of these three conditions:

1. When loads and stresses on the launch vehicle or payload
structure can be reduced significantly during launch by stowing or
packaging.

2. When the mission dimensions of the payload structure are
large enough to critically affect the aerodynamics, dynamics, or
stability of the launch vehicle.

3. When the structure must be housed or stowed but sufficient
volume is not available in the system for such containment.

Most spacecraft possess some portion or component which is
deployed in spacc. For the purposes of this report, however, the
category of expandables is limited to those cases where a major
portion of the structure is deployed or expanded. This includes
systems which unfold, extend, unroll, or inflate. such character-
istics dictate use of materials and method- which allow changes in
geometry %ithout loss of physical properties necessary to the re-
mainder of the mission.

Structures with these characteristics fall into two groups:
those permitt;ng expansion through rigid elements which telescope,
hinge, or unroll, and tho-e which utilize the characteristics of
very ductile materials for expansion. It is the purpose of this
paper to describe NASA research in expandable structures and the
interrelationship between research and applications.

APPLIED RESEARCH ON EXPANDABLE STRUJCTURES

Expandable -tructuies have been or may be employed for the
following applications: passive communications satellites,
antennas, space power systems, reentry and recovery systems,
manned orbital laboratories, lunar bases, and various items of
equipment.

Passive Communications Satellites - Expandable structures have
qerved well in application to passive communication satellites.
The Echo I, still in orbit, is an excellent example of the case
k:4ere the feasibility of orbiting a 100-foot diameter sphere would
have been unattainable except by use of a thin-shelled expandable
design.

Research continues in passive communication systems because
of their relative invulnerability to either the space environment
or man-made interference. They will always require large dimen-
sions and therefore may be expandable.

There are several critical problems encountered in building
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and operating these structLr' , since they encompass a ditfeient
class of material form and reometry than that involved in smaller
compact spacecraft. Some cf these problems have been reviewed in
RefereInce 1. In general they are primarily problems of rigidiza-
tion and deploymenl.

The unique operational requirements produce structural prob-
lems as well as operational problems. fn achieving proper shape,
methods must be chosen to stiffen the shell. The combination of
pressurized deployment and thin films alone has not been entirely
satisfactory. The second Echo, the A-12 system shown in Figure 3,
incorpoidtes the feature of a laminated aluminum-Mylar skin
yielded by internal pressure to final spherical shape. Studies
(Reference 2) have indicated that a system of less weight than the
A-12 system is attainable. Aluminum foil in thicknesses approach-
ing 0.1 miu appears to be practical. Polypropylene, a lighter
film, may be substituted for Mylar. Other new polymer developments
are being considered which could lend themselves to improved
satellite structures. Lamination of metals and plastics could he
avoided by using an all-plastic film system. A reliable method
of rigidizing the film after deployment must be developed along
with the required RF reflective surface. Recent research on UV
and IR activateJ rigidizing systems points the way towards achiev-
ing this objective. Further developments, a3 described in Refer-
ence 3, in radiation activated cross-linking in polymers promise
another possibility for non-metallic systems.

Research on advanced passive systems have shown that the num-
bers of satellites required for essentially continuous world-wide
communications may be reduced by an order of magnitude if precise
orbiting positions can be maint;.xned. This can be achieved by
eliminating the effects of external perturbing forces. The per-
turbing forces are primarily solar pressure effects. Suggested
solutions represent some interesting structural developments. One
approach under investigation by NASA employs an open metal grid
for the main structure. A scale model is shown in Figure 2. In
this case, the entire reflective structure is formed of 2 mil alum-
inum wire. The grid structure is covered with a polymeric film.
This forms a sealed container which can be expanded by the internal
pressure produced by a subliming substance or other means. After
expansion, the film coating is automaticaily removed by the process
of photolyzation, leaving the open grid structure. Such stru.ture
presents a much reduced exposed area for solar pressure action.

The lenticular shape shown in Figure 2 was selected for study
on the basis of a 4-5 db gain in usable signal strength over that
attainable by completely spherical arrangements of similar dimen-
sions. The structural arrangement of s.-ch shapes requires that a
peripheral ring or torus be added to provide the desired reflector
contour. The tripod structure is alco expandable and supports a
gravity-grAldent btabilization system.
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FigUf. 1I ECho A-12 Static Inflatiou Test
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Another approach being studied retains the ;phere but utilizes
solar pressure effects by orienting properly coated panels towards
the sun. The orientation is provided by magnetic meridional coils
on the satellite. The change in orientation produces orbital
changes through solar pressure action to compensate for original
perturbations. All of these stsidies will provide a technological
basis for choosing an optimum system should one be required in the
future.

Antennas - Radio and radar antennas for use in space benefit
from being packaged for launching and later expanded in space. By
eliminating aerodynamic loads, many light-weight structural concepts
become feasible. One example is shown in Figure 3. This is the
Yagi-D'sc arrangement which has been Investigated by NASA. Figure
3 shows the concept in its packaged and expanded condition. The
discs are positioned between blocks of polyurethane foam which are
compressed for launching. in space, the package is released and
the elastic foam provides the erection and spacing for the antenna
dim.us. A description of the experimental research on this .ystem
is reported In Reference 4.

Very large expandable antennas useful for tracking and radio-
astronomy work in space are also being studied on the basis that
future missions may justify systems of such magnitude. Figure 4
shows one system under study. Over-all dimensions for some varia-
tions of this concept may reach 10,000 feet, and the need for novel
structural approaches such as expandables is evident. It is antic-
ipated that such research will benefit other large structures as
well.

Space Power Systems - Many of the various sources of electrical
power in space require the exposure of large surfaces to the sun.
Some power requirements are small enough to allow utilization of
the surface of the payload package or space vehicle for mounting
of photovoltaic silicon solar cells, but future systems producing
as much as 20-30 kw of electric power may require very large sur-
faces (Reference 5). If the solar cell system is employed, flat
panels are used to mount the cells. These are folded for launch-
ing and deployed in space. The reliability and freedom from
critical geometry requirements continue to make this arrangement
attractive for- many systems. Another solar cell concept is a so-
called "rug" configuration, which eliminates flat metal panels.
In this case cells would be mounted cn an elastomer coated cloth
structure which is rolled up for pacaging. It would be stiffened
after deployment.

Thermionic systems, such as paxat.311c concentrators, represent
considerable weight saving over the so~ar cell concept when large
amounts of power are required. These are discussed in Reference 6.
Figure 5 shows values for power produced by two systems, which
represent possible upper and lower bounds of efficiencies, plotted
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against collector diameter. It is obvious that diameters quickly
exceed present launch vehicle package dimensions and the need for
expandables is quite clear. Among the thermionic systems, there
are also choices which produce minimum weight. Figure 6 shows a
plot of specific power versus the operating temperature of the con-
centrator absorber for several systems. All of the systems shown
are expandable types.. Data shoan are based on laboratory models.
It is possible and probable that the relative positions of some of
the systems shown may change with actual space operating require-
ments. For example, the inflated system would require continuous
pressurization. The total weight of gas required would vary with
the total mission time. Figure 7 shows that the pliant types per-
mit smaller packages for launch. Three recent examples which have
been studied utilizing pliant concepts are:

1. A parabolic reflector constructed of aluminized film. It
is deployed by a system which inflates both a peripheral ring and
a temporary hemispherical cover. A rigidizing process would be
used after initial deployment to render the s stem free of the con-
tinued need of pressure. A. model of this reflector is shown in
. igure 8.

2. A spin deployed reflector. This is an arrangement where
centrifugal force is used to deploy the reflector. The reflector
is a performed Mylar paraboloid. A cable system is used to main-
tain the desired peripheral reactions. Figure 9 shows a model
under test in a vacuum chamber.

3. So-called umbrella types have been studied and some of
this work is reported in Reference 7. Figure 10 shows a 10-foot
diamete. model of one of these systems.

Common problems exist among all systems. These include:

1. Achieving and maintaining accurate dimensions.

2. Maintaining reflector surface brightness.

3. Protection against material deterioration and damage due
to space environmept.

Other more compact systems, such as nuclear power, do not
completely eliminate the necessity of requiring large surfaces as
a part of the system. The great amount of waste heat which must
be displaced leads t o large areas for radiators. At the present
time, no concept exists to completely satisfy the severe struc-
tural problem of providing radiation surfaces in space. Present
approaches involve the prosaic solution of fluid flow through pipet
Such systems would employ a considerable number of furlable compo-
nents to deploy the radiators after launch. This area is one where
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inventive ability and imaginative approach is needed. A depart-
ure from traditional heat exchange solutions to circumvent the
problem may be necessary.

Reentry and Recovery Systems - The reentry and recovery of
spacecraft is one of the most important phases of spacecraft oper-
ation. The recovery phase has been handled by various parachute
systems up to the present time. Advanced systems will attempt to
provide a glide and control capability to allow selection of a
landing site, such as the use of the deployable paraglider on Proj-
ect Gemini. More advanced systems are being studied in attempts to
combine reentry and recovery. An example is the M series of glide
reentry vehicles. In this study, the NASA has looked at three
variations of a similar configuration. One of these, the Ml-L body,
is a semi-cone shape which reenters using ablation for thermal
protection. After reentry, an afterbody portion would be deployed.
This portion would contair stabilizing and control surfaces and
be constructed of both plied coated fabric and panels of dual-walled
fabric. The inflated portion of the system was chosen on the basis
of its weight being equivalent to that of a parachute. Maximum
temperatures of 300oF are expected during the initial recovery
phases. A large-scale test model of this concept is shown in
Figure 11.

Another M type body is the M-3 which features wings which are
folded during initial reentry. These are later unfolded for glid-
ing and landing. Later versions could utilize powered flight as
well. This system is discussed in Reference 8.

The NASA is also investigating combin•ed reentry and recovery
from the standpoint of using centrifugally deployed variable geome-
try su-faces. By controlling the apex angle of a deployed cone or
vane system, the concept of "iso-thermal" flight or atmospheric
entry at constant surface temperature is utilized. Efficiency
studies of this system indicate promise of substantial weight sav-
ing over other systems including ablative reentry. Figure 12
shows one form the system could take. As shown, the rotors are
monotropic filamentary structures and susceptible to very compact
packaging. Figure 13 shows a comparison of materials that could
be utilized as filaments in the blade structure. Q is a materials
property factor involving emissivity, temperature and strength.
Reference 9 contains a discussion and analysis of the iso-thermal
concept. This study is continuing with special emphasis on the
use of boron filaments. Other filaments will also be investigated.

The expandable glider principle is being employed in another
form to obtain scientific information. This is a micrometeoroid
project which involves the launching of a paraglider -n a near
vertical trajectory at a maximum altitude of 700,000 feet. At this
altitude the glider is deployed by automatic inflation of its sail
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booms. The sail and inflated booms of the glider are constructed
of silicone-elastomer coated glass cloth. An additional ply of an
aluminized-Mylar meteoroid sensor material is used on the upper and
lower surface of the sail. With a reentry angle of trim of 420,
and a velocity of 5500 ft/second, the structure will be heated to
a peak temperature of 650-7000 F. Figure 14 shows the vehicle under
test in the wind tunnel.

Other projects are under study usin,; paragliders for space-
craft recovery. %ost of these will involve applications at sub-
sonic speeds.

Manned Orbital Laboratories - The NASA has made a number of
studies of orbiting manned spacecraft for long periods for various
purposes. Recent studies (Reference 5) have shown that one of the
most important missions for long duratien earth-orbiting vehicles
is that of a space laboratory. Two classes of laboratories are
being investigated. One is of compact form for a small crew and
operates at zero g. The other class encompasses larger types and
provides artificial gravity.

While it is evident that the size of spacecraft will vary with
the duration of the mission and with th~e number of men, the pro-
vision for artificial gravity will in itself affect size. Since
gravity can be simulated by rotation, many concepts lending them-
selves to stable rotation have been investigated, the most notable
being the toroidal configurations. Radii of rotation and rates of
rotation are also partly dictated by a consideration of biologiLal
effects. Large dimensions inevitably result from these parameters,
and these in turn dictate expandable structures for launchinga
complete system in one pac'4age.

Figure 15 is an example of one type of orbiting laboratory of
sufficient size to require a "packaged" launch configuration.ý The
arrangement shoan is a three module radial configuration accommo-
datinu a 24-man crew. The radial modules would be folded to provide
a compact launch configuration. In space, the moduleýs w3uld deploy
to a radius of 75 feet and rotate at 3-4 rpm. With a maximum
centrifugal force at the outer decks of about 1/4 or 1/3 g, the
station would provide a means of obtaiiing variable gravity down
to zero at the hub. A multiple-walled rigid structure is being
studied for the radial modules with sufficient protection against
meteoroids for the long mission. An advantage of this design is
the minimization of sealing required in going from the foldea to
the deployed configuration. Space laboratories involving pliant
materials are also under study. This research includes investiga-
tions of various filamentary-elastomer wall constructions.

Lunar Bases -- Research is being directed towards solving the
hypothetical mission for manned bases on the moon. Concepts or
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these follow the sequence of first, a minimum initial shelter;
second a temporary base; and third, permanent shelters.

The initial shelter could be carried aboard an excursion vehi-
cle. In this case, it might have to fit within the dimensional
constraints of the vehicle itself. This indicates that the shelter
structure and perhaps its contents might be expandable.

The temporary base could be preassembled in modules and ferried
to the extra-terrestrial location to be joined with others to pro-
vide enough volume and shelter for semi-permanent operations.
Whether or not the modules would be expandable depends upon the
particular design shosen. Permanent bases might be constructed on
the planet using planetary materials. However, depending on mate-
rial availability and construction difficulties, some components
may have to be transported from Earth. Studies of bases are con-
tinuing.

Other Expandable Applications - Many of the equipment items
utilized in space miss ons will be of an expandable nature. This
is *rue insofar as the materials chosen and the structure into
which they are fabricated have all of the characteristics of expand-
ables even though their use may not involve a completely expandable
operation. One such example is the space suit. In essence, a
space suit must provide many of the elements of protection and con-
venience required from the space vehicle Itself. Its thermal con-
trol, leakage rate, even its strength, must be . equate to provide
the reliable enclosure required. If the often-pictured function
of man-operation outside the spacecraft is considered, then meteor-
oid protection and greater radiation protection may also have to be
added to the suit's function. This will be a function of exposure
time.

GENMRAL RESEARCH

Research on the design and operational parameters for various
expandable space applications just reviewed reveal many common
structural and material problem areas. Spec1-ic design of compo-
nents and vehicles, and the short range research associated there-
with, will be investigated as part of the particular application
development when such development occurs. The long-range general
research projects are chosen to solve the problems in structures
and materials used in expandable applications. In fact, research
in this field may often provide technology useful to all space ve-
hicle structures.

The nature of spacecraft structural design in enpandables as
well as other types dictates major emphasis on thin films, foils,
filaments and fibres as structural elements. Indeed, the extremely
high strengths associated with small diameter filaments causes them
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to be important for all structures. Parametric studies of systems
often result in defining sizes and shapes which call for the very
extreme in practical dimensions. Therefore, the combination of
these requirements with the available material forms often results
in structures in which expandable characteristics are provided.
This is already evident in the choice of materials for passive
satellites or space antennas where over-all dimensions are la-ge
but wall thicknesses are extremely small. The conventional sheet-
metal-bulkhead approach to solving any structural problem is bow-
ing to the results of analyses which define structural needs in
terms of mission related efficiency factors An example of this
was already given in the discussion of reentry problems. In many
cases non-metallic materials and pliant structures are defined.
In cases where the structures are essentially rigid (before and
after deployment), problems are confined to research in sealing
methods and geometry studies.

A few areas of geneial advanced research may be cited. In
order to identify the important problems in pliant structures in
which the primary source of loading is internal pressure, a study
was conducted using weight as an index of merit. The parameters
covered in the analysis were applicable to practically every type
of expandable structure involving stressed membranes.

A few examples are presented to show the form of presenting
information from these studies. All of the parameters studied are
reviewed in Reference 10., Figure 16 shows the effect of shape and
method of construction on structural weight. Low values of C are
desirable. As shown in the figure, isotensoid construction is the
only system wherein weight is independent of shape effects. How-
ever, not all shapes are adaptable to this construction, Studies
of shapes which permit optimum isotensoid arrangements are re-
viewed in Reference 11.

Figure 17 shows the changing relative imrortance of strength-
weight ratio. It can be seen that, as structural weight is de-
creased by the use of more efficient materials and construction
methods, that other system weights do not necessarily change
accordingly.

These studies have also emphas 4 zed two other important items.
The first is that, although isoten.oid structures are theoretically
a less efficient method of providing a pressure retaining shell or
surface, they permit use of materials and methods which can be
furnished in high strength forms. Forms such as glass filaments
more than compensate for the lack of structural efficier:cy. Con-
versely, the need is shown for development of high strength quasi-
isotropic material forms, such as high strength films or foils.
It is contemplated that as the potential use for such products in-
creases, the development will be provided.
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A coamon problem among most expandable structures is the
packaging of these systems for transport to the point of deploy-
ment. Some of these hae already been discussed. Folding of
expandables for packaging is susceptible to analytical treatment.
Such studies were made wherein limiting equations were established
for various ssapes. A detailed discussion of the theories developed
is presented in References 12 and 13. Z7igure 18 shows a typical
example of a torus folded in accordance with the theory.

Since some expandable structures are both deployed and
stabilized by utilizing centrifugal force, studies were made to
develop governing equat-ions for axisyametric, rotating, filamen-
tary structules. It was found that not only are resulting shapes
predictable, but that the analytical methods also apply to non-
spinning, externally loaded shells as well. Analyses and results
are reported in References 14 and 15.

Other methods of expansion have been considered. One promis-
ing system utilizes the elastic energy in the structure to expand
the configuration. An application of thiq principle was shown in
the discussion of antenna design. It is obvious that this principle
lends itself to many applications. General studies presently under-
way include determinations of design parameters, exploration of
various elastic systems, and selection of optimum arrangements.
Figure 19 is a picture of a laboratory model of a cylinder, which
utilizes elastic expansion

It is obvious that primary emphasis in advanced research has
been devoted to the development of technology in filamentary and
non-metallic structures for the cases cited previously. However,
NASA has also conducted general studies of metallic forms of ex-
pandable structures composed of rigid elements. A summary of
these studies is contained in Reference 16.

An example of the application of a rigid element expandable
structure for advanced research is shown in Figure 20. Thib is a
satellite designed to provide meteoroid penetration data during
earth orbit.

In the pursuit of understanding of pliant materials and ex-
pandable structures in space, it is becoming evident that many
valuable techniques in both analysis and development are being pro-
vided which will benefit not only expandables but all space struc-
tures. The potential in non-metallic structures is especially
large. Even if it were not, the need for knowing more concerning
non-metall.' construction applied to space vehicles will continue.
It is almost impossible to design systems utilizing nothing but
metals. It is certainly not practical. On this basis, greater
technical effort must be devoted to material developments and de-
sign techniques which lend themselves to expandable and to non-
metallic structures. Among these, the more important seem to be:
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1. Increased development and und:%rstanding of filaments as
structural elements.

2. Iuproved films of higher strength and modulus of elastic-
ity.

3. Use of parametric analysis as a first step in choosing a
structural approach to particular requirements.

4. Greater emphasis on the design of materials for particu-
lar structural applications (e.g., composites).

CONCLUSIcNS

Expandable structures in space applications have been chosen
because studies of mission requirements have shown expandable con-
cepts as the optimum choice. However, many problems will continue
to be manifest in both structural design and applications of mate-
rials in these structures. More work is needed on non-metallics
in filament form and films. The use of parametric studies in
choosing structural solutions and proper materials should be in-
creased. The number of individuals and groups with specialized
knowledge if design techniques and familiarity with the materials
available will probably continue to represent a minor part of
those engaged in spacecraft design. Even fewer are those who
possess the combination of ingenuity, imagination, and technical
ability to investigate really new approaches. It is conceivable,
then, that there will always be opposition to departing from the
rigid metal systems on the basis of tradition. These considera-
tions represent the largest problem area in the future of not only
expandable structures but for other advanced concepts as well.
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FIGURES

1. Echo A-12 Static Inflation Test

2. Lenticular Communications Satellite

3. Yagi-Disc Antenna

4, Orbital Radio Telescope

5. Collector Diameter Versus Power Output

6, Collector Specific Power Versus Temperature

7. Collector Diameter Versus Package Volume

8. Model of Inflated Solar Collector

9. spinning -olar Collector

10. Umbrella Collector

11. l1-L Reentry Vehicle

12. Deployable Reentry System

13. Materials Comparison for High Temperature Use

14. Meteoroid Paraglider

15. Otbiting Space Station

16. Effect of Shape and Construction on Weight

17. importance of Strength-Weight Ratio

18. Folded Torus

19. Elastic Fxpandable System

20. Micrometeoroid Measurement Satellite
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SEIY-DEPLOYING SPACE STATION

by E. A. Weber

NORTH AMICAN AVIATION, INC.
SPACE & INFORMATION SrSTEMS DIVISION

The objective of this paper is to introduce some overall systems
constraint- into the use of inflatable materials or expandable structures
in soacecraft design. In particular, the discussion is related to how
the use of these concents might influenre or be influenced by a large
manned snace station.

There are a number of general requirements which can be established
for any snace station that is to be developed for conducti•g experimentalor test activities. First of all, the economic factors associated with
the cneration and support of an extensive exnerimental program indicate a
sunerior advantage to a system which has the capability of conducting
several activitie. simultaneously. Also in the interest of reducingnrogram cost, it is desirable that any vehicle which is launched into
orbit should have the ability to remain in operation for an extended period
of time, perhans as long as one to three years. Tht need toA' an extended
]ifetime is further substantiated by the requirement that many of the fore-
seen experiments have a test duration of several months. In order to
accomplish the basic vehicle functions, it is estimated that at least two
crew members should be available for duty on a continuous basis. Thus, abrief investigation of work/rest cycles indicates that the crew size wi-ll
be no less than four to six people. To aceommodats the experimental
activities and nrovide a suitable living and working environment over the
extended periods of time, a large volume and payload capacity is required
for the space station. While it has not been finally determined that
man can or cannot survive for extended periocis of time, it is believed
that a snace station should simultaneously be a*le to provide a variable-
gravity and a zero-gravity environment to accomodate foreseeable exoeri-
mental activities. To minimize the development cost associated with any
snace station, comnatibility with existing or planned personnel transport
vehicles (Apollo, Gemini, and 1-20) and launch vehicles is essential.

Zero gravity snace stations have been examined in considerab]e detail.
Actually the existing manned spacecraft, i.e., Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo,
are small zero-gravity snace stations; however, in their present con-
figurations they do not, have the large volume and nayload capacity required
for extended missions. Studies are now being conducted to exAsin' the
feasibility of increaiing the avasianle volume of the Apollo by the addition
of a modular laboratory. Expended booster stages, modified in orbit as
snace stations, also appeared attractive at one time, The North American
Aviation study of the use of the Saturn S-Il tankage for this purpose (see
Figure 1) is tynical of many designs which have been considered. The primaryproblem associated with this approach is the reouirement for the in-orbit
installation and checkout of functional systems and subsystems. The exten-
sive instrumentation and associated equipment required for this task appears
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to offset any advantages which might be achieved with such a concept.

Vehicles that have been designed specifically as zero-gravity space
stations have a limited number of factors that influence the configuration
selection. Since comsatibility with the launch vehicle is the predominant
criterion, these space stations generally have an elongated cylindrical
shape.

Inflatable snace station conceots are particularly desirable because of
their apparent ability to be packaged in a more compact launch configuration
than is possible with all-rigid conceots. This approach is particularly
attractive whenever a large volume in-orbit is desired, but where available
boosters ha't extremely limited payload weight and geometric constraints.
Obviously, pro-launch installation of equipment is not practical if the
1-ackagirg efficiency is to be maintained. Figure 2 illustrates a typical
24-foot diameter "C-Annulus" inflatable rnace station which was built under
contract to the NASA Langley Research Center. Normally, equipment will be
installed within a central ring and later set up inside the laboratory by
the crew members. An alternate approach would be to install the equipment
around the interior ring of the space station; however, when the station is
rotating in orbit, the crewman's feet will be at the periphery of the station
and all of the equipment will be a couole of feet above his head. One of the
most serious problems associated with the use of an inflatable material isits unsatisfactory resistance to meteoroid penetration. Materials that have
relatively high packaging efficiencies provide practically no meteoroid
protection; the space station atmosphere would soon escape, and subsystem
equipment would be seriously damaged. If the material is made resistant to
meteoroid uenetration by the use of multi-wall construction, the paclaging
efficierny rapidly approaches that of conventional rigid structure.

Many suggestions have been made for space station concepts involving
the launch of several individual components and their assembly in orbit.
These are generally very large space stations and engineers have often
worked out a sequence of operations for the assembly of these vehicles.
Figure 3 depicts a concept that was recently patented by the Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation. However, the assemoly of al1 the components in orbit is
a much more difficult nrocess than simply launching a number of pieces
into a general location in space and collecting all of these at a cosuon
point by means of a shuttle vehicle. The problems of mechanical attach-
ments, fluid connections, electrical line connections and checkout of the
integrated system are only a few which tend to make such a concept not
practicable before the post-1975 time period.

The concept of a self-deploming space station incorporates most of tte
characteristics that are highly dusirable for an early. oprational space
station. As was discussed previously, the use of the space station as a
general-purpose laboratory will require a large volume to accommodate
equipment and to provide living and working space for crew mmbers. The
incorporation of artificial gravity capability, required at least for
experimental purposes, leads to need for large-dimensional configurations
which can be slowly rotated. The initial configuration cr a self-deploying
space station which was studied by RAA under NASA contract is illustrated
in Figure 4. It is composed of six rigid modules joined by inflatable
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material and arranged in a toroidal shape which is rotated to provide
artificial gravity. Three spoke joined the torus to a central hub which
was used as a docking platform for two personnel transport vehicles (each
comprised of the Apollo command module and service module). The three spokes
were to be constructed of inflatable mderial which could be folded, thus

enabling the comp.ct launch configuration shown in Figure 5 to be achieved.
The six rigid modules, which have all systems and equipment installed and
checked out prior to launch, are clustered around the central hub section.
One Apollo vehihle, which could be launched with the space station, serves
as the means of escape for three crew members in the event of booster mal-
function and launch abort. When the orbit has been successfully established,
the folded space station is deployed automatically by means of "7draulic actuators.
olcotriclly-driven screw jacks, or some other mechanical device. Struts
connecting the hub with each of the six rigid cylindrical sections are used
to assure uniform deployment from the launch configuration to the orbital
configuration. The orbital configuration, with the non-rigid sections
inflated, resalts in a space station with a 100-foot diameter, althoegh the
4imaeter could be treated as a variable. One end of the hub has been
enlarged to house a mall sero-gravity laboratory. The deployment sequence
for a model of this space station is shown in Figure 5.

While the diameter of the initial configuration was sized by the
payloac capability of the then-planned (circa 1961) Saturn C-2 booster, it
became apparent early in the investigation that the rotational effects on the
crew members might be intolerable. In Figure 6, a number of the parameters
affecting a crewman's tolerance to the conditions aboard a rotating space
station have been plotted in a manner such that a "comfort zone" is defined.
The bounds of this comfort zone are determined by four partmeters - the percent
change in gravity between the man's head and feet; the space station angular
velocity; the tangential velocity; and the radial acceleration. It is believed
that the change in gravity or acceleration between the man's head and feet should
not exceed 15% in order to prevent impairment of blood circulation and to
reduce the discomfort felt when the man changes the relative position of his
head and feet by bending over or Ving down. The recosended upper limit
on the space station angular velocity is approximately 3 rpm to minimize the
effects of Coriolis acceleration. Experiments with tl~e USN School of Aviation
Medicine rotating room have indIcated that normal head movements are tolerable
if the angular velocity does not exceed 3 to 4 rpm. The tangential velocity
of tl- space station should be no less than 20 fps in or'er to )rnninire the
change in gravity the man will experience when he walks along the rim of the
station. The upper limit on radial acceleration, or gravity, was set at
0.5 g to reduce fatigue; the lower limit is somewhat arbitrary, it being
the miniamu acceleration under which normal functions (e.g., locomotion)
can ' expected to be perfosmed in a near-normal fashion.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that a space station radius of 50 feet does
not fall within the defined comfort zone. With the increased payload capability
of the Saturn V booster, a space station dmameter of up to 75 feet appeared
practical. As will be shown later, the weight of this vehicle is compatible
with the Saturn V payload capability in a low-altitude orbit. Consequently,
a radius of 75 feet was selected for subsequent space station designs.

The space station will be continuously subjected to meteoroid beombard-
ment during its lifetime in orbit. Sine* the inflatable material which was
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contemplated for use in the design has very poor penetration resistance, its use
wa4 minimized on a! designs. Wherever inflatable material was chosen for design
use, it was to be lined with penetration-resistant panels by the crew members
after the station has been deoloyed. The meteoroid flux distribution that was
assumed for this study is based on the somewhat conservative modified-Whipple
1961 estimate illustrated in Figure 7. As indicated in the figure, the
majority of the particles that will be encountered in space are very small
and cause only a gradual erosion of the exterior surface of the vehicle. It
is estimated that in a year's time, the amopnt of aluminum removed by micro-
met-oroid sputtering is of the order of 10- to I0--u inches. Of particular
concern are those particles that are sufficiently large to case a penetration of
the structure. Empirical data derived from hypervelocity particle-impact tests
at the Ames Research Center were used in conjunction with this flux to deter-
mine Denetration effects. Efficiency factors for single sheet and multiple
sheet structure have also been developed. Using these efficiency factors with
the flux and penetration equation, it. is Possible to determine the meteoroid
resistance of various types of structure. Figure 8 illustrates the variation
in weight of four typical wall structures as a function of the number of
meteoroid venetrations (penetration by particles of all sizes) pa, year over
the entire vehicle surface. It can be seen that a multi-wall .%,-inum structure
is much more efficient than a single-will structure; however. the efficiency
does niot appear to increase beyond a three-wall structure. *or a 75,000-

pound structure in a vehicle of the size under consideration, it appears
practical to restrain the number of penetrations by meteoroid particles to
the order of one per year.

With the advent of the large boosters (i.e., Saturn V), the necessity
for examining inflatable space station concepts vanishes. Human factors
requirements have indicated the necessity of increasing the diameter of
the rotating station to approximately 150 feet and meteoroid penetration
nroblems have indicated the obvious desirability of minimizing the use of
inflatable material. Thus the configuration evolution indicated in Figure 8
nreceded. The second configuration shown in the figure has constrained the
use of inflatable material between the modules to the miniuam length necessiar7
to fold the vehicle in the launch configuration. Further analyses, supported
by the construction of a number of crude models, indicated that if the
anprooriate hinging techniques were employed, the inflatable material between
the .-odule! could be completely eliminated. The only exposed inflatable mt.terial
being used in the third configuration in the figure is in the three spokes
connecting the hub to the modules.

Further refinements of the 150-foot space station configurtion indicatod
that even the inflatable material in the spokes could be eliminated if the
spoke were constructed as a telescoping tube with a pinned joint at the hub

A a plitned rotating joint at the module. This configuration, illustrated in
Figure 9, is composed of six modules which are 75 feet long aM 10 feet in
diameter. The three telescoping spokes have a maxim= external diameter of
5 feet. This design has evolved to provide the maxim= flexibility of
operation to the crew members performing the various functional activities
aboard the station. Crew members have access to all cumpartaents at all
times, yet a design technique has been employed to give maximum safety under
all circumstances. Each of the modules, as well as the hub, has its own
power, environmental control, and life support systems. In addition, a net-
work of airlocks has been Utilized so that any major section of the space
station can be isolated in event ef a serious failure. For.example, if a
large meteoroid penetration occurs in a module, an airlock at each end of
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thL module will prevent lose of the remaining atmosphere in the station and,
because major system functions are duplicated, normal space station operations
can be continued. Crewnen may enter a damaged module through the airlock to
conduct whatever repairs are necessary to restore the module to its original
state of operation. One of the requirements originally established for a
space station was that it be capable of simultaneously providing both a zero-
gravity and artificial-gravity environment. This station has a 3200-cubic-feet,
zero-gravity laboratory within the hub; the rmining volie (approximately
45,000 cubic feet) can be used for living and working quarters and conducting
experiments that are independent of gravity level.

The structure of the space station-the modules, the spokes &nd the hub-
is composed of three layers of aluainum sheet as indicated in Figure 10. The
outer layer is 0.020 inches thick and the inner two layers are 0.038 inches thick.
The inner two layers are separated by a one-inch thickness of aluminum honeycomb
core, the cells of which have been filled with peoyurethane foam. The outer
two aluadtm skins are separated by a one-inch layer of polyoretbane which has
been bonded to each skin. Several lorLerens designed to resist launch bending
loads in the structure divided the cylindrical sections (modules and spokes)
into 60-degree segmUts. The figure illustrates a typical way it which the
manufacture of the wall structure might be accomplished.

The longerons, fastened in a jig to maintain the proper location, are
welded to the preformed inner sheets of the structure by the use of the
"skate" welding technique developed at North American. PolTyur-thans foam
will be deposited in the honeycomb core, and, after the honeycomb has been
cut to shape, a small amount (0.010 inches) of the foam wilt be removed
frameach cell so that the bonding agent can firmly adhere to the honeycomb.
The ass3'1.y will then be placed in an autoclave to cure. After curings, tho
second layer of aluminum skin will be welded to the longeron and the assembly
again placed in an autoclave to cure the bond between the sheet and the honey-
comb. The layer of polyurethane foam is now bonded in place on the inner
sheet of aluminum, then the outer sheet (the meteoroid bumper) is bonded to
the foam and riveted to the longeron.

The design of all the seals that are used in the space station as
selected on the basis of minima initial leakage and the ability ef the crew
members to perform subsequent operations that would result in a permanent
zero-leakage joint. Since the space station will not be folded after initial
deployment, all of the joints iv the structure which are necessary for folding
the station for launch can be made permanent by the use of bondivg or welding
techniques. The seal concept which has been employed in the telescoping spokes.
It makes use of two circumferential lip seal glands which are held against
a smooth service by the internal pressur of the space station atmosphere.
This technique automatically foras a low-leakage seal after deplo3ment has
been completed. A manual adjustment has beeo incorporated so that crew
members may tighten the seal to further daindish leakage aid, if desired,
the joint may be welded shut to ensure that the leakage rate is reduced to
essentially soer. It should also be noted that this son adjustment can be
used to compensate for any changes in spoke length due to temperature charges
or separate misaligzuents in manufacture of final assembly. While it is
possible to conceive many omplicated seal Aaehanimms for such a device, it
is believed that simplicity and ease of subsequent provisions for a persanent
seal am the key to minlmu leakage In vehicle joints such as those described.
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In gener-'• , expandable structures do not represent an optimum solution,
per so; they always represent a comnromise in comparison with a copl et.l v
rigid structure. However, volumetric or other dimensiortal constraints imposedby certain operational considerations have at Limes been so severe that only theuse oe expandable structures permit the accomplishment of the mission

Both space station concents discussed herein-one involving two-mode
deployment and the other utilizing telescoping sookes--are expandable structuresin that the orbital configuration must he "packaged' or folded to be compatible
with the aerodynamic restraints imnosed on the launch vehicle.

These studies have fairl conclusively demonstrated that systems which
require the use of exnandable structures can be subjected to creative design
aporoaches to eliminate many of the problems normally associated with the
expandable structures.
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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INFLATED PARAGLIDER

FOR MANNED ORBITAL ESCAPE

J. F.I Keville and F. Warren
Space-General Corporation

El Monte, California

The problem of developing a material system for use in an inflatable
structure which would be capable of hypersonically re-entering the earth's at-
mo:qphere was undertaken by Space-General Corporation under sponsorship of
the Manufacturing Technology Division of the Air Force Materials Laboratory.
The specific problem was to develop a material which would possess sufficient
flexibility to allow folding into a compact package whi'.e being strong enough to
withstand the required internal pressure and the aerody -ic loads during flight.
Additionally, the material system would have to withs A, extreme heating ef-
fects during re-entry while naintaining low permeability so as to retain the
inflation gas.

The approach has been towards the use of currently available mate-
rials with design criteria based on studies of the related trajectory and ther-
modynamic environments. The general approach has been to use elastomeric
materials with low ablation losses and yet a relatively modest effective abla-
tion temperature. Since the low thermal conductivity of the elastomers and
Lie dbiative char would tend to minimize the transfer of heat to the reinforc-
ing material, the design allows the use of available reinforcing wire cloth. A
critical aspect of the problem is solved by the development of a joining tech-
nique for the wire cloth to achieve the desired shape and load handling ability.
This is followed by the application of an elastomeric coating to the reinforce-
ment to provide the necessary heat protection and gas barrier.

Results of testing performed to date are disclosed and include evalu-
ation of various elastomers by plasmajet tests and torch tests, evaluation of
various methods of joining the wire cloth, coating the wire cloth with the elas-
tomer, and tests of the composite material.

The significance of the results of this program is that materials avail-
able today can be combined to form a composite system suitable for use in an
inflatable structure which is capable of re-entering the earth's atmosphere
from orbit. Such materials may be appided to a variety of special missions
usilizing the Rogallo wing paraglider.
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"EVELOPM1PNT OF AN INFLATED PARAGLIDER

FOR MANNED ORBITAl. ESCAPE

J. F. Keville
Project Engineer, Engineering Division

Space-General Ccrporation, El Monte, California

and

Forrest Warren
Assit. .it Chief Engineer, Engineering Division

Space-General Corporation, El Monte, California

The importance of human survival has received considerable empha-
sis in our space pregram. As a means of escape froth an orbiting bpace sta-
tion, an inflated gl-der-type vehicle has been proposed, A collapsible, flexible
wing vehicle, which is particularly aerodynamically stabile, was conceived by
Francis Rogallo nearly twenty years ago., The principal application of this ve-
hide has been as a subsonic, relatively low altitude, glider with an underslung
payload.

Under a contract awarded by the Manuft-cturing Technology Division
of the Air Force Materials Laboratory, Space-General Corpor:.tion has under-
taken the initial development of a completely flcxibl.e, inflated paraglider which
will be capalle of returning a man fromn orbit by re-entering the earth's atmos(-
phere at hypersonic velocity and decelerating to effect a subsonic controlled
landing on earth, The program has been given the title "Project FIRST, "which
stands for "Fabrication of Inflatable Re-entry Structures for Test."

A photograph of a model of the proposed paraglider is shown in Fig-

ure 1, The vehicle consists of an inflated body made up of three inflated ta-
pered booms attached to a common toroidal apex. Attached between the center
boom or keel and each leading edge boom is a thin, flexible wing membrane
which assumes an approximately semi-conical shape during flight.

The vehicle ccnfiguration, which has been confirmed by theoretical
analysis and extension of data obtained in wind tunnel testing, employs booms
tapered from thirty-two inches in diameter at the forward end to sixteen inches
in diameter at the aft tip with an overall vehicle length of approximately twenty-
three feet.
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Figure 1. Re-entry Paraglider

A*

S.-4

Figure 2 Deployment of Escape Vehicle
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The vehicle is pack.aged similar to a life raft and attached to the -pace
station such that a man can enter the crew compartment section of the para-
glider from within the space station. The vehicle is then ejected away from
the space station and subsequently inflated. Havi..g beez aligned at the proper
attitude, the vehicle is retro fired from orbit and re-enters the sensible at-

mosphere at 26,000 ft/sec., or about Mach 30, An artist's concept of thede-
ployment of the paralider is shown in Figure 2.

The development program for this vehicle includes the design, fabri-
cation, and test of large acate components. In order to proceed with design,
it was necessary to first determine the critical environment so that materials

of construction could be zhosen. Vne of the project criteria was that "available"
matt xals niust be used, 'ihis was interpreted to mean that materials research
leading to new alloys or formulations was outside the scope of the project, al-
though currently available materials might be modified in adapting them for
this application.

The trajectory and thermodynamic studies, materials evaluation, and
,strutturat anaiysis and design have beea grouped into Phase I of this project,
This phase has Been completed recently. Phase 11 will include process devel-
opment, tool design and fabrication, and actual manufacturing of tle test
componentb.

Thebe components w.ll consist of both full-scale and sub-scale booms
antd apexes which will be tested in Phase Ill under simulated load and thermal
conditions.

Evaluation of the pressure distribution cn the sail membrane and keel
at hypersonic vebocities was made using an approximation to the Newtonian
theory. With the spanwise prcssure distribution established, the resulting
aerodynamic coefficient. during hypersonic re-entry were determined as tunc-

tions as angle of attack as shown in Figure 3. In the range of hypersonic ve~oc-
it.es considered the variation of these coeltficientb with Mach number is small.
The parametric study of heating and ablation rates indicated that minimum

heating occurred near maximrum lift coexficientt, As a result, a vehicle angle
of attack of 700, whit-h corresponds to an L/D of 0. 5 was selected, After
evaluation of a number of trajectories using an IBM 7090 digital computer,
an aerothermal corridor corresponding to minimum re-entry heating was foundO

to occur at a re-entry angle of -1 . The trajectery characteristics are shown
in Figure 4. The vehicle re-enters the sensible atmosphere where significant

heating first appears at 420, 000 feet altitude and within about 1800 seconds
has descended to 130, 000 feet where it is approaching subsonic velocity. The
re-entry maneuver incorporates only one well established skip and glide above
330, 000 feet and the resultant energy dissipation is reflected in a decrease in

velocity wlile still at relatively high altitude. Not only are the heating rates
maintained at relatively low values as will be shown later, but the dynamic
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pressuro reaches a maxitmm value of only 5 3 lbs. /6q. ft., and this is in the

latter part of the supersonic regime. At ab~out this time, the maximum decel-

eration, which is tangential to flight path, peaks out at leas than L.4 g.

Thermodynamic studies we-re performed ubing the IBM 7090 computer

to eialuate the nature e1 the temperature distribution at the anex and alongand

around the leading ,Igge b
1

,.ns. Due to decrease in diameter at the tapered

booms, the aerodynamic heat flux actually increases from forward to aft of

the ehiliv, At the aft end of the boom the heat flux is actually greater than

at the stagnation point on t;.e apex Figure 5 shows the thermal history ex-

perienced by the vehicle The temperature curve showing a maximum or

is GW ! I ; I 1 1, ! ii It -11# 4M J4 f
A,, IA1iN IMPt RATURE - 70P, 4-.S ' 4. 3 7

1:100 .0~ 
A

0 o 0 i0 7i $ 60 70 W0 MWO V10013

Figure 5 Thermodynamic Data

ablatioi temperature of i.?00°" 1Fi based on the actual thermal properties of

the coating mater~al as determined in plasma-jet experiments. The program

in its early stages was iterative in nature since assumed materials properties

had to be used to determine the materials temperatures which, in turn, were

used to guide the selection of final materials.

Materials evaluation started with a survey el literature of available
materials. Since suppliers had very little knowledge ot high temperature of
ablation characteristics of thrir materials, it was necessary to conduct an ex-

tensive materials testing program, Candidate materials were evaluated from
the standpoint of their performance in the flight environment and their
fabricabilit. ,
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Due to the high flexibility and crease resistant requirements imposed
by the need for compact packaging, elastomeric materials appeared to be the
best cmnd;kdates for the coating materials. Previous work by our company had
disclosed that the silicone rubber materials were very satisfactory as Ablators
in lining of rocket nozzles and insulation against base heating.

A sries of oxy-acetylene torch tests were conducted on standard
silicane rubber formulations and spec(ial formulations made up in our labora-
tory wnich included the use of ceramic frits, inicro-ballons, etc., As a result
of these torch testa, certain silicone elastomers were selected fo; plabma-jet
testing. Specimens of the candidate materials were exposed to heat fluxes
ranging from 1.5 to 15 Btu/!ec., sq. ft, in an eighty KW air-arc plasma-jet.,
Typical r'e.;-lts are illustrated in Figure 6, Non-silicone elastomers showed

Il1r 1 I

I I
> . i . -

H1L CO MP-16 A

0ý

0 4 O f 9 t 4 216 to

=.AT YLUX - sTrhr/ smc

Figure 6. Plasma-jet Test Results-

very poor performance by comparison. Recalling that the mtximum heat flux
shown in Figure 5 wa', less than twelve Btu/sq. ft., sec., average ablation
veloc'ty during the flight is well under I mil per second for a silicone rubber
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typical of that finally selected for coating this vehicle. Although the differences

between torch and plasma-jet testing were expected to cause considerable dis-
crepancy in the results, it was interesting to observe the materials performed
relatively the sat-e and even the ablation velocities were similar for the par-

ticular conditions utilized.

Permeability tests were run using air and tLitrogcn and it was found

that thin coatings of the silcone mnaterials would withstand the design gas pres-

sure with negligible gas diffusion %hen reinforced by lightweight stainless steel
tensil bolt cloth for time periods and temperatures well in excess of those to
be experienced in the actual flight. Calculations indicate that less than 0.25
lbs of gas would be lost while the total pressurizing and attitude control gas
carried on board is about 27 pounds.

Considerable testing using a tensilc t-st machine was conducted on
one- and two-ply coated and uncoated specimens of metal cloth, Tensile test-

ing was also the primary method of defining the quality and efficiency of the

various joiaiing methods considered for both glass and metal cloth reinforcing
fabrics. fince tensile machine testing cannot create a bi-axial load condition,
small inflated cylinders were constructed which not only gave considerable In-

sight into the joint performance and characteristics of incipient buckling dur-

ing bending, but also provided experience in fabrication techniques,.

The ciiteria for structural design and resulting design loads which
were computed are shown in Table ! , Since no rigid structural reinforcements

Table I. Structural Criteria and Design L.oads

STRUCTURAL CR!TER.IA

I. Thin membrane structure - Presoure stabilized

2. No buckling at '20% limit.

3 Hypersonic air loads are rritical

DESIGN LOADS

I. Internal working pressure II PSI

2. Maximum hoop tensile load " 176 LB/IN

3. Maximum longitudinal load 159 LB/IN

4. Minimum longitudinal load !7 LB/IN

5.. Keel shear load 15 LB/IN

were to be used in the vehicle, pressure stabilization is required to prevent
vehicle distortion under aerodynamic and inertial loads. It was assumed that
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sufficient pressurization would be required so that buckling would not occur
at 120% of limit loads while the critical design loads would be encountered
during the hypersonic portion of the flight. Although gust loading during sub-
sonic flight may momentarily exceed the more sustained loads to which the
vehicle is exposed in a hypersonic flight, a lower temperature, greater ma-

neuverability, and less critical adherence to a prescribed trajectory in sub-
sonic flight are expected to alleviate this condition.

The calculated internal pressure of I 1 psi produces a maximum hoop
tensile loc-d of 176 lbs/inch. Although the nominal longitudinal load in a cyl-

inder would be half of this value, the maximum longitudinal load due to air
loads bending moments is 159 lbs/inch while the minimum is 17 lbs/inch This
latter value illustrates the effect of pressure stabilizing in excess of design
loads.

The maximum hyperson;c air loads in the horizontal plane are shown

in Figure 7., It will be noted that these loads created by air impact and wing

I o. 18 LB/tN.

0. 62 LB/IN.

0.53 LB/I

I

Figure 7. Maximum. Hypersonic Airloads (Iiorizontal)

membrane tension are very low as are those shown in Figure 8 for the vertical

air load components and inertial loads due to crew compartment (in the keel

boom) and structural mass distribution.
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KEEL

1. 4 .0/1N. 6.77 B/KN.

0, 09 LB/IN

0.2.5 t /IN. V 1T177 LB/IN.
LEAIDING EDGE

1.4 L/IN.1. 95 LB/IN.

0. 09 LB/IN.

0.25 LB/IN.

Figure 8. M-a'ximum llypersviicL Airloads (Vt rtical)

Des.;ign of the inaterial matrix is consistent with the temperature dis-

tril,%.tion illustratcd in Figtore 9. Trhe upper curve' illust rates the outer surfac.

Llilpi' r:ature and ablation previou-y dilscusscd. The twu lower curves show the

temperatuire at the outer stirl.i- of the reinfor. ing fabric ind the iinner surface

aI(jatC-cit to' the p)ressurizing gas. It wiii be noted that the ."einforcing fabric at

r.- tmn., exceds 1. 0000'F. This is aesirablc becaue from a weight economy
.l inarnteriad availability standpoint relatively common materials 'iuld be con-
.'idered for the reinforcing fabric.

The need flur high fexilbility with high crease recovery and high strength

to weight ratio led to the decision to use ultra-fine filament stranded meta!cloth.
Laboratory testing of filamcnts ab well' as fabrics woven from 300 series staii-

Isi tccil an:; weli ,b Lthromium nickel alloys has led to the selection of an aLloy
containing 731, nickel and Z04 chromium. This material is marketed commer-

cially by one manuiacturer as Chromel R. Th•c fbric i. .%. v'e,, ih a 58 mesh

2 x 2 hasket weave of yarns consisting of forty-nine I mirl diameter filaments.

The resulting fabric which is about 12 mils thick has a flexibility and texture
of a similar textile fabric.
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Two p y- of tl~iý fabric will he usjed in the ouonis with the Lnn.'ipl'1

a 450 bias while the yarns of L,i.e outer ply -,illl rim generally 1 z~ti:a and
cross-wise onl the boom A cros,;s t tiun )I this rriatidrix is 1110%t-Rt1ud
in Figure 10 The wire l-,tii w' ich wli- lli.or,)ughl: tznpr.,ýgnated wall, sili-
cone rubL- will accupy approximately .5 r.-,.os the t-.t-J thitkness The

"0 1))<N All~ T'.1 T

~1 v ~ ' v ~ SILICONE R UBBE R ~I,~

J1 igure 10. Mate :-ial Composite

illustration shows the total thickniess of silicone rubber required on the lower
ablative surfaces at the aft end of the booms where 0, 10 inches will ablate
leaving 0. 025 inches of silicone rubber still cnated over the cloth.
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The primary internal loads in the boom fabric are tension and mhear.
Since testa indicate that the silicone elastomner w 11 carry a negligiblP. portion
of tension loads, hoop and longitudinal loads will be reacted by tension in the
filaments in the outer metal c~otk. ply. As shown in Figure 1.I the thin br-.0-mre

L 1. SOOM

COMPOS ITE

45e BIAS PLY

c PLY -ZTA

RULCOME COATD4

CROSS PLY

MEMBRAJ4S TAB

1A LDSI ASAM (TYP)

CrYP.) -

BIAS PtY

470 LONGITUISNAL SCAM (YP.)

Figure 11. Boom Construction

film of silicone between the piys and application of seams joining both plys
permit shear loads in the booms tc be converted into lonigitudinal loads in the
bias ply fiber5i. Longitudinal seamns in both plys and hoop seamis in the biais
ply are dictated by maximum availaole fabric width.

The construction of the apex is considerably more complicated in that
hoop loads are not carried continuously around the torus due to the intersection
of the keel boom and bending moments on thie booms must be reacted by the
apex without buckling or gross distortion. As in the case of the booms, the
apex will utilize a primary construction of two-ply in bias relationship. To
roact other pcripherai lcads in circumferential tension, the apex will then be
"1mummy" wrapped with strips of fabric as schematically shown in Figure 12.
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INNWR PLY ON 450 BIAS;
SECOND PLY CROSS PLICD

TAPEI; BRAZED -" O.C. kTPS.)

ON HEfADE2RS

SEAMS JYP.) Pl O

FIRST Tl,,,O PLIES TAPE NvRAP STRIPS

Figure 12 Apex Construction

Although the apex wilt be consideraibly less flexible than the booms, it is ex-

peLted that it may be collapsed with a reasonable patking factor.

In general, the procedure for fabricating the vehicle components will
consist of first cutting the metal cloth in the required pteces and calefully lay-
ing the pattern topether with as niany joints as possible being made on a flat
surface The joining procedure is essentially a brazing tc hniquc pcrformed
in an inert atmosphere The primary method util;:-z the 'Aeroray' inlrartd
gun to corcentrate heat from a qu- rtz lamp on the loinrt w~th an eliptical re-
flector This heating device has the advantage of being portable, although all
brazing must be done in a nitrogen or argon atmosphere which -s accomplished
by working with. a plastic bag covering the entire work piece, Two alternate
methods of preparing brazed joints are being developed. One of these utilizes
standard resistance welding equipment to melt the brazing alloy but presently
this method suffers from lack of portability although no inert atmosphere is
;ieeded. A third mriethod which will require substantially more development in-
volved the use of a small induction heating coil and, again, this method re-
quires an inert atmosphere Joint efficiencies of 85 to 954 have been consist-
ently produced.
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The next step in fabricating a part is to shape the cloth pattorna to 4
tool assuring conformance with the desired surface geometry of the vehicle.
Final joints are made on the tool. The cloth shape is then either removed
from the tool for solution impregnation by dipping in a solvent-cut silicone

rubber mixture or impregnation is accomplished by brush coating. Subse-
quently, calendared sheets of silicone rubber approximately 0.025 inches

thick supported by PVC film are laid in place to build up the total thickness
as required in certain areas of the boom and apex. After the surface of the
outer layer of silicone rubber is properly smoothed or skived as required,
the entire assembly is vacuum bagged while still on the shaping tool and Cured
in an autoclave.

Testing of the com-iponents will include both room temperature and
high temperature tests as well as corresponding tests conducted after simu-
lated re-entry heating. These tests will include pressurization and permea-
blity to ascertain gross leakage and diffusion rates as well as burst strength,
deter-nination of packaging factor, and loads at high temperatures after pack-
aging, vibration surveys in both packaged and inflated conditions, and perform-
ance under design loads as well as determination of buckling loads. Since abla-
tion characteristics cannot be adequately studied nutside of the wind tunnel,
attempts will be made only t-D heat the fabric in a peripheral temperature pro-
file similar to that predicted for the re-entry condition, Since the auto-Ignition
temperature of silicone rubber formulations is 900 - 1000°0F, such high tem-
perature tests including pressurization, permeability, and application of loads

will have to be conducted in a nitrogen purged chamber. A schematic of a
loads test at temperature is shown in Figure 13., The loading is small and
easily bimulated by the use of small weights in such a way that they do not in-
terfere with the heating created b, a bank of quartz lamps. Thermocouples on
the wire cloth will he used to regulate the heat lamps to maintain the required
temperature pattern. The boom will be properly reinforced where it is at-

tached to the test fixture in order to prevent failure at the clamp due to !oad
concentration.

In conclusion, it is hoped that distinct contributions will be made to
the design and construction of expandable structures and that techniques devel-
oped in this program will either be directly usable or will point the way to
further development,
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WSC INTEREIP IN W~AUXDABL St'l tMTLTM

By

J. F. Bluarich
Chief, Structural Engineering Branch

WEC's interest in expandable structures hat reaulted in quite detailed
work that has been dome over a n5Wbur of years. Our experience, besides
studies and related research work, includen actual development and design
of flight hardware. We are glad, therefore, of the opportunity to present
a brief sunnery of the ±aost significant of our stiuctures, and we want to
empheaize the definite Interest we have in this field - both ccmbined with
our eagerness to learn more from as many sou-rcee a we possibly ca..

Betore poing into detail I should like to refer to 'debater's Dictionary
wich explains the wo.-d 'expand' with 'increase in extort.a This increase
may - quite logically - occwr along one axis ouly; it nay also wsan en
increase in two directions. a . it may naturally also involve three direc-
tions. This means to say that the field of expandable structures is wider
than frequent'y 4onaidired. It includes. e.g., telescoping structuiea.
structures that arm deployed (like solar mirrors or flat panela of satel-
lites, Regallo wing) balloons, and it could also include space stations
and lunar shelters. These are exanples for the major systems. However,
we should also include here auxiliary structures which may be packaged on
earth and put to proper shape In space or on the moon: Radiators, connect-
ions between shelters, even such items as tables, chairs, and probably a
long liest of other iterA.

E£xpnndable st"".1urcs are not limited tc payload structures, of course.
In our area of activities we find, however, zhsc the majority of alpandable
stiuctures does occur in the payload region. For this short discusbion I
will, therefore, consider major system of payloads only.

The purpose of making a payloo.d structure expandable is to store it,
at least during the atmospheric flight of e vehicle, in such a way tlat
either its length is substantially reduced or its di.:eter is kept at a
desired size. This wwwns that we are orimarily interested in matters of
geometry; in other wordsa Weight is not of firat-lino impor ice. Another
fundamental fact can be derived from these considerations: An expandable
structure is by it* veri nature more complicated and leas reliable than a
rigid structure so that we shall, of course, use it only if we really have
to. As we all know, we *have too iL a number of cases end we can expect
that tais number will increase rather than decrease in the future.

There are two immediately obvious questions with regard to expandable
struotures: 1. Vhat is tbhtr LLas", and 2. what material can or should

be used.
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To talk shortly about the shape, I will show you a few pictures of
structurea that have been designed in detail at SFWC, such that have been
built, and such that are in the early planning phase.

Slides 1 & 2: Solar mirror. This was a design and manufacturing study
we did sever4l years ago. The task was to determine limitations and re-
quirements for packaging mirrors within a certain diameter end putting them
in operation in space. Considering the diameters which ranged from 20 to 40
feet, we found that only metallic structures could be expected to fulfill
the rather severe accuracy requirements for the paraboloidal shape. Shortly
after this study was completed, %ASA awarded the contract for the sun-flovs.r
project to TAPCO, a Division of Thompson-Ramo-Woolridge Inc., which used
essentially the same approach for the mirror design by choosing rigid, deo
ployabl" petals.

Slide _2 The Wterometeroid Mas-urment Capsule (MI'). The concept
was developed in MM. Design snd manufacturing was contracted to the
Fairc&hti Company. This slide shows the deployment sequence fram the
fully packaged to the fully deployed condition. Time for deploymerat
1 irinute.

Slide a WC in fully deployed condition. A few data: Total span
96' 4.9 panel height 13' 8', number of panels o.5 per wing, actuation by
electric motor of 1/60 HP.

Slide 5: To give you a better idea of the actual size of the wimp,
this slide shows a meokup of the pa.els.

Slide_6z Lunar Lending Vehicle. A very dotailed engineering study on
ell astcts has recently been made by us. The slide is presented in this
c•nnection because we havc. made repeated attempts to find other means than
-.iown here to ntso:.., tlh energy of tie lending Impact. The result is that
the •..ock absoibers are built into the rain struts of the lending geer. We
nnve rmde intensive atten~ts to use such means as large foao.d or inflated
rings etached to somewhat reduced outri•gers, similar rings directly at-
tecltd '.v the vehicle; we have even made the assumption that the vehicle
could be permttted to overturn and impact on a cushion built around the
forward portion of the vettele. However, all solutions came out heavier
and less reliable. It may be rixntio-'d that the requirements for the
touchdown were severel 100 slope plus crie velocity Lomponent in doun-
hill direction, and c.g. loca*io' !.,ut 230 D:chcs above the surface.

Since M'FC has mission and responsiLiility for studyirg the :unar
logistics payload effort including lunar Lases, we have also begun to study

the wide field of lunar shelters.

The te-a Rshelter' covers the %hole spectrum from emergency shelters,
which my be used for hotaa or days only, to a lunar base which, to a
certain extent, can be considered a permanent installation. The number
of people living in such shelters will range from one or two to any

reasonable figure.
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It i- ;bvious that the size of a shelter, I mean the volume enclosed
by auc- ni.t; ucture, depends on the pur, ose, on the mission assigned. We
..amw a tct oral trend t•at the aoiount of A-aec necessary per van should
inL-L*ULj with the longth of time the -heltar will be occupied. We have
. 'xry obvioua limitation with rocard to minimum size: The occupants

u..;* ta, c to strstch to their full lcngth. For an cmcrponcy shelter
it riy at -.coptabirc that this ion-:h be provided in horizontal direction,
i.c. while' tho crow is stretched out on their beds. Shelters used for
Lloru tiu•- -axraeaoy purpclus iUAt permit standing and soma walkinE.

A•kdo irum such limitations ýo are free to choose the geometrical
oaoýo thz structure but we find tVat we have only two useful shapes
for con.Airration: Cylinder and spacre. The cylinder can be used in
tk�) jif.tcrunt ways: as a full cylinder with horizontal or vertical axis,
tnd aL, a ,alf-cylizidnr (quonset hut). For obvious reasons the quonset type
cea, o.beai to I'v.. a vary limited application - if any at all. A

;z "rt- itr-ct•-, 'o.. th1 At ar hinas iras a poor volumetric efficiency
.'•,;•r±n to a cylinder ýhang diameter and length equal to the diameter

LcC the s~hurd. In jdditi. . ., it appears to !Asv functional dizadvantaces.
ie can, thoreforo, as.uiaa that the shelter corifiguratio will be cylindrical
with cithor horizontal or vertical nxis. This may .A.so include, of course,
a combinetion of intorestin4, spheres to an elongated* cylindor-like structure.

The followine slides show in principle the present thinking with regard
to early lunar shelters. All of them are planned for one year life time.
They will ba occupied Intermittently. and will be duai•;ed to be trans-
port'id by the Ln.Z truck.

jlldoZ This is paerhsps the simplest form of a two-en shelter. The
bunks are located at the center of the structure. Tnstrumentation and equip-
ment are ayrr'nced around then. The airlock is shown here on tao out-side; it
can alu, be arranged to be withir t..c main ylinder of the structure.

Slide 5: This shows a similar shoeter dosiM as the pravims slide. A
lunar ;'oving vehicle is stored underneath the living area.

Slide 1j: Hbre wo have a cylindrical shelter with a horizontal main
axis. iart of the equipmwnt such as fuel tanks and fuel cells arc on the
outsile. Ag-a, a lunar roving vehicle is stored between shelter and W4.!
truck.

TOe important characteristic of these shelter contfigutions Is that
none of them is an expandable structure. The studies shoved that there
was no need to use them. I presented these slides only in order to
demonstrate that from all we know the early lunar shelters can and vill
be rigid structures.

"P,- not.h the nuwber of people and the stay time on the noom increase,
tn .4ill be need for larger and consequently different types of shelters.
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dhether the question of their location - I mean whether they will be locatad
on the surfa.ce or in tunnels or trenches - haa some Influene on coneldo.a-
tions of expandability is• hard to say at this time, one would probably be

inclined to give a negative reply.

All the structures I have shown you hive been developed by eagineer
who were under the relentless pressure of hardware requLirats. I would
like you to bee that. although with thee structures sad s•ac developed by
others, there was made a good start, we still are at the veay beginin Of
developing and using such structures. 4.ecd of us ther is a wide a
fascinatinG field, again a uAb territory for enocisus activitie.; and we
way be inclined to give rain to phantasy.

lNow. phantasy is something an engineer certainly needs for any kind
of design work. There is no doubt ttat we need a particulail full manure
of it in the fields ve are discussing today. But let us neratoad that
besides phantasy - or you prefer Zo call it inaCination, intuition - we
need something else equally bally: 4e need to be realistic. ueing
engineers we have to dig deeply with both hand& into the problem, into
the design and manufacturing and functional and enuircmetal probla,
if we do not want to fail or to come up with reedlessly flwpasve striuc-
tures a&nd procedures - expensive both in money end hb lives.

de all are aware that it is much easier and much UWr glarmo to
present pictures rather than develop the unfortunately little regarded
engineering details. A concept makes sense only to the extant an It
recognizes, on one side, the limits of the state-ot-tfrrert (iaeludaia
careful extrapolation) and as it recognizes on the othknr hea the fiuse
tional requirements end the influence of th 'r w %.

I sup.osve t•at- everybody here it Veim)."' •-,•n ,
of the environment we have to cope with: , - t! .. *

variation. lunar surface, meteoritos and t, -

from Impacts oa the lunar surface. We ati to .tluri ici.oieOr 'C'
to deponstrate our lack of quantitative a it•4 to thov how Wficf'-

tain the ground still is on which we sat

As far as the material In concerned ':c t ' i •*± between met"ll:c
strictures and non-metallic structures 14 ' . I ibnvrsls,). Tht
metalli -tr.rtures can be subdivided Int '" 41-te'y rigid and deploy-
able etrutures (of which only the lattr- ai.treat here), the
1,on-motallic consist essentially of tnftý.t ',. -tI 1, ,m.ei, 'structures. Of
course, both main groups may nad do hav, c U 'I -; still. the min
dihinctio• exists - metallic versus nor-a d!I

AL far es application is concerned we ru.; ,,"t rxhb uup ns. f~elds
of clear superiority: The Echo balloon i. !i to rvt -.-1I Inflatable and
non-metallic, while - equally naturally - h:nnr !'n•di '-. t•-cl _re
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necessarily metallic. But what qhould be tho ars*ar with recerd to space
stations or with regard to large ltnar shelters end lunar beca". which are
of ktowinc interest? This answer, I feel, is clearly iefined if we ion-
sider our pertinent knowledge of materialst de know tee metals well enough
that we can uze them immediately, but we are still in development - and
partly in research phases - with the non-metallic materials. Ouite obviouzly,
the factor time is importantz 7. we had to design a lunar shelter now or
within the next several years. thore is no doubt that we would do it r.4
metal. In all fairness we would have to state, however, that beyond this
period of the immediate future the answer is much leas firm - if we should
not leave open the q1estion entirely.

From all I have reid so frr you m3y have the impression that e.ther
myself or we at IMFPC are against the use of non-motallie stucturu--. Tbil
is. of course, not the case. Even if we were so seriously uwiso to salow
ourselves to have preferences as to materiils, we could not afford to over-
look or neglect this proy bina new field. 'hat %e have don;e in each of these
cases, however, was an engineering approach using available inforz-rtion, ey-
pose it to the full spectrum of manufacturi••, functional n'! anvironmental-
requirements, a0d weieL ind compare the results with those of other mate-
ri-1s. 1114. -rocedure w,11 quite naturqlly be rcpeated wherever the occasion
arises. There is an Obviouz potential 11n inflatable and foamed structures
but it is i2parent that progress has still to be made 3nd experience accumu-
lated before we can with confidence plnn on uelih them. But it should be
clear that lack of knowledfa should be u s.timul3nt r• :her than a deterrent
for future work.

On the other hnd again, if yoa consider the situation from an eagi-
neerint; poirt of view. we know that even with metallic structures we rhill
have our full share of problemw with environment and functional require-
ments - why add material problems if they are avoidable.

lb cum up, finally: Ms-'ns intercrt in expardable ctrz.ctures is high
and real and icinediate. As I have shown we are in the rocess of brinm ng
an expandable structure to actual application end use, we have fou.n. with
respect to lunar shelters that their early versions cRn be built in rigid
forms; and we -re studying what requirerme~ s and possibilities the future
may bring.

MaintAtning the necessary enrineering realism we conclude that for
the near future metallic struetures appear the proper answer. The same
ergineering realism makes us Vent, however, to widen and deepen thf know-

ledee in the field of non-metallic mater-als. rheir potertial is proumlirz
-4nd it is ýan ,'r.nt need to prove aFni to show how mrich of I.- ran be con-
verted into the hard facts necessary for the nissiors that lie ahead of us.



ULTRAVIOLET AND HLAT RIGIDIZATION OF

INFLATABLE SPACE STRUCTURES

By

S. Schwart'z
R.W. Jones
L. B. Keller

Materials Technology Department
Hughes Aircraft Company

This paper describes the investigation carried out by Hughes Aircraft
Company to prove that Mylar film laminates can be rigidized using energy
sources available in outer space.

This study showed that both infrared radiation and ultraviolet radia-
tion are practical methods for rigidizing inflatable space structures (such as
Echo 11).

The objectives of the program were:,

I. Small launch volume

2. Minimum weight

3. Goud pre-launch shelf life

4. Minimum auxiliary equipment

5. High wall stiffness

Experimental Approach

The approach taken ir this program waq designed to take maximum
advantage of the space environment in thL i.igidization process. Four en-
vironmental factors were considered foi this rigidization study; Namely,
(1) infrared, (2) ultraviolet, (3) vacuum, (4) gamma radiation. The firat
two were considered most practical for this program.

The two systems developed were an tultraviolet activated polyester
resin and an infrared activated epoxy. Both of these resin systems, com-
bined with a special lightweight fabric reinforcement, produced laminates
as many times as stiff as the original Echo I Mylar.

We tried to stay roughly within the weight and size limitations of
Echo I but, as such skins could be used for many other inflatable structures,
also, the ultimate in low weight and package size was not attempted.

The rigidization process was selected such that there would be no
affect on the structure's ability to withstand deterioration between fabrication
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and launch. It was decided that, after fabrication, the skin material should
s*ow only negligible changes in either initial flexibility or final rigidity in
storage for four weeks at room temperature (72 *Z deg F), two months at
30-40 deg F, two week@ at 80-90 deg F, and three days at 120 deg F. In
addition, vibration- and acceleration- resistance requirements were es-
tablished for launch conditions.

Our analysis of the problem of an optimum structure showed that a
laminated design would be most practicel, and preliminary test results
pointed up the advantage of Mylar film laminates containing catalyzed resins
as interlayers. Such la.mninates can be made to cure to a rigid state when
activated by some fa-tor present in the space environment - no ground
triggering -nechanism is needed. The problem then became one of selecting
the best films, catalyst systems, and fabrication methods.

We developed three rigidization systems, all consisting of a lami-
nate of 'wo Mylar skins (one clear and the other aluminized) and a resin-
impregnated fabric interlayer, all easily fabricated as thin-skin laminates
to a high degree of initial flexibility, and ill storable for long periods in the
catalyzed condition rtee Table 1). For the interlayer, three types of im-
pregnations were used:

1. an ultraviolet-light-ac: v. ated polyester resin;

2. an ultraviolet-light-activated combination of resin and
blowing agent, resulting in a plastic foam;

3. a thermally activated epoxy resin.

Figure 1 illuserates the wc:ghts a_-d rigi~dzation achieved by each
system.

A number of tests were run to determine te stiffness of Mylar-faced
laminates coita;ning, at first v trijits .iý,cots of several different resins.
We found that a Unlimt At -OF, I -I' implv .f a l..•er -if resin Detween rvJo
Myiai .aces was unsatisf.ic-u F r o,,e thil, t .vt-, imp,,ss,.ble to ,eep
the resin spread e% niy; for another, tl,, fit: -c ,6L cagtl. oi layer of
cured rrksn was not rmaich gret' r tian tha, ,f -ts -qual thic nes- of Mylar
film.

Since it is krown that a fabric-reinforced laminate has corsideiahly
more flexural strength than d-es an equal weight ot resin, we next tested
nylon hosiery stock 3s the iabric reinforcement between 1/4-mii Mylar faces.
The results for tl,,-se extremely thin laminates corroborated the theory.

To find the trtst suitabie interlayer fabric, we therefore tested some
44 samples of drapery, hosiery, lingerie, and trimming fabrics - no indus-
trial fabric available was light enough. A special Dacron marquisette was
sekected which was 0.0044 iu. thick and weighed 0.45 lb per 1000 sq ft.* This
was neither the lightest nor the thinnest fabric but it offired the beat combi-
nation of properties in terins of handling strength, final rigidity, weight .-nd
thickness.

*Marquisette, n. A sheer, somewhat lustrois cotton fabric; also a sheer
light silk labric tor dresses -- Webster's New Collegiate Dictonary.
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Weight per Taber Stiffneis
1000 Sq Ft (ib) No.*

1/2-miL Mylar (Echo I) 3.6 0-1/2

Polyester Idmninate 12.27 30-50

Epoxy lam. ite 12.27 40-60

Polyester foam laru-inAte 1 7.5 75-150

*Empirically euated to flexurAl rigidity (in inch-pounds) divided
by 0.396 x 1034

Table i. Weight and st-ffness o. inflatable materials.

Tests Also were carried out to determine the resin or resins to be
use.d in making the laminate. At least one of our systems was to be actu-
ated by ultraviolet radiation, Polyester resur-a, all of which can undergo
ultraviolet catalysis, were an obvious choice. A series of tests were made
of the reactivity of various combinations of ultraviolet catalysts with poly-
ester resins modified by styrene, diallyl phthalate, and triallylcyanurate.
The styrene modified resins gave the highese flexr-ral strengths. Unfortu-
nately, because of the rapid vaporization of the atyrene monomer, this
material is not 7't.nLle ior either long, unsealed storage or us= at high
altitudes.

Prolonged storage tests on the ground plus short exposures at simni-
lated extreme altitudes showed that triallyl -cyanurate -monomer -modified
resins would be satisfactory. To get maximum strength from these resins,
we developed a special ultraviolet- and heat-actuAted catalyst system.

The flexible laminates were made by impregnating the light fabric
with a solution of the catalyzed rosin. Upon loss of solvent, the resin then
firmly adhered to the 1/4-mil Mylar faces. Thsse laminates met all the
flexibility, storage, and vibration- avid acceleration-resistance requirements
for catalyzed, uncured materials. Tests with an ultraviolet souirce showed
that they would reach about 80 percent of their full strength within 20 minutes
afte- the start of exposure. The full strength was attained in 24 hours.

To g3in the ultimate in flexural strength, we fabricated foam-filled
sandwich str-ictures, using the same polyester resin system as before but
with a diaco l4lowing agent added to it. Under ultraviolet radiation, the
blowing agent decomposes and releases nitrogen gas, causing the resin to
foam and, it the same time, to polymerize. The resulting structures were
about four timles as stiff as the original laminate; however, they were also
about 25 percent heavier.

Our third laminate, the epoxy resin system, equals the uncured, solid
polyester system in flexibility, storability, and all other properties, except
that it han a s mewhat better stiffness-weight ratio after curing. Unfortu-
nately, about 250 deg F is needed to start the epoxy curing reaction. This
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means that the infrared absorptivity and emissivity characteristics of the
laminate skins must be adjusted to produce this temperature. Because two
differenzt skins could be used (clear and aluminized Mylar), tests at UCLA's
Thermo) Radiatarti Lab showed it was possible to arrange the configuration
so that the activation temperature could be reached in either system.

Our final choices were the two cnfigur.tions using the polyester .esin
and the epoxy resin (Figures 2 and 3). Figatres 4. 5, and 6 show the change
in flexural rigidity, and a tensile strmngth with temperature for these systems
after cure under conditions considered typical for an inflated structur' like
the Echo I. The increase in rigidity after an initial drop-off can be at.ri-
buted to post-curing of the resin systems. The loss of weight and strength
as a result of high-vacuum effects proved negligible in a two-week tea. perioe
The tear strength (as measured by the ASTM DI004 method), showed an in-
crease of about 500 percent over that of the Echo I's 1/2-mnil Mylar for all
laminated structures. These results substantially agree with the data on
similar materials in the literature.

This kind of rigidization, we believe, can also be applied to tha vier
materials, which may then be used in structural member s,

The use of ultraviolet a-t a ttgtdizing mecthanism has a number of
advantages. They are.

1. An indefinite shelf life is available.

2. No activation mechanism is required.

3. There is no excess weight requirement such as in the case
with a solvent boil-off system or a gelatin system.

4. No gaseous catalysts are required.

5. The resins are commercially available and inexpensive.

The two possible drawbacks to U-V cured syntems are,

I, U-V source nust be available, i. e., sun orientation is
required.

2. Long time U-V exposure may cause further degradation of
the polymer film.

With respect to the second point, it has been pointed out by
Dr. Pezdirtz of NASA Langley and others, that in many cases the space
structure being rigidized may be coated with aluminim on one side (such
as a solar concentrator). Thus the aluminized surfLce will serve to block
lurther U-V degradation.

Another prop..sed technique to increase the U-V resistance would be
the incorporation into the system of a material having a variable 1i-V
absorptivity. This material would have a low initial 11-V absorptivity which
allows U-V catalyzation, and after a short period changes to a nigh U-V
absorptivity acting as a protective agent.
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Figure 4. Fiexural rigidity of U. V. activated polyester
laminates at various temperatures.
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Figure 5. Flexu•il rigidity of thermally activated epoxy laminates

at various temperatures.
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Such a material has been described, and is commercially available.
The compounh resorcinol monobensoate does not absorb ultraviolet radiation
until it has bcen exposed for sunre time to U-V.

Thus, a fresh 0.005 percent solution of resorcinud monobenzoate in
isopropyl alcohol tranbmits 50 percent or wore light above 290 nip, but
after 16 hours this wave length is increaseJ ;o 360 me. The ultraviolet Light
may be causing rearrangement of the resorcinol monobensoate to 2,4-
dillydroxybenzophenone, a good inhibitor against UV damage. Theoretically,
the resorcinol monobenzoate would have to be separated from the resii,
since phenolic materials tend to inhibit polymerization of the polyester resii.
However, in a test of a U-V catalyzed resin containing I percent of resorcinol
monobenzoate, there appeared to be no cure inhibition at all. At the time of
writing tests are being conducted on such materials to determine the effect
on U-V degradition.

The principal disadvantage to the use of an infrared activated system
(which could be made very ultraviolet resistant) is the fact that for activation
a fairly high surface temper-ture is required. This then presupposes a sur-
face which has a relatively high absorptivity and a low etnmissivity. Un-
fortunately, such a structure, after rigidization is complete, would remain at
the high temperature unless a coating was developed with a variable+s- . Such
a coating would be used tn initially result in a high surface temperature and
later would change to a low surface temperature. This would result in in-
creased strength in the structur-' as well as cooler internal parts, better
Aiveability, etc. Such a development would then make practicable the utili-
zation of a thermally activated system such as the epoxy or a heat activated
polyester resin or polyurethane foam. Hughes Aircraft Company is currently
investigating variable cnatings.

A third procedure, in which only moderate temperatures dre required,
.-ould tie to use an initiator which decomposes at a relativeiv lyw temperature.
Thi-. substance would initiate the decomposition of a free radical source such
as benzoyl peroxide which would cause polymerizatijn of a pci•cster resin.
Such -n initsator maV be a compound like azobisisobutyronitrile which de-
composes at 140 to i93F. With a surface having an AM ratio which would
assure the attainment of these temperatures, the structure could be allowed
to remain at that temperature witt 3ut loss in strength. By this system, good
ultraviolet protection could be obtained from the coating designed to reach the
required temperatures. Tests would be required tu det.3rmine what storage
life is available from such a system.

The successful development of either or both of these systems to
resist successfully space environment deterioration could then lead to a con-
siderable increase in the utility of expandable structures.

It is hoped that other investigators will explore the further application
of heat and ultraviolet rigidized space structures.

NOTE:
This work was sponsored in part by the NASA Langley Research Center

,nder Contract NASI-847.
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Figure 1. Illustrating the relative rigidities of tCie various systema.

Figure 2. Configuration used for ultraviolet violet activated resin.

Figure 3. Configuration used for infrared activated resin.

Figure 4. Flexural rigidity of U. V. activated polyester laminates at
various temperatures.

Figure 5. Flexural rigidity of thermally activated epoxy laminates at
various temperatures.

Figure 6. Variation of tensile strength with temperature for TAC polyester
laminate.

Table 1. Weight and stiffness of inflatable materials.
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THE POTENTIAL OF EXP•ANED ALLIJIM

MESH FOR IMWJATABLE RIGIDIZED PLDAR

REFLECTIVE DEVICES

L. J. Boler

Viron Division

Geophysics Corporation of America

I. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF EXPAINDED MESH
A. Expanded Mesh Fabrication

Expanded mesh is fabricated from sheets or coil. of material with
no waste.

A typical example of the magnitude of expansion would be as
follows:

Parent Material: .003"' thick aluminum foil one foot square.
Expanded Material: an expanded product with 94% open area with

a strand width of 0.010" would be one foot
wide could be 6 to 12 feet long.

Many materials can be expanded. Some examples are shown in
Table I.

Metals: Aluminum
Lead
Brass
Copper
Silver
Platinum
Nickel
Steel

Non-Metals: Polyethylene
Teflon
Any plastic that is not brittle

Laminates of Metals and non-metals

TABLE lI. MATERIALS THAT CAN U EXPANEMl



Material
Thicknees

Strand

* Width

End View

Plan View

Material

1/3

Die

Knife
TYpical Die cad Knife

FIG=UR 1
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The expanding process -uttlizevs the ent 4 re sheet of ssaterial that
reaches the expanding dies, that is, there is no waste, no blanks or
punched out parts.

ThL expanded mesh is simultaneously slit and stretched by the shaped
dies. The shaped dies determine the diýensions of the openings Us, the mesh.

An understanding of the process car b- obtajited by studying.
Figure I.

Special desired characteristics of the finished material can be
obtained by varying the SWD, IND, strand width and feed material thickness.

IND - Long way of the diamond - measuxed from the center of one
joint to the center of the next joint. This dimension is determined by
the dies.

SWD - Short way of the diamond - measured fri center to center of
the Joints in the machine direction. This dimenslon can be changed
slightly by adjusting the vertical travel of the dies. The maximum SMD
is twice the die depth minus twice the material thickneas.

Strand Width - The strand width is the width of the material that is
slit from the original material with each pass of the dies. The strard
width is usually equal to or greater than the original material thickness.

Original Mtaterial Thickness - The original metal thickness becomes
the strand thickness. Thus the weight of a particular mesh configuration
is directly proportional to the original material thickness. The general
range in micro mesh for this dimension is from .001" to .010".

Some of the possibilitie.n are illustrated in Table 1.

TABU Ir
BIN TO OBTAIN SPECIAL CHARACTERISIWS IN MM1X3D MESH

Change the foiowing item as indicated
Desired Strand NAterial
Characteristics SWO LWD Thickness Thickness
Strength Decrease Decrease Increase increase

Reduce Weight Irnr.asc Increase Decrease Decrease

Increase Rigidity (slight effect)(slight (large (large eflecc)
effect) effect)

Decrease Decrease Inciease Increase

Radar Reflectivity Adjust AdJusL Increase Increase

Low Drag Increase lncrease Negligible Large-effect

P. Possible Finishing Operations
Different applications will require different eonfigurations' the

basic adjustments that can be mode have been discussed in Sectlan 1A,
however, other finishing operations are available.

and 3 i



I. Rollng
The mesh can be rolled flat as shown in Figure 2

FiC'UE 2
EXPANDED MESH ROLLED FIAT

2. Coating
A coating can be applied easily by a dipping process.

Coatings could be applied to enhance appearance, to obtain
thermal properties, or to obtain corrosion resistance.

C. Vehicle Construction
Most applications of the expanded metal either as radar reflector

or in other applicatxons have and will require seams so that spheres,
cylinjers, etc. of the proper slze can be fabricated from flat pieces
of the mesh mraterial.

The most realily apparent method of erecting these structures
is by inflation.

Inflation requires a membrane to hild the inflation gas or
vapor from escaping during the inflatin& process. Polypropylene and
Mylar plastic films would be logical choices for the inflation
membrane material. Some vf the factors affecting Polypropylene and
Mylar films have been investigated by Viron under Contract NAS 5-1888
of the NASA. Some of the results of those investigations are discussed
below:
1. Physical Characteristics of Mesh and Laminate

The weight and dimensions of tne meshes and their laminates
being used was experimentally determined and are shown in Table
MIf. A template was used Lo give "cnsistent accurate sample sizes.

Weights wzre established to within one per cent. The weight and
dimensions of mesh and laminate will vary some from batch to
batch and within a batch because of manufacturting tolerances on the
mean and the film, the variation of the amoumt of adhesive used in
the lamination, and the variation of tensions during the
laminating process.
a. Thermal Shock and Flexure Test

Two sets of samples were prepared for the thermal
shock test. Each set consisted of six samples of each

i ' | | | i 4 |II
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mesh laminate, ,vo samples with stigle-taped seams, and
two samples with double-taped seams. The samples were
placed between wire screen and successively submerged
in liquid nitrogen (-195.5 0 C) and boiling water (+1000C).
The test was continued for a total of thirteen cycles,
each cycle consisting of a submersion of 5 minutes in
nitrogen and 5 minutes in boiling water. After complating
the thirteen cycles the samples were allowed to air dry.

The samples were inspected under a microscope. No
breaking, cracking, or delamination was observed. Some
discoloration sad some wrinkling was evident on all of the
samples. The taped seam did not crack, break, or discolor.
Its mecharical strength was not degraded.

Two-inch wide flexure test strips were clamped around
an 8" alwuinum ring. Samples were submerged 25 times for
ten seconds alternately in water and liquid nitrogen. No
cracking, breaking, or delamination of samples occurred.
Slight discoloration and wrinkling was obs-rved.

b. Seam Construction
1) Wethod oi consL-ucting seams fWr the mesh laminate

material are currently under investigation. The
normal seam construction used with the plastic
portion of the laminate will probably yield sufficient
strength.

D. Sphere Construction
Utilizing a taped seam construction, eight one meter spheres

and five 12k foot spheres have been constructed and structurally tested.
Some of the test results are summarized in Table IV.

TABLE IV
AVERACE STRAIN IN PERCENT OF MYLAR MESH LAMINATE SPHERES

Strain Location Sphere Skin Stress
4000 pSI 8000 PSI Ultimate

Longitudinal
Equator O.9! 1.63 3.45
450 up from Equator 0.87 1.55 2.97

On Gore Adjacent to
Polar Cap 0.73 1.15 2.20

Transverse
Equator 0.57 1.20 3.51
45o up from Equator 0.61 1.24 2.90
On Core Adjacent to

Polar Cap 0.82 1.23 2.47
Circumferential

Equator 0.,41 0.81 2.17
Polar 0.46 0.81 1.68
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This work illustrates that a mesh sphere vehicle can be manutactured
using either Mylar or Polypropylene plastics.

E. Packing Density
Measurements of displaced volume have been made on folded 12k

foot spheres fabricated with #2-1145 - 0.15 mil mylar mesh laminate.
The folded spheres were placed in polyethylene bags, evacuated, and
sealed to approximate a packing pressure of one atmosphere. Thr
experimenL resulted in a packing density of .00369 cubic inches of
displaced volume for each square inch of surface area. Extra-
polation of this figure to a 135 foot sphere gives a volume of 17.4 ft.
for a mylar mesh laminate.

Both mylar mesh laminate and polypropylene mesh laminate have also
been stacked and subjected to pressure. Plots of thickness per layer
with pressure are shown in Figure 3.

Polypropylene mesh laminate ocuupies from 55 to 70% of the volume
of mylar mesh laminate. A conservative volume estimate for a 13•
toot polypropyletc sphcre based on this information is 12.25 ft.'.
One would expect that 135 foot spnere can be folded and packed in a
volume from 85% to 95% of the extrapolated volume based on measure-
ments made on a 12k ft. sphere. Applying this factor results in a
balloon volume estimate fo- a 13J foot polypropylene mesh laminate
sphere of 11.0 cubic feet.

Calculations of canister radius versus factored balloon volume
for various balloon stack heights have been made. This family of
canisters is includeA in figure 4.

An estimate of the necessary canister radius for a 135 foot
p iyester sphere, assuming a balloon stack height of 10 .nches is
s'ightly less than 25 inches.

It is thus adequately demonstrated that the expanded aluminum
,oesh car be used to manufacture spheres which can be used as radar
reflectors.

I1. EXPANDED MESH AS A RADAR REFLECTOR

A. ASD Testing
Considerable testing has been accomplished by ASD to determine

the efficiency of Metal Grid Spheres as Reflecting Bodies, ASD
technical note bl-85 dated November 1961 by YLO E. Stabler reports
that "As Passive Reflectors," Grid Spheres can replace full metallic
surface spheres as long as the mesh dimensions are kept smaller than
1/8 of the communication wave length.

The testing reported on in the above study was conducted with
an 18 inch Painted Grid teet sphere or a 22-3/4 inch sphere covered
hy a grid of thin wires, primarily, .010 inch in diameter.

Viron has conducted limited tests 12ý ft. diameter mesh spheres
under contract NAS 5-1888. The results were inconclusive and this
is an area where additional efforts definitely required.
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111. EXPANDED MESH RIGIDITY

It in essential that the -"sh vehicle attain a designed shape and
then retain that shape for the flight design period. This end i asult can
be accomplished in the case of the mesh laminate constructf - because
of the fact that any metal tho' would be of interest as a radar reflector
wil 1 have a yield pt. that can be exceede.d by soe method of internal.ly
pressuri-ag the mesh structure.

Once this yield point hap been exceeded the geomerric shape is
essentially fixed as long as the vehicle is operating in the enviroimenL
of space and has been properly designad to wLLhstanl the forces of solar
pressure, atmospheric drag, micrometeorites impacts.

The following discussion is directed toward comparing 'he stiffness
of the expanded aluminum mesh laminate with other materials such as the
metallized mylar used in Echo I and the aluminum foil, mylnr, alumirm
foil laminate used in Echo II.

A simple cantilever beam of length 1 end loaded with a load W has
a waximum deflection of W13  where E is the modulus of elaseicity of the

ST I
material and I Is the amount of inertia of the cross section with rL spect
to lLs neutral axis. The El product occurs in the denominator fe"- the
deflection expression of maaiy other beams with more complex Lddin: and
supports. Since deflection is the inverse o, stiffnes., ano deflection
is inversely proportional to the El product, the El product of any con-
struction can be used a- a criteria of stiffness.

The EI product of the mesh laminate and Echo I and A-12 matorials
was first determined analytically. It was also determined experimentally
and compared with its analytical value.

The mathematical determiinato-- of the El product of mesh material
b._comes complex since it is not homogeneous or isotropic. Dimensions
and physical --roperties of mesh l-nninste bhange from p-oint to point.

SUD or
.Machine Direct ion

- IdMD or Transverse Direction

FIGURE 5
GENERAL MFSH
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For the general mesh we can say that

El - f ( 0, XI, X2 , --- Xn)

Where 0 is the direction along which the 91 product is determined, and
X11 is the nth ptameter of the mesh which affect& stiffneas.

Only two cases, 9 - 0 (or 180o) and 0-900 (or 2700) are considered
in the analysis. The stffness in one direction is the same as that
1800 from it. The direction when 0 - 0 (or 1800) is referred to as
the transverse direction IND (Long Way of the Diamond); the machine
direction SWD (Short Way of t4 c Diamond) is the direction 0 = 900 (or 2700)).

The analysis performed is based on a series of corrections to the ideal
mesh. The resuits will be a reasonable approximation at stiffness since
the mesh laminate is not a homogeneous isotropic material.

Consider first a perfect lamination, i. e., the lamination is of
constant thickness (parallel surfaces), and the strands have rectangular
cross sections and are not twisted or bent. (See Figure 8.)

Film (2) of
thickness tt

Neutral -- .

Sftrands of
width d
and thickness b

"TIGURE 6
PERFECT WIINATTON

The moment of incrtia of a rectangular cross section of the mesh alone
is given by: = I bd3

TT*
The moment of inertia of a 1" wide btrip of merh wit-h N integral nt-mbcr

of strands is:
I-N I bd'

12-
The El product for the perfect mesh alone is then

EAL (N I bd3

12 )
The moment of inertia due to the til. is:

I - 2 (To + Ax2)

Where Io - the moment of inertia of one side of the film abqut jts
own neutral axis, A area of one side of film 1" wide, and X + ÷ t.
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The El product for two films is therefore

2E.- 1, (!T + 'As')

The ut of thu-se .wo terms is the El product for the perfect
mesh laminate: (N . bd3) E. + 2

.Ita3 AL3 12 fb (Xo + Ax2

The actual tesh inrittnate differs from the configuration assumed for
the perfect laminati''v, 1Three corrections are made to the expression
for the (ET)rotal product to account for the dimensional difference betveet,
actual and perfect mesh configurations.

Each strand in the mesh was assumed to be parallel, i. e., not
twisted. This is not always the case; the strands assume an angular
position, 9, within the mesh. This angular position in some cases
increases and In some decreases the El products of the mesh.

The moment of inertia with mesh strands at an angle 0 is given by:

b- tb #2 c.2 + b 2It N l+ A Tytn9 coAsy=

$in#-2i+,F + A(b)2 tan #BV

Where N = Number of strands per Inch of riesh

A = ,r•os- Sectional " -ea of the strand

- - Str and Thickness

Yx= - Nment SbOUt neutral x axis of a strand

ly = Nmient about neutral y axis

# = Angle that mesh deviates from ideal case

P XY Product of inertia - 0 for all mesh cases

Microscopic examination of the laminate shows the cross section of
the strand to vary fr-c• po!=t to point. These variations cause changes in
the moment of inertia of the mesh. Also, many nicks exist perpendicular
to the ..trand length which also reduce the stiffness. It is estimated
that these mechanical variations reduce the mesh stiffness by 10 per cent.
Thi- arbitrary correction is introduced in the stiffness calculation.

The film is purposely laminated to a different configuration than
shown as the ideal mesh. An approximation to the film is shown.
Imperfections such as high points, low points, and wrinkles exist with
present techniques of laminating.

S391 -
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Neutral

Film FIGURE 7
APPROXIMATE FIlM CONFIGURATICO

The actual El for the films can be expressed in terms of the LWD
and SD of the mesh. The El product in the transverse direction is:

Transverse Elfilm L3 SWD t3 2 bb 3 b2zjE

Transverse Elfjlm - t + 2 C12  (.15)(SWD)+ ( +

( Efilm
12

Where t -film thickness

d = strand width

SWD = Short Way of Diamond

LWD = Long Way of Diamond

The El product in the machia:e direction can be found with the above
equation by substituting LWD for SWD.

Table II shows the calculated values of stiffness and comparative
ratios. Calculations were carried out for both the transverse and machine
direction for each mesh laminate and expressed in units of lb.-in2 /in.

Numerical values used for computation are:

E Mylar - 0.6 x 106 lb./in. 2

E Polypropylene= 0.15 x 106 lb./in.2

EAt - 10 x 106 lb./in2 (both 1145 and 5052 alloy)

-= 30° for both # 1 and # 2 mesh in 5052 alloy
and #8C in 1145 alloy, and 450 for both # I
and # 2 mesh in 1145 alloy.
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The first approach triod to experimentally determine stiffness
was the cantilever beam method. A 1" x 6" strip was fixed in a horizontal
position by clamping two inches on one end. The measured vertical
deflection caused by its own weight could be used to determine the
experimental El product. This method was discarded because the test
strip would not lay flat enough to obtain acciurate measurements of
deflectinn.

The second method used was a ring deflection method. This method
consisted of cutting 1" x 6" sample strips of each type of material in
the transverse and machine direction. Each sample was formed into a
circle or ring of 6" cir'-umference and joined. Each sample was hung
over a straight stiff wire rounted horizontally. Another small length
of wire formed the lead and was placed in the bottom of the ring 1800

from the top suspension point. The weight of the load wire caused the
ring to take an eliptical shape. Measurements of the major and minor
diameters were made to the nesrpst 1/16 inch. These measurements were
subtracted from the original diameter to obtain D. and Dý. the changes
in horizontal and vertical diameters, respectively. The vertical
radial displacement of the ring is

1  ~ ~ 3  F 1 1" c~m )i (1)
Dy ft a: IT + stn• cos- ) -TD 2E"- (sin•) 4 24/ )L -4

The horizontal radial displacement at the midpoint of the ring
between leads is

2 4 E "sin (slnoU2J

Where W = Lead Weight

R - Radius of Ring

o(= 1/2 the angle between the applied lcdds

In our case, W . 1.81 x 10-3 lb, R = .952". Therefore,
2

to find the El product of our sample rings, these equations reduce to:

2,135 x 10'5 lb in 2 /in.
Dx

El 2.315 x 10-4 lb inW/in.
Dy

For each ring two calculations of EI were made, one using Dy and one using
D.. Three rings were constructed for each material giving six values for
the El product for each type of material in each direction. The six val-es
for each El product were averaged and recorded.

The above values are not corrected for deflection of the ring caused
by its own weight. The stiffer the material the smaller will be its

(1) "Formulas for Stress and Strain," by Raymond J. Roark, page 153,
case No. 9.
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deflection caused by its own weight.
This curve was constructed fie. zero external lead measurements

made on sample rings. The stiffest material measured had no observable
deflection ander zero external load. Corrected experimental 21 products
are shown zn Table VII.

The ring deflection method was alis used to find the experimental
valuetj .f the 91 product of A12 material. Th same experimental equ~tions
apply when the rtght hand sa is multiplied Ly the factor of (1 - u )
where u a Poisson's Ratio. M The analytical determination metbo .or
the A12 material converted the aluamim to an equivalent in Mylar.Ll)

The following equations were used for the conversion:

'IA12 -iMlar + t eff

T•ylar 12 t13

leff" 2 [b, e/12 +bc t ( 1) + ]

A1•A2- E R2 t 1
3 + 2 (bc t/12 + bct (t + 2 2)

2 J
Wheit t = Thickness of almninum

tI - thickness of Mylar

b-- equivalent wIdth of alunuma

bc - E.._bl
%Mylar

b, - width of sample ring

It was found that Echo I material (0.5 oll metelliaed Hylar) is not
stiff enough to use the ring method for determination of its stiflness.

The results of all calculations and their ratios are included in
Table V. A plot of analytical to experimental stiffness values Is shown
on Drawing Figure 10.

Both the analytical and experimental calculations show that # 1 mesh
5052 alloy gives the stiffest comnbiation. The rest of the material cc.-
binations are closely grouped. It is suspected that not all valiables
have been accounted for in the analytical deteamination of stiffness of the
mesh materials. We feel that che experimental measurements are 20re realistic-
of the actual material stiffness.

(2) F'oroulas for Stress and Strain," by Raymond J. Roark, page 121,
Section 36.

(3) "Mechanics of Naterials, "Miller and Dneriagsfeld, Section 10-6
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V. EXPANDED MESH POTENTIAL

The potential of expanded aluminum mczh as a material for use
in inflatable rigidizing radar reflective devices.

An optimized material for inflatable rigidizing radar reflective
device must fulfill certain criteria.

A surmary ot some of the most important are as follows:

A. Light weight - Table III illustrates that the 3 mil x b
wil mesh by itself would weigh less than the Echo I
sphere material. It would be very advantageous to
determine how to ereLt the vehicle without a plastic bladder.
It would appear to be logical that progrcss can also be made

toward reducing the material weight by reducing its original
thickness. If one mil thick material c-uld be expanded with
a strand width of 3 mils thca the weight shown in Table III
would be reduced by a factor of six.

Thus a 135 ft. diameter satellite would weigh only 22.5
lbs. which would be 9.7% of an equivalent sized Echo I weight,
and 4.75% of the Echo II weight.

If a plastic bladder is required it is obvious that it
must be as light as possible.

B. Rigidity
Even if a plastic bladder is necessary the mesh material

has the advantage over metallized plastics of rigidity. Table
V. illustrates this. This table also shows that the mesh
material is more rigid than the Echo It material.

The shape of the mesh is ideal for rigidity because of the
large effect that necessary strand width has on maximizing
the El product. This can be seet, in Figure 1.

C. Open Area
Open area is very important because it reduce- the effects

of solar pressore and melecular drag forces. The expanded mesh
cen •htain open areas as high as 9b7 with one mil original
material thickness. This would result in 1/5 the drag and

buckling force which would result from 90% open material.
D. Long Space Life

No significant deterioration due to space environment can
be envisioned for the expanded aluminum mesh.

E. Fabrication Capability
The -xpanded mesh material is available and has been

experimentally used in spheres up to 12h feet in diameter.
Folding and packaging tests etc. have been performed. No
major fabrication developmental problems remain unsolved.
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EXPANDABLE FOAM-IN-PLACE SHELTERS AND REFLATED ITEMS

Jack F. Furrer

U. 3. Army Natick Laboratories

bhile the work on expandable structures to be presented here does not
deal with aerospace application, I believe thct it is of sufficient interest
to wat-vrnt your consideration for potential application in this area.

The U. S. Army Natick Laboratories became heavily involved in foam
plgti- deve-11--nent in 1955 when it entered into a program to develop foam
plj.stiL energy dissipators for Aerial Delivery application. In 1956, it
becase apparent that the high strength polyurethane foams also had potential
as a structural insulating material for shelters. Starting at that time and
ccntinuing until fairly recently, a number of shelters of varying sizes and
configurations have been producted by conventional spray equipment. The
purpose of this work was to establish the design criteria necessary for shel-
ter-s t, be produced by simpler means. One of the results of this work was a
prelitinary stress analysis of foam plastic shelters, which is utilized to
estimate the basic physical and mechanical parameters for various sized
shelte-s.,

It was realized early in the program that, unless the process was
extremely simple and foolproof, its utilization would be severely restricted.
A thorough evaluation of the problems led to the formulation of the concept
of a seli'-propigating solid foaming sheet. This was visualized as a solid
resinous system whicn was composed of finely divided particles bonded together
to form a flexible sheet and fabricated in the fina.l shelter foam. Tý1s
formed sheet would be inflated by air or by gases from th' chemical reaction..
Heat applied in one area would initiate the reaction and self-propagation
would result in rapid foaming and setting within a short period of time.

Encarsulation of the active components was considered and rejected because
of danger of acclientAl triggering, cost, and inability to randle material such
as T'DI. Effort was then devoted to the new area of blocked isocyanate adducts.

A contract with General Mills resulted in a number of moderately stable
sol!d cmp.osltlnti,; however, the heat required for unblocking and reaction
initiation was far in excess of that available in the field.

At this point, the program funding was picked up by Canada under the U.S.-
Canadian Development Snaring Program. A contract was negotiated with Ontario
.iesearch Foundation to establish the feasibility of a foaming sheet.

Initially, attention was concentrated on the continuation of work started
by General Mills since uretbane foam technology was well advanced, and they
produced foams with desirable properties. Again, however, attempts to obtain
foemable compositions that were both exothermic and storage stable at normal
ambient temperatures were unsuccessful. At this point, a thermodynamic study
convincea us taa, it was nt•. ,salbit to iubtaii highl, "xothermic re.ictlu•a
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from this class of materials. Combinations of isocyanate adducts and poly-
epoxides, which theoretically should be highly exothermic, also yielded no
useable foam c-ompositions.

Attention was then directed toward systems based upon epoxide amine
condensation reactions, and a number of compositions were developed which
were highly exothermic. Initiation temperatures range from 1600P. up, and
peak exotherms as high as 500'F were recorded.

In general, these formulations are composed entirely of solid components
in the form of free floring, finely-divided powders. They yield rigid foams
with essentially closed cell structure in density ranges of 2-5 lbs/cu ft.
The compressive strengths are somewhat below those for urethanes of the same
density. Some of these forwmlations which have been subjected to roum teLipera-
ture storage were found to be stable in excess of six months. They have
initiation temperatures of 2•0-3OO°F and are self-sustaining when heated to

these temperatures.

Even with the most exothermic epoxy formulations, it was found that the
objective of a system that would self-propagate as a thin laycr could tot be
attained, Consequently, an auxiliary heating source has been developed to
provide the heat necessary to melt the components of the foamable composition
and raise the temperature to that required to initiate the foaming reactions.
Because of their ease of control, pyrotechnic materials were examined for
this purpose, and the mwst suitable composition was shown to be that based on
the oxidation of iron powder with elemental sulphur. It has been established
that flexible sheets can be obtained from powdered pyrotechnic mixtures by
compounding with a small percentage of loose asbestos fibers. Although of
low strength, the sheets show no tendency to dust even with as little as 2% of
the fibrolas bonding agent, and the strength can be improved by the addition of
glass fibers. Optimum burning properties are obtained with pyrotechnic sheets
containing iron and sulphur In ratios from 75:25 to 65:35 by weight and hound
with 2-10% asbestos. The sheets are self-propegating above a total weight of
0.1 lbs/sq ft arzi have an average burning rate of I ft/inm They require only
a simple ignition device, such as a match.

The concept of a self-contained expandable sheet has been demonstrated
by combining this heat source with a suitably packaged epoxy foam formulation.
For testing, the powdered formulation was peckaged in polyethylt-ic coated
aluminum foil in the form of a channelled bag. The heating sheets were bonded
to the outer surface*- of the slt.lnum envelope vith an insulation layer inter-
posed to decrease the peak temperature transmitted to the foamble composition.
This procedure for producing a flexible unit was adopted for laboratory con-
venienre and does not necessarily represent the most suitable design for
manufacture.

With composite sheets of this description, employing either a single
pyroteehnic sheet on one surface or pyrotechnic sheets sealed to both surfaces,
acceptable foam products have been obtained at ambient temperatures in the
range -40OF to 850 F. The occurrence of large pores in the foam was encountered
and attributed to entrapment if air in the aluminum envelope, since this effect
was not observed in oven foaming experiments.

At the lowest temperature at which tests were perfrmned, -40OF, it was
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shown that a pyr~techniG eonte!nt of 45-:)5% by weight of the foasble layer is
required to give satisfactcry volume expansion, whereas at 85OF approximately
30-40% of the pyroteehnic mixture is sufficient. Although a detailed investi-
gation has not been made of the operable tempeiature range for a given ratio
of pyrotechnic tD fosable components, an indication -f the flexibility of the
system is given by the fact that suitable products resulted from tests on
identical composite sheets at temperatures of 230F and 77 0

F.

To illustrate the use of the composite sheet in the form -)f an ýtdvl
shelter, a model str,.cture c-nsisting of a thre,-foýýt diameter hemisphere was
prepared 'n w;.lch a sintrle, inner heating sheet was employed corresponding to
3A by weeggh- O& the foamable layer. Cn. teitinr -t an ambient temperature of
t&-Fr, a rigid ann essentially uiform foamed structure was obtained with
average wall thickness :f 2 inchet;s Thus, toe concept of a foamable sheet and
its applicability for shelter construction have Deen clearly established., In
addition, the potential of the system for cperatlon under arctic conditions
has been demonstrated,

Work is expected to continue in this area to optimize the formulation,
investigate the most feasible methods of pecktiging, and analyze problems )f
converting continuous sheet material to various ehelter configarati•ns.,,

Concurrent with this program Is one to develop a relf-contained kit to
produce a definite amount of foam. This kit would be utili.ed by the indl-
vidual soldier under ambient field conditions

Twn approaches are currently under active investigation, both with
.tlantic Riesearch Corporation., The fir-t i- the development of a simple,
inexpenz.tve heat gun utilizing a readily available fuel such as gasoline. Into
tne flame is fed one oi -01 oe solid foam compositions. The present crude proto-
type hat given encouraj4ný, results. Uning unexplr:r d styrene beads coated wita
an epoxy resin, foams having fair physical propertie3 aive been produced.
Retention on a vertical wall exceeds 90%.

The otner approach is directed toward an all-liqud aerosol type spray

kit which will function over the entire range of climatic temperatures. Essen-
tially, such an approach requires liquids that maintain a low viscosity from
-65 to 1400F. In the early work on energy dissipators, some consideration was
given to extremely low temperature foaming reactions. Out of this limited
effort, evolved the pcssibility of producing foams from ionicly catalyzed vinyl
monomers. Admittedly, the foams were of poor quality, but the basic monomer
had low viscosities at -4OOF and the reactions proceeded rapidly. For the
past year, we have been aggressively pursuing this approach for the kit. To
date it appears that vinyl ethers offer the greatest chances of success. While
foams have been produced frow these ethers, their physical propertLies to date
have been poor, and much work remains to be done on control of the relative
rates of pol.merization action and foaming and on the relation of physical
properties of the foams to monomer composition.
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AIR-SUPPORrID TENS MR MILITARY USE

Constantin J. Monego

U. S. Army Natick Laboratories
Natick, Massachusetts

Modern scientific and technological developments made in military
equipment and in support of a mobile army have resulted in the need for
new type tentage. The need for the nev tentage varies from highly
specialized items for the missile program to large maintenance tents for
ground vehicles and aircraft. Operational requirements for tents that
most effectively support mobility concepts can be found in references
18 and 19, nnd may be sunmarized as follovs:

Maximoi utility space - To provide necessary work areas, un-

hampered by internal supporting poles and frames.

Lightweight, low bulk and cube - To increase transportability.

Minor maintenance and site requirements - To minimize logistical
support.

rcpandsbility - To reduce number and typeg.

Versatility and adaptability - To meet unique military field
tentage requirements.

Easy and quick erecting and striking capauility - 1Jo conserve
time and manpower.

Protection capabilities - To protect field coi.b'. troops against
environmental strei.ses and CB agents.

The use of air-supported tents, which can be easily transported,
erected, and struck for more mobile Army operations, represents on,
approach taken by the Army to provide mobile shelters of reduced weight,
cost, and cubage.

With the development of air-supported tents, the technology of tent
making is developing step by step from a traditional craft to a branch of
scientific engineering. This is a parallel development: Production
engineering and scientific design. These two are interdependent for
progress and support; the tents cannot be fabricated without material--
materials cannot be developed without knowing the end use conditions of
the tent.
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Development engineering is defined as the building of prototype.
meeting user requirements. Scientific design is defined as the design
of the tent--the starting point of development engineering--including
research and development on structures and usterials which vii produce
an end Item suitable to meet the orersting characteristics required for
Ari"v operations.

It is the intent of this paper to present both development engineer-
ing and the scientific design of air-supported Army tents. The development
engineering phase will be covered by a brief discussion of some of the
air-supported tents developed for the military. The scientific design
phase will be covered by discussing some of the interesting aspects of
the York leading to the development of alr-supported tents, and pointing
out areas which require additional research and development.

PROmJCTON EE 131( M 0 AIR-SJUW1'N TIM'

In zhis portion of the report, some of the air-supported tents
developed for the military will be described alon with Information
relative to background, ufique features, and pertinent test data. The
development and testing of the alr-supported tents can logically be
divided in three ports:

(1) An exploratory study of the development and testing of
air-inflatable structures.

(2) Development of special-purpose tents in support of the
missile program--single-Vall, air-supported tents.

(3) Development of maintenance tents--double-Vall, air-supported
tents for Army vehicles and missiles.

Under the exploratory study, two tents will be discussed: A one-man
mnuntain tent developed for the AM and a 20 x 40 Inflatable air-mott
malntenence tent developed for the Air Force.

A. One-Man Ybuntain Tent (Inflatable)

This tent was developed to meet the need for a self-contained unit
which could be eaily and quickly erected under extreme cold and high
Wiads. The tent (Fig 1) developed for the Army (21) measures 2 feet
nl inches wide, 7 feet 7 incha long, 3 feet 2 inches high In frot de-
creasing to a width of 1 fOOt 9 inches, ad a height of 1 foot 14 Lehes
in the rear. It weighs 14 pounds. The tent conslsts of an A-shewed
frade •e fr three Inflatable tubes rumming down 'he frot and across
the r1ide. The tent was tested at Nou-A Washingko during the vlntqr of
1949-50. As a result of tests, the tent was found to be too heavy and
bulky for its intended use. In addition, after two weeks of use in cold
weather, the Inflated 11 developed oimte air leaks at almest every
seam and cornea, requiring frequent relnrfation to keep the tent erect.
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Fig 1 - One-fw Mfoutauin Tent (Iuflatablle)

Pig 2 Shelter, Inflatable, 20'i x 40
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B. Shelter, inriatable, 20 x 40

This tent was developed by the Air Force as a maintenance shelter
(15). The tent (Fig 2) was constructed of air-matt material 3 inches
thick when inflated. It covered an area 20 feet wide by 40 feet long.
The tent was tested at Fort Churchill, Manitoba, Canada, during the
winter of 1953-54 and Mount Washington, New Hampshire, during the winter
of 195i4-55. This tent, when compared to the same size standard frame-
type tent, wan lighter in weight, more compact, and easier to transport
and erect. However, the tent required more fuel to heat than an in-
sulated frame-type •u-t anA was not considered sufficiently durable for
field operations in cold v5ther. The air-matt material from which the
tent was made became t" s' if and developed minute air leaks which
were diffic,.,lt anA In s.,"ne instances impossible to locate and repair.

The two field trials on air-inflatable tents provided the following
information:

a. The full benefit of air-supported structures cannot be
realized in small personnel tentage--one- and two-man tents; it can only
be realized in larger maintenance and epecial-purpose teitage needed to

meet specilf'ý operational requirements.

b. The tents tested lacked the durability required for Army
field operations. Nevertheless, it was considered that the principle
inherent with air-supported tents; i.e., low weight, bulk and ease of
erection, possessed sufficient merit to warrant further development.
Accordingly, the ArnW entered into the second phase of its development
of air-supported structures.

The second phase consisted of the development of single-wall tents
to meet specific Army requirements in support of the missile program.
These tents possessed unique operational features difficult to obtain by
o.her means of construction and certainly could not be met with conventional
tentage of the pin, pole or frame type. One feature is the quick-release
mechanism, which provides the means for instant striking of the tent.
The quick-release device (Fig 3 and 4) utilizes a heavy-duty slide
fastener and lanyard. A quich pull on the lanyard opens the tent in
halves, taking advant, _e of the inflation pressure to throw the sides back
and away from tic equipment. A second feature is radar transparency of
the thin skin ýtxucture, which is especially important for shelters
covering tracking radar.

Missile shelters are required teý protect the missiles and sensitive
electronic radar equipment against che damaging effect of wind, rain,
and snow; also, to shelter maintenance crews performing routine check-out
services as well as maintenance operationq,

Six tents, based on the single-wall, air-support principle, will be
discussed. These are as follows: Shelter, Air-Supported, Vertical Check-
(A& (Redstone); Tent, Nike Hercules, Air-Supported; Tent, Air-Supported,
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VIt7 I - Quick Release and Slide Fastener (Closed)

Fig 4 - Quick Release and Slide Fastener (Opened)
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Nike Hercules Tauneh Area for Field arx,; Tent, Afr-suyported Launcher,
Hawk System; Tent, Radome for Track Antenna and Acquisition Radar Sets;
Tent, Air-Supported, Storage Type.

C. S3helter, Air-&Npported, Vertical Check-Out (Redstone)

This tent was Ceveloped to provide all-weather protection for the
missile and personnel performing check-ott operations (10, 18). The
shelter Fig 5) measures 2 4 feet in diarneter and stands 18 feet 6 inches
high. This tent met all the requirements for attachment and rapid
erection and removal and provided full protection against weather in-
cluding winds up to m0 ph. It is so designed that it can be attached
while the missile is horizontal, raised to a vertical position, and
inflated within 4 minutes. The shelter can be released .'rom the rdsslle
by pulling a cord which disconnects the shelter and allows it to drop
to the ground away from the launching pad in two to three seconds.

This development constituted an exploratory effort in an area never
before attempted--the enclosure of a missile thrust unit within an air-
supported structure. The scientific and technical gains have contributed
to the successful development of the other air-supported tents which follow.

D. Tent, Nike Hercules, Air-:-1qyprted

This tent (Fig 6) was developed to provide all-weather protection
for the missile on the launcher and to shelter personnel performing
check-out and maintenance services on the missile and launcher (18, 19).
The tent measures 17 feet 6 inches in diameter and is 61 feet long and
13 feet high. The tent is designed to be installed on a recessed base,
located between abutments, so that it will be partially protected from
the full impact of the wind.

This tent Is equipped with a nuick-release device which is manually
activated by pulling a lanyard. A quick pull -•) the lanyard allows the
shelter to split in two halves along its entire length, falling away
from the missile which it does in 1 to 2 seconds.

E. Tent, Air-Supported, like Hercules launch Area, for Field Army

This tent was developed to provide protection to personnel while
performing maintenance and check-out services on the missiles on the
lmmeher and to provide space for two additional missiles on the rac's
(19). This tent (Fig 7) measres 20 feet wide, 70 feet long, and 20
feet high. The tent Is equipped with a mnually activated quick-release
device which permits striking the tent in approximately 3 seconds. The
development on this tent is completed and prototype tents are being
fabricated.
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Fig 5 -Shelter, A~r-St*Fported,
Vertlcgml Checkout (Redstone)

Fig 6 -Tent,9 Mike Hereulea, Air Slupported



F. Tent, Air-Supported, Launcher, Hawk System

This tent (Fig 8) was developed to provide cold climate protection
to the Hawk Missile on the launcher and to operating personnel perform-
ing check-out and maintenance services (19).

This tent is a 3/4 sphere, 28 feet in diameter and 21 feet 6 inches
high. The tent consists of an outside envelope and an inside shell with
an insulating air space between. The tent is erected over the Hawk
launcher and the missile is fired directly through the tent.

G. Tent, Radome, Air-Supported for Track Antenma and Acquisition Radar Sets

This tent (Fig 9) was developed to provide aJI-weather protection
for both acquisition and tracking antenna. The tent Is a 3/4 sphere,
27 feet in diameter and approximately 20 feet high (18). It is adaptable
to both tower and ground mounts on a specially prepared base. The radome
is equipped with a quick-release fastener which is manually activated by
pulling a lanyard, which divides the tent In two halves completely un-
covering the antenna. This feature was felt necessary in the event of
operational interference caused by certain environmental conditions,
such as the sudden formation of ice, or the radome skin being wet from
dv or rein. Th114 daevice makes it posalble to remw•e the I q-'ckly
without interrupting sensitive tracking operations.

H. Tent, Air-Supported, Storage Type

This tent (Fig 10) was procured because of the Arnm's interest in
using air-supported tents for warehouses (18). The tent measured 40
feet wide, 80 reet long, and 15 feet high.

The tents were erected and tested in the New England ai-ea- for
extensive periods. They have demonstrated their capacity to withstand
wind, snow, and degradation from the elements. Even though the tents
were developed as an air-supported structure. this tent, when deflated,
may be utilized as a tarpaulin to protect critical supplies and materiel
in outside storage aroas. It can be quickly inflated by blowers so that
individuals and materials handling equipment will have access to supplies
when necessary.

Tents based on the single-wall, air-support principle, while success-
ful in meeting special mi.litary requirements, have an obvious drawback
for use as maintenance tents. This drawback is the need for special
doors and air locks to permit entry and exit of large vehicles for
maintenance work. Accortingly, concurrent with the development of single-
wall tents, the ArmW entered into the third phase of the develowment Of
double-vall, air-supported tents. The advantages of these tent' for
maintenance work are obvious. The supporting air is contained between
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Fig 7 - Tent, Air-Supported, Nike Hercules
Lauxich Area, for Field Army

Fig 8 - Tent, Air-Supported, Launcher,
Havk System
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Fig 9 " Tent, Hlam., Air4kupowrte, for
Track Antenms an Aeqaittm RAda Sets

Stoag TYPeb
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two valls, forming the sides and roof of the tent, leaving wide open ends
for entry of vehicles. Three tents of this type vill be discussed: (1)
Tent Set, Vehicle Maintenance, Small, Fir-Suported for Arctic Use;
(2) Tent, Maintenance, Multi-Purpose, Inflatable, Sectionalized; and
(3) Tent, Ai'-Supplitie1, Double-Wall, Assembly Area, Nike Hercules,
Mobile System.

I. Tent Set. Vehicle Maintenance, Small. Air-Supported for Arctic Use

This telt ( ig U1) vas developed ar a portable tent to be carried
by min-,enance personnel to a disabled vehicle in the field (19). The
dimensions of the tent are 20 feet wide, 13 feet long, and 12 feet 6

n.ches hih. The sides and roof of the tent are double-vail construction
vith the vans 20 inches thick. The end curtains are single wall. The
tent is of the nwe-in maintenance type. It provides protection to the
maintenance crew in cold climates. The tent is equipped with fitted
end curtains for each of the vehicles it vill service.

J. Tent, Maintenance, fatL Purpose, Air-Supported, Sectlonalized

This tent (Fig 12) was developed to cover the entire Pershing Missile
during maintenance and check out under cold weather conditions (19). The
dimensions of the full size tent are 20 feet wide, 52 feet long, and 12
feet 6 inches high. The tent consists of four units of the Tent Set,
Vehicle Maintenance, Small (Fig U), butted and fastened together. This
tent has been adie a cmponent of the Pershing Missile System--Shelters
are currently being procured for the Pershing System.

K. Tent, Air- ed, Double-Wall. Assembly Area. Nike Hercules
Mobile &!ten

The tent (Pig 13) was developed to house the Nike Hercules missile
and missile copoanents, and to shelter personnel while performing the
war heading and assembly of missiles (19). The dimesn are 48 feet
wide, 72 feet long, and 24 feet high. The tent consists of six 12-foot
sections Joined with catenary at- collar fasteners which permits personnel
to join the section in cold wmather htile wearing Arctic clothing. The
sections are heat-cylindrical in shape and d&uble-vll construction with
the walls three feet thick. The end curtains are of single-vall con-
struetion. Each end curtain contains personnel and utility doors. This
tent has been standardized as a component of the like Hercules Mobile
Sysem.

With the development of the Nike Hercules Assemly Area Tent, it
ms found that double-mall tents, 48 feet wide, are practical. The Armr
is currently considering the feasibility of extendin the width of the
double-van tents to 110 feet for use as aircraft maintenance hangars
when a requirement for this type shelter is established.
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Fig 11 - Tent, Set, Vehicle, Maintenance,
Small, Air-Supported for Arctic Use

Fig 12 - Tent, Maintenance, Multi-Purpose,
Air-Supporteds Sectionalized

Fig 13 - Tent, Air-Supported, Double-Wall,
Assembly Area Nike Hercules Mobilc
System
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SCIENTIFIC DFSIGN OF MATERIAL FOR AIR-SMIMCIED TENTS

In completing the descript.on of the air-supported tents developed
for Army use, the production engineering phase is concluded. Naturally,
one is curious to know imore about the factors which were considered in
the development of these tents. The information in support of produc-
tion engineering is 8cientific design. I,' is in this area that observa-
tions were made which is felt should be shared with all agencies
interested in the development of air-supported tents. These observations
are limited to the following investigations:

a. Effect of shape on the aerodynamic behavier of a tent.

b. Fabrics used by the Army.

c. Discussion of some fabric properties considered Important
in the development of air-supported tents; i.e., weight, flexibility at
low temperatures, and dielectric constant.

As noted, the air-supported tents developed for the Army varied in
shape and size from spherical radome to cover radar antenna to cylindrical
tents with rounded or flat ends to cover missiles or for use as maintenance
tents. Information on the design of these shelters was obtained from
available sources (2, 3, 4, 5, and 8). While the spherically-shaped
radome has been subjected to aerodynamic testing from which a design
manual has evolved (4), no such progress has been made for other shspes.
Information for the design of Army air-supported tents of other than
spherical structures was assembled from engineerLng data obtained from
other sources (3, 5, and 8).

To obtain aerodynatle .ata on flexible, cylindrical, air-supported
tents, a limited wind tunnel study was conducted at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. The model selected for test was a 1/10th scale Tent, Nike
Eercules, Air-Supported. The interesting aspectc of the report of test
can be summarized here.

The first of these was the development of scaling parameters (2).
It was foumd in planning the test that the design of a flexible model
air-supported tent is more complicated than a normal rigid wind tunnel
model, whose shape is stable. To obtain aerodynamic and dynamic
similarity between full-scale and model tents, the followitf, parameters
had to be kept the same:
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posnetric shape - no wind

inflation parameter . Inflation Pressure
Stream Dynamic Pressure

Mach Wuzer . Test Velocity•velocity or M

Reynolds Nuiber = Diameter x Velocity
Kinematic Viscosity

fabric Dynamnic
Aeroelastic parameter a Diameter x Elongtion x Preosure

Fabric St.ess

Dynamic parameter )4ass or Tent
Air Density x (DiMaeterP

Of the above parameters the ones which were considered of paramount
importance were: Shape, aeroelastic parameter, which is related to the
stiffness of the fabric, and the dynamic parmeter, which is related to
fabric weight. From experience, it vas known that Mach Number effects
are small for cylindrical bodies with rounded ends below values of 0.205
or 150 miles per hour at sea level in air.

The Reynolds Numer determines the flow pattern as it is influenced
by viscous effects. Again, from experimental work, the major variation of
flow usually occurs below certain values of this parameter. If one stays
well above such a value, little crange in the flow pattern will take place
over i large varieatioL of the parameter, and lends considerable weight in
the application of the model results to full scale.

The inflation parmeter is Important for tent stability. From
literature on air-supported radomes (4), this value is usually taken as
1; i.e., inflation pressure equal to the dynamic pressure of the air
stream. In the following discussion, this value will be designated as "q".

The second interesting aspect of this study was the tent motion in
tire air strem. At inflation pressures below owe dynamic pressure or
" q", the air strea" led to large deflection. For a quartering wind (Fig lu--
tent, no wind), and an inflation pressure of I "q", the lateral deflection
of the midregion of the upstream side wasabout 1f of the tent diameter; or
2/3 "q", the tent flapped and the deflection was about doubled (Fig 15).
At an angle of 45 degrees, and with a 10-mile per bour wind, the tent
quivered at inflation pressures of 5/4 "q" and 1 "q", but shook violently
at 2/3 "q".
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The importance of wind direetann on thp , oksbrynaamic behavior of
the tent cannot be emphasized too strongly. With the wind approach
broadside, it was necessary to overinflate the tent 5/4 "q" to maintain
stability. At 1 "q", the tent flapped violently in a periodic manner
and the test could not be run at 2/3 "q". With the wind approaching
the tent at angles of 135 degrees and 180 degrees, no serious motions
were apparent even at the low in.ternal pressure of 2/3 "q".

The initial wind tunnel tests were run without a zipper in the
model tent. Tests were rerun with a quick-release zipper installed in
the tent. The zipper installation decreased the violence of the tent
motions considerably. The tent could be run broadside to the wind at
85 miles per hour with an inflation pressure of 2/3 "q". Whether 'he
air leakage through the zipper, the change in the elastic properties of
the tent, or the change in inertial properties, or some combination, is
responsible for the improvement is not known. The air leakage was
larger than a scaled value should be because of the model zipper size.
What effect this would have is also unknown.

A review of the motion picture film taken for various test conditions
and tent configurations leave the viewer with a deep appreciation of tne
aerodynamic effects and the necessity for making allowances in the tent
design to account for these effects. From these pictures, it may be con-
cluded that inflation pressures below 1 "q" lead to serious deflections,
shaking, and transient denting of the tent. In most cases, an increase
in inflation pressure to 1 "q" decreases the aerodynamic effects from
violent to perhaps tolerable magnitudes. Thus, the only means at hand
to reduce tent vibratior. and flapping is to increase the internal pressure.
However, work in this area has indicated that the use of spoilers or
other surfacp modifications of the tent will improve its operational
characteristics. Further research work in this area should be expanded.

The third aspect of the study is the variations in aerodynamic and
anchor loads experienced with the winds approaching the tent from different
angles. As expected, the lowest lift or drag loads occur with the bow or
stem end facing the wind. With the bow or stem facing the wind, the over-
all lift coefficient averages approximately .15 and the over-alL drag
coefficient approxiately .0o6. The over-all lift coefficient increases
to .75 for wind striking the tent at 135 degrees, while the over-all dcag
coefficient increases to .63 wALL1, Lte wind striking the tent broadside.
Here the aerodynamic forces show a five-fold increase in lift, and nearly
double this in drag, merely from the standpoint of the wind direction.
How this increase in load is being dissipated by the fabric in a tent of
this shape should be further investigated.

This change in loading due to the direction of wind approach is also
found in the load distribution on the anchors around the tent. Fig 16
shows the pattern of anchor loads found with the bow of the tent facing
the wind. The "A" oan the cnart represents the anchor loads resulting from
in(,ernal pressure only; the circles represent the combined load due to
internal pressure and 85 mph wind. It should be noted that only those
anchors around the bow and stem end appear to show an increase in load.
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Fig 17 showv the pattern found with the wind approaching the tent at 135
degre-es. As expected, the pattern of anchor load distributed is different
in both location and magnitude.

From the standpoint of design, it was found that for this shape tent,
the maxmu anchor loads are about twice the average value found from
the sum of inflation and lift loads. Investigtion on the anchor loads
for tents of other shapes is warranted. It was c-oncluded from the above
that the aerodynamic behavior of cylindrically shaped tents is suffi-
ciently different from those reported for radomes (4) and tvaz design
information on tents of other shapes was rtqýired. Accordingly, a new
study was iylemented to obtain Information on a th•tjf iel basis for
the design of flexible air-supported tents of the shapes shown on Fig. 18.

It is hoped that the tent shapes proposed for test will permit
extrapolation of test data not ouly for height of the shelter; i.e., 3/8,
1/2, or 3/4 sphere or cylinder, 'cut for length on the basis of length-
to-width ratio. The new study contains a requirement for the develop-
ment of fabric stress data which was not included in the Mssachusetts
Institute of Technology work. Hopefully, the design dta developed in
this new program will establish parameters for fabric stress which, in
turn, may be used as a basis for engineering fabrics to meet the specific
requir•m•nts for air-supported tents. Fabrics of efficient design should
result in improved shelter performnee at minimum weight and cost.

The fabrics used in the fabrication of the Ar2V 31r-supported tents
are shown in Table I.

Weight, St-n••h, and Flexibility
of

ftbrte3 for Air-Supported Tents

IP/IF S-62-2 Heat-Set

Type I Type II mnL-C-406 Plet

Fiber Polyester Nylon Nylon Polyester

Coating Neoprene and CP* Vil None

Weight oz/yd2  14.0 114.5 19.0 9.0

Break Strgth W 160 275 300 "75
lbs/sq in F i60 2M5 300 560

oIv Teu• Rqr -4b F -4b F o F -65 F

Dielectric Constant I4.1 2.8 2.8 2.7

* Chlorosulphonated Polyethylene
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The fabrics covered by IP/UES S-62-2 were developed for Arctic use
where flexibility at low temperature is important. Type I polyester
fabric would be used for the smaller, air-supported tents--Shelter Set,
Vehicle Maintenance, Small, Air-Inflated for Arctic Use; Tent, Mainte-
nance, Multi-Purpose, inflatable, Sectionalized; and Shelter, Air-
Supported, Vertical Check-Out (hedstoue). Type II is used for the larger
tents where greater strength of material is requirti; i.e., Tent, Air-
Supported, Double-Wall, Assembly Area, Nike Hercules Mobile System, avd
Tent, Air-Supported Nike Hercules Launch Area for Field Army.

The vinyl-coated nylon fabric, YaL-C-43o86, was developed for tents
used in temperate climates where low temnerature flexibility is not
critical. The tents in which this material will be used are Tent, Nike
Hercules, Air-Supported; Tent, Air-lupported. Radome for Trank Antp-Lrs
and Acquisition Radar Sets; and Tent, Air-Supported, Storage-Type.

The heat-set polyester fabric is an uncoated fabric having extremely
low porosity--2 cubic feet of air per minute per square foot at six
inches of water pressure. This fabric was developed primarily to improve
the flexibility of air-supported tents at low temperatures. However, by
eliminating the coating finish, a reduction in the weight fabric is
also realized. This fabric has been developed and successfully used in
single-wall, air-supported tents. A Tent, Nike Hercules, Air-Supported,
made from this fabric, ha3 been erected and struck 70 time-s and has been
in continuous service on outdoor exposure for 18 months. The tent is
still in excellent condition. The developnent of a heat-set polyester
fabric of lower porosity is continuing so that its use can be extended to
double-wall, air-supported tents, where "O' porosity at 1 psi and higher
is desired.

The fabric properties listed in Table I are considered very important
and warrant further discussion.

(1) Fiber Type - Early studies conducted for the Air Force (4)
have shown that nylon and polyester fibers were more satisfactory than
fiberglas acrylic, modacrylic and cellulosic-type fibers. Field
experience with nylon radomes has been excellent. Experience with
shelters made from high-tenacity polyester fibers have also proven satis-
factory. Both fibers have high strength-to-weight ratios; the two fibers
can be used to produce thin, relatively flat fabrics of high strength.
A thin fabric of high strength is desirable, as the thiekwess of the
fabric determines the amount of coating compound required to fill the
interstices and protect the fabric. The thicker the fabric, the sore
coating cogound, the greater the weight. Thin, lightweight, durable
fabrics are prime objectives to attain in the development of fabrics for
air-supported tents.

(2) low Temper" e Flexibility - The military requirenwnts for
tents to be operational at -65 F is a Wficult requirement for coated
fabrics to meet. It should be noted in Table I that the coated fabrics
specified in IP/IE8 S-62-2 are not recommended for use below -40 F. In
service, the air-supported tents remain relatively rigid and are subjected
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to little flexing. However, they mist be folded and packed for storage
or shipment. The tents are not flat, but spherical and cylindrical in
shape. The tents cannot be laid out flat and must be bundled into a
badly creased and folded unit. The material must be capable of with-
standing such handling without loas in strength. Flexibility is
essential at loy temperatures for ease in erecting or striking the tents
under Arctic conditions.

Because of the stiffening of coated fabrics at temperatures of
-40 F, the trsy is continuing its development of heat-set polyester
fabric which is flexible at -65 F. To develop a tent with a minimum of
two years service life, it was necessary to use the 9 oz/sq yd, heat-
,e pi.y'fVP --tr fttr'- -.hwn in Table I. If a fiber equal in tenacity to
polyester fiber with better weathering resistance could be found, the
weight could be reduced to as mach as one-half this weight. The above
indicates two areas of research to improve the flexibility of fabrics at
-65 F. One of these Is the development of durable fabric coating com-
pounds which are flexible at -65 F; the other Le the development of high-
tenacity fibers with improved weathering resistance.

(3) Electrical Properties of Fabrics - In cases where the
radome is developed to cover radar antenn, transparency to the radar
signal Is required. In previous studies, (Ii), it has been stated that
good RF transmission is obtained on air-supor ed shelters by keeping
the thickness of the materia! =33 u- comparison wirzi the rave length.
The detailed design specifications for radms generally require a
minin m one-way transmission of 90% at angles of incidence up to approxi-
mately 1.0. In order to meet this requirement, the thickness of fabric
and coating mterial must be kept to a •inimma and the dielectric constant
of the coated fabric mist be low.

In the development of the ae for Mlke Hercules Radomes used in
Continental United States, the work accomplisbed with the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Whippany, New Jersey (9) revealed that the following
electrical characteristics of fabrics would effect tracking radar signals
and had to be kept at a minimmm value: Dielectric constant, reflection
coefficient, reflection loss, dissipative loss, and boresight effect
(angular shift of tne radar beam).

The assistance given to the problem by the Wheeler laboratories,
Great Neck, L. I., provided a set of emirical equations which showed the
correlation found among the above parae-ters for reflection and dissipa-
tive losses, and the dielectric consta•nt ad fabric thickness.

To determine how the desirable electrical characteristics can be
incorporated into a fabric developent progrm for air-supported tents,
it is necessary to measure the dielectric constant.

(4i) Dielectric Constant - This paraeter is defined as a constant
factor (k) which is part of an equation Ahich describes a property of
the material related to its ability to conduct lines of force of an
electromagnetic field (radar signals). This is in distinction to its
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electrical insulating property which in related to its ability to con-
duct electric current. The value of (k) may be determined from the
measurement of (a) electrical capacities, (b) mechanicsa forces between
charged conductors, or (c) wave lengths of electrical waves. All three
methods yield the sae result, except Insofar as the value of (k) varies
with the frequency of the electrical waves. The dielectric constant of
air at room temperature is very nearly 1.0. For good radar transmission,
it is desirable to keep the value for the dielectric constant of redone
raterial as low as possible, approaching the value for that of air.

The present method of &e;..mlning whether the electrical character-
istces of a fabric are suitable for its intended use is to make the
necessary electrical tests. This procldure for the development of coat-
ings an4 fabrics having the minltot required electrical characteristics
is costly, time consuming, and requires sensitive electronic eTtpoent.

To facilitate the development of fabrics with the desired electrical
characteristics, a correlation between the electrical and phbyical
properties of fabrIcs was sought. The U. S. Ary Natick Iaborstories
sent to the Bell Telephone l•boratarles 17 fabrics to test for electrical
properties. The following correlation between bulk density of the fabric
and its dielectric constant was found (Fig 19).

The 17 specimens tested Included coated and uncosted fabrics. The
fabric surfaces represncte3 varied from that of a smooth, glossy vinyl
film, a matt surface chloroprene film, to that of napped, acrylic, un-
costed fabric. Fiber types included were polXjaiddes, polyesters,
modacrylics, vinyls, and cellulosic. Some of the uncoated fabrics were
mwde from yars delustered with titanimm diodde. The costing compounds
used on the coated fabrics included silicone, vinyl, chloroprene, and
hlorosulphonated polyethylene. It can be seen that the relationship

found in Fig 19 can be represented by aee-t.- axtraight line.

This correlation Indicates that, given the thickness and weight of
the fabric, the dielectric constant of the material can be estimated.
The weight and thickness of a fabric can be determined from design
information or can be measured or. a tInihbed fabric.

The informtion and correlation fud in this study are limited to
the specimens tested beumme of the smil wmaer of samples evaluated,
and the lack of information on the Ingredients used In the fabric coating
compounds. According to Bell Telephone Cmpany and Wheeler laboratories,
the relationship shown In Fig 19, while true thr the waterealo tested,
is not anlicable to the high dielectric constant aerials such as water
and titanium dioxide. The latter is a pignmt freqyuntl used. as a
delustertng agent in synthetic fibers. It should be noted that the
correlation holds for cellulosic fibers having 6% hygroecopie moisture
and for two acrylic samlw containing small PIso a of titanium dioxide
as - delustaring agent. This suggests areas in thich additional work is
required to fully understand the effect of radar transdsslon on com-
posite structures corbinin hih dielectric constant material with porous
fibrous structures.
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Limited studies on the effect of radar transmission characteristics
of carbon black and a number of metallic oxides frequently used in
compounding chloroprene used in coating fabrics were reported by Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratories (4). In general, it has been found that in
order to obtain the best radar transmission characteristics, carbon
black and metallic oxides used in the coating compounds should be well
lispersed. This study apparently is also limited and further investiga-
tion in this area is warranted to determine which of the oxides and
other chemicals used in compounding the coatings for fabrics have the
least effect on radar trfmsnmisions through ralome sMterials.

(5) strength of Fabrics - The Army uses breaking strength
tests for quality control of the fabric. Method 51CO of CCC-T-191, grab
breaking strength, is used for control of the base fabric; and Method
50I2, strip tensile, is used for control of the coated fabric. In these
tests, the load is applied and measured in one direction and, depending
on the direction of the applied stress, the breaking load in warp and
filling is determined. As pointed out in the studies conducted by the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Report (4), the test methods for break-
ing strength used for the control of fabrics does not si~mlate actual
use conditions. In actual use the air-supported tent is subjected to
varying loading conditions--from constant uniform load due to internal
pressure to varying but transient aerodynamic loads which .my be at any
angle to the direction of the fabric. The application of loads from
aerodynamic forces can vary from a slow, grasha build-up to that of a
sudden impact. Also, any vibration or motion of the tent fabric leads
to motions approaching those of a whipping action. Hence, the strength
of the material under various load conditions is important in the selection
of the fabric for a given tent design.

A discussion of all aspects of the strength of fabric and other
desirable mechanical characteristics is beyond the scope of this paper
and much can be obtained from literature (1, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,
and 17).

It is the intent here to discuss some limited studies on biaxial
stress of fabrics conducted at the U. S. Army Natick laboratories. The
work consisted of testing the burst strength of a lightweight fabric in
the form of both a diaphram and cylinder. The diaphram burst test
represents the load'ng condition of a fabric in the form of a spherical
radome and the cylinder represents the loading conditions found in a
cylindrical tent. Uniaxial breaking strength tests were also mide as a
point of reference. The stress data obtained for each condition of test
are shown in Fig 20 and 21. Figure 20 shovs the warp data while 21
shows the filling data.

In Fig 20, the uniaxial and 1-1 warp-to-filling load ratio, diasprar
burst, shoh the highest strength and stiffness. In the cylinder burst
test, where the warp was in the hoop direction (2-1 vwr-to-fllIng load
ratio), the fabric burst at a somewhat lower strength than either the 1-1
load ratio or the unlaxial test. In the cylinder test, vhere the filling
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was in the hoop direction (1-2 warp-to-filling load ratio), the filling
ruptured long before the fall strength of the warp could be realized.
The stiffness of the fabric appeared to remain the same for all modes
of test. In Fig 21, the stress-strain behavior of the filling in bi-
axial stress showed the following: For the 1-1 warp-to-filling load
ratio, the filling showed the highest strength and greater stiffness
than the other methods of test. In the cylinder test, with the filling
in the hoop direction (1-2 warp-to-filling load ratio), the strength
and stiffness of the filling appears to be the same as the uniaxial test
results. Where the warp was in the hoop direction (2-1 warp-to-filling
load ratio), the warp ruptured before the full strength of the filling
could be utilized. The above data suggest that, for load ratio of 1-1,
radome construction a "square" fabric; i.e., a fabric with equal strength
crirp and elongation in b1th warp and filling directions should be used.
Studies conducted at Cornell Aerodynamic Laboratories (4) suggest that
peak aerodynamic loads on spherical raitomes can Increase the censtant
uniform load, in the direction of greatest stress, by a factor of 2.1.
However, sinze the aerodynamic loading can approach the fabric from any
angle, one must make the fabric uniformly strong. Therefore, the premise
for using a fabric equal in strength, eri-p and elongation, in both warp
and filling direction, is still valid. By increasing the uniform load
due to internal pressure by a factor of 2.1, peek aprodynamic 1"cas in
spherical radomes would be accounted for.

From the geometry of an inflated cylinder and above tests, the stress
due to internal pressure alone is twice as great in the hoop direction
tnan in the longitudinal direction. This would indicate that the fabric
for cylindrical tents should be designed with 1/2 the strength in the
longitudinal direction. As indicated by the biaxial test data (Fig 20
and 21), the yarns in the longitudinal direction barely approached 1/2
their potential strength before rupture in the other yarn system caused
the cylinder to fail. Thus, for stress due to internal pressure alone,
excess strength in the longitudinal direction is not needed in cylindrical
tents and adds to the cost and weight of the item without increasing its
performance. However, to present the full condition of loading in a
cylindrical tent, the aerod-namic loading must also be considered. Ukta
on the aerodynamic loading of fabrics in cylindrical tents are currently
being investigated (2, 20).

The above is a highly simplified version of matching fabric strensgth
properties to the requirements of the tent. The obstacles encountered
in determining fabric stress under dynamic conditions are well recognize",
as are those for the development and production of fabrics to meet exact-
ing end use requirements. These two objectives represent desired goals
to be attained, rather than firmly established practices in common ure
today. The measurement of fabric stress under the dynamic conditions in
the viud tunnel involves the development of techniques whereby stress
concentrations in fabrics can be located and measured by direct or indirect
means. The development of the scale for the aeroelastie parameter for
fabrics in test .-odels ic the first step in this direction.
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The attainment of the desired properties in the fabric is another
subject which should be mentioned before concluding this paper. If
fabric development were to keep pace with the development of air-supported
tents, one can no longer afford the time required for this development
based on traditional craftý -. d experience. With few exceptions in the
area of specialty fabrics, experience in producing fabrics to meet the
requirements for air-supported tents still has to be attained. Even
though the best fabrics available have been used in the fabrication of
the tents developed for the Army, they were adaptations of good
commercial fabric of multi-purpose use. The traditional method for
selecting fabrics for air-supported tents was on the basis that they
were rugged and strong enough to exceed the maximum calculated design
load for the tent. Less at~ention was given to strength and crimp
balance in thp fabric wh•.- u3ed for air-supported tents. This traditional
approach to the development of fabrics for air-supported tents produces,
at best, a compromise in fabric selection. The full potential of light-
ness in weight, durability, reliability, low cost, and else of the air-
supported tent cannot be realized in this manner. It is suggested that
fabrics for air-supported tents be designed utilizing informstion
developed on che theorn÷f-'l behavior of woven fabric which is subjected
to biaxial stress. Some information in this area is available from
literature (7, 13, 14, and 17).

This approach would provide the means for an engineering analysis
of material for either predicting the performance of a given fabric, or
for determining wbich fabric would be most suitable for a particular
application or for the basic design of a fabric to fit a particular
application.

Fabric engineering can only be as effective as the information relative
to the desired characteristics of A fabric is known. Through wind tunnel
studies, Military Characteristics and other available information, the
Army is developing the required characteristics for fabrics to be used
for air-supported tents. The studies on fabric structure and st-aess
analysis will be extended to the design and production of fabrics to
meet the exacting mechanical, electrical, and other requircments for air-
supported tentage.

In conclusion, therefore, the Army has shown eleven air-supported
tents developed to meet specific operational requirements. The fabrics
used by the Army were described and the following problem areas were
discussed:

(1) Fabric coating compounds with improved flexibility at low

temperatures.

(2) High-tenacity fibers with improved weathering characteristics.

(3) Studies o the dielectric constants on composite structures

combining high dielectric constant materials with fibrous structures.
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(4) Studies on the theoretical behavior of woven fabric
subJ-eted to biaxial stress conditions.

It is in these areas where additional research work is required to
develop the full putential ,tse for air-supported tents under all
climatic conditions. Also, it was pointed out that the developments of
air-Rupported tents and fabrics go hand in hand. It is felt that only
through this approach can the full potential for lightness in weight
and reliability of the air-supported tents be developed.
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MECHANICALLY MIXED POLYURETHANE

FOAM-RIGIDiZfD SOLAR COLLECTORS

L. Manning

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

INTRODUCTION

The )olyurethane foam industry has experienced spectacular growth in
this country since World War II when the German patents and literature be-
came available. Although the German data furnished the starting basis, the
greater share of growth can be attributed to the original research of U.S.
raw material suppliers, the consumer industry development of new products
and methods, and government-sponsored research programs.

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation engaged in this early development work
with polyurethane foams in 1946 on Air Force contract W33-038-acl528.
Subsequently. the polyurethane foam manufacturing technology has been per-
fect-d and applied to in,•omerable uses by the aerospace industry,

Approximately five years ago the company became interested in the po-
tential use of foam for space application in an inflatable, rigidizable solar
concentrator. Contract No. AF-33(657)-10165 was initiated last year to de-
velop the foaming technology for such an application. This discussion will
be essentially a status report of the dffort conducted under this contract to
date.

GENERAL FEATURES OF INFLATABLE RIGIDIZED
SOLAR CONCENTRATOR

The inflatable-rigidizable concept for solar concpntrator construction
discussed herein is equally adaptable to a number of rigidlzation mediums,
such as epoxy resins, gelatins, polyurethane foams, and others. This dis-
cussion is limited to a mechanically mixed polyurethane foam rigidization
system.

The configuration shown in Figure I is applicable to a general space
mission. During launch, the inflatable balloon will be packed in a container
similar to that used for the Echo satellites. In space, the container will be
jettisoned and the balloon inflated to a specific pressure. The concentrator
portion of the balloon is a nighly accurate paraboloidal shape that is tangent
to a spherical end cap. A backflap is provided over the back of the concen-
trator portion to disperse and restrain the foam to the desired th-ckiness and
distribution.
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The mirror portion of the balloon is constructed of one-mat Myldr with
a vacuum-depositcd alurinum raficttive surt,,ce., The remainder of the bal-
loon can be clear Mylar or coated c -pending on the passive thermdl Control
desired during deployment. The b .:kflap might be either I/4-mil Mylar or
lightweight nylon cloth, depending -n the degree of gas venting desired for the
particular foam. After the foam has been dispereed inJ ý igidized, tile vind
cap will be cut off by means of a pyrotechnic tape and jettigioned,

GENERAL FEATURES 0- MECHANICAL-MIX FOAM SYSTEM

One of the mechanical mixer foaming system,| currently in ust. is shown
in Figure 2. A two-component s/stem o' resin dn:i prepolynier in approxl-
mately equal proportions is used in this syrntem., rh_ resin is stor..d in two
sealed Mylar bags between the mixer blades and t,it ,-epolymer occut-.es tne
remainder of the cavity. When the mixer is started, t0 . r-., n bag is torn and
shreddtj and the two components are thoroughly mixed. As cheiicwal reaction
occurs, the pressure rises in the container until the diaphragm burbi " and the
foam discharges into the annular opening in the hub that leads to the spack he.
tween the backflap and the back side of the mirror surface film. As the foami
continues to expand in the fluid state, it is forced owu over the mirror surface
film by the backflap restraint.

MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS

The problem areas reviewed herein are:

1., Effect of vacuum on foam during the chemical reaction

2. Achievement of foam distribution prior to i igidization

3. Control of exothermic reaction within acceptable limits

4. Determination of thermal and physical prope rties of
vacuum foams to establish vital design data

EFFECT OF VACUUM ON FOAM

The major problem associated with foaming in a space environment is the
effect of high vacuum. Polyurethane foaming by its basic chemical nature iE

accompanied by the formation of CO 2 gas during the cross linking of the poly-

mer. Any gas in a high vacuum has practically an infinite expansion rat,-., lii
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space, the only restraint to this expansion is obtained either from physical
properties of the jelling fluid or from the container (such as tht hacrlflap over
!he m.-rrorl. Thebe can be only rather limited effects that will be covered in

tile following discussion.

The polyurethane chemicals start out as a pair of viscous fluids that pre-
sent very little resistance to the gas pressure forces involved., During the
jelling process the foam cell size increases as the gas expands, more CO2
is produced, and some cells coalesce when their intercell walls become thin
and break through.

If rigidization occurs before the foam has collapsed from excessive bub-
ble sizes, a foam is successfully achieved. *rhe foam is an open-cell type if
bursting of cells occurs just as the foam rigidizes., If tle foam rigidizes
without bursting the cells, a closed-cell foam is obtained. An excellent de-
scription of the mechanits of foam formation is given in Reference I.,

The open-cell foam usually is coarse and nonuniform in cell structre
compared with the closed-cell type. This latter structure is more homoge-
neous and exhibits more adcquatec physical properties. So far at has only been
possible to produce the closud-cell foam in a vacuum with the aid of some con-
tainer restraint such as a backflap.

'I he drawback to the closed-cell structure that is produced in a vacuum
.s the difficulty in det,.rmining its physical properties in a normal atmosphere.
Whereas the open-cell structure can be removed fr,-_ -'ac-. f, tefring pur-
b,,•,,s *ituut suilct ing collapse, the closed-cell structure at densities slightly
below _ pcf will be crushed by the pressure of one atmosphere,

The approach used has been to test the closed-€.ell ioams at a range of
higher densities, 2. 3, and 4 pcf, and to extrapolate the results into the lower
density region, It is realized such an extrapolation might be questionable but
a few limited tests have been made on open-cell, 0. 6-pcf foams that were pro-
duced with less container restraint with excellent uniformity of cell structure,
Ur.fortunately, it has not been possible to achieve consistently sufficient quan-
tities for a comprehensive series of tests. The correlation achieved so far is
shown in Figure 3.,

FOAM DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS

It was determined during tests in a vacuum chamber at 250,000-ft altitude,
that there is a relatively short period (approximately, one minute maximum)
in which rigidization should occur or the foam will collapse from excessive
exnansic-r o! the gas. Whcn the formula was changed to achieve a much briefer
time to rigidization. the foam did not remain fluid long enough for proper dis-
persion over a surface. In cases of more violent gas evolution, a foam col-
lapse again occurred from the very rapid expansion of gas. Some cases were
observed also in which the fluid remained very liquid for an excessive interval
and boiling rather than foaming took place,.

Numerous attempts were made to reduce radically the amount of CO2 gas
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formation (to achieve a denser foam) by partial prereaction of the cherrical
components, by further distillation to remove as much residual moisture as
possible, tnd by i ying a variety of basic resins and prepolymers from sev-
eral manufacturers. No observable improvement over the original formula-
tion was achieved. With foam fluidity limited to such a brief interval, ade-
quate dispersion of the foam becomes a problem.

The logical location for the foain generator is at the apex of the mirror.
On early tests with a two-foot diameter mirror, which are covered in detail
later, the dispersion was not satisfactory. The two-foot mirrors were made
with a Mylar backflap set rather loosely. The foam rigidized at the rim and
stopped further radial flow before foaming was complete, resulting in an ex-
cessively thick section of foam at the hub that did not extend out to the rim.
When the backflap was pulled more taut, the expansion of the foam buckled
the mirror surface inwardly because of the excess pressure and ruined its
contour,

The naext step consisted of using a tightly woven nylon cloth for a portion
of the backflap based on the theory that this would relieve the excess back
pressure. After a few tries this method was found to give consistent results.

A conceptual design of a mechanical means to achieve proper dispersion
also was originated, as shown in Figure 4, but it was not evaluated after suc-
cess was achieved with the nylon cloth backflap. By the mechanical concept,
a ring collar would depress the backflap until it is fairly taut against the mir-
ror envelope. Upon initial discharge of foam, the mirror contour might be
depressed somewhat, but as soon as proper radial dispersion is achieved
(while the foam is still in a fluid state), the collar mechanism. could be un-
locked and the backflap left free to expand to its full dimensicns, thus per-
mitting the inflation pressure to restore the mirnor surface. This principle
can be used to extend the maximum size limits of mechanical-mix mirrors,
b.ut additional work must be done to establish these limits.

Another scheme to achieve dispersion on larger size mirrors is shown
in Figure 5. This method consists of directing the foam throughi Mylar duct-
ing to remote areas of the collector. Thus dispersion is accomplished while
the foam ingredients are still in a highly fluid and dense state. By proper
sizing of the ducts and their discharge holes the proper distribution of mass
quantities can be achieved. As expansion occurs during the chemical reaction,
the foam patterns flow together and fill the backflap void. The ducting offers
a secondary advantage by providing a harder core structural member that
joins the hub to the lightweight foam.

Some limited small-scale testing of ducting systems has been conducted,
using cylinders and *anels to establish the feasibility of the concept. A'Idi-
tional work is planned to understand the design parameters involved.

DISCUSSION OF EXOTHERMIC PROBLEM

A typical exothermic temperature profile from current foaming tests with
2-ft-diameter models in a vacuum chamber is shown in Figure 6.
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Note thait sota1x itimmlt tempe'r aturea occuris in the region near the hub. Thuis
%.it~it' he at r ihkttd pa~'rtialtly too the fact that all the foam originates at the hub
mdit iian to t raverse~ thisw region tit reachI tho r im, but it in mainly because the

aniir a-nr its I hic'ketot in this region aind the totalI heat Iproduced is proportional
:o th hi'tiaatim ol c hemiatij'ls wheta al oIet her factiorag airt. held condtasat.

It will be' notiaced atlso that somle ciaoliaag effect occurs an the mixer im -
iii-ditt'y .ifter it iaphragm ruptur t' This amight be due partially to the heat

-iakpovide tt by tile attetal it rticture, but because of the rapidity of the tent-
-rat'ritre 4drop. it iti believed more likelyr to be causted by the rapid expansion

oftheii enitrained gasem.

Thle' 1,axiamaum teamperatures that were experienced in these tests are
Withinl the cir rvnt design pressure stress limits of the Mylar enveLope, but
a hipher temperatturi seaming tape (Schjeldahi - GT_301) was found required

.iatr fe-w failurvs of aianmu an the early tests.

Thli' Mylar filmi goes through a titretch and shrink cycle as the foam tern-
pei .atute inc'reases and then decreases because' of the decreased modulus of

last icity at higher temper~atures.

Ohst,-r'ation nf the .' exhermiic effects of variations in formula. indicates
thitt only I limite-d temperature reduction can be. obtained by such changes.
Ilici reaction time of foams produced under ambie~nt pressure conditions can
I,.. l.;wel (town by varying the formula but the same treatment of a foam pro-
titcid in a'vaciikini rt-sults either in a collapsed foam or in one with poorer
physical properties.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITrH DETERMINATION OF FOAM
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

When attempting to m-ake specimens for physical test at atmospheric
pressure of foam produced in a vacuums it was found that foam, with a pre-
itomm~antly closed-cell structure anal less than 2-pef density would suffer rad-
ical shrinkage when removed from the vacuum chamber.

It was believed, therefore, that physical testing of such foam under am-
bient piressu*'es would introduce a significant error in results that could not
be corrected analytically with otny degree of confidence. Hence. special test
fixttiaris were' designed to test !he spwcimiens in a vacuum.

Bulk foam quantities of approximately Z~-, 3-, and 4. 5-pcf density were
thnfoamned in a vacuum -,' .'. . ;- -*-.;n "-rigcrirgh In~ ai. nd

weigh the specimens accurately. and then again stored in vacuu until they
could be te sted(.

Since foams actually pruducted in the two-foot-diameter mirror models
were in the 0. 5- to 0i. 7' -pcf dtensity range, it is desirable to extrapolaie the
physical properties data to thia region. As mentioned previounly the accu-

racy of this aaniount of extrapolation might be questionable. Fruaey
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tew bulk foams uf 0. 5-pcf density that (id not shrink were produced during
some quality atsurance tests., These %%-re predominantly open-cell type but
of uniform ce1l qtructur. appr.x.i..ating tht closed-cell uniformity., These
foams were tested and they furnished reliaWle data points for fairing in some
extrapolations.

Unfortunately the open-cell foam usually produced by the current method
has such large voids and nonumformity that it is not suitable for test specd-
liens

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES TEST PROGRAM

To provide basic design data for a foam-rigidized solar concentrator, a
number of physical properties of the foam must be established., The proper-
ties listei in Table I were considered the minimum required to establish
reasonable confidence in a material. These properties are currently being
determined in a test program

TABLE 1 - PHYSICAL, PROPERTIES DATA REQUIRED

Structural Optical-thermal-physical

Strebs-strain Surface reflectivity

Shear strength i Solar aosorptivity-emis-

Foam to Mylar bond -trenoth" sivity values of reflective
Ss surface

SCreep strength Linear thermal coeffi-

Dimensional stability versus cients of expansion
time I Thermal conductivity

Poisson's ratio

STRUCTURAL PROPER rIES TESTS

Typical plots of tensile strengths and tensile modulus versus density at
room temperature and at 185 F are shown in Fi�urc 7.

Shear strength, bond strength, and Poisson's ratio tests have not yet been
accomplished., A few creep tests have been initiated, but results are not avail-
able.

Dimensional stability versus time was conducted on one specimen., No
significant distortion was observed but the data aic too limited to warrant any
conclusions.
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OPTICAL THERMAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Reflectivity tests have been conducted with the Perkin-Elmer Model 98
monochromator in the wave length region from 0. 3 to 2. 5 . A curve of
typical reflectivity achievable with production vacuum-deposited aluminum
Mylar is shown in Figure 8. This figure also shows the reflectivity of a
laboratory specimen of this same film coated by a proprietary Bausch and
Lomb process to improve its emissivity. It is suspected that this coating is
essentially silicon monoxide because the results are comparable with those
reported in Rdlerence 2. Additional work with films coated with varying thick-
nesses of silicon monoxide is currently being conducted with company research
and development funds. The results of this work will be available shortly.

Mirror performance is concerned priziiarily with specular reflectance
rather than total refl'-ctance. Therefore, these curves are of interest pri-
marily in determining efficiencies of a concentrator. Incidentally, foam-
backed specimens of these same filr.a materials exhibited practically the
same reflectivity values. However, in thermal analyses of concentrator
operating temperatures and thermal gradients, the total reflectivity deter-
mines how much of the solar heat flux is absorbed by this surface, (It has
been found with the thickness of vacuum-deposited aluminuni coating pres-
ently used, namely 600 to ZO00 A, that transmissibility is a negligiblp quan-
tity. )Since absorptivity is not amenable to any further significant reduction,
it becomes evident that the greatest reduction of operating temperatures can
be achieved by increasing emissivity values. This, of course, must be ac-
complished without seriously degrading reflectivity.

Determination of ct/" values was conducted on specimens suspended in
the vacuunm chamber of the solar simulator shown in Figure 9. The speci-
mens used were reflective Mylar films applied to a thin disk of aluminum.
The outside was exposed to a solar flux equivalent to two suns and the in-
terior of the vacuum chamber was a nitrogen cold wall simulating outer space.
With this setup a time-temperature-increase history was obtained on the speci-
mens. The data obtained from these tests are shown in FigLre 10. One curve
represents the commercially availabla r4.ilective film surface. The other
rtirve was obtained from a special laboratory-prepared specimen with a pro-
prietary coating. A major improvement results from the use of this coating.:
To arrive at absolute values for absorptivity and emissivity an evaluation
method was used as discussed in detail in Reference 3.,

Absorptivity values as low as 0.07 have been obtained, although 0. 125 is
a more representative value to be expected without premium expenditures to
achieve the hiqher quality.

The laboratory specimen with the special amissiv:ty coating exhibited an
average absorptivity of 0. 17, but it is sispected that the original film was
very close to this same quality prior to processing and therefore did not de-
grade the matertal by even the 0. 045 &T ir.dicated.

The emittance of the uncoated aluminized Mylar ranged from 0. 045 te0
0. 065, whereas the specially coated films achieved 0.55 to 0.65. This dras-
tic change in emissivity is the basic reason for the spectacular drop in equili-
brium temperature of the latter test specimen, as indicated in Table U.
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Some typical orbital L0otiputatiolis of tront-lace and back-face tempera-
ttrts are- indicated in F'igure I .,

Tlie case retrresenting iIh sp.cotally Loated suarface sahow., pcak tempera-

lures and reasonable thernmal gradients well within the litnits of the foam aind
Mylar miaterials., Thv case representing commnerLially available aluminized
Mylar is Inut h higher in peak temperature and exhibits ilmuch larger thermal

cycles. The data and analysis are- not comiprehensive enough to warrant ehlini-
nattIng t• h latte: miaterial. out they do indicate an extreinely marginal condi-
l ion,

TABLE 11 - SOLAR CONCENIRATO' RADIATION EQUILIBRIUM DATA

Temperatures (F)
) ~Conduc =

Front face Back face Maximum Minimum tCvity/

absorp- emis- abborp- eniia- front back front back thick-
Material tivity sivity tivity sivity face face fctface ness

V.WO .0650 t 0.210 00 -0.8000 291 -.0 -38,1 -161.5 -L46.6 0.033

0.1000 0.0650 0. 2000 0.8000 274. 0 4Z. 8 j-181..0 -Z43. 2 0.050

0. 1000 0.0650 0.2000 0.8000 233.5 51.6 -206.5 -239.1 0.100

Uncoated 0.1000 0.0650 0.--000 0.8000 184.5 60.5 -Z21.0 -237.8 0.-o00
.. iuminized
Mylar U0.0700 0.0450 0.2000 10.8000 277.0 37.8 -194.5 -260.3 0.033

0. 0700 0.0450 0.2-000 0.8000 /254.5 41.5 -21P. 5 -Z58. 3 0.050

0.0700 0.0450 0.2000 0.800G 205.5 48.8 -j232.5 -_56. z 0.100

0.0700 '0.0450 10.2000 ~0.8000 1153.5 53.91 -243.5 -255.6 0.200

0. 1500 0.5500 10.,'000 0.8000 51.0 22.5 -58.5 -195.1 0.050

0.1500 0. 5500 0. ZU00 0.8000 49.5 27.7 -71.5 -170.3 0.1J0
Aluminized. 080 40I 5 197 0 0
Mylar 0.1500 0.5500 10.2000 0.8000 47.0 29.8 =85.5 =149.7 0. 200
coated for

emissivity 0.1500 0.5500 0.3000 0.3000 59.5 119.6 -51.0 -149.6 0.050
improvement 0.50050 .1 1.6 -30j-4. .5010 0.50 o 03000 o0 1000 6.1.

0. 105.30 o. .5 105.1 1 -58.0 -1Z5.1 0. 00

0_.100.0.5500 0.300010.:o_9__ 9.0- 110.3__ -64. J_ -105.9 0.200
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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FOAM

Thermal conductivity tests of foams are now being conducted with a Wyle
laboratory Model 140A analyzer, modified to place the guarded hot plate in a
bell jar. Early tests of foanms in the Z. 0-pcf density region havw demonstrated
values of 0. 04 for K. It was at first suspected that this value was too high for
a completely evacuated foam, but specimens that were left in the bell jar for a
period of time at 10-6 Torr and did not show any significant decrease.

HEAT DISTORTION TEMPERATURE

Quite early in the current program, it was found that the heat distortion
point was a major criterion in the toam selection process. It was found also
that the test to determine linear thermal coefficients of expansion could be
used as a screening test to permit rapid evaluation of the distortion factor.
The test setup is shown in Figure 12. In this test, the temperature of the
specimen is raised gradually, its elongation is observed periodically with the
cathetometer, and the data are plotted as elongation versus temperature. A
curve of the type shown in Figure 13 is generated.

Foam-s that exhibit a flatter slope at the left end of the curve will be inore
susceptible to thermal gradient distortion and those with a lower knee to the
curve will necessarily be restricted to lower operating temperatures.

It was discovered also that the general characteristic of the curve was
quite independent of density in the region of ivnerest and with the formulas
that were investigated. The elongation versus temperature test therefore
becomes a useful qual 4ty control tool for detecting inadvertent deviation., in
processing, errors in formulation. and deterioration of ingredienta,

RIGIDIZATION OF TWO-FOOT- DIAMETER MIRROR UNITS

The test installation of a 2-ft mirror unit in a 250, 000-ft altitude chamber
is shown in Figure 14. A modified unit soon to be tested in RTD'S high vacu-
um chaimber (10-6 Torr) is shown in Figure 15.

Some mirrors that were foamed in the Goodyear Aerospace vacuum chan,-
ber are shown in Figure 16. In these mirror rigidizations, the contour of the
inflated envelopc is checked prior to foaming, after the foam has rigidized,
and again after the envelope inflation pressure has been released by cutoff by
a device, as shown in Figure 17. The purpose of the several measurements
is to determine the effect of foam rigidization and spring back on the original
contour. With these data the envelope can then be previously contoured by
proper offsets to achieve a final true paraboloid. A typical plot of the datA
obtained is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 14 - Two-Foot Mirror in Arc Tunnel Vacuum Facility
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Figure 15 - Modified Unit to be Tested in RTD High-Vacuum Chamber
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Figare 16 -Mirrors Foamed in Goodyear Aerospace Vacuumv Chamber
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Figure 17 - Contour Checking Device
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In addition to the dimensional checks, the following items are monitored:

i. Mixer power and speed

2. Mixer foam pressure

3. Mixer foam temperature

4. Exothermic temperature profile in foam

5. Thickness of foam

Several mirrors. some of which are shown in Figure 16, have been made
that suffered only very slight shrinkage when removed from the vacuum cham-
ber. These were made with foams of predominantly open-cell structure.
However, the mirrors that have exhibited the best reflective surface by visual
nhoevation while still in the vacuum were predominantly closed-cell foam
types. These mirrors are crushed by the pressure of one atmosphere and are
unsuitable for direct comparison after r.. oroval from the chamber.

CONCLUSIONS

Additional work is required in the development of inflatable rigidized solar
concentrators in the following areas:

1. Investigate further the duct dispersion method to establish
design criteria

"A, Continue larger scale mirror evaluations in vacuum

3. Achieve solutions to the problems of testing a mirror
while still in the vacuum chamber or achieve a foamed
mirror that will not crush when removed

4. Investigate reflective films to improve reflectance,

O/( ratios, and physical properties

5. Improve seaming methods

6. Continue work with foam ph~sical properties
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DEVELOPME&IT OF A ONE PART 'F0~iW-iN-SFME' POLVWIEThN

Ily

Seymour Szhwartz
Materials Technology Deparho t

Hughes Alircraft Company

INThR-DfClO

In 1958 the Materials Engineering $ranch, Applications Laboratory
of the Aeronautical Systems Division of Wright-liatferson Air Force Bae"
initiated a number of In-house exploratory Investigations to determilne the
feasibility of producing polyurethane foa at reduced atmospheric pressures,
simulating outer spae. conditions. These tests Included mixing of conven-
tional urethane foam components In a vacuum and the use of catalyst-wattsr
system absorbed on silica gals. The results of this preliminary work
Indicated that polyurethane foams could be utilized at a reduced atmospheric
pressure to prodcjce such obijects as rigidited Inflatable structures. lunar
shelters furniture, thermal insulatior6 shock absorbing devices. etc. Hmeever,
it toas duo demonstrated that conventional foraulations and processing
techniques would not be suitabId for use under these conditions.

As a result of the preliminary work, Whci established feasibility
of the vacuum foasad material, a formal reqjos? for proposals was Issued
by the Aeronautical Systma 0lvislOn ico a number of organizations kni n to
have the dsolred caiebilitles. The spocifi!. requirements; In thme directive
were as follows:

a. The material must be based on polyurethane chemistry.

b. It must foam reliably fit a vAcuma vnviloomnt - with the materiel
dlirectly exposed to the vacuvn, of apiproximatly 160,000 feet.

c. The foased material should be approdlmately a 2 lb/cu ft density.

d. If pre-mixsed material was developed It s~tuld hame a minlimu
shelf life of 2 months at rowm temperature. I.e.. it vould not be
cryogenicaliy Inhibited.

a. It tJmould *lso fo~m at normal amient pressurns.

f. A minimum of muachanical equipment should be used during the foa-
Ing proc~ss and no speclal e4uipment was to be dave)ePed.

g. Material caPablIitY would have to be demonstrated by fe~brication
of tM tymo of foamed structures. Oade In a slimalatod space envi r-
o.nmrt.., One was to be an expendable structure, such as a 7 ft
diameter balloon, Inflated and rigidized with rmlis I to 2 Inches
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thick under conditions simulating an unmanned spacecraft The
other structure, used to demonstrate large mass capability, was
to be a full sized chair, made under the same conditions but not
necessarily in the same manner.,

Hughes' Aircraft Approach

After the recept of the contract the Hughes Aircraft Company,
on analysis of the probleri,,: camne up with several approaches, differing
widely bacause of the vast disparity between the two structures,

a. In order to foam rigodize the balloon a one part, pre-mixed and
pre-distributed material was believed best, since this would require
no special vacuum operated equipment to be developed.

b. On them oti,er hand, the chair, because of its size and shape,
(an approximately 2 x 2 x 2 ft block with a back and arm rests) was
well adapted for fabrication by metering and mixing a two component
material into a mold. Such a procedure, however, would probably
have required special equipment in order to operate in a vacuum.

On cunsideration of all the factors involved in production of
each type of material it was decided that if the one part material were pro-
duced it would be a very simple approach, and one which could be used for
both applications, as well as being potentially a very useful material. It
w=-- heref'r¢ d;:idcd to cocer,trate solely on production of the one part, pre-
mixed foamant, It wa. alko decided that heat would be utilized as the
activator. Further, no mechan.cal equipment was to be used in the vacuum.
The basic polyurethane reactions; i e diisocyanates reacting with a diol
a•nd/or a triol, and also reacting with water to produce CO2 gas, would be
adhered to.

Foamant Development

In the development of the desired one component compound the
first step was belaoved to be a method of deactivating the isocyanete com-
ponent. This was necessary since in common Isocyanate-polyol mixtures the
reaction takes place within 5 to 30 seconds, whin catalyzed, and not much
slower when uncatalyzed. This reactivity, of course stems from the Isocyenate,
so efforts were concentrated on this component,, Two methods were tried. The
first consisted of chemical blocking of the Isocyanate with a material which
would cleave off when heated, :hus regenerating the original isocyanate. An
example of such a compound, commercially known as Hylene NP, is shown below:

0 0

OCN CQNCO + 2 0"OH20 O-C-N C(_ N-C.O 0 G

300°F

A number of similar compounds were prepared at Hughes using both toluene
dilsocyanate (TDI) and diphenyl methane diisocyanate (N9!) as the isocyanates
and blocking agents such as acetyl acetone, dlethyl malonate, phthalamide
and others. A number of blocked compounds were successfully prepared.
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However, 'a use it was found tr'at the cleavage temperature In each case
was too high (approximately 325 to 4000F). and when reacted In vacuum,. the
relea-e of the blocking agent resulted in too voluminous a gas evolution,
Also, complete; stability was not obtained when the blocked Isocyanate was
mixed with the, polyol and stored at room temperature.

The second methcJ of deactivation tried "s8 an attempt to encap-
sulate the isocyanate in a heat rupturing encapsulant. By this technique
it was hoped that the encapsulated isocyanate could be mixed directly with
the polyols with no reaction until heat was applied. Contacts were made
with all the encapsulators In the United States and it was found that no
one was prepared to encapsulate liquid isocyanates without a long research
program. The National Cash Register Company, hcwever, did agree to furnish
solid MDI encapsulated in either of two thermoplastic materials melting at
1220 and 140or It, tests it was four! that only the 1400 material would
resist damage during the mnixing with' the polvol. However. in attempting to
make a foam using the encapsulated MD-and conventional polyols it was found
impossible to get foams much lower than 10 to 15 lb. density and in addition
the foams were of fj~rl9 low strength and poor quality. It was assumed this
was due partly to tne plasticizing effect of the encapsulant. which was
present to the extent of 20% Dv weight of the MDi, and partly to the solid
isocyanate which was used. It'e reaction was exothermic, however, and it is
surmised that satisfactory results might have been achieved with other
formulatio;ns and more extensive work 7herefo~e, because of the difficulties
encountered in attempting to deactivate the isocyanates, this line of &.tack
was discontinued, in favor of another techn cuJe, described below,

Concurrently with ttha wo"- being uore on the isocyanates a number
of tests were also made on techniques for furnishing water to the system.
since this was also considered to be a major proiblem in de,;e~opment of a
one part mixture. This investigation of water sources was also carried out
along two lines, The first consisted of investigating a number of hydrates,
such s 11380. M 90.H20, BalI Z2"20 etc., which would release water of
crystallizatioln wihen heated. The second technlioue utilized Linde molecular
sieves, which would also -elease the - water when heated, or In a vacuum.
The results of the first tests ind cated *hat boric acid could be mixed with
a liquid 1isocyanste p-epo~yme- for at least a month' and a half with no
apparent action, when ne~d at oom reirpe-alu-e, When heated the isocyarate-
water reactin took place very ea::-y a' temperatures of 200 to 3000F. The
resul'ts secu-ed with the mole:.uiar s'eves wer~e not so definite, however. The
hydrated sieves appeared to sto-e at~ai;':cto-ily at room temperat,.re when
msixed with the isocvanate p-epolymers. '4owever, when the MiAtureS Were
heated in a vacuum con~ide-ab~e butibing occur-ed, which apparently was due
tco t1,e volatilcs *n tria *sucyanate prepolyme-S, rather than the formation of
C02. Repeating the tests w th oevoiatii;zed prepolymer showed no evidence
of reaction, although bubbling occur-ed, which was assumed to be simply
water vapor release and not (02, since there was no evidence of urea and amide
formations which should ha%, occu-red simultaneousiy with the CO 2 liberation,
The results with the molecular sie-ve'- were therefor-e conside~ed inconclusive.

*Satisfactory sto'age was on]), found with sieves containing less than
A% moisture.



In addition to the work done on the isocyanates and water sources,
limited investigations (at that time) were being made on polyols (dials and
triols), as well as catalysts and surfactants. In general, during this
phase on!y common. coeomrcially avaliable materials were tested. These
included lMiuid dials of equivalent weights of 100 to 200, to insure rigidity.
and similar si.-rt chain length triols to act as cross linkers. Similarly
samples of various commercial catalysts and surfactants were also obtuired
to be t..sted in the formulations to be made up.

Because of the poor success achieved in attempting to satisfac-
torily deactivate the liquid isocyanates by chemical blocking or to utilize
encapsulated solid isocyanates and liquid polyols, it was then decided to go
to an all solids mixture. Such a system, it was reasoned, should have good
stor3ge stability, and if it would melt at a low enough temperature, should
be capable of being foemd., The problem then resolved itself to finding
solid isocyanates, polyols, cataiysts and surfactants of the correct melting
point, functionality and vaoor pressure to result in a material which would
do tfe fo'Iowing,

a. Be stable when mixed together and stored in a normal atmosphere.

b Melt or a temperaure helow 7MOf°F (arbitrarily selected)

c. After melting the material sh;outj i'u up and tnen

d. Polymerize and become rigid while in the foamed condition.

The first such solid mixture prepared had the formula shown below:

Material Function HP OF Equiv. Equivalents Used
Weight

Diphanyl methane Isocyanate 99 125 0.5

dilsocyanate (HDI) component

B1sphenol A D0ol 307 114 0.41

P,'rogallol Crosslinker 271 42 0.1

Boric Acid Water source 5' by wt.

S;Iicone Oil Surfactant l% by wt.

8 hydroxy Catalyst 5% by wt.
quinoline

The above formulation resulted In a material which met almost all
the requirements. The foam producai, when made in air, was a fair foam.
although somerhat friable. When heated in vacuum, howaver, the vapor
pressure of the ingredients (mainly' the isocyanate) was so high that as soar,
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as compietc .nelting occurrod the material literally blew itself apart to
result in simply a large mass of froth, The importance of this formulation,
howdever, was that it did demonstrate that the solids approach was basically
e sound one and that, with improvements, a satisfactory material might be

eveloped along those lines,

Several hundred formulations iater such a material was finally
deveioped. The new compound, which used the same type general materials as
in the first solias 'ormula,. incorporated a higher melting,
higher vapor pressure. sterically hindered isocyanate. dianisidine diiso-
cyanate (DADI), as well as a different diol and triol, both melting below
200c'c. The strL:tural formulas of the resin components are shown below:,

m3CO OCH 3

d ianisidine
d isocyanate OCN- -NCO

(DPDI)

;.p'bis (P hydroxy- H H I W H

ethoxy) 2,z" diphenyi HO-C-C-O- . .C. O-C-C-OH
propane (diol) HH 0Hto - H

CH2 0H CH3

Trimethylol propane (Trio)) HC-C-C-CHiOH
HH i

CH2 0H

In addition, a commercial silicone surfactant. Dow-Corning #113, was used
and a comme.-cial cata.yjt, tletai dnj Themrit Lompany 1 |-8".' The pnlyrls usend
were selected after a great number of tests on both cont.ercially available
solid polyols and synthesis of a number of polyols at Hughes, tne great
majority of which turned out to be too high in melting point, or were not
solids, or were too long in chain length. etc.

The new compound was a material which melted completely at 175-1800 F.
It appeaied to have an indefinite shelf life -,h-n stored at room temperature,
although it- reactivity apparently is reduced with time . it ;s not sensitive
to normal atmospheric -moisture, so needs no special storage condidins. It
foamed in a vacuum, without the use of a separate blowing sqent (use of
vacuum and the vapor pressure of the ingredients tuined out to be the 'toy).
The resulting foam was 2 to 5 lb. pvr cu. ,ft. in censity, depending oc. pro-
cessing conditons. The compressive strength of the material vjrIes from !5
to 50 psi, depending on d6-nsity, and on being compressed the material did not
shatter,. In addition, the foamed material showed surptisingly go.0 strength
at 300 to 35U0 F. By addition of boric acil to the basic mixture a fair foam
was obtained at no-nal pressures. Fig. I shows the type of foam made et a
pressure corresponding to 160,000 ft. (Fg'..r H9 approximintely).
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Even with the production of a sdtisfactory foaming powder it was

found that the ,Jeielopment problems were far from over. The diol and triol,
though solids, were not hard, crystalline materials, but were somewhat soft
and gummy. Therefore, while small amounts of the powder mixturc were -aslly
made by hand using a mortar and pestle. attempts to make large amounts by
mechanical mixing and grinding always ende up as gummed up messes. A
number of techniques were tried including ball mills, a drug mill, a Hobart
paddle mixer and a counter current muller. A satisfactory process was
finally developed when ;t was found that by working the materia! to t-ause

the "oumminess' the temperature would rise and when checked at the right

point, a prepolymer would form which was plastic when hot and brittle when
cold, This brittle material could then be easily ground up to form the
desired powder Using this technique several hundred pounds of powder were
prepared for use in fabrication of the required structures.

Fabrication of Demonstration Units

Prior to actualiy starting fabrication of the balloon and chair
it was necessary to develop a method of distributing the powde! on the

balloon surface. It was also necessary to determine the optimum conditions

of time and temperature for forming large amotJnts of foam, since only small

laboratory quantities had been made before. The technique finally adopted

for the balloon fabrication ut;lized the fact that the powder could be

pelletized, using a plastic preform press. A number of pellets, 2 3/8 in.

diameter by 3/32 in. thick were adhered to the surface of a two foot diameter
balloon using Goodyear Pliboald cement. Over the pellets was heat sealed
(using the pellets as the sealing media) a thin Dacron marquisette cloth,

the purpose of which was to prevent running of the material during the period
between liquification and final polymerization. Tests on a sma!l (2 ft)
balloon indicated a satisfactory structure could be obtained. See Fig., 2

In running a number of tzsts with varsous amounts of foam in a
vacuum chamber it was found that the matimum height of foam which could be
ob.ainled was approximately 4 inches. This limitation was established by
the fact that, since the material was endothermic, as the reaction prooressed,
the developing toam retarded the rate of heat input, so the inner layerb of
powder would not receive heat as rapidly a. the outer layers, and therefore
would not foam. Another factor limiting the size of the foam was the fact
that after a few minutes of heating, If the rcwder was too th!ck, the outer
layers would cure or "set" before the inner iayers liqulfied. This cured
material then tended to prevent any further expansion from the rest of the
mass. It was thus found that approximately 1/4 inch of powder was the limit
of material which could be foamed.

With this processing information then it was decided that the
large balloon could be fabricated using the adhered-on pellet and restrainer

cloth technique. The chair, it was also decided could also be made, but in
this case using multiple "blows", to result in the final 2 x 2 x 2 ft. block.
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Figure 1.. shows the fabrication techniqucs employed in coating
the large 7 ft diameter demonstration balloon. When the balloon was completed,
while it as not extremely flexible, it was possible to pack it In a rela-
tively sma;I cowtainer for shipment. At Wright-Patterson Air Force Base the
balloon was Inflated in the vacuum chamber, at a pressure corresponding to
approximately 150.000 ft altitude. By suitable pressure regulation the
balloon was maintained at 5 inches of water Internal pressure during the
rigidizing operation. Kegidization was accomplished by heating a band
approximately one foot wide from pole to pole, as shown in Fig. 4. As the
area foamed and rigidized, in approximately 15 minutes. the balloon was
rotated to expose a new area. Rigidization was complete In 4 Iours. Fig. .5
shows the coampeted stracture.

Fabrication of the chair was conducted ir, a somewhat different
manner. The completely vented mold employed is shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. _Z_
shows the set-up employed for the first "blowt", with powder and pellets In
place. The chair mold is shown laying on its side so the arms may be formed
easier. The heat lamps are directly above the mold. The use of pellets,
large and small, was found to be distinctly superior to the use of plain
powder, The small pellets on the sides would foam and flow into the depres-
sions left by the main wags of toam as it rose up bubble shaped. (Becaise
of lack of back pressure the material did not follow the mold contours as it
foamed). The large pellets were used since it was found they would foam
better than plain powder because they were more coact and they helped spread
the meterial =cre evely than did the powder.,

The complete chair was foamea in seven stages, since only approxi-
mately 4 inches of foam could be formed &t a time. Each layer of reectunts
was therefore put in place, foamed, cured and allowed to cool slightly prior
to addition of the next layer. Each foam cycle took approximately 20 minutes
to complete. However, bringing the chamber to altitude, cooling the foam
prior to pressurization, and then adding the new material made each stage
take approximately 2 hours to complete. Fig. 8 shows the completed chair.,

CONCLUSIONS:

As a result of the preliminary Air Force efforts, and the work
reported here, It may be concluded that there are a number of approaches
which might be used to produc. nolyurethane foams in a vacuum environmesit.
These ilclude the solid reactan.s, encapsulated components, absorbed catalyst-
water systems and possibly "blncked" isocyanates. Some of these will require
longer research and developmen,. programs than others to be fully useable.

The one part, solid reactant heat triggered material so far
developed, however, is considered to possess many characteristics which make
it ideal for space usage; other than the obvious advantage of elimination of
the metering and mixing processes. The material can be triggered by the
readily available solar heat. The vacuum environment is used to assist in
the blowing process. The powder may be very simply packaged, with no need
for vapor tight or pressure resistant containers, refrigeration, etc. Because
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Figure 4. Metflod used to activate foam on bAlloon at 160,000 ft.
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Figure 6, Chair moldi.
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of the low vapor pressure of the ingredients it is believed that the material
has much lower toxicl.j than conventional polyurethane foamants.

There are also, however, a number of Improvements which could be
made in the material. One of the most desirable would be a technique to
cause the material to exotherm, after Initial triggering. In a solid
formulation, suggested by the Air Force, such a material has been made.
Primarily, the Increased rate of reaction Is brought about by the ust of
a more reactive Isocyanate, diphenylmethane dilsocyanate. Triggering Is
brought about by a short period of infra-red heating, or by use of electrical
heating coils inbedded in the material. Currently, this foamant has a
rather limited she!f life, but ;t does indicate that such an exothermic
material is possible.

Another desirable Improvement is a technique for spreading the
solid reactant foamant evenly over the carrier surface, Instead of the pel-
let attachments. In work which Is currently in progress, this has been
accomplished on a small scale, and indications are that it can be success-
fully adapted to large objects or surfaces.
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NECRANCAL PRCPUITR (W pMWM MAMIL
FOR Ma DAL SPACE SMCTUM

By HMvai L. Price

NASA Langley Research Center

ABSTRACT

An analysis Is presented of tests to determine the zechar•cal prep-r
ties of several composite materials which are used or have potential use t-n
aerospace structures. Me composites are approximately 0.001 inch thick,
and ae laminates of aluminum foil and Myylar film, aluminum foil and poliý-
propylene film, and vapor-dieposited aluminum on Myfiar film. The anatvsiz
In made on the basis of tensile stress-strain, strs-s-relnntion, and
flexurnl-stiffness tests. The stress-strain and stresz-relnxatlon tests
illustrate the mechanical behavior of the composites a" inifluenced by their
composition. A cc mpaison is made of the fiexural rigidity of the coanqo-
ites as nmasured by the heavy elastica method.
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MECHJANICAL PROPERTIES OP C(OMPOITE MATERLIALS

FOR EXPAMABLE SPACE SRUCTURES

HAS Langley "esearch Center

IN~TRODlUCTION

Some of the mechanical and structural applications of materials, on
BEurth az well as in space, are such that no single material will adequately
meet the requirements. Az a result, composite materials are often necessary
and sometimes offer advantages which are not found in single materials. A
composite material is a combination of materials which seeks to utilize cer-
tain outctanding prmperties of each. It has been said (ref. 1) that "the
strongest and most efficient materials created by nature . . . and by
man . . . have always been composite materials." It is obvious that both
strength and efficiency are highly desirable in aerospace structures. There-
rore, composite materials can be used to advantage in such structures.

Composite structural materials can be classified into at least three
groups. One group is the bonded-layer type of composite, such as lami-
nates. A second group is the matrix type, s.ch as reinforced pla"aLs, and
the third group Is the atomic structure type which iacýudes the organo-
metallic polymers. This paper will deal with the mechanical properties of
some bonded-layer composites, in particular, some aluminum-plastic laminates
and an aluminized plastic film. The composites are used or have potential
use in aerospace structures, such as passive communications satellites
(ref. 2), air-density- t satellites (ref. 3), and solar enera con.
centrators (ref. 4). The mechanical properties were determined by means of
tensile tests and stress-relaxwtion tests, and the flexural rigidity of the
composites is measured by the heavy elastics method.

DESCRIPION OF XWERIAL8

The materials are described in table I which lists both the nominal
thickness and the thickness as meAsured by an electrically driven micrometer.
The measured thickness was used to calculate the cross-section area of the
test specimens. Figure 1 show. the cross sections of the composites drmwn
to approximately the same scaLe. It is possible, then, to obtain some idea
of the relative thicknesses of the materials and their components. The nom-
inal thicknesses are indicated in figure 1.

*Aerospaee Technologist.
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TkULE 1. - DES2IOtINIf W CCHNF0SIE KA!UIAIW

Nominal Mezasured Weig~t
Material thickness, thickneas, C omposition

in. in.

Echo 1 0.0005 0.00042 2.45 x 10-5 0.5-mil Mylar film with 2,200 A
vapor-deposited aluxinm on
one side similar to Echo I
balloon skin.

A/1 L.minute C.o0055 0.OO055 3.71 x iO-5 Two-ply laminate of 0.2-ail
alindnum foil and 0.35-nil

fylar fibm cemented with
polyester adhesive.

Echo (A-12) 0.00071 0.0008 5.70 x io-5 'ree-ply laminate, U.35-mil
Mylar film between 0.2-mil
alminmm foil, emented with
pol-yentr adhesive.

A,•!A 0.00270 0.00285 z1.7 x 10-5 gbree-ply laminate, 2-m'l Mylar
Linate film between 0. 35-mIl alumi-

num foil, cemented with poly-
ect-r adhesive.

0plorer IX 0.002 0.00225 16.1 x ix5 ftur-ply laminate of 0.5-ril! Nlar- film and o.5-mil allmi-
! mum foil cemented with poly-

ester adhesive.

X-•_"B 0.000 o.11 3.82 x 1o-X Three-ply laminate, 0. 6 -til
polypropylene fila between
0.2-ul aluminum foil,
cemented with polyester adhe-
sive, 58 percent of aluminum
removed in bexa•onal pattern

by chemical milling.
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The Echo I material is the type which was used to fabricate the Echo I
passive communicazions satellite. The vapor-deposited aluminum serves as a
reflecting surface for radio and radar waves and reduces the degradation by
ultraviolet radiation of the Vlar film in the space environment (ref. 5).
The Fmbo (A-12) laminate is the type used to fabricate a 135-foot-diameter
sphere. Although it can also be used for cosunications experiments, the
Echo (A-12) balloon was originally designed LO demonstrate the feasibility
of mechanically rigidizing a large structure in space (ref. 2). The
Explorer IX laminate was used to fabricate a 12-foot-diameter air-density-
measurement satellitc (ref. 3). The Explorer IX satellite has been in orbit
since February 1961 and has provided valuable data on the density of the
upper atmosphere. Although the alumimw4-Vjlar (A/M) laminate and the
aluminum-Mylar-aluminwm (A/M/A) laminate have not been used in space struc-
tures it will be shown later that each laminate has certain properties which
could be highly useful.

The X-32B laminate was designed to allow a large part of the incident
solar radiation to pass through but at the same time to reflect radar waves
(ref. 6). Although the solar pressure is quite small (1.3 x l0-V psi,
ref. 7), it can have a considerable effect on large, lightweight, balloon-
like structures. For example, solar pressure has helped to alter the orbit
of Echo I since the satellite was launched in Aungut 1960 (ref. 8). How-
ever, the exposed polypropylene in the X-32B laminate will transmit the
solar radiation and the effect of solar pressure on a satellite would be
reduced. The etched areas in the aluminum foil are sufficiently small so
that the laminate behaves as a sclid reflector to radar with a wavelength
of at least 3.j- cm.

DESC'RIION OF TESTS

Three types of tests were used to determine the mechanical behavior of
the composite materials - tne stress-strain test at constant strain rate,
the stress-relaxation test, and the flexural stiffness test.

The stress-strain tests were performed on an Instron Model TT-C testing
machine on which the cross-head moves at a constant rate so that the strain
rate was constarnt The strati was determined by dividing the change in the
specimen length by the original distance between the testing machine grips,
which was 5 inches. ITe valyes of elongation refer to the strain of the
test specimen when the specimen failed. The load was measured by a 50-pound
capacity load cell, =Ad the area of the test specimen was taken as the prod-
uct of the width end the total measured thickness of the specen without
regard to the relative areas of metal foil and plastic film.

The stress-relaxatinn test= also were performed on on Iatron testing
machine. The test specimen was elongated at a strain rate of 0.04 inch per
inch per minute wo some predetermined stress. ?bT testing machine cross-
head was stopped and observations were made of the continuous relaxation or
the stress at the fixed strain for a period of 1,000 minutes (16 hours and
4O minutes).
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The flexural rigidity of the composites was measured by the heavy
elastica method. The rigidity of the composites is especially important
when they are used in large, balloon-like structures which have no load-
carrying framework to support the envellope or skin. Satpllites in orbit
about the Earth are subject to small but continuous deforming loads, such
as solar pressure or atmospheric drag (ref. 7). These deforming loads cau
contribute to the bending or buckling of large areas of unsupported skin.
The Echo I, for example, has undergone considerable deformation (ref. 9).
The diameter may have decreased (from the original 100 feet) and what appear
to be large flat areas have developed in the skin.

The derivation of the equations for use in the flexural stifT-ess Lest
may be found in references 10 and 11. A test procedure for measuring the
stiffness of fabrics is given in reference 12. In order to measure the
rigidity of the composites it was necessary to use a modified test procedure
which is presented in reference 13. The present tests were performed by
projecting a strip of material from a horizontal surface (fig. 2(a)). Mess-
urements were made of the length of the overhang I and the deflection 0
of the free end below the horizontal. By entering the curve in figure 2(b)
with the measurcd value uf 6, the ratio c/1 can be determined, where c
is referred to as bending length. The flexural rigidity, then, is simply
the product of c3 and the weight of the strip per unit length.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The tensile properties and flexural rigidity of the composites are
listed in tables 2 and 3 and illustrated in figures 3 tn 6. These data were
obtained from references 13 and 14 for 1/2-inch-wide strips of material and
have been normalized to unit width.

Tensile Properties

The tensile properties of the composites are listed in table 2 which
includes the values of the tensile strength, Young's modulus, and elonga-
tion at break. The Echo I material has the highest tensile strength
(27,000 psi) and the A/? laminate has the lowest (11,60 psi). ThIs low
value is the result of the comparatively early failure of the aluminum foil
when the laminate is being elongated. When the aluminum foil breaks, the
laminate is considered to have failed even though the plastic film may be
intact. In the case of homogeneous (that is noncomposite) materials the
tensile strength is a valid indication of the load that the material can
carry. In comparing cumposite materials, however, the tensile strength may
not be indicative of the load-carrying ability, especially when the total
thickness is used to compute the cross-zection area. Therefore, table 2
includes the values of the load which is required to break a 1-inch-wide
strip of material. The A/M/A laminate has the highest breaking load
(61.9 pounds) and the A/M laminate has the lowest (6.4 pounds) of the com-
poaltes which were tested. The ranking of the six composites according to
tensile strength and according to breaking load results in a different
sequence, with only the A/M laminate and the X-32B laminate retaining their
same position in each sequence. .0s•
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MAKLE 2.- TM48IL PR0PFMM OF 1-MNC-WIDE SMMIP

OFr COPOSrS NA2EIAL

Tensile Breaking Young's a tensional
Material strength, load, modulus, stiffness, Elongation

_______ psi 2b psi lb./In.

Echo I 27,o00 11•.3 0.66 x 1o6 2."7 x zo0 15
A/Mlewinste 1_,600 6.4 o.53 X 106 2.92 x 102 U

Echo (A-22) 13,700 11.0 2.73 x 106 21.84 1021 12

A/A LInminate 21,700 61.9 2.08 x 106 59.28 x U,, 1z49

&plrer Ik 13,000 29.3 3.68 x io6 82.80 X 0 26

X-32 1.7 --I - -- 2.85 x1O o 3

-4M6



TABLE 3.- FLEXUAL RIGIDIT OF i-I=CE-WiUR STRPS OF '!VP TM A

AS MEASURE BY THE HEAVY ELASTICA MEDTD

Flexural Rigidity IWeight Th2iickness
Material rigidity PI), relative cr!i ncyi, effcency-, IU

!bin._ to Echo I- jIjf lb-in.

Echo I 5.06 X 10-6 1 2.1 x 10-- 6.8 x 104 Adzed i
_ _tension

ANM laminate 6.67 x 10- 6  1.3 1.8 x i0- 1 4.02 x I# Rigidity cICUIated
assm a1tnm
foil effective

__ _ _bending

Echo (A--1) &.8 X 10-4 115 .03 x 130 114 x 106

AiH A 7"-'4nate 5.02 X 10-3 992 2.84 x 1O 1. X i0

Erxt-orerlU 4.%6x10S- 901 2. 8 xl 10 4.)x0 5 Alt side In
Ftension

X-32B 2.42 x lot 0 4  6 .8 1.82 xl0j

7



Table 2 includes the values of Young's morulus which were determined
on the basis of total cross-sec'tion area. The Young's modulus of the
Epiorer IX laminate (3.68 x 106 psi) is approximately seven times that of
the Echo I material (O.66 x 106 psi). Of more practical interest, however,
is the extensional stiffness. The extensional stiffness can be thought of
either as the product of Young's modulus and the material thickness, or as
the force required to extend a unit width strip of material to twice its
original length (i.e., 100-percent strain). The extensional stiffness of
the composites is included in table 2. The Echo I material, the A/N lam-
inate1 and the X-323 lminate all have an extensional stiffness of nearly
3 pounds per inch. The Explorer IX laminate has the highest value
(a2.S pounds per inch) of extensional stiffness of the coposltes.

Although the extensiorntal stiffness is given In pounds per inch, it does
not ±bollow that extending the material to 100-percent strain will result in
the force shoawn in the Pxten-ional stiffness column. The reason, of course,
is that the composite may yield or even break at zuch smaller vabies of
Str-aln. Hseever, the xtsonlstiffness provides a reliable means otý
evaluating the force required to strain composites of widely different cum-
positlon.

The elongation at breaK requires no change for ecomsite materials
becaLse the cross-section area does not enter into the calculation as it
ies for the tensile strength end Young's modulus. Both the Echo I material

and the A/i/A laminate have high elongations, on the arder of 150 percent.
For a Lest specimen with an original iength between the grips of 5 inches,
the length at break was about 12.5 inches. The high elongation reflects the
large ssnunt of I*'lar film which the ccmposites contain. The elongation of
the A/M, the Echo (A-12), and the Explorer IX laminates are the strains at
wbhirh the aluminum ioil fails. In general, the WIlar film remains intact.

It is concluded, then, that the A/M/A laminate can withstand the
iargest tensile load, the Explorer IX laminate has the highest extensiuoal
stiffness, arn the Echo I material has Ehe highest eloi,,4ation of the mate-
rials w4:ch were tested. Furthermore, it can be very misleading to describe
the tensile properties of composites by metm- of the usual tensile strength
and Ycnwg's modulus va-tur based on total cross-section area. It is more
accurate, especially when comparing different composite materials, to pie-
sent the tensile properties in terms of breaking load, extensional stiffness,
and -longatian.

Calculate.4 Stress-StriIn Values

When a co-posite ma-erial is stressed, the components are notj in
general, under the same stress. It is instructive to determine what stresses
the components experience so that, if the properties of the components are
known, a ccmaonte en he v-"' tructed which will have certain predetermined
properties. Thezefore, tAe stress at selected strains was calculated for the
Echo (A-I?) laminate and the results are shown in figure 3.

The experimentally determined stress-strain curves aem shown in fig-
ure 3 for the aluminum foil and ?4lar film which is used in the Echo (A-I2)
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laminate. The curves were obtained from tests of !./2-inch-vide ULrips of
material which were loaded at a strain rate of 0.04 inch per inch per minute.
In calculating the stress on the composite it is assumed that the composite
load is the sum of the loads on the components (ref. 15). In addition, it
is assumed that the aluminum and the Mylar film undergo equal strain in the
laminate so there is no slippage between the layers. For a given value of
strain the load on each component is determined from the stress-strain curve.
The component loads are added and their sum is divided by Lhe area of the
laminate, thereby providing the calculated laminate stress lor the given
strain.

The c,.1culated stress-strain value5 are compared with the experimental
stress-strain curve for the Echo (A-12) laminate in figure 3- There is
fairly good agreemeaL r - strains up to about 0.5 percent which is beyond the
yield stress of the laminate. At higher strains the calculations indicate a
lower stress than those that were actually measured. However, the difference
is rather small (about 600 to 700 psi) and fairly constant, suggenting that
the Young's modulus for the W-lar film might be higher (0.79 x 106 psi) than
the value of 0.69 x 106 psi which was used in the calculations. it is con-
clud-d, then, that it is valid to combine the stress-strain curves of the
components in order to obtain the stress-strain c.urve of the laminate.

A comparison of the experimental curves (fig. 3) of the components and
the Echo (A-12) laminate shows that, fu,- strains up to about 1.5 percent,
the aluminum-foll stress is higher and the Mylar film stress is lower than
the laminate stress. At higher strains, or laminate stress above approxi-
mately 10,000 ji., the Mylar is more highly stressed than the laminate.
Furthermore, a laminate stress of 4,000 to 5,OOu psi is required to yield
the aluminum foil. Once the aluminum foil has passed its yield stress it
wivl takc a permanent fet, although the Mylar film will still be elastic.
When the laminate is released, the Mylar film will attempt to recover its
original, undeformed length. Complete recovery will be prevented by the
permanent deformation of the aluminum foil. Therefore, the aluminum will be
in compression and the Mylar film will be in tension after the laminate stress
is released.

The tension and compression in the components has no apparent effect on
the Echo (A-12) laminate. It can be seen from the cross section of the lam-
inate (fig. I) that the tension force in the Mylar film is balanced by the
compression forces in the aluminum on each side of the film. However, in
the Echo I material, the A/M laminate, and the Explorer IX laminate the
forces are not balanced and the resulting torques deform the material.

In order to illustrate the effect of the torques, 1/2-inch-wide strips
of the composites were subjected to several tensile loads and the resultlrg
deformation is shown in figure 4. Ar the load increases so does the curva-
ture of the composites. The saall sections which were cut from the test
strips tended to curl into small cylinders. The edges of tihe test strip of
the Echo I material curled after 4 pounds of load sc the strip itself did
not deform. After 5 pounds of load the vapor-deposited aluminum was so thin
that there was no appreciable deformation as shown by the section that was
cut from the test strip. Although the torques are small an estimatedi
2.5 X 104 inch-pound for the A/N laminate subjected to a l•- pound load)
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they may become signiif nirt in H null gravity field and cause undesirable
deformations. On the other hand, such torques might prove to be useful as a
restraining or restoring force in a simple spring or damping system.

Stress Relaxation

The effect of loading a laminate until the aluminum has exceeded its
yield stre.s has been demonstrated above and in figure 4. In the case of a
laminate with balanced forces, the yieldirg of the aluminum is indicated by
a decrease in the slope of the ctress-strain curve (fig. 3). A further indi-
cation of the efrect is obtained by means of the tensile stress-relaxation
test.

The representative stress-relaxation curves for the Echo (A-12) laminate
are shown in figure 5 where the stress is plotted against the lcariLthm of
the time in minutes. The tests were conducted with initial laminate stresses
in a lower range of 1,000 to 5,000 psi, and with stress in a higher range of

U,0U0 to 1UO00o psi (see ref. 14). At all stress levels the stress decreases
approximately linearly with the logarithm of time from 0.1 minute to
1,000 minutes (16 hours and 40 minutes). If the curves are extended they
intersect at two points. The curves for the initial stress in the lover
stress range irtersect at a stress of about 100 psi and a logarithm of time
of 17.7. The curves for the higher range stresses intersect at a stress of
1,300 psi and a logarithm of tine of 14.8.

The two points of intersection reflect the dual response of the laminate
to long time, fixed deformation. For laminate stresses up to 4,0O0 psi the
aluminum foil is still below its yield stress and the Volar film is at a com-
paratively low stress of less than 1,500 psi. The aluminum, then, earries
most of the load on the laminate so the curves in the lower stress range are
virtually those of the aluminum. At the higher stresses the aluminum has
exceeded its yield stress and the tWlar film nak De loaded to a stress as
high as 10,000 psi. Therefore, the laminate undergoes a more rapid rate of
stress reduction in the upper stress range than it does in the lover. The
difference, however, is rather small. In the lower range the stres3 decays
at the rate of about 4.8 percent of the origi•al stress per decade of time
and in The upper range the rate is 6 percent. As a result, if the laminate
is fabricated into a structure in such a way that stress gradients occur
across the surface of the laminate (gradients caused by such elements an
sea=s, pole caps, or local r.inforeements) it is unlikely that the stress

•ent will decrease to any practical degree. For example, for an original
laminate stress of 10,000 Psi, mnre than IOM yc-nrs would he required for the
laminate to relax to 5,000 psi (fig. 5). It can, of course, be very mis-
leading to extrapolate time-dependent data. The above euqile, however,
although it involves such extrapolation, does give some idea of the long
times which would be required for the Echo (A-12) laminate to undergo exten-
sive stress relaxation.

Flexuaral Rigidity

The flexural rigidity of the composites is listed in table 3 aza illus-

trated in figure 6. The flexural rigidity is the product of Young's modulus,
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E, and 1. the moment of inertia for flexure. Because of its tendency to curl
it was imposcible to measure the flexural rigidity of the A/M laminate in the
same manner as the other composites was measured. Therefore, the flezural
rigidity of the laminate was calculated.

All of the flexural rigidity values are uite low for structural pur-
poses. They fall in the range of 10-6 to :;I lb-in.2 which is small in com-
parison to the flexural rigidity of approximately 8 x I0-1 lb-in.2for
0.01-inch-thick aluminum. The lowest value of rigidity, 5.06 x 106 lb-.in.2 ,
is that of the Echo I material. The A/H/A laminate has the highest rigidity,

5.02 x 10-3 lb-in. 2 . The rigidities relative to tha Ech3 I material are
listed in table 3. The Echo (A-12) laminate, which was designed to be stiffer
than the Echo I material, is over 10D times as rigid. The ratio of the rigid-
ity of the Echo I material to the Echo (A-12) laminate to the X-32B laminate
is 1/115/48. The ratio given in reference 6 for the same composites is
approximatel•y 1/57/5. The latter ratio, based on design calculations, is awe
conservative than the ratio which was determined by the flexural rigidity
tests. The difference between the two ratios gives scme Indication of how
difficult it is to obtain agreement between the calculated and the asured
flexural rigidities for thin composite materials.

Increased resistance to bending may or may not be an advantage, depending
on the applicaticn of the composite. If the increased rigidity is accompanied
by a substantial weight increase, then the more rigid composite may not be as
efficient as one which is less rigid. The flexural rigidity of the camposite.
divided by its weight per unit area, is taken as the weight efficiency. The
values are listed in table 3 and are equal to c0, the value of c being
determined fron the curve in figure 2b. In reference 10 the value c is
referred to as the bending length and is considered to be a measure of the
quality of a fabric. As it is used here c is a measure of the efficiency
of a composite material in resisting flexure.

A higher rigidity may be obtained by increasing the thickness of the
material. In a homogeneous material the flexural rigidity increases as the
cube of the thickness. A thicker material, however, requires a lsrger volume
for packaging and may present soe folding problems. Therefore, the flexural
rigldity of the composite, divided by its measured thickness, is taken as the
thickness efficiency and the values are lhsted in table 3.

Thc AM laminate has the lowest (1.8 x ir 1 mA) and the AM/A laminate
has the highest (2.84 x 10 in.4) weight efficiency of the composites which
were tested. The flexural rigidity of the A/ laminate may be lover than the
true value because the rigidity was calculated on the assumption that onrl
the aluminum is effective in bending. Even if the calculeted rigidity were
ini error by as much as 20 percent, the weight efficiency woula nbe ccuqnrhble
to the efficiency of the Echo I material. From the standpoint of thickness,
the A/M laminate has a low efficiency of 4.02 x 104 lb-in. The Echo (A-12)
laminate has a high thickness efficiency of 1.14 x 106 nb-in.

A comparison of the flexural rigidity, the weight, and the thickness
of the composites relative to the Echo I material is shown in figure 6. A
logarithmic scale is used for the relative flexural rigidities in order to
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accommodate the wide spread in the values. Included in figure 6 is a set of
curvea which show the flexural rigidity which would be equal to a weight or
thicknesus efficiency or 1, 10, 100, and 1,000 times the efficiency of the
Echo I material. For example, a composite that is 50 times as rigid but
which weighs five times as much would be located on the lOX curve because it
would have ten times the weight efficiency of Echo I.

It can be seen in figure 6 a that the weight efficiency of the A/M lami-
nmte is lower than that of the Echo I material. The highest (135X) effi-
ciency is achieved by the A/M/A laminate followed closely by the Explorer IX

laminate which has a weight efficiency that is 135 times that of the Echo I
material. The high efficiencies are obtained at a considerable increase in
weight of 7 to 8 times the weight of the Echo I material. However, the lami-
nates should prove to be useful in caves in which a small (ane, therefore,
low total weight) but highly rigid structure is required. The requirements
of size and rigidity were in fact encountered in the Explorer IX air-density-
measurement satellite (ref. 5). The Explor:'r IX laminate, then, represents a
enne in vbhith a laminate was designed for a particular application and then
satizfactorily employed for it.

Both the Echo (A-12) laminate and the X-32_ laminate have higher weight
efficiencies (49 and 3o times) than the Echo I material. The X-3M may be
more efficient in orbit than iý indicated by figure 6. The reason is thac
In the flexural rigidity test the gravitational force or weight of the mate-
rial is the deforming load. The chemical milling of the X-3B laminate
removes 58 percent of the aluminum, and relieves the laminate of approxi-
mately one-half of the deforming load cf solar pressure. The polypropylene
wdaws contribute to the el ght which deforms the material in the flexural
rigidity test. These same windows would contribute a negligible load under
the action of solar pressure. Therefore, the X-3M laminLae may be more
efficient than the flexural rigidity test indicates.

The thickness efficiencies of the composites are illustrated in fig-
ure 6b where it is shown that A/N laminate has the lowest efficiency. Th,'
A/Ki/A, X-32B, and Explorer IX laminatek have thickness efficiencies which
are approximately 2. 3, and 6 times that of the Echo I material. The Echo
(A-Lt) laminate has the highest efficiency (17 times) and the lowest thick-
ness (2 times) relative to Echo I material. The combination of low thickness
and high efficiency indicate- that the Echo (A-12) is suioable for large
structures, such as the Echo (A-l2) satellite, or for large structures in
which rigidity is required but packaging space is limited.

The above discussion indicates increased efficiency in resisting bending
accompanied by an increase of wight mad/or thickness of the composite.

An increase in weight or thickness does not necessarily bring about an
increase in efficiency. however. The A!/ Thmiinutc is ar example. It is not
good eogh, then, to design Vr use l-minates which are heavier ce thicker
than Echo I material, even though they may have a higher flexural rigidity.
The candidate laminate might be nu more efficient than a scaled-up version
of the Echo I material. On the other hand, an Echo I type material of
the thickness of the Explorer IX laminate might present some problems in
folding and packaging. As a result, a laminate incorporating aluminum foil
might be necessary so that the required flexibility could be achieved, even
at the loss of some of the efficiency. A composite material for use in
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balloon-like stnwrtures, then3 represents a compremise among the factors of

weight, thickness, rigidity, and flexibility.

CONCWDINU RMKWIC

The mechanical properties have been determined of six composite mute-
rials which have been used or have potential use in aerospace structures.

It has been found that, In comparing the tensile properties of composite
materials, it is more accurate to express the properties it terms of breaking
load und extensional stiffness rather than strength and Yoang's modulus. Me
stress-strain or 1nsd-strain curve of a composite can be estimated if the
stress-strain curves of the components are known. In the alumlnum-Mylar lam-
inates the residual stresses in the components may act in opposite directions.
As a result, these forces can severely deform a laminate in which the forces
are not balanced. The dual response to long time, fixed strain of a two com-
ponent laminate Las been demorstrated by the stress-relaxation test. For
laminate stresses below those at which the aluminum has reached yteld, the
rate of stress decay is lower than the case in which the aluminum has yielded.

The flexural rigidity of the composites has been measured by the heavy
c!':=tiact•.•• it M.s• bceni found that increased rigidity is obtained at
the cost of increased weight and/or thickness.
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EXPANDABLE DRAG DEVICES FOR MACH 10 FLIGHT REGIME

F. R. Nebiker

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

Space and the high-speed, high-altitude flight associated with it requires
new methods of stabilization and deceleration for the recovery of such pay-
loads as manned escape capsules, personnel ejected from space capsules,
rocket boosters, nose cones and instrument data packages. Initial stabiliza-
tion is required so that protective re-entry devices (heat shields, ablation
shields, drag producing devices) of a payload tumbling or disoriented in space
can be aligned with the flight path. Inita deceleration is required to reduce
aerodynamic heating and loading and to reduce the velocity of the payload
gradually in a varying dynamic loading regime. Thlis is done essentially by
decreasing the ballistic coefficient. W/CDA.

These =Lew stabilization and deceleration methods will provide for a con-
trolled descent over a known trajectory and, coupled with acquisition aids,
will enable a successful recovery within a predetermined area.

If conventional recovery methods are to be utilized in the final stage, it
is particularly important that the velocity of the payload be reduced gradually
from high-speed, high-altitude conditions. Recent investigations indicate that
conventional parachutes are not satisfactory for this first-*tage deceleration
btcause of aerodynamic beating and erratic loading at supersonic flow condi-
tions. Under Contract AF33(616)-6010. Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
studied the feasibility of inflatable fabric structures for recovery systems
for speeds to Mach 4 and altitudes to ZOO, 900 feet. This programr included
throretical analysis as well as laboratory, wind tunnel, free-fall, and rocket
powered flight tests. Under Contract AF33(616)-8015, the company investi-
gated various shapes of inflAtable decelerators for operation at Mach 10. al-
titudes to ZOO, 000 feet and temperatures to 1500 F. The investigation also
included study of drag area variation during descent to eliminate final stage
parachute recovery. Deployable decelerators were investigated analytically
and tested in wind turnels at the above aerodynamic conditions.

In June, 1963. Goodyear Aerospace was awarded by the Aeronautical Sys-
tems Division of the USAF, the prime contract for the program designated as
ADDPEP (Aerodynamic Deployable Decelerator Performance Evaluation Pro-
gram) (Contract AF33(657-10955). This program, in essence, includes theo-
retica. investigation, evaluation, tests and modification of newly-designed de-
ployable decelerators categorized in three groups: (I) hi-q parachutes, which
are large ribbon-type parachutes needed for large payload recoveries at true-
sonic and supersonic speeds at high dynamic pressures; (Z) small supersonic
parachutes capable of stable and reasonable high-drag performance at Mach
numbers up to 5; and (3) the investigation, evaluation and modification of bal-
loon-type (Ballute) decelerators capable of stable and high-drag performance
up to Mach numbers of 10.
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This program entails the design modification and manufacture of two new
basic type rocket-boosted vehicles. These vehicles are test devices weighing
400 to 2100 pounds, depending upon the application, and are capable of moni-
toring performance of the decelerators during their flight. The vehicles may
be boosted by a large number of various solid booster combinations to the de-
sired trajectories and test points. The performance envelope of these ve-
lucles includes a Mach 10 capability. The vehicles are recoverable and are
used after refurbishment for subsequent tests. Flight data are recorded on
on-board cameras and instrumented data are telemetered to ground-based
stations.

The following summarizes the effort under each of the programs Good-
year Aerospace has conducted to develop expandable aerodynamic-type de-
cele rators.

MACH 4 PROGRAM

Rocket boosted missile tezts of the full-scale Ballute system were con-
ducted during 1960 and 1961. These testd varied from a trajectory of Mach 2
at 120, 000 feet to a desired Mach 3. 5 of 155. 000 feet. These trajectories
were obtained by the use of two or three Nike boosters mounted in tandem,
dependent on trajectory requirements. Each test missile contained five chan-
nels of telemetry for transmis4ion of the snatch load, drag load, dynamic
pressure, acceleration and Ballute internal r-essure during flight, and gear
for water impact and recovery after landing in the Gulf of Mexico. Four mis-
siles were fired, three with a two-Nike booster set-up and one with a three-
Nike booster setup; each achieved the desired Mach number and altitude. Up-
on recovery of these missiles, further data were obtained from an on-board
movie camera. Generally, the measurements corroborated the data obtained
durin. the wind tunnel and analytical phases.

Four free-fall tests were conducted at Holloman AFB near Alamogordo,
N, M. The missile was ballasted to weigh 500 pounds and was carried to an
altitude of approximately 98. 000 feet by a 1, 000, 000-cubic foot, 1 mil Mylar
balloon. The balloon was launched by standard procedures and rose at ap-
proximately 800 to 1000 fpm. At the desired altitude, the missile was sev-
ered by an explosive and allowed to fall free to about 88,000 feet, where its
velocity was approximately 600 fps. At this point, a timer sequenced a set,-
end pyrotechnic charge that separated the segmented canister from the aft
portion of the missile, deploying the Ballute. One-half second later, an in-
ternal pressure bottle was fired, inflating the Rallute to its full 9-foot diame-
ter. The Ballute deployed on its 15-foot suspension line, no recorde-i kr aa
on-bo.4r- carrnra anA by optical coverage from three ground stations at the
test site. The total drag, Ballute internal pressure, acceleration, and dy-
namic pressure from the missile were telemetered and recorded. At approxi-
mately 50, 000 feet, the parachute was deployed and the missile floated down
for a spike impact in the desert area. The purpose of these free-fall tests
was to further check the system functionally and gather data on the subsonic
and tranoonic speed regimes.
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MACH 10 PROGRAM

Upon completion of the Mach 4 phase of the program, more advanced
work was initiated covering the development and analysis of a system capabte
of operating in the Mach 10 flight regimes. The program included a compre-
hensive study of various materials capable of withstanding the 1500 F tem-
perature expected to be encountered in the flight profile, and investigation of
various problems inhe rent in the aerodynamic stability and inflation of a de-
vice traveling at hypersonic speeds. Here again, extensive analytical work
was conducted and followed up with wind tunnel tests at the Langley 4 X 4-
foot Unitary Tunnel Mach 4.6 facility. Dacron-neoprene balloons of various
sizes and configurations were tested first. The shapes to be considered now
were essentially the basic sphere, cones of various angles. hemispheres,
and other devices that would maintain inflation throughout the trajectory and
down to sea-level altitude.,

PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN STUDIES

Of the rnqny wind tunnel models tested, the closed pressure-vessel type
spheres, cones and hemispheres performed in a very stable manner behind
a payload.: The aerodynamic drag agreed well with the data of previous rigid
model tests. A new type of Ballute system was evolved so that the recovery
system could be limited to one stage, with the first stage decelerator also
serving as the final stage decelerator at sea level.

This required the Ballute to increase its inflation pressure during the
trajectory to offset the increased ambient pressure and increased dynamic
pressure dictated by the velocity dnd altitude. In this case, the obvioja so-
lution was to utilize the same techniques as used on the parachute; that is, to
use remn air (dynamic pressure) to inflate the body to its initial shape and to
maintain its inflation down to sea level. Subsonic tests indicated that an open-
ing somewhere in the vicinity of Z or 3 percent of the total body diameter,
fixed in place by a metal or fiberglass ring with a spider in the center of this
ring attaching it to the single-line suspension mechanism, would be adequate
to inflate the Ballute properly and maintain its inflation under a wide range of
dynamic pressures •

However, as speeds surpassed Mach Z, problems were encountered. A
phenomena seeaued to exist in which fabric flutter and fluctuation in load level
cau-sed stru-tu-i-- failure due to shock Pwallov:ing and variatii..i ;n mas.. flow.
This ereatcJ a ,.iLhu&ii d-ii •te problem in the stre.is analysis.

Various ram-air flexible and rigid models were constructed and equipped
with transducers sensitive to rapid fluctuations of internal pressure. It was
found that if a screen or reed-valve type inlet was installed in the inlet por-
tion of the VaU,-te, these pulsations could be reduced or eliminated. Utilising
screens or reed valves, depending upon the application, the Ballutes were
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successfully inflated and performed properly during the wind tunnel tests,
which were designed to simulate as closely as practical the conditions es-
tablished by the IBM computer trajectory study. The studies included plots
of velocity versus altitude. Mach number versus altitude, g'; versus alti-
tudc, time versus altitude, dynamic pressure versus altitude, and total pres-
sure versus altitude, for various bdiliziic coefficients such as 1. 10, 50, and
100 and at four different initial co.ditions: Mach 4 at 70, 000 feet, Mach 4 at
120, 000 feet, Mach 10 at 120. 000 feet and Mach 10 at 200. 000 feet. In addi-
tion. the surface temperature distributions of spheres and conical bodies with
and without forebody interference were analyzed.

Body temperature distribution was plotted as a function of altitude, veloc-
ity and Mach number for various ýnitial conditions. In addition, optimum
structural requirements :-r the Ballute were established. The optimum con-
figuration became an 80 degree conical-shaped Ballute with an isotensoid, or
in some cases, a tucked, aft portion of the Ballute. In an isotensoid surface,
the fabric has uniform stress in a4l directions and the meridian cables have
constant tension throughout their leiniths. This allows a mi - -im weight de-
sign that takes the same shape when inflated as the shape to Lich it was tail-
ored, and maintains this shape after inflation. It is capable of withstanding
the high dynamic loads in opening. Essentially, an improved type of lugh-
speed parachute was developed that retained the parachute weight and pack-
aging features and yet overcame parachute shortcomings with respect to su-
personic stability and aerodynamic heating resistance.

The payload was suspended from the fixed inlet in the Ballute by a single
line connected to a number of cables that went around the Baliute to the middle
of its aft portion. At this point, an internal cable joined the multiple cables
and carried a portion of the load to the forward point of the inlet to distribute
the load evenly through the Ballute fabric,

One other consideration was investigated., the inflation position of the
Ballute at very high altitudes where the dynamic pressures would be extreme-
ly low, This problem was solved by installing a simple lightweight bladder,
made of plastic or very thin rt-bber, inside the Ballute. Inflated with alco-
hol or other vaporizing liquid, the bladder erected the Ballute and positioned
it so that it was deployed aft of the payload body in a wake field that provided
adequate ram-air pressure for additional inflation. As the ram-air pressure
became stronger than that in the internal pressurizing bladder, the bladder
was compressed in the rear pontion of the Ballute.

Of the other configurations tested at Mach 4.6. it was found that the hemi-
spherical balloon and the 75- and 80-degree conical balloons were very stable.
The 90-degree cone exhibited some instability and a very slight resultant in-
crease in drag coefficient that precluded its further consideration. Essenti-
ally, the most promising results were in the area of either a positively in-
flated sphere or an 80-degree apex angle, ram-air inflated, conically-shaped
balloon. The ram-air inflated balloon obviously had advantages over the other
types due to its minimum inflation mechanism requirements, and is recom-
mended for most applications.
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HIGH- TEMPERATURE MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

To lurther the deceleration studies into the Mach 10 regime. a develop-
ment .program was initiated to study high-temperature materials. Previous
Goodyear Aerospace work in the field had narrowed the study into the area
of woven wire meshes coated with a high-temperature, silicone-ceramic
elastomer. These Jevelopments were explored further for the Ballute appli-
cation, and a modification of the basic cloths was made. Numerous fine
threads of wires (1.6 mil of Rene'410 a nickel-chromium alloy used pri-
marily in turbine blades of jet engines) were twisted in groups of 7 strands
into a yarn. then woven into a cloth with approximately 160 ends of wire or
cable per linear inch. this multiple stranded or cabled cloth was then coated
with a Goodyear ' ire and Rubber Company development, a high-temperature
silicone-ceramtc elastomer. CS105.

This coatmng not only provides a sealant but also a capability to withstand
approximately 8 psi differential pressure within the Ballute without gassing
or excessive leakage of the woven wire mesh. Fabrication techniques were
investigated and it was fcund that resistance spot welding in two staggered
rows of approximately S welds per linear inch was optimum for about a 90
percent seam efficiency. Various mockup units and models were built of
this material for structural testing. Ultimately. Goodyear Aerospace con-
.,tructed five Rcne 41 balloon modelb, 10 inches in diameter,

HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL TESrS

The Mazlh 10 tests were conducted at Arnold Engineering Developmnent
Center in the 50-inch Von Karmen tunnel. A unique feature of this tunnel is
the model installation chamber below the test section, which allows the en-
tire pitch mechanisms (sting and model) to be raised into and loowered out of
the tunnel., When the model is in the retractive position, the fairing doors
and safety doors can be closed, allowing entrance to the tank for model
changes while the tunnel if running. When the model is in the test section,
only the fairing doors are closed, leaving the tank at static pressure. Stag-
nation p.essures of up to approximately 2000 psia are supplied<

The external gtomeor-y for alt the Ballute models was basit 'Any similar,
including the solid (heat transfer and pressure rigged) modiels and the flexi-
ble Rened 41 units. The heat transfer models were fabricated fioom 3Z1 stain-
less steel and formed by the spinning process; the skin thicknez s varied from
0. 5 to 0. 064 inch., Nineteen thermocouples wert- spot welded ca the interior
surface and two were mounted inside the model to measuze the internal am-
bient temperature. The pressure model also was fabricated :rorn 321 stain-
less steel and was instrumented with 17 static orifices on the surface, and
one internal orifice for measuring the internal pressure. Flexible dr-ag mod-
els were fabricated from Rend 41 cloth. The seams of the models were joined
by spot welding and were impregnated with a high-temperature silicone poly-
mer to decrease the poros-ty. For added strength on the flexible models.
eight longitudinal cables were connected from the nozzle to the base plate.



The inlet configuration used in the Mach 10 program was tested on the
pressure model with screens covering the inlet slots; with reed valves, screen
removed; and with open slots. In addition to the basic inlet, two types of in-
flating tubes were used with the flexible models. They were located either at
the forward end or at the equator of the Ballute. The models were supported
by a strut assembly. The strut leading edges of the vertical sections of the
sides and the top of the horizontal section were water cooled. The flexible
drag models were connected to a 3/32-inch diameter Renid cable routed
around pulley wheels inside the strut. The cable could be extended or retrac-
ted by means of an hydraulic cylinder mounted in the bottom portion of the
strut. The pressure and heat transfer models were supported with a 1. 75-
inch diameter sting. With a collet-type sting replacing the hemispherical
cover, the sting lengths of the heat transfer and pressure models could be
adjusted as desired.

The instrumentation of the models included a pressure data system that
consisted basically of nine channels, each of which was time shared between
11 model orifices by means of a 12-position pressure switching valve. The
total capability was 99 model measurements with the first position of each
pressure switching valve being uaed for transducer calibration. A conven-
tional short-range divergent ray sparked shadowgraph system was used to
record selective flow patterns about the model. A strain gage type link was
used for drag measurements on the flexible models. The drag link was in-
corporated and instrumented with two strain gage bridges and mounted on the
hydraulic cylinder piston rod.

The tests were detailed and generally conducted at 0 degree aan-le of at-
tack through a Reynolds number range from 0. 36 X 106 to 1. 8 X i0s per foot.
[he pressure data were obtained at various distances from the forebody and
heat transfer data were obtained at an LID of 18 (length of riser line to di-
ameter of the forebody). The forebody and strut assembly were removed and
additional heat transfer pressure data obtained over this same Reynolds range.
The rigid and flexible models were installed and injected into the tunncl at the
minimum desired L/D. The cable then was extended and drag measuremernts
obtained over the desired L/D range. Some of the flexible models were pre-
inflated and other models were inflated with the ram-air device. To keep
the models relatively stable during the injection, a restraining cable was
loosely connected from the model base to the hemispherical tie-down cover
to the aft portion of the sting.

During the testing of these Mach 10 devices, it was found that the fore-
body wake did not tend to collapse or recover at any distance aft of the pay-
load that was capable of being tested within the tunnel. In an attempt to col-
lapse this wake, a number of experiments were attempted without success,
such as welding steel balls or little scocps around the A,1 portion of the fore-
body in an H.ffort to force an! collapse the wae! -. r...-sý., an.tLt - of thebe
did anything to collapse the long-wake core. This wake did not affect the
positively inflated models (preinflated 20 psia models), as the stability of all
the models was excellent. However, in order to inflate the ram-air models,
a different method of rain-air inflation was required, due to the fact that this
core existed over and outside the ram-air inlet diameter.
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In order to overcome this problem, a spider network of small steel tubes
was located around the periphery of the equator of the Ballute and the result-
ant ram-air pressure was fed down into a manifold on the aft portion of the
Ballute, fed in turn through a screened inlet to the Dallute itself, This meth-
od of extended ram-air inlets worked very well. The test was conducted with
the Wallute coupled closely to the forebody and also at various L/D ratios out
to 18. In all cases, the inflation was positive, the BaUute fully inflated and
stable. The drag coefficient for an 80-degree Ballute at this Mach 10 regime
for the Reynolds numbers as described essentially runs approximately 0.7
to 0.8 as calculated on the base area of the model.

The latest Ballute configuration is an isotensoid design in which there are
external meridian cables only. There is no internal cable. The ram-air in-
lets are located at the equator of the eallute, because in this position they
will be as far out of the forebody wake as possible, and will thus operate most
efficiently in this position. The particular inlet shape was chosen to obtain
a nominal orifice cnefficient considering the boundary layer thickness around
the Ballute..

PRESENT ADDPEP EFFORT

State-of-the-art advancement of aerodynamic deployable decelerators
(i.e. ',ariots parachutes and balloon-type drag devices) requires two definite
steps under this program: (1) establish the validity of available analytical and
wind tunnel data through a free-flight test program using test missiles capa-
ble of achic•ting test point conditions and obtaining necessary performance
data; and (Z) if the available data are invalid, generate new analytic4l data to
support wind tunnel tests. I-

Under the ADDPEP program Goodyear Aerospace will also establish and
provide service to support a free-slight test program. It will fabricate and
instrument test vehicles, provide decelerator test items, conduct explora-
tory tests where necessary, analyze and correlate technical data. The com-
pany will also establish or modify existing series criteria and performance
prediction approaches and document program results that will include the re-
designs or new designs required to achieve the goals previously mentioned.

Free-flight testing will be conducted at the Air Force Proving Ground
Center Gulf Test Range, Eglin. Florida, for the rocket boosted test, and at
iirtland Air Force Base, .%rw Mexico. for the aircraft drop tests with the

heavy Z£0G-pound vehicle.

The ormali supersonic parachutes to be investigated are of the hyperito
variety (special ribbon type parachutes) and are constructed of HT- I material
to withstand the aerodynamic heating encountered at Mach numbers of Z to 3.
It is anticipated, that combinations of coated HT- I and/or metal fabric will
be required to withstand the temperature ranges above 700 F in the Mach 3.5
and upward regimes. This area is under investigation at the present time,
including the fabrication technique and stress analysis associated with this
specialized parachute construction.
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Since analytical treatment for Ballutes has progressed to a degree ap-
proaching that of rigid structures, a much reduced program is planned that
will be centered around improving the design and analytical techniques.
Flights are planned for Mach numbers from 2 to 4 at 80, 000 to 100, 000 feet,
to vary with the design models. This in turn will lead for an extension of
the performance capability of the Ba~lute to Mach 10 in the free-flight case.

Wind tunnl tests of high dynamic pressure parachute models were re-
cently completed and are under evaluation and consideration for testing at
a later date. This includes a capability of 4000 psf "q" with parachutes 16 to
24 feet in diameter. The presently planned full-scale flight tests of the large
hi-q parachutes will utilize modifications to the present USAF 16-foot hi-q
parachute designs. This test treatment will afford an evaluation of missile
data recording systems as well as confirmirg expected pcrformance predic-
tions for the large hi-q parachutes.

Ultimately, the purpose of the ADDPEP program is to come up with the
documentation of recommended designs capable of fitting and fulfilling a
multitude of the needs in the reccvery area that heretofore have been unex-
plored. The ADDPEP effort will provide the space industry with vitally
needed design and test data for advanced recovery systems.

APPLICA flON OF THE BALLUTE DECELERATION SYSTEM TO THE

GEMINI PROGRAM

The Gemini space capsule manned by two astronauts contains ejection
seits that provide off-the-pad ejection capability in case of booster malfunc-
tion or any other malfunction upward from sea level to about 60, Ol feet at
Mach numbers of approximately 3, and also for the descent portion below
100, 000 feet during the final recovery of the Gemini capsule in case of other
recovery system failures.

The recovery of the astronauts in this case presents the problem of sta-
bilization and deceleration of the man during the high-altitude, free-fall por-
tion of his emergency escape sequence. Past experience and limited tests
have shown that it is possible for a man, particularly an astronaut when
rigged in a full pressure suit with the associated survival and egress equip-
ment, to reach a point of instability during the free-fall from high-altitudes.

This instability can result in a coining and spinning motion which could
exceed the human tolerance and injure the m-nan fati.'y. The purpose of the
Ballute system, which is attached directly to the Gemini astronaut, is to de-
ploy immediately after astronaut separation fronm the ejection seat and in-
flate. It thus provides the stabilizing moment necessary to keep the man
from achieving a coining or spinning position during his free fail until he
reaches a lower altitude, where the Ballute will be released and the final re-
covery chute deployed at approximately 10, 000 feet.
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Among major problems Goodyear Aerospace is investigating for Mc-
Donnell Aircraft, capsule prime contractor on the Gemini programi, is defi-
nition of the minimum Ballute size required to stabilize the ejected Gemini
astronauts. This investigation must also determine the minimum riser line
length between the Ballute and attachment to the men's backboards so as to
preclude any possible tangling during the free-fall portion of the emergency
recovery. The system must be of minimum weight and volume, and the Bal-
lute system has had to be optimized to provide a weight of approximately two
pounds, including all gear required in the Ballute. and a packaging volume of
about 100 cubic inches, This effort requires a number of free-fall drops with
various size Ballutes to define, at least in the subsonic regime, a minimum
size that will provide adequate stabilization,

An 1d-inch Ballute appears to do the job adequately., However, further
analysis and testing in wind tunnels showed this size to be marginal during
various attitudes of a man's arms and legs, so a rather unusual method of
gimbaling and mounting a model man in a wind tunnel to allow freedom of
movement in three planes was devised and a system for remote deployment
of the Ballute during the spinning or tu ,bling motion of the model was de-
veloped.

It was then found that a riser line length of a minimum of 16 inches and
a 3b-inch diametcr Baliutc of equivalent size full scale would repeatedly pull
the man out of a spin and stabilize, It was established as a criteria that in a
true ejection case the man would not be allowed to spin up because the Bal-
lute would be deployed prior to his achieving any such motion. Also it would
be conservative and practhcal to have a Ballute capable of pulling a man out
of a spin. These were the criteria observed in defining the performance re-
quirement of the Ballut-.

After 4 number of subsonic tests were conducted and many combinations
of attachment point* and riser line lengths tried, the tests were enlarged by
the utilization of the 4 X 4-foot NASA- .angley superson:c tunnel. Here was
used a similar three-degree-of-freedom type of gimbal set-up. It alluwed
the dummy to spin under supersonic flow conditons. and by remote deploy-
ment the Ballute pulled the dummy out of the spin and held it in the stabilized
condition.

Upon conclusion of these tests a full scale system was designed and fabri-
cated that was tested in the AEDC 16 by 16-foot supersonic tunnel. In this
series of tests, a 6-foot dummy rigged to duplicate as closely as possible an
ejected astronaut. waq mounted in the tunnel in a giinbaling system similar
to that uied in subsonic and supersonic tests. The dummy included compre-
hensive instrumentation,

The purpose of these tests was to verify and to functionally test the actual
prototype Ballutes that will be used in the qualification phase of the program..
Much wa- learned during this program as to selection of the lightest weight
and most packageable fabric, the best seaming technique, method of folding
and packaging the inlets and the associated filming, and the method of deploy-
ment from the canister attached to the backboard behind the astronaut's left
arm. However, one of the basic problems in the wind tunnel testq with a de-
celerator is that it is difficult to achieve the actual condition of free flight - the
condition of a decaying high-dynamic pressure flow field. The constant "qV
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condition in the tunnel creates unrealistic loads on the decelerator so the test
decelerator must be overdesigned to withstand high dynamic pressure expo-
sure over a period of time.

These tests established the qualifiable Ballute system and the next phase
of the program is the development and qualification free-flight drop testing
from B-66 drop-test type aircraft and C-130 aircraft, followed by live drops
by test jumpers. This program will consist of a number of instrumented
dummy drops from altitudes from 45,000 feet at similar dynamic pressures
experienced during the upward trajectory of the Gemini capsule. The instru-
mented dummies will contain two motion picture cameras, one pointing up-
ward and the other one pointing downward. The telemetry system on board
the dummy will transmit information from accelerometers and rate gyros
that will be used to augment stability analysis of the Ballute-astronaut com-
bination.

It must be noted that the man-Ballute combination is a very complex
aerodynamic body and defies wry accurate aerodynamic calculation. Tests
are required to verify assumptiens in every phase of the program. It is sig
nificant that the application of an expandable structure for an application such
as the Baflute in stabilizing a Gemini astronaut is just one of the many far-
reaching capabilities that exist in the field of expandable structures.

In this manner the technology of fabrics, whether high temperature. high
strengtL or lightweight, can be applied to provide an optimum system consis-
tent with the practice required on space vehicles.
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AN 1 :'TIC RKCOVERY CONCEPI FOR
EXPAVDARLI SPACE STRUCTURI:S

Bud L. Duft

Narmco Research & Development
A Division of Telecomputing Corporation

San Diege, California

V"TRODUCTION

A Program for the development and evaluation of the elastic recovery
concept for expandable space structures was initiated by the Offtce of
Advanced Research and Technology, NASA Headquarters, I8 March 1963, The
objectives of this program are

I. To select optimum composite designs utilizing the elastic recovery
principle for expandable space structures

2. To compare the elastic recovery concepts with other expandable
concepts

3- To select optimum applications of the elastic recovery concept for
space structures

The feasibility of this approach has been established. Design techniques are
being devexoped, and applicable materials have been selected. Approaches to
design and structural applications are discussed in the following text,

DEFINITION OF THE WLASTIC RECOVERY CONCEPT

The elastic recovery concept sandwiches a compressible core between two
or more flexible facings. The m3terials used in the construction permit the
structure to be alternately folded and compressed into an extremely small-
volume container. Upon release from the container, the stored potential
energy of the compacted material is sufficient to expand and rigidize the
structure.

This method of expansion and rigidization has many-odwintages with respect
to the others, some oi whiczh see Isated bplw.'

1. There is an extremely high expanded volume to packaged volume ratio;
i.e., between 30:1 and 100:1.

2. This method offers an inherent expansion and rigidization mechanism
with no auxilinty forces required such as gas pressurization, chemical
reaction ox mechpnical devices.
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3. The method i. adaptable to multi-wall construction for ultimate
a;corit- and tadiadtion protection.

4. The stT-utture is extremely lightweight.

5. Constraction is based on available state-of-the-art materials, which
are Lompatible with space environments.

b. The approach is adaptable to standard mawiafacturing procedures.

7. The method oifers reliable expansion, incorporating fail-safe
principles.

The mast eiticient desiguh will utilize plastic films, elastoiseric cores,
and reinforced plastic laminates. The basic components of this design, illus-
trated in Figure I, are the compressible core, inner pressure shell, meteoroid
bhi.ld, and thermal protection.

A, Coupresible Core

The core is the mechanism for both expansion and stabilization.
There are a xariety of cores applicable in this construction. Flexible
loan is the most basic of cores and the most readily available. Figure 2
shows tvpical I lb/cu it polyurethane foam compressed and expanded.

Another type of core that offers promise is flexible honeycomb.
Figure 3 shows a typical sample of flexibie honeytnmb compressed and
expanded. Many elastomeric materials can be used in this construction,
such as neoprene, polyvinyl, reinforced elastomeric film, etc.

Elastomeric materials can be used to form other types of core such
as the expanding wedges shown in Figure 4. Itese wedges can be expanded
in two directions compared to the one direction of honeycomb.

Other applications of elastomeric materials as core structures are
shown in Figures 5 and 6. A model of sandwich construction where elasto-
meric tubing is used as longitudinal supports is demonstrated in
Figure 5. The use of elastomeric tubing helically wound between two
facings is shown collapsed and expanded in Figure 6.

B. Inner Pressure Shell

.qhe inner pressure shell twst maintain flexibility, be capable of
supporting pressure, and be impermeable for most space applications. The
plastic film, normally used for pressure liners, must be reinforced in
lerge structures to piuvide necessary strength. The plastic matrix used
in this composite is selected for its degree of impermeability. Four of
the most impermeable resin systems are

1. Polyviny!idine-chloride (Saran)

2. Polyethylene-terephthalate (Mylar)
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3. Polychlorotri-fluoroethylene (Teflon)

4. Polyvinylchloride (PVC)

The time required for pressure to drop from 14 psi to 7 psi by gas
leakage through different inner membrane materials of an 8-ft diameter,
15-ft long cylinder is shown in Figure 7. From this data, it is apparent
that Saran is superior to the other materials.

Reinforcement can be provided by Fortisan, Dacron, or nylon fibers.
Glass fibers are too brittle for use in most flexible designs where
maximum packaging is required. Tests have demonstrated that Fortisan-
reinforced Saran provides a very impermeable, tough, and strong-pressure
membrane. A demonstration of the toughness of this material is presented
in Figure 8. Even where the fibers have befn ruptured, the Saran atrix
still forms a tough, impermeable film. This laminate can be bonded to
the flexible foam by conventional methods with a Saran resin system. The
integrity of Lhe bonud is demonstrated in Figure 9.

C. Meteoroie Shield

Hypervelocity impacts can best be absorbed by a series of non-
connected parallel plates where the outer surface acts as a bumper,
shattering the particle. The spa"e between the bumper and the next plate
allows the shock wave to spread, reducing the impact force of the parti-
cles on tI. adjacent plate. If the impact force is reduced sufficiently,
the intermediate plate will absorb the remaining energy. If the force is
sufficient to penetrate the intermediate plate, the space between the
intermediate plate and inner plate will allow the shock wave sufficient
additional expansion to further reduce the force and, therefore, prevent
penet.r3tiz :_.1 the inn•r plate. This system is adaptable to rigid
construetion, but presents some difficulty in flexible construction.

Since a core is of an absolute necessity in this expandable concept,
it must be one thet will permit the penetrating shock wave to expand
unrestricted, otherwise a collimation effect could be created, concentrat-
ing the force over a small area. The polyurethane foam would offer
limilied expansion resistance and would therefore perform similarly to a
void. Also, the multiple cell walls of the foam provide some energy
absorption for microparticles.

The expandable concept shown in Figure 1 has all of the design
features required of a good bumper-type meteoroid shield, The thermal
shield would act ais a bumper, the foam analogous to a void, and the inner
layer as the major energy absorber.

The energy-absorbing materiA.i must be impact resistant and flexible.
Unimpregnated glass cloth is good in this application It is felt that
the glass cloth on a flexible base of foam would be capable of not only
absorbing energy by shattering, bu,: by displacement and the transition of
forces 90* to impaut.
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Figure 8. Toughnebb dnd DiuraibLiliy of tNarmco 566

Figure 9. Bond Strength Between Shell and loato



A variety of sandwich sections, similar to Figure 1, was fabricated
and tested in the General Dynamics/Convair Division Shock Tube Facility.
This facility is capable of impacting multiple 0.7-gm steel zweses at
15,000 fps. These particles were approximately 0.013 in. in diameter. A
variety of sandwich configurations was tested in this environment. The
number of intermediate layers of impact absorbers varied from one to
three at different levels throughout the sandwich. Glass, Dacron, and
nylon cloths were all considered as candidates and were used as inter-
mediate layers in these tests.

For the size particles and the impact velocities used, it was
determined that the configuration shown in Figure 10 was the most
efficient design for impact absorption. It consisted of a 0.01-in. thick
aluminized Mylar outer shell, a 1-in. thick layer of I lb/cu ft poly-
urethane foam, I layer of unL.pregnated 181 style glass cloth, another
1-in. thick layer of I lb/cu ft polyurethane foam, and a 0.05-in. layer
of Fortisan-reinforced Saran cloth,

The particle penetration distribution is shown in Figure 10.
Ninety-nine percent of the particles Fanetrated the layer of Mylar,
"eighty-eight percent penetrated the first layer of foam, five percent
penetiated the glass cloth, -nd none reached the surface of the inner
pressure layer., It is acknowledged that the particle velocities in these
experiments are low compared to -ctual meteoroids. However, the cap-
ability of impact absorption is shown to exist.

D. Tttermal Protection

Thermal controls must be appti-I to this coný,Luction if used for
manped --pc-- struct.ies. Since the major heating source is solar
radiation, a high-emissivity coating is desired. One approach is to
provide an aluminized outer surface. This can be accomplished by utiliz-
ing aluminized Mylar or Teflon as the external surface of the sandwich.

Experimental studies were conducted by applying quartz lamp radiation
through a window in a vacuum chamber on an instrumented sandwich sample
as shown in Figure 11. A thermocouple simulating a grey body was placed
on the aluminized surface. Thermocouples were placed internally at the
Mylar-foam interface and at the foam-Fortisan Saran interface.

The radiant heat was "controlled so that the temperature recorded
from the surface thermocouple was stabilized at 4000F. The inner
thermocouple became stabilized approximately 2 minutes after the surface
thermocouple was stabilized. The temperature behind tha aluminized Mylar
outer wall was stabilized at 906F-and the temperature at the foam-Portisan
Saran interface was stabilized at 700F. Wh..le the spectral distriburion
of the radiation from the quartz -amp is centered .t much longer wave-
lengths than that of the sun, this test gives a good preliminary demon-
stration of the effectiveness of the aluminized Mylar for passive therml
control,
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APPLICATIONS OF THE ELASTIC RECOVERY CONCEPT

ihe utilization of a flexible-type expandable material for primury
structures in an inhibited space station is doubtful for several reasons,
which are as follows:

1, The ability of future boosters to support payloads up to 30 ft in
diameter

2 The desire to have manned space systems assembled and checked out
prior to launch

3. The psychological effect of a flexible material on an astronaut

4. The lack of reliability and service-life data

However, it is believed that expandable structures will be required and will
find use where large volume structures will be needed. Some of these
applications are presented in the following discussions.

A. Interconnector

Various space structures will require interconnecting chdambers which
would permit personnel to iove freely through the system. One such
system where an interconnector is applicable is the proposed manned
orbiting research laboratory. The laboratory and booster wculd remain
connected for zero gravity experiments. For artificial gravity experi-
ments, the booster and laboratory wotkld be disconnected and the inter-
connector allowed to expand, separating the two uzits as shown in
Figure 12. The system would then be rotated, with zhe interconnector
providing the structural tie. The booster could be used for logistic
stores or space for experiments. Therefore, it would be dcirable to
provide an interconnector with an inhabitable atmosphere comaplete with
micrometeoroid protecti-n. A preliminary dcsign aFpr.,oach for an elastic
recovery concept is -hown in Figure 12. Aluminized Pylar and foam will
provide thermal protection. The foam ano fiberglass -i,1 pro-ide micro-
meteoroid protection, and an 0.02-in. thick pressure membrane of direc-
tional Fortisan-reinforced Saran will provide supporr for an internal
atmosphere of 5.1 pri Rotational forces will be removed h; lightweight
Fortisan or Dacron fiber cables. A typic3l structure 4culd weigh
approximately 0.40 lb/sq ft of surface. A 19-fr diameter, 103-ft long
interconnector could be packaged in a 10-ft diameter, 6-ft ling container.

B. Space Hangar

Exploration and utilization of deep space will require space pirts
where vehicles launched from earth can be refitted and Launched for
continuance of their mission. It woeld be preferable if work on th.ase
vehicles could be conducted in an inhabitable atmosphere such as i space
hangar, as illustrated in Figure 13., A typical approach to the consrr-c-
tion of such a hangar is presented in this figure. Multiple layers of
foam are provided for the additional elastic energy required fir seh a
large structure. Additional micrometeoroid protection is prov-JeJ L- 1-e
multiple layers of glass cloth, Thermal protection is providei, a.
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previously discussed. A 5.1-psi internal atmosphere would reauire a
0.16-io, thick inner membrane, A sprce structvre 150 ft in diameter and
75-ft high, as shown, would weigh approximately 1.70 lb/sq ft of surface
area and could be packaged into a volume approximately 30 ft in diametet
and 70-ft long.

C. Escape Capsule

To insure personnel safety in space flight, it will be necessary to
develop escape capsules or "space lie boats." One approach is that
shown in Figure 14. An 8-ft long, 4-ft diameter capsule could be
fabricated (as shown) which would provide therm-l and micromoteoroid
protection, an Internal atmosphere of 5.1 psiy and would weigh only 0.25
lb/sq ft of surface area. This capsule could be packaged in a container
3 ft in diameter and 4-in, thick. The capsul!e could be equipped with

transmitting equipment, logistic supplies, a"id even limited jet controls
for maneuverability, The unit could be maintained in space until a
rescue rendezvous could be initiated. This would ;se preietable to

pr,,posed concepts in which a man is foamed in a space package, and
reentered into the earth's atmosphere. Also, this concept could be used
for deep space probes.

D. Cryogenic Storage Tank

Logistic requirements for space programs will rpquire that cryogenic

fuels be stored at intervals throughout space mission trajectories. It
would be desirable to provide :arge, singular containers which would keep
the tank surface area to enclosud volume to a =Inimum. Permissible fuel
losses are 0.32% per day for liquid hydrogen, and 0.0$% per day for

liquid oxygen, The wall construction shown in Figure 15 will limit the
heat flow rate through the wall to less than 15 Stu/hr-ft

2
. This will

lzmit fuel losses to less than the minimum| permissible rates fer the
300-ft long, 60-ft diameter tank shown here.

This structure incorporates micrometeoroid protection and for a wall
weight of 3.2 lb/sq ft permits internal pressures up to 30 psi. This

structure could be packaged -n a container 30 ft in diameter and 40-ft
long for transportation frozm carth.

E, Antennas

Communzcstion systems in space travel will require large antennas.
One construction approach is the utilization of the helical-wound
elastomeric tube system shown in Figure 16. The tubular system would
provide erection and stabilizatian. The antenna surface would be of
some metallic membrane buch as lutini.ýuj Mylar, metal screens, or ether
reflective surfaces. A 300-ft diameter antenna dish could be constructed
for a weight of 0.15 lb/sq ft. This unit could be packaged in a

container 20 ft in diameter and 1-ft thick for transportation into space.
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F, Lunar Shelters

Exploration and exploitation of other planetary bodies will require
the utili-ation of shelters capable of providing an inhabitable atmuos-
phere, A preliminary concept for a lunar shelter utilizing the elastic
recovery concept is shown in Figure 17. Multiple layers of foam and
glass cloth ate provided for particle penetration and thermal protection.
El.stomeric honeycomb iý provided for additional stiffness against
planetary gravity. A structure such as the one shown could be con-
structed with a wall weight of 0.90 lb/sq ft, The packaged volume of an
expanded 200-ft long, 40-ft wide, and 20-ft high structure would be that
of a 10-ft diameter, 5-ft thick cylinder. This structure would not only
be capable of simple space transportation hut could also be collapsed
and erected oa the planetary surface as desired.

G. Flexible Mats

Transportation on planetary surfaces may create problems, especially
where thick layers of dust are present. In order to move vehicles across
the surfdce or to erect structures on the surface, a firin fouidation may
be required. Thtb coulu be accomplished by the use of a ieat such as the
one shown in Figure 18.

The flexible honeycomb sandwiched by 0.10-in. thick facings of
Fortisan-reinforced Saran could support 400 tons/sq ft for a structure
weight of 2.1 lb/sq ft. This structure could be rolled up and collapsed
into a very small volume, transported about a planetary surface, and
used where required.

It is believed that in -,u uLheL _oubirucLion conLept can an equivalent
voltne to packhged volume ratio be achieved with fail-safe erection, stabili-
zation, and protection. All of these advantages are inherent in the con-
struction with no auxiliary devices required.

The above applicationts ore presented as examples where the elastic
recovery concept can be used. Multiple other applications are visualized.
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VARIABLE GEOMETRY SPACE STRUCTURES

H. L. Sujata

Northrop Spam Laboratories

I NTRODUCTION

Man. in his conquest and exploration of space, will require the use of
structures to house, protect, and deploy various systems and vehicles. Each
of these systems will employ many different structures to perform the multi-
tude of functions necessary to satisfy the mission requirements.

A number of -oncepti have been proposed which fit into the general
category of expandable structures. The structures can he further categorized
into (1) inflatables or (2) rigid systems (Ref. 1). The inflatable is a
balloon type which is intentionally pressurized to expand to many times its
initial aizt-. The rigid expandable structure is made up of rigil components
compacted into a small package which can be rearranged to provide a greater
surface area oL enclosed volume. Two of the more familiar systems utilizing
this concept are the solar panel array that deploys to an ensarged surface
and the telescoping cylinder that provides an enlarged contained volume.

A system used in the space environment requires special design features.
For example, protection from damage by micronpteoroids (Ref. 2) is frequently
required to protect against puncture and deflation of a pressurized system.
Even in instances where deflation is not a problem, it is generally necessary
to provide some micrometeoroid protection for equipment on board the space-
craft.

Another special requirement resulting irom the space environment is the
need to protect the spacecraft payload from radiation damage by solar flares
(Refs..3 and 4). This may be satisfied by. the addition of shielding taking
the form of solid, rigid material.

Therefore, it appears that the space structure which houses subsystems
must be rigidizeu and have a finite thickness generally governed by micro-
meteoroid or soiar radiation protection requirements. In the event that an
Inflatable system is used, it must be capable of rigidization to be elfective
in meeting these requirements of the space environment.

There are spacecraft which require structure for no other reason than to
position or locate components. Such is the case of an arm which deploys a
solar panel: another, the antenna. These ctructures do not require pressure
containment, but basically provide a means of obtaining orientation or
deployment. The applied loads on these components will be very small. Never-
theless, the requirement for compact launch volume remains, and the structures
must be deployed in space.
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The study reported here concentrated on the variable geometry (VG) con-
cepts which introduce to the structural engineer a new set of arrays that
can be developed to form a broad spectrum of structural shapes for application
in space, as well as -- perhaps -- for terrestrial use.

VG FRAME STRUcrUREs

The basic structural elements of the VG frame structure system are the
arch and base ring. By attaching arches around the base ring and providing
the means of hinging and actuation, the arches can be rotated and made to
assume the dc.ired configuration. The arches lie essentially in one plane in
the compressed state; in the deployed state the arches are rotated to form a
three-dimensional structural framework.

SINGLE-STATE SYSTEMS

Two of the VG frame systems a-e shown in Figs. I and 2. These show the
single-stage systems in a compressed and a Lumpletely deployed state.

IC is possible to identify and evaluate a number of parameters a~scciat-d
with this systei.. The following discussion emphasizes the single-stage frame-
work since it is a basic unit in the VG structurel system. Some of the
parameters of influence are as follows:

I. Variation of arch shapes
2. Out-of-the-plane arch curvature
3. Degree of interlacing
4,. Manner of folding
5. Number of arches disposed about the base ring
6. Geometric variations of the base ring

Vaastion in Arch Shape

Fig. I shows the triangular arch system, and Fig. 2 shows the semi-
circular arch framework. Other shapes like the trapezoid, parabola, ellipse
or optimized geometries for specialized applications may also be used. The
trapezoidal arch system appears to be the most attractive for general usage
since it can provide an essentially constant cross-section along the axial
length of the deployed structure.

Out-of-the-Plane Arch Curvature

The arches can be made such that they have curvature out of their plane.
This results in a iramework, in a deployed state, which would possess
curvature and could have application in those cases where a dome-like frame-
work is desired. On the other hand, the compressed package volume would be
larger than the planar frame network.
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FICURE I TRIANGULAR ARCH SINGLE STAGE VG STRUCTURE

FIGURE 2 SEMI-CECULAN ARC? SINLE STAGE TO STRUCTURE
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2Deree of Interlacing

The structures shown in Figs. I and 2 have a single degree of interlace.
(Single degree of interlace refers to the condition of one contact point --
exclusive of the hinge -- between adjacent arches.) The interlaced geometry
has two major advantages over the system where nc interlace is present:
(1) the resulting framework is a more stable configuration; and (2) the
actuation techniques are greatly siaplified because of interaction effects.

It is possible to obtain greater interlacing by increasing the number of
sides of the base ring polygon, the number of arches* and by varying the hinge
lucation. Qualitatively, however, it appears that the single interlace
provides enough stability to enhance the structural characteristics and mini-
mize the actuation requirements.

Kanner of Folding

Fig-. I and 2 show that the arches lie outside of the base ring in a
compressed state` this case is referred to as the "outward fold" arch system.
It is possible to have the arches fold inside of the base ring, and this case
is referred to as the "inward fold."

The inward fold has an advantage of having all of the members, in a com-
pressed state, lie within the base ring. It has the disadvantage in that the
arches have definite limitations on their height. The arch height has to be
less than the radius of the base ring or complete flattening within the base
ring will not occur.

Number of Arches

It was noted above, in the paragraph discussing interlacing, that the
numbEr of arches disposed about the ring will influence this parameter.
Another aspect of the number of frames is that it will influence the strength
of the framework system. Therefore, if the applied load requirements are
such that a heavy structure is necessary, then additional strength can be
provided by adding more frames.

#ase Ring Geometric Variations

The base ring pro7vidcs a means of geometry variation, but not to a sig-
nificant extent. It appears possible to design the base ring so that the
restraint of the hinges will be minimized.

MILTIPLE-STAGE SYSTEMS

Multiple-stage VG structures ere formed by combining single-stage struC-
tures into one system. A two-stage structdre may be formed by attaching two
single-stage structures at their vertex planes. Fig. 3 shows such a two-
stage trapezoidal arch system that Is compressed and then deployed. It is
also possible to form a two-st4ge system by attaching arches tc both sides oi
the base ring.
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The multiple-stage feature of the VG structure makes it adaptable to
modular type construction. Variations in the structure can be readily ac-
connodated by using diffPrent arch configurnetont. .r uy vacying the extent
of deplovmn.t. This feature will permit variati..ns in ýoLun•, surface
area, or i:zterior .rape as might be d, sirable.

,ie A L t ot variation possible in modular VG structures can be readily
-'*-n In Fi, s. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows a triangular arch mrltiple-itage system

vdrioub s' ages of deployment. The structure, completely compressed, is
elown in the ._'ft-hý, I corner. Two stztr of deplormeriL are shown also in
th s figure.

Fig. 5 -hows variati.ii of the VG frame structure where a to,• is
furr.ed. F.g. I, -- the initial package in P conpr_Žsoed SLate; Fig. 5b, at
Fartial '-p'jymvnt, eI Fig. 5c sh-.ws it comptervly d'o "Dyed. Detailed ex-
amin tion sio. ni, ý,ch etcheb are eqaqntially triangular, i-ward-folding

- I aci.t nig. The curvature co the system is provided by varying
L' 'h, j oi the- arches that are attach d to each base ring such that the

;itex plane) forms an ang!c with th( olane of the base ring.

•.-ne ~l •' , e-i.. Adventages of th. "- frr ,- structurat ajvst.m are
ur~na-i.tt (Iit, f gb e .

FKAME AND FANEt. srRUCruRES

".he arches tf Lhe VC lt,',me structure can incorporate panels to provide a
ý-. D' ,'otile •:ct~r:,k system. The marriage of panels and frame arches cap

ta 2, ini seral d0i'erent ways, that is: the panels can be inserted
di- h:o a \,en Irdame; ur, the panels may be a separate system but actuated to
a I" 1 t' deploy, I state by means of the fra-mes.

•igo 6a mnv ,b show two configurations which use the panel and frame
v-ter. 1'ig. ba -hows the panel inside the rectangular frames. Interlaced

w ''; ,', .e reotangular i.:dmes is a grouping of trianguLar frames which provide
a ..ýa- of a'tu,ýtion and deployment. It is not possible to use interlaced
pavcr'-tilled ftr,,wŽ-. only and provide for actuation by interlacing the frames
becý"sý, of inte,-i.ence between the panels and the frames; the secondary
tricanplar fr:e • aaoP, therefore, provided.

Fig 6L 2'w= i framework system which is used to deploy a continuous
surface ar-a. in 0Ai., case, the triangular veids between the rectangular
panels ac' 'teao w•th &ixiliary panels providing surface continuity it, the
oened statc.

While only single stage systems are shown it is possible to connect the
frames to each d -her a. % .v discussed for the multiple stage framework and de-
velop in enlargesd structural system. As much design flexibility is possible
with this iystcs as is possible with frame networks.
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FIG•JUE S TORUS FORMED BY MULTIPLE STAGE VG STRUCTURE
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ENCLOSURE TECiNIQUES

The VG structure provides a framework system which is not capable of com-
plete enclosure or pressure containment by itself. There are many instances
-. here containment is necessary, and investigations were performed to establish
the feasibility and limitations of integrating the framework and pressure
containment system. The following discussion will emphasize the enclosure of
the structure.

LONGITUDINALLY ORIENlTED CONVOLUTES

Longitudinally oriented convolutes, (bellows) could be attached directly
tc the arches, as well as to the supporting ring. The depth of the convolutes
a- the ring would be zero (fixed diameter ring), and increase gradually to a
riaxicum at the arch vertex plane. Thus, the nvolute skin could be made to
expand radially as well as axially and corrori to the over-all framework con-
figuration as it opens and closes from disc to cone to cylinder and back
again. The convolute skins could he made in two or more layers and provide
effrctive micrometeoroid shielding, incorporated self-sealing techniques, and
provide pressurization capability.

SEALS

The panel frame system, Fig. 6. havc a means of providing micrometeoroid
protection over nearly all of the surface. Techniques whereby the joints can
be protected also appear feasible; however, the joints constitute a rather
large length which may require sealing in certain instances. A few of the
possible methods of achieving this sealing were investigated.

Strip and Inflatablc Seals

All hinged seams can be sealed internally with adhesive materials such
as RTV 90 silicons or room-teaperature vulcanizing butyl rubber, employed to
join the sealant to an inner neoprene surface. The effects of absorption of
ultraviolet radiation may require the application of thin protective metallic
coating to the sealant, such as aluminum, to minimize degradation of the
polymetric sealants.

It. a panel configuration the self-sealing materials can be shielded from
the relatively low-level radiation anticipated for an orbit below 500 miles
(with the exception of unpredictable solar flares) by the outer sandwich
structure. The variable of importance in this design is the temperature of
the self-sealing composite materials. This can be acecoqmsdated by appropriate
external therutl control coatings.

Continuous Bladder Seals

A more positive method of sealing the entire system is to inflate a
pressure-tight bag, inside or outside of the structure, after it has been
deployed and, thus, eliminate the possibility of leakage at seal intersections
or overlaps. One possible design would be a bag fabricated with expansion
convolutions and bonded to the inner walls of the VC panel-frame structure.
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Mii, method will rcquirc rub-strips over rough surfaces and the use of corner-
filling materials in deep recesses for bag protection, but a positive seal is
assured even under such adverse conditions as docking operations, coupling,
and thermal expanuion and coutL.-ction.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigations have primarily ephasized the ccnceptua, aspects of
the VG structure. Within this limited investigation it was found that a
large number of different structural geometries are possible, and it appears
that the concept can be iqplemented to form full scale structural systems.

ihe limited scope of the study has not permitted the detailed excmination,
design and fabrication of more exact models or full-scale systems, The next
logical step is the implementation of the concept by an engineering study
ultimately providing hardware. This will point up the uncertainties and
problems associated with this system.

The integration of the rigid frmrrjork VC structure with the inflatable
structure offers an approach whereby rigidity can be developed in the system
and internal pressurization can be maintained for life support.
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TELESCOP.L. PRESSURIZED STRUCTURES AND SEALS

By W. Bandaruk, D. G. Younger, and N. E. Quackenbush

INTRODUCTION

The primary advantage gained by the use of the expandable structure
concept for marned spacecraft application is simply the fact that laf,
structures or elements of structure can be packaged into compact volwac for
boost from earth. A number of schemes have been proposed for increasing the
volume or shape of the structure, once it is carried into orbit. These may
include methods for unfolding panels, telescoping, or pure inflation of
structural components 1 .

The achLevement of high reliability in the deployment of an expandable
spacecraft structure is, of course, de.1rable, and this can best be obtained
by utilizing simple methods of expansion and sealing. In addition, a method
of deployment free from complexity should also provide easier control of re-
collapse of the structure. Ease of re-collapse would be a desirable feature
from the standpoint of gather.ng all available material around the crew mem-
bers during solar flares or meteoroid storms. Figure 1 shows an expandable
spacecraft configuration that can operate as an induced gravity vehicle (ro-
tating space station). The configuration displays the telescoping concept.
For this vehicle, the long expandable booms provide both the structural con-
tinuity and/or the lengthy passageways t• thp oiter nedules. The configura-
tion resembles that of a rotating dumbbell when fully deployed. As shown,
the spacecraft consists of a rigid hub and laboratory modules, whichare also
expandable, located at the opposite extremities of the configurat'on

The deployment of the space station thus described can best be performed
through pneumatic erection. That is, the environmental air required within
the station can be introduced from gas containers Ly means of a regulated
system to provide controlled expansion. Althougn the study to be described
herein is primarily that of seal concepts, a brief discussion of a self-
regulating pneumatic system is included in the Appendix.
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ADVANCED TILESCOPING DESIGN CONCEPTS

In a study of telescoping structures having hermetic integrity, four
telescoping concepts were advanced which incorporated relatively elementary
sliding movements adaptable to the mating sections of rigid construction.
In each design, Teflon rollers have been included at the sectior terminals to
insure both a smooth, low-resistance telescoping motion and a medium for trans-
mitting bending moments that may develop during extension. At full deploy-
ment, each of these denigns embraces a means for transmitting mechanical loads.

Design Concept Nuwber 1, shown in Figure 2, reveals a scheme in which
bending moments are transferred through the rollers at the extremities of
each cylindrical section. Axial compressive loads are resisted by several
adjustable lccking brackets positioned manually, as shown, around the inner

periphery of the joint. Tensile loads acting through the joint are trans-
mitted through the deformed O-rings, the guided spacer sleeve, and the ter-
minal roller brackets of each wall section. During deployment, leakage is
held to a minimum by two O-rings rolling in the angular space between the
telescopinb sections. At full deploymeat, a static seal is developed by the
deformed O-ring- compressed into place.

Design Concept Number 2, presented in Figure 3, transmits bending mo-

metnLs and tensile loads through the medium of mated tapered surfaces. Com-
pressive loads are resisted by manually positioned bolts that hold the tapered
surfaces in place. During extension of the cylindrical sections, a positive
seal is accomplished by a flexible membrane attached between the sections as
shown. The flexible membrane feeds along between the cylinders during the
extension. At full deployment, the membrane is assisted in making the static
seals by two O-rings integrally positioned between the mated tapered surfaces.

Design Concept Number 3 uti'izes a Belleville spring to rigidize the
joint and transmit bending loads after full extension. This concept is shown
in Figure 4. Tensile loadb are transferred through the combination of the
collapsed bellows, the springs, the spacer rings, and the rigid stops at the
section terminals. A medium for handling compressive loads is not indicated
in the figure; however, an automatic toggle locking feature could be employed.
The positive seal during and after deployment is provided by the welded dia-
phrZm hellavv wemnted bat•ccn lim zecLions.

Design Concept Number 4 is shown in Figure 5. The concept employs a set
of cylindrical metal sleeves and coated fabric diaphragms bonded between the

sleeves. The bending moments in this joint are transmitted by rollers mounted
at the section extremities. Tensile loads are transferred through the thicker

metal sleeve that is mounted so as to intercept the approaching ring-roller
assembly of the adjacent cylindrical section. The coated fabric performs as
a rolling diaphragm between the metai sleeves and seals the telescoping sec-
tions during deployment. After full extension, a sore positive seal is at-
tained by the flevible seal placed along the line of contact of the thicker
metal sleeves and the ring-roller assembly.
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FIGURE 2. DESIGN CONCEPT NO. 1, USING O-RINGS AND SPACER SLEEVE

R01626

FIGURE 3. DESIGN CONCEPT NO. 2, EMPLOYING TAPERED SURFACES, FLEXIBLE MEMBRANE,
AND O-RINGS
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Design Concedr Nrmber 4 was sehlctad for development and demonstration.
This cc'cept appears to have the inherent advantage that it requires little
or no force to er:tenct or collapse the confi;uration. Thus, the scheme should
display negligible resistance to the movement of the mating sections. Further-
more. the tietal-sleeve rolling diaphragm can be easily contained and protected
within the small annular space between the mating telescoping sections.

14AFXRiALS INVESTIGATION FOR FLEXIBLE DIAPHRAGMS AND SEALS

The prime materials consideration for the flexible diaphragm was a fabric
impregnated with an elastomer. A number of synthetic textile fibers were stud-
ied;' however, on the basis of strength and commercial availability, considera-
tior. was limited to utilization of Dacron, glass fibers, Nylon, and Fortisan.
Further screening of these textile materials as to how they are affected by
atmospheric conditions limited the choice of fabrics. Moisture has an appre-
ciable effect on Nylon and Fortisan, since they lose 10 percent and 15 percent,
respectively, of their dry strength. On the other hand, Dacron and glass fi-
bers are not significantly affected, for this application, by moisture
conditions.

The elastomers considered as candidates for impregnating these fabrics
were biiicones and fluorinated polymers 2 . rhese elastomers were selected
primarily because of their low temperature properties and low surface friction
characteristics.

As a result of these material considerations, four flexible membranes
were investigated as seals between the concentric aluminum sections of the
simulated space cehicle. These flexible membranes were obtained from
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company and are as followsz

(1) SR.A-0208, a 3.7-ounce glass fabric impregnate,; ,ith a
silicone elastomer and aluminum vapor coated on one side,

(2) An experimental 3.1-ounce (Type 116) glass cloth impreg-
nated with Teflon and aluminum vapor coated on one side.

(3) FG-11, a 3.7-ounce glass cloth impregnated with a fluor-
inated elastomer (Fluorel).

(4) FD-8, a 3.2-ounce Dacron fabric impregnated with Fluorel.

The first flexible mtabrane investigated (Y-950) was not satisfactory,
because tihe glass fabric could not withstand repeated la0-degree bending
and sliding over itself. Leaks developed through the silicone elastomer,
and the vapor deposited aluminum filb developed voids from the abrasive
action of the film against itself. In addition, no successful void-free
adhecive system wds found for bonding silicone to aluminum (fabric to metal
ring). The usual RTV silicones did not cure when in contact with the coated
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fabric, and further testing on ot] Pr -e of a adhceivc was not cunsi dered
worthwhile, because othei physical properties of the preimpregnated fabric
were not acceptable.

The second and third flexible membranes, consisting of Te'lon and Fluorel-
impregnated glass cloth, had the same major difficulties found in the silicone-
glass fabric. Principally, the glass fabric failed during the repeated
180-depree bending and movement over itself,

Pcodominant effort in the materials investigation was centered on the
fourth item--namely, the Dacron fabric impregnated with Fluorel (FD-8).
Taole 1 shows the physical properties of this fluxiie material.

FD-8 had good :ontinuity under repeated flexing and abrasion; however,
it was difficult to make and maintaltn a gas-tight seal between the aluminum
sections. The cyanoacrytate, Eastman 910, with the Budd activator was found
to be an excellent adhesive system, but it did not possess the desired flex-
ibility and had a tendency to pull the Fluorel coating from the fabric under
the peel loads encountered. Bonding restraining tabs of a lightweight Dacron

fabric, to carry the load between sections, reduced this problem to a udinimum.

The developed procedure for bonding the Dacron fabric impregnated with
Fluorel rubber was as follows:

(I) Strips of FD-8 were cut, and a small wedge was trimmed

from each end to obtain a slight tapered effect. This
was rec'uired to compensate for the decrease in diamerer
of each successive aluminum ring.

(2) The bands of FD-8 were bonded to the aluminum rings,
using Eastman 910 and Budd GA-IA. The ends of the FD-8
ctrips were bonded together with Fairprene cement 5159 (a two-
part fluorinated elastomer cement) in making an overlap joint

of PD-8.

(3) The Dacron fabric restraining tabs were bonded with EC-1357
(neoprene cement).

(4) The bond between the FD-8 and aluminum rings was sealed
with ED-2174 (nitrile phenolic cement).

(5) The bond or joint was checked by pressurizing the tel-
escoping atructure and brushing soap solution around the
openings between the rings.
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TABLE 1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DACRON
IMPREGNATEI) WITH A FLUORINATED ELASTOEHR (FLUOREL)

Federal
Specification

CCC-T-191B
Proeert Method Number D-_8*

Base fabric Dacron
Base fabric weight (oz/sq yd) 5041 3.2
Base fabric thickness 0.0065-inch
Coated fabric weight (oz/sq yd) 5041 8.0 + 0.5
Coated fabric thickness 0.009 + 0.001-inch
Tensile strength (Ib) 5100 Warp: 200

Fill: 180
Tear strength (Ib) 5134 Warp: 12

Fill: 10

Bursting strength (lb/sq in.) 5122 340

Crease resistance 10-pound roller, no
cracking

Stiifness (bending momet_, ir-lb) 5202 Warp; C.006,0
Fill: 0.00360

Abrasion resistance 5306

CS-17 wheels, 500 gm weights

Taber wear idex: w~t loss (MR) x 1000 150
100 cycles

Coating adhesion (lb/in. width) 5970 15

l[gh-temperature stability 100 hours at 4001F, no change
in physical properties

Low-tesper!!ture flexibility 9IL-C-20696
(2 hr exposure, no cracking) -l00°F

Weather resistance 1-par outdoor exposure in
industrial atmosphere, no

change in physical properties
Fungus resistance MIL-1-7444B No growth

Permeability (f oz/sq ft/24 hr) ASTM-D-814-55 0.15

Flame resistance 5902 flaming
time (sec) .tightly flammable

* All values shown are average and obtained from Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Comp=ny Bulletin r3.



THE DEVELOPED TELESCOPING CONCEPT

An e2ploded and assembled view of the demonstration configuration is
shown in Figuze 6. As can be seen, the developed telescoping model consists
of the following items:

(1) Inner and outer cylindrical section, with dome closures
welded at the closed ends. The test-bed cylinders and
domes are fabricated from 6061-T6 alutinum alloy selected
primarily for ease of forming and weldability.

(2) An aluminum ring and Teflon roller assembly is shown
attached to the mating open ends of each cylinder. The
ring and roller assembly serves to impart alignment and
smooth movement to the mating cylinders. The ring of
the inner cylinder is mechanically attached to the outer
surface of the cylinder, while the ring of the outer cyl-
inder is similarily attached to the inner surface of the
cylinder. The rollers on each ring bear respectively
against the other cylinder.

(3) A set of concentric aluminum-alloy 6061-T6 sleeves are
located in the annular space between the mating cylinders.
The seal is accomplished by a series of coated fabric
diaphragm located among the concentric sleeves. The
outer and inner sleeves of the seal concept are attached,
respectively, against the outer and inner cylinders and
are attached in place by the ring attachment.

The positioning of the concentric metal sleeves and the flexible rolling
diaphragm are shown in the small cutaway view at the lower right-hand corner
of Figure 6. Here the telescopic cylinders are fully deployed. The inner
and outer sleeves, which are longer than the intermediate sleeves, are shown
in black to emphasize their position between the rings and cylinders. All
sleeves are 0.04-inch thick, except the outer sleeve which is 0.125-inch
thick. The thicker sleeve is located so that it intercepts the approaching
ring of the inner cylinder and also functions as a mechanical stop restrict-
itig further movement. When this seal concept is subjected to a differential
pressure of 15 psi, the concentric sleeves receive a net pressure loading
that is external, and structural instability (buckling) considerations dic-
tate at least a 0.04-inch sheet thickness for the sleeves. After the tele-
scopic cylinders are ccapletely deployed and fully pressurized, the set
sleeves ani rolling fabric diaphragm are packed concentrically into the small
remaining annular space, as shown in the cutaway view at. the lover right.

- 1,57-
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The developed components of the demonstration model are shown in Vigure 7.
The on•l concept, reduced to practice, is shown in the center being held i.-
the extended position. The dimensions in detail and the materials utilized
in developing this seal cencept are given in Table 2. Basically, the fabri-
cated seal consists of seven metal sleeves and six coated-fabric rolling dia-
phragms weighing a total of 15.56 pounds. All metal-to-metal fits between
sleeves, rings, and cylinders were held to close tolErance, and light tapping
with a rubber mallet was sufficient to assemble these parts. To further in-
sure sealing, washer-type seals were utilized underneath each of the Phillips-
head screws attaching the seal and roller assembly to the inner and outer
cylinders.

TESTING SETUP

The developed configuration, assembled and instrumented prior to pres-
surization, is shown in the vertical position in Figure 8, contracted position,
and in Figure 9, extended position. The upright position was utilized in all
the tests. The testing was accomplished as follows:

(1) Air pressure was introduced through an inlet provided
at the lower extremity of the specimen, and this in-
let pressure was monitored with a Gunkle pressure gage,
as shown in the figure.

(2) Pressures developed within the configuraticn were pre-
cisely recorded by means of a Statham pressure transducer
sensing static pressure through a fitting inserted at the
uppermost extremity of the moving cylinder.

(3) Outputs from the transducer were cecorded by a Sanborn
Model 297 direct-write oscillograph used in conjunction
with an Owerz Laooratories amplifier (and bridge control
panel) with power supply.

(4) Vertical displacement of the inner cylinder was sensed
by a cord attached (as shown) to the moving cylinder,
which rotated a Borg linear potentiometer.

(5) The output of the potentiometer was then recorded on a
second channel of the oscillograph.

IESTS AND ISIULTS

Using the test setup described above, the following series of tests were
conducted:

(1) Determination of the frictional characteristics of
the model

(2) Evaluation of integrity to pressure forces

(3) Evaluation of leakage rate associated with the
developed seal

- 59-
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TAKE 2

MA KIAL DETAILS MW DIMENSIONS OF SEAL CONCEPT

Itemgimsions (Inches) and/or Material

1., METAL SLEEVES Inside Dia. knt Thickness

a) Outer 19.250 8.250 0.125

b) Inner 18.000 8.000 0.040
c) Five intermediate 18.215 6.000 0.040

18.420 6.000 0.040

18.625 6.000 0.040

18.830 6.000 0.040

19.035 6.000 0.040

6061-16 Aluminum alloy, fusion welded

2., COATED FABRIC 3.2-oz Dacron fabric coated with a
cured black Fluorel* elastomer
(3M, FD-8)

a) Weight 8.0-oa/sq yd (coated fabric)

b) Thickness 0.009 in. (coated fabric)

c) Tensile strength 200 lb/in. (warp) - 180 lb/in, (fill)

j3. ADHESIVE Eastman 910 (cyanoacrylate) to bond
coated fabric to aluminum

4. ACCELERATOR Budd GA-LA surface activator to pro-
mote the polymerization of Eastman
910

5.: CMIENTS

a) Fabric overlap bond DuPont Fairprene cement 5159; a two
part, Viton (fluro-elastomer) base,
solvent cement used to make overlap
bonds between the segments of coated
fabric

b) Fillet seal 3M. EC-2174 nitrile-phanolic. solvent
cement used to fillet seal t.- bonded
edges between the coated fabric '--8
and aluinutm

c) Cloth bonding 3M, EC-1357 neoprene contact cement
used to bond Dacron supporting tabs

6. CLOTH Dacron, 0.005-tnch thick, fine-weave

Fluorel is a fluorinated polymer with high rtaperature and high chemical
resist int properties.
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FIGUE 8,~ TEST SETUP FOR DEMONS TRATION OF SEAL FOR 1SLESCOPING CYLL4DERS-
CONiTRACTED POSITION



F!GUPI: 9. TEST SETUP FOR DEMONSTR1ATION OF SEAL FOR TELESCOPING CYLINDERS-
EXTENDED POSI1hIN
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Determination of Frictional Characteristics

The first series of tests was performed to determine the frictional
characteristics of the developed model. The friction tests involved extend-
ing and contracting the cylinders approximately 20 cycles. Measurements were
made of the internal pressure and increment of expansion during the extension
half and contracting half of the cycle. No significant differences existed
between data recorded for each of the pressure cycles. The relationship found
to exist between pressure and cylinder extension during each of the telescoping
cycles is presenced graphically in Figure 10.

Obtaining the data began by first slowly pressurizing the collaFsed con-
figuration. As the curves show, the cylinder extension did not initiate until
the internal pressure reached a level of 0.53 psig. This is the pressure re-
quired to overcome (1) the initial friction in the system, (2) the weight of
the moving cylinder (105.70 pounds), (3) the weight of the transducer and fit-
tings (15.46 pounds), and (4) the weight of the seal assembly (15.56 pounds).
A slow rise in pressure was required to attain continuing deployment until
an extension of about 3.5 inches was reached at a pressure of 0.55 psig. Then,
throughout the remaining portion of the deployment, this pressure level was
maintained at approximately a steady plateau, except for the last inch of ex-
tension when a slight rise in pressure was required. Three distinct drops
along the extension cycle indicated momentary drops in friction. These peri-
odic drops in friction were not evident, however, in recordings of deployment
versus time, as shown in Figure 11. This figure also shows that two different
ates of extension and contraction were employed; however, neither of the

cime rates affected the data displayed in these graphs.

At the completion of deployment, the pressure was increased momentarily
to 5.0 psig and then permitted to drop slowly by slightly opening the inlet
air line to ambient pressure. The inner cylinder remained fully extended
until the pressure decreased to Approximately 0.50 psig, and at this pressure
level the inner cylinder began to collapse slowly at essentially constant
pressure. The constant pressure plateau during contraction was due tc the
combined weight of the descending inner cylinder and attached components.
During the descent, six distinct dips in the pressure recording were observed,
as shown in Figure 10. These dips are covsidered as indication of regions
of increased friction drag in the seal. It is evident that these periodic
increases in friction arp tNP -esult of the seal movement, as each metal
sleeve and the attaened rolling fabric imparted its relative movement to the
adjacent sleeve. Aain, these regions of increased friction did not display
any effect on the tests of contraction versus time, as shown in Figure 11.

The frictional force inherent in the seal concept can be determiued from
the data presented in Figure 10, The determination can he made from the dif-
ference between the forue inquired to eattend the cylinder (0.55 psig) and the
lift-off pressu.re required (0.505 psig). The pressure difference is found
to be 0.045 psig. Since the effective piston area of the inner cylinder is
about 276 square inches, the above pressure difference caused by friction
results in a total force required of U2.4 pounds. In terms of force per
peripheral inch of seal, the friction force is equal to 12.4 . Calculated,

18.757T
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this equals 0.21 pounds per inch. The diameter (18.75 inches) utilized in this
ra1culation is 1. rhe.. diameter ot the seal configuration. Thus, the inherent

friction ,n the .eal model developed in the program is ver: )ow, and in the
weightless environment the only force required to extend the telescoping sec-
t:ons employing this seal would be that necessary to overcome the friction

force per lineal inch of 0.21 incii. In a similar manner, the frictional force
that must be exceeded during contraction is computed to be 0.12 pound per
perilheral inch vf seal except during the last two inches before complete
closure. AL this p,.int, the friction forte rises to 0.23 pound Fer inch.

Evaluation of Intcgrity to Pressure Forces

For these tests, the static seal which ordinarily provides the seal after

full extension (see Figure 6) was purposely eliminated, Thus, the coated fab-
ric, rolling-diaphragm seal was subjected to the tall pressure loading. The
telescoping model was fully extended under internal pressure, and the pressure
level was raised to 8.0 psig. Gross leakage checks were made, but no adverse
leakage was detected. Next, the internal pressure was increased to 15.0 psig,
and again no adverse leakage was noted. rhe increased pressurization from 8 to
15 psig appaiently had no appreciable effect on the integrity of the fabric-
metal bonded loint•i.

Evaluation ot Leakage Rate Associated with the Developed Seal

This series of tests was performed to evaluate the leakage rate associated
with the overall seal concept, Again during these tests the static seal which
provides the seal after full extension was not used, so that the coated-fabric
rolling diaphragm seal was exposed to tha full pressure loading. The tele-
scoping configuration was fully deployed under internal pressure, and the
pressure level was increased to 8.0 psig. At this point the leak-rate (or
permeability) test was conducted. This test consisted of closing the inlet

air source and recording the internal pressure level retained within the model
as a function of time. The recorded data are shown in Figure 12. As can be
seen by the curve faired through the data, approximately 200 minutes elapsed
before the pressure dropped to one-half the initial level. The permeability
test was fuither continued by increasing the internal pressure tc, 15.0 psig,
and ti.. !-- rat- test was rcpeated. The data at this level of pressurization
are also shown in Figure 12. As can be seen, the effective pciameability of the
seal remained essentially unchangeu.
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APPENDIX

VARIABLE PRESSURE PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

Ky Prr , . HerzlI

Senior Engineering Specialist
P'silco Corporation, Palo Alto, California

The following is a description of a variable pressure system for
pneumatic erection of telescoping structures.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The pneumatic system is shown srhematically in Figure 13, The gas
container is sealed by means of two redundant squib valves. When an
electric signal actuates t.le valves, gas discharges through a reduction
orifice into the volume inside the boom. The reduced gas pressure acti-
vates the release mechanism and extends tVie structure. The system is
sclf regulating in that it provides sufficient pressure during extension
and provides considerable increased pressure in case of unexpected jamming..

GAS CONTAINER

The relationship between the length of the boom and the required
volume of the gas container is given in Figure 14. The diagram was calcu-
lated assuming adiabatic expansion of the gas into a telescoping boom of
5 feet diametcr. The parameter P1 /P 2 is the ratio between the initial
pressure in the gas container and the nominal pressure needed to extend
the structure. From the diagram, we find that for erecting 4 telescopinR
booti 100 feet long (5 fpet diameter), using a conservative pressure ratio
of 1,000, the required volume of the gas container is 14.05 cubic feet.
The corresponding dimension of a equilateral cube is 2.4 feet. The re-
quired volume is even smaller for higher pressure ratios.

The final choice of the pressure ratio will depend upon: (1) pressure
P2 , which i.o the sum of the experimentally determined nominal pressure
required for extending the telescoping boom and a safety margin; and (2)
initial pressure that determines weight of the gas container,

SQUIB VALVES AND REDUCTION VALVE

Actuation of a highly reliable squib valve starts an automatic sequence
of events of structure deployment.

5- 69 -
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FIGURE 13. SCHEMATIC OF THE VARIAT:LE PRESSURE PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
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The function of the reduction valve Is to control automatically the
pressure within the structure. It provides:

(1) High initial pressure necessary to overcome initial
static friction.

(2) low pressure during deployment.

(3) Increased pressure in case of any unexpected Jaming.

(4) Increased pressure at the end of the extension to
eliminate any tendency of structural rebound.

When the squib valves open, pressure in the initially open portion of
the boom rises to a level which is higher than the pressure necessary for
extending the boom., Pressure drop in the reduction valve is small due to
the small initial gas flow. The Impact produced by the initial pressure
pulse assures the separation. This is an important feature since static
friction may be considerably higher than kinetic friction.

The pressures in the gas container and in the boom versus extended
length of boom are shown in Figure 15. After the initial impact, which
was discussed above, the boom starts to extend and the b-,- flow through
the valve increases. Due to the increased gas flow and pressure drop in
the reduction valve, the pressure in the boom drops to a level which is
below that which is necessary for extending the tube. Consequently, the
extensiom of the boom slows down and the air flow (and, the corresponding
pressure drop) diminish. Ibis, in turn, causes an increase in pressure,
and the boom starts again extending. If the throttling is not excessively
high, the resulting start-and-stop motion becomes a smooth motion.

An additional advantage of throttling is that the pressure in the boom
is maintained at as low a level as is possible throughout the extension
exercise. The associated unbalanced force, which way cause a deviation
from the intended direction of the boom, therefore, is smallest. The
optimum amount of throttling will have to be established experimentally.
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SUI?4HY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Four telescoping concepts were advanced which incorporate relatively
elementary sliloing movements adaptable to the mating sections of
rigid construction.

2. One of these concepts was reduced to practice. This concept utilized
a set of cylindrical metal sleeves and a coated-fabric diaphragm
bellows. The coated-fabric diaphragm performed as a rolling seal be-
tween the metal sleeves. A series of friction tests on the seal indi-
cated that the inherent friction in the system was very low.

3. Evaluation of seal integrity to pressure forces indicated no adverse
leakage. This test was conducted at internal pressures of up to 15
psig, with results showing no measurable effect on the integrity of
the fabric-metal bonded joints.

4. Evaluation of leakage rate associated with the demonstrated seal
showed that approximately 200 minutes elapsed before the pressure
dropped to one-half the initial level. The leakage test performed
on the seal represented conditions that are much more severe than
thcse that would actually exist in applications. That is, a static
seal would ordinarily be employed at full extension; therefore,
leakage as measured here would only occur during deployment.

5. The merits of the overall seal concept from the viewpoints of both
mechanical movement and pressure integrity can be considered to be
very good.

6. A materials investigation was conducted for obtaining a flexible
diaphragm, proper bonding, and sealing. The materials that were
found satisfactory consisted of a Dacron impregnated with a flunr-
inated elastomer and cement bases of fluorinated polymers, neoprene,
and nitrile phenolic.,
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Even today, with rockets available to carry heavy payloads into orbit,

the thought of a 100-foot diameter orbiting sphere stimulates the imagina-

tion of scientists and laymen alike. At the inception of the Echo I

progr" Sputnik I was a constant headline in all newspapers. Rocket

payload, were limited to vehicles like the Vanguard, and this '-imitation

gave added impetus to the field of inflatables or erectables for space.e

The field has been growing ever since.

Objectives of the Echo I setellite were many:

1. Demonstrate that a large inflatable device could be errected in

space

2. Establish the feasibility cf using a large reflective sphere in

space for radio propagation

3, Measure radiation and solar pressure effects on orbit perturbation

4. Measure the density at orbit altitude

S. Obtain some idea of the 'Ife of plastic materials in space.

One objectiiv, of cour.e, was political. At a time when the U. S.

Space aecompliohments appeared to be lagging Russia by many years, we could

give the world a satellite that everyone could see - a new star in the heavens.

DESIGN (D!ISIDERATZONS

In the design of the Echo I satellite, size was limited by the rocket

(Thor-Delta) payload capability of approximately 200 pounds in a 1,000-

mile orbit. This payload weight included the inflatable sphere, inflation

material, canister, and separation gear.
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Sphr'e 120

InlatioII Powder 30

canister 40

Separation 10

Total 200

One-half ail metalixed )flar was chosen for the sphere msterial beam"

it possessed the best balance of properties givifg the lagest possible

reflector for the weight. Chara rLeties of this aterial include:

1. Availability' - comercially available fins du Pont in the thicknesses
required.

2. Stregt to We;ht - Dnsity of 1.39 and at•Usle of 20,000 psi.

3. lexibhilitmi - will withstand ttk, nering and fboldir required In

paecking ar daployment in spime vitbout damag:

4. BondabLt ,r - sealed with OT*-301 to give seal strengths ,-l to

the part t materiel under the temperatue, radiation, and ultra

high v, mm euviroment of space.

5. Reda- ,stlective - The vapor deposit of 2.00 WO ro of alumixamm

giveý a surface which will reflect between 9S .

theL 2F enera. (Squivalent to .jiproxie.m pounds of 81112130

Sthe surfae of a 100-foot diater sphere).

G* . T. Selfeldahl Company Trladeu Registered V. 8. Patent Ofrtic
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6. Radistion Reistance - The material was required to maintain its

physical properties for a sufficient length of time to satisfy

the requiremmnts of the Echo experiment.

7. Thermal lanc. - The temperature of the sphere when epmosed

to solar radiation must be sufficiently high to vaporize the

iinflating powders yet not amsed the limitations of the

beacon Pr plastic.

8. Creep - Eftramely low. Any creeping in the plastic will

result in shape changes and bmaking of the continuity of

the reflecting surface.

In the early stages development, 0.25-all metallized Mylar was used;

howevr, through static inflation tests (Figure 1) and vacuim tank tests

of rapid deployment from various shaped canstears, it was established that

0.5-mi) Sylar wuld be required to give adequate reliability. The Echo I

Stlloon* was fabricated of 78 gores bonded together with a I-inch wide

spliced plate of 0.S-aU Mylar bonded with (9-301 thermal setting adhesive

system. Thos sems terminated in a 36-inch dimeter polar cap at the

top and bottom of the sphere. The cMp was made of 1-nil metallized ylar

in order to carry the stressa transmitted to the polar cap are by the tape

sems. The O'els ornwided a structure which could be stressed to between

15,000 and 18,000 ps'. at ram tperature, 12,000 psi at -70 C, and 5,000

psi at a temrature of 100 C. Two vn7ar-tbhn beacon transmitters parszid

aP, -olai cells were located 180 degrees apart on the sphere surft*c.

*I . T. IedA Campany Trademark Registered U. S. i|-nt Off!"
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During fabricationt 10 pounds of benzoic acid and 20 pounds of

anthraquinone subi•ining powders (which change to a gas in the near vacuum

of space) were dusted on the inside of the surface of the deflated sphere.

The sphere was then accordion folded and placed inside the 26.5-inch

diameter magnesium container (see Figures 2 and 3). About two minutes

after the payload was ejected into orbit the magnesium container was

separated by an explosive charge. This linear-shaped charge served to cut

the stays holding the canister halves together and at the same time separated

the canister halves at a velocity of 40 fps* . The 10 pounds of bensoic

acid then expanded to inflate the Echo into a spherical shape in a matter of

seconds. The theoratical skin stress developed by the benzoic acid is 100

psi. The anthraquinone having a higher vapor pressure is used to provide

a progressive sustaining inflation material.

Fxtensive vacuum tank tests and vertical ballistic rocket shots were

used to qualify the balloon payload. In the initial phases of development,

water contained in small plastic bladders and ejected through a controlled

orifice was used to inflate the spheres. The first test of a l00-foot

diameter sphere using water inflation was not andcessful, and the sphere

burst into many fraVments. By launching these balloons east into the moving

sunrie and using an indicator dye within the sphere it was possible to observe

from the ground whether or not the balloons burst.

SCazister tests in the 40-foot vacuum chamber at NASA Langley has demonstrated

that this velocity is sufficicznt to move the canister halves away from the
rapidly inflating sphere.
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In the second test it was decided to epmloy a less volatile inflation

material, i.e. benzoic acid, and a pressure within the balloon container of

140 miliimeters of mercury. It was felt that this loser pressure would

slow down the initidl deployment resulting from the entrapped air and the

subsequent inflation from the less volatile subliming material. Although

this sphere did not show the explosive characteristics of the first test, it

too ruptured into several pieces. A third test was then scheduled reducing

the pressure inside the canister to 50 millimeters of mercury. This showed

Curther improvement over the second test with only one rupture expelling

8oe of the red dye. i" the fourth and fifth tests the pressure inside

the balloon canister was reduced to 4.5 millimeters of mercury prior to

launch, Both of these tests were successful with no signs of balloon

bursting or red dye in the vicinity of the inflated balloon. With these

two successes the design was frozen and work rroceeded on the orbital

launch ef Echo I.

At the time Echo I was placed into orbit, it was calhulate< that it

would stay spherical for approximately two weeks. This was based on pre-

orbit calculations placing the satellite In continuous sunlight for a two

week period and the fact that micrometeorite punctures would eventually

release the subliming materials.
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Based on available data, it appeirs that the Echo satellite performed

as predicted giving a fairly uniform, spherical shape for at least two

waeeks. Radio and television signals have been bounred from the Echo

satellite, thus demonstrating Its feasibility for communieations. The

success of Echo I has gone far bt-yond the most optimistic expeete~ion,

Today, more than three years after its ejection into orbit, it is still

serving as a research tool for comunication and spoce scientists. The

quality of the signals being received froa Echo, however, have gone through

a considerable change, indicating that the sphere has changed its shape

or possibly becom wrinkled. Its appearance from the ground appears

unchanged from that observed when it was first placed into orbit.

Echo I was not designed to be rigid enough to withstand the deforaming

forces of space, e.g. a solar pressure of 1.3 x 10-9 psi. Changes in shape

were, therefore, expected.

ECP-n 11

As a result of the success of Echo i, NASA undertook the development

of a more permanent type satellite, one which would be rigid enough to

maintain its shape when exposed to space environment. The goal, as in the

case of Echo i, was to build as large a sphere as possible within the

weight limitations of the vehicle, in this case the Thor-Agena B. Rasir

material requireents for the Echo II Satelloon were the swe as Echo I

with the exception of the ability to be rigidLeed in space.
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Several approaches for accoimplishing the rigidization of Echo 11

were considered. These included such concepts as mcehanical stressing

of a metal-plastic lminate, chemical cross linkin, electrostatic

repulsion, and plasticizer evaporation from a rigid plastic file. Although

the chemical and vulatLle plasticiser concepts yielded some materials with

interesting properties, the simaplicity, reiiability, and lightweight of the

mechanical approached to rigidization resulted in the choice of an aluminutm-

plastic laminate for the Echo II satellite.

Through an extensive materials design and development program, a seven-

layer material 0.75-smil thick and weighing 36 gWsq. ydwas manufactured in

a 54-inch width to meet the requirements of the Echo 11 program (see Figure 4).

This material is basically a lamination of v.00018-inch thick alminum foil

on both sides of 0.00035-inch thick Mylar. In order to conAtrol the inflation

material (pyraszole) and keep the temperature of the sphere within that which

the acquisition beacons would operate, it is necessary to thermal balance

treat the inside and outside surface of this material Alodine 401-&5*,

a chemical-conversion coating for aluminum, is used on the outside surface

to change the ratio of solar absorptenee to emittance from 6.5 to 1.7.

The inside surface of the sphere is coated with a carbon black to increase

the heat transfer from one side of the sphere thereby helping to control

the temperature gradients and reduce hot spots.

* American Chemical Trademark Registered U. S. Patent Office
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The Echo I1 aphere will be rigidized by stressing the dead soft aluminum

foil by means of an internal pressure provided by 38 pounds of pyrazole

subliming compound packed in the sphere. When the folds in the material

have been removed by the pressurizing of the sphere the high modulus of

elasticity of the aluminum foil will resist the deforming loads so that

the structure will retain its spherical shape without internal pressure.,

The Echo II sphere i2 computed to have a rigidity of 50 times that of Echo 1.

The Echo It sphere is 135-feet in diameter, having a cross-sectional

area of two times that of Echo I. It is fabricated in approximately the

same manner as Echo I, with 106 tailored gores approximately 48 inches wide

sealed together with a I-inch wide splice plate of the same material as

used in the balloon gore (see Figure 5). The adhesive system is GT-301

thermo-setting system developing a seam strength equal to the material

strength over a trnperattre range from -200 to 150 C. These seams are

further tested by flexing and folding or cycling between liquid nitrogen

and boiling water. The end caps of the sphere and the radio beacon installa-

tion areas (180 degrees apart on the equator of the sphere) are reinforced

to carry the added material load (see Figure 6). One-hundred and sixty

air orifice holes 1/64-inch in diameter are placed in the top and bottom

layers of the foldeJ balloon to permit removal of air, moisture, and

volatile impurities from the inside of the sphere during canister pump down.
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Figure 7 shoms a balloon and canister being placed in the vacuua chmber

prior to evacuation. The sphere canister halves are separated by I/S-inch

during the evacuation. After a 40-hour soak at a pressure of 200 microns

the canister halves are closed and sealed by means of electrical wrenehes

operated from outside the vacuum chadr. The total weight of the Ech- II

balloon system is broken down as follows:

ITEM WEIGHT (POUNDS)

Balloon Weight 4469

Subl imination Material 38

Thermal Balance Coatings 33

Beacons 12.6

Canister 70

Total System Weight 622.6

TMERML BIA1AE

The thermal balance coatings on Echo II was a significant development

and merits further discussion here. The thermal balance on Echo I was

achieved through the high reflectivity of the v4por deposited aluilnum on

the outside of the sphere and the high emissivity in the infrared of the

Mylar on the inside of the sphere. echo I was calculated to be 110 to 134 C.
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if the aluminum foil used on Echo II is left untreated, the average tempera-

ture has bee. calculated to be in the rare of 181 to 210 C*.

The temperature control of the Echo I1 satellite was very important for

proper operation of the subl imination material in deploying and rigidizing

the sphere, and in operation of the acquisition beacons which would not

function properly above 60 C.

A number of materials were investigated to reduce the temperature of the

sphere; however, in most cases their weight was equal to or greater than the

basic material itself. Most inorganic compounds associated with inks and

paints are adversely affected by extended exposure to ultra-violet dnd

ionizing radiation and it was therefore decided to focus Investigation on

areas of inorganic thermal coatings having a greater stability. The results

of this study was a commercially available material called Alodine 401-45

which offered the greatest change in O ratio for a minimim of weight.

This coating is used commercially as a primer for painting aluminum or

for corrosion resistance of alumiLnui. Clenawns and Camp of NASA have

determined the change inrk ratio as a function of the surface density or

coating weight for Alodine 401-45 (see Figure 8). From this study it was

determined that an I/1 ratio of 1.7 results in an average temperature of

about 55 C on the satellite.

* Clemons, Dewey L., Jr., and Camp, John D.,"Amorphous Phosyphate Coating
for Thermal Control of Echo il.? Paper presented at the Mult'.-Lnyer Systems
Symposium of the Electro-Chamical Society Meeting, lI•, Angeles, California,
May 6, 1962.
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The variation of solar absorptance and the amittence for Alodina

401-S5 as a function of surface density is shown in Figure 9. The solar

absorptanse remains essentially constant from SO through 300 ailligrams

per square foot, whereas the emittence var/es almost linearly with thickness.

The finding of a suitable therwal balance coating was only part of the

problem involved in thermal balance treating of Bcho II. There was no

known method for applying Alodine to a 54-inch web thousands of feet

long and maintaining a tolerance of ! 3 .milligrams per square foot. te

Schjeldahl Company, with experience in the plastic machinery, lamination

machinery and printing maebfnery marnfecturing fields, undertook for

NASA the design and construction of equipment to h=dle this task,

(see Figure 10). Although the yields from this process were far from

commercial standards, material for the manufacture of Echo 11 satellites

with an Alodine coating tolerance of + 3 milligrams per square foot was

achieved.

TE~rMN

As in the case vf EC.Wo , extensive vacuum chamber and ballistic tra-

jectory tests were required in order to quality the payload system. Figure 11

shows one of the first Echo II satellites inflated in the hanger at Weeks-

ville, North Carolina. This satellite ruptured at a skin stress equivalent

to 18,000 psi on the alumintm. This was consdered an alequist safety factor
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Co"J'£i;J4-9 t,'"t 3,000 pai skin stress would be required to remove the

fold memory and rigidise the satellite.

The 61-foot diameter vacuum chamber at NASA Langley was used to

determine the separation velocity of the canister and the Initial deploy-

ment of che -phere, It was reogniz1a-: that these toats were only

indications of how the satellite would deploy in space. The sphezte fell

rapidly to the bottcm of the chamber, restricting further deployUent, and

thermal and pressure eo.ditions of space could not be achiev•ed. Therefore.

to teat the complete system under actual conditions a vertical ballistic

shot v^s -heduled t. provide a no gravity, ultrsacuuu= environment for

a period of approximately 20 minutes. In the first vertical test for Reho T1

on January 15, 1962, the fnflatiU process was recorded by a recoverable

motion picture caera mounted in the front end of the Thor Rocket. A

television cmera which relayed back the real time pictures of the inflation

during the test was also mounted on the Thor. This test revealed several

serious problems which, when combined, cause the sphere to rupture during

an explosive inflation in less than two seconds. A considerable amount

of information was gained from these flights and applied to a redesign

for a second AVT test. These include:

1. The residual air pressure in the canister was reduced prior to

launch from 10 millimeters of mercury to I millimeter of marcury

in order to reduce the initial deployment speed.

- .599 -
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2. A less volatile sublinination material, i.e. bensoic &aCi was used

to reduce the inflation and rigidLaing process.

3. The sphere within the canistsr was evacuated to 200 microns and

held for 40 hours for complete removal of water vapor and other

impurities.

4. The beacon gores and areas around the beacons were reinforced.

S. The folding pattern was odifiLed to slow the inflation of the

sphere with respect to the equator.

On July 18, 1.962, a second vertical test abst was launched from

Cape Canaveral Florida. Television and camera coverage of this test

showed a significant reduction in the speed of deployment. This

sphere was fully deployed in 10 seconds and appeared to be rigidLed

within 30 seconds.

Although this test appeared successful from the standpoint of

balloon deployment, radar signals bounced from thin balloon rhowe

scintallation which exceeded that expected for this satellite. This

was believed to be due to the less volatile sublimination compound

(bensoic acid) which theoretically prossurized the sphere to only

100 psi skin stress. The problem then was to design the inflation

system around a material which 1) give adequate inflation pressure

to rigidise the sphere and 2) be controlled in such a way that it would
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not rult in ep!oslve deplo;uent and inflation. The reslt of this

study was i syst a ineorporatlag pyrasole as an inflatioji material

vnkWd int, 72 wx sealed plastic bags. These bags were attached

ýQ) the su: ace of the sphere at locations which would give even

,aployment and in- (,,tion. The wax used to seal these containers was

a4signad a melt ,i 37 C allowing the pyrazole to e~cape through a

n-wtar of ,nall hWes. Preliminary tests conducted on this inf•ati n

s: ,tern l.- ed very r=izing and wck iq proceeding oar the orbital

iatloons -be shot Into orbit early next year.

Cone' retent with the work on 3cho TI materials and designs aisMd

at reduci- the weigi' of a given passiv communication reflector is

under way. One of t" new materials being investigated is a luiia-

t•or oa p• istie and ali minun (Pigure 12) similar to that used on

Ncf.o I1, 'his mater - employs a biaxially oriented polypropyla e

wit' a ', ".. strength of 30,000 psi ir both directions and a dImsity

,: ).92. 'olypropylene was chosen becarse of its high strength-to-

w*4"ht rat o and its resistance to Jiscolorat:-)x In ns ; - en. roment.

The al'amirm in this eoze is milled out in a exagon pattern to 1) redut4

the aatellite weight and 2) allow 90 percent ce the solar energy to pas$I

tbogh the satellite thereby reducing the rei ired rigidity.
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Further study to reduce the weight of these coumunication satellites

is presently under xtudy One technique employs a lanticular shape

reflector which in oriented by means of gravitation gradients (.lgvu• 13).

The simplicLty, service life, and anti-Jaming characteristics

of passive coimnnication satellites make t..em a very reliable commui-

cation tool. Through new materiale and design, the efficiency of these

infltable saLtelltes (more surface area for less weight) is Increasing,.
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Figure 13
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INFLATIBLI "'ACE AMM!..- '3-,M

11 F. Reitne4 er

BIhIWDt Structur-s, Inc., Buffalo, Now York

A recent development of Ki:OAiI Structures, Inc. has been the
design, development, and fabricatioi, of a series of active inflatable space
antenna systems. Each "itenna _,ysem, which is comparable in sise to a
compact automobile, 4.s an assembly oZ complex inflatable shape. arranged
and held to extremely cloze dimensinnal limitations. Some of the major
proolems involvea in the derelopmen• of the antenna system, from a mechan-
ical view point, were the develowment of materials suitable for inflation
and rigidization in a space enviror.-ent, development of a container and
pressurization system, providing required RP performance and reliability
with minimum weight, and the development of folding and deployment techniques
tor a relatively complex inflatable configuration.
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INTRODUCTION

Sinco certain design features of the antenna system and certain
performance characteristics are classified, the discussions given in this
papor are necessarily limited to the unclassified aspects of the program and
can only describe general accomplishmuents in this new field.

The success of the Echo balloon satellites, which have been placed
in earth orbit, and plans for future satellites of this type are indicative
of the feasibility and inherent advantage of venhg inflatable devices for
large size, minimum weight, space structures. Is of this date, however, such
devices have been primarily in the category of inactive or paesive satellites.
BIhDAIR Structures his recently developed an active inflatable antenna system
consisting of a group of separate antenna assemblies held together by an
inflatable vozusectting structure. Fxperience geined in the development and
fabrication of numerous inflatable parabolic antennas and solar reflecting
mirrors, all held to relatively close tolerance, provided BIRDAIfI with th=
background necessary to undertake this program. Based on antenna configur-
ations which provide the desired electronic performance, BIRDAIRt undertook
to provide the mechanical components of the antenna syste in the 'oWm of
an inflated structure which would satisfy these electronic requirements.

The major criteria considered in the development of the inflatable
antenna system were:

1. to provide The desired complex electronic configuration in an inflated
form having the lightest possible weight.

2. to fabricate the inflated structure to extremely close dimensional
accuracy.

3. to provide the smallest possible package size for installation in the
launch vehicle.

4. to be self rigidizing after initial inflation while in earth orbit.
5. to provide the desired- electronic configuration in an inflatable shape.
6. to survive space environment for a substantial period of time.
7. to provide a cost advantage over a comparable rigid mechanical anteora

system.
8. to provide the pressurization system and container for carrying the

antenna into orbit and subsequently deploying it into its final config-
urnrtiot..

GENb2tAL DESCRIPTION

T.a complete inflatable antenna system consists of three basic
components: th6 inflatable antenna envelope, the pressurization system, and
the contasi -. r for carrying it into orbit.

i,;h of the antenna elements and the connecting structure consist
of parts :;. segments of spheres, cylinders, cones, tori, oblate spheroids,
and flat .ensioned sheets. All tgmenU ofthe complete atructure are ten-
sioned irI.o f;nal shape by the inflation pressure.

- 6o6 -
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in preparation for launch the antenna system will be initially
evacuated and folded inside an evacuated canister. At an appropriate time
after the transport vehicle has been placed in orbit, an extension mechanism
to which the canister is affixed will extead outward from the vehicle to the
outboArd position. Upon full extension, the canister cover will be ejected
clear of the folded antenna. During a time interval of 30 seconds after
canister ejection, a pair of spring-loaded arms will commence unfurling the
antenna system. At the end of the 30-second interval, nitrogen gas wil be
released into the antenna, inflating it to the approximate final soape In 30
seconds, and reaching its peak pressure In approximately 30 minutes. The
pressure will then bleed down to ambient pressure. After the pressure differ-
ential has diminished, the antenna system will retain its shape and dimensional
stability in the zero gravity condition.

ANTENNA ENVIWPE

The complete antenna envelope when inflated measures approximately
72 inches in height, 84 inches in width, and 72 inches in depth, yet weighs
under 8 lbs. The inflated volume of the antenna system is approximately
106 cubic feet. This complex antenna system after evacuation and special
foluing is contained in a package measuring 10 inches x 10 inches x 7 inches.
Each oi the antenna elements, although not parabolic reflectors, consist of
envelope, reflector, and feed assembly. Each antenna element was fabricated
within overall tolerances of j 1/16 inch. The group of antenna elements,
when connected by the central support structure, were maintained in proper
relationship within a tolerance of J 1/16 inch.

In the development of the inflated structure, it became evident
that both metallic and non-metallic materials would be required in order to
meet the mechanical and electronic requirements. Since it would not be
possible to msintain inflation pressure in the structure for the entire life
of the antenna system, it was necessary that the antenna material be self
rigidizing after the initial inflation. After a thorough review of materials
suitable for use in a space environment, several combinations of plain Mylar
and laminates of Mylar and aluminum foil in various gauges were chosen for
the envelcpe material as listed in Table 1. With the selection of the envel-
ope material, attention was then given to the selection of a suitable
adhesive for bonding the Mylar and foil panels together. An adhesive
capable of carrying inflation loads at both the high and low temperature
extremes encourtered in a space environment, capable of sustaining radiation
as encountered in a space environment without degradation, -nd possessing a
minimum outgassing characteristic was required.

Both the envelope materials and the adhesive selected for the
antenna envelope were then given a series of stringent material tests In
order to prove their suitability for this application. The testing program
conducted with these materials consisted of tests for basic material
strength, effect of temperature, gas holding properties, effect of repeated
ftlding, inherent rigidizing properties, effect of extremely low pressures
(vacuum conditions), and electrical conductivity.
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The aluminum foil and Mylar laminates were found to •a v* excellent
rtgidizi-ng characteriutics for relatively thin-fil materials. Ofe of the
suggested methods of rigidising inflatable structures fabricated from an
alumintm foil and Mylar laminate is to tension the foil beyond its yield
point. This approach wes investigated but was considered impractical for
this application. Because of the irregular shape of the antemn, the stress
under uniform inflation pressure would vary appreciably fmm poin' to point.
While it is possible to vary the gauge of foil used in the differeu. okm-
ponente, the varying stresses would make it Impossible to provide uniform
stress conditions. After reviewing these factors and experlsenting with
various aluminui foil and Mylar combinations, It was decided to take maximi
advantage of the inhesently stable shapes of the antenna components and the
possibility of readily shaping the very ductile foil by means of pressure.
Since the plain Mylar film was only used for closing membranes to make the
ant-nna gas tight and not for any actual electronic function, possible dis-
tortion of this material after deflation was not considered significastý

The materials and combinations of materials used in the fabrication
of the antenna were exposed from four to twelve hours in a vacuum of from
50 to 100 microns. No change was noted in any of the materials following
this exposure.

Fabrication of the antenna system to the extremely close toler-
ances required presented several problems in the development of assebly
techniques. Considerable effort was spent in the stu4y of patterning the
flat materials in order to facilitate fabrication, yet maintain the proper
final shap)es. Both the method of fabricating the antennas as free envelopes
by assembling panel to panel (as is done with large inflatable structiures)
and the method of asseabling the panels on a form or mandrel were considered.
Although extreme care was required in the assembly of jointa in the antenna
components, the free-envelope method of construction was selected due to the
complex shapes required. Consideration was given to the problem involved in
maintaining electrical continuity between the various components of the
antenna system, including the use of conductive cements. However, it ms
dutermined that satisfactory electrical performance could be obtained throuh
capacitive coupling of the lap joints.

Ir conjunction with the fabrication of the antenna, it was also
necessary to develop and fabricate a flexible feed system for each of the
three artennas which could be packaged and folded for deployment with the
antenna as it is inflated. Power was carried to the antenna elements through
flexible RG138 coaxial cable. Routing of the flexible coaxial cable from
the attachment point on the launch vehicle to the three antenna feed systems
so as not to become t+ngled during inflation and not to distort the antenna
after deflation, was also a problem to be considered.

As with previous itflatable satellite system, temperature control
of the envelope material was considered extremely important. It was determined
from earlier studies of inflatabli earth satellites that uniform envelope
temperatures c€a be anproached and wderate temperature limits can be
achieved If the emisuivity rati bt•tna the inner surface and the outer
surfsce is kept high, and if the absorptivity to outer surface esissivity
ratio is kept low. Two mzn-eath-satellite configurations were studied to
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determine temperature extremes. These are (1) when the satellite is in the
earth's shadow, auid (2) when the satellite Is between the earth and the sun.
After a study of the factors involved in temperature control, it was found
that temperatures of the antenna envelope could be controlled within a range
of -125* F. to ,20°o F. by treatment of the outer surface of the antenna to
obtain the proper absorptivity to emissivity ratio. The temperatuve control
treatments for the antenna system consisted of coating the inside of all
enclosed components with flat black acrylic paint, treating the outside of
the antenna components with 401-45 alodine to a coating weight of 200 mg.
per square foot and painting the exterior of the antenna envelope with 2 inch
diameter *polka dots" of oyster white acrylic paint covering approximately
15% of the exterior surface of the antenna. Of many paints considered,
including epoxies, Hypalons, and acrylics, the acrylic paints (Krylon) had
the best thermal radiation oroperties and the best adhesion to the envelope
material.

Although the alodining provided tCe optimum surface treatment for
temperature control, experience in fabrication with alodined foil indicated
ar, embrittling of the foil resulting in a greater tendency toward a fracture
of the foil and pinhole porosity when the material is sharply folded and
flexed.

To prevent contaminating or otherwise altering the extensive
surface treatment of the antenna materials, il became necessary for all
fabricating personnel to wear lightweight nylon gloves while handling these
ma teriala.

After fabrication of the antenna assembly was complete, it was
subjected to a series of evaluation tests, which included folding and pack-
aging, deDloyment and inflation, dimensional tolerance, proof pressure and
air holding. The folding test was obviously to assure that the complete
antenna system could be folded into a container as described in a later
"section. The deployment and inflation tests were conducted in order to
determine buth the minimum time in which the antenna could be inflated to
the design pressure of 10 inches of water and to check dimensional accuracy.
Leakage tests or air holding tests were conducted to determine the air
escapement from the inflated envelope, both to assure an adequate capacity
for the inflation system and to evaluate the significance of possible dis-
turbing torques in the transporC vehicle as a result of the jet action of
gas escaping through pinholes in the inflated antenna. It was determined
that siv leakage from the antennas was less than 10 cubic feet per hour.
As a last test, the antenna was inflated to 15 inches of water for 10 minutes.

An environmental test program and operational inflation tests of
the complete system in a space chamber are scheduled for the very near future.

PRESSURIZATION SYSTE

In the initial design of the pressurization system, consideration
was given to both compressed gas and subliming powders as methods for
inflating the antenna. The compressed gas system was initially selected in
preference to the subliming powder in order to obtain a more accurate con-
trol of the inflation and final pressure in the antenna. Preliminary
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estimates originally indicated that an appreciable weight saving might be
possible by the use of stored liquid carbon dioxide compared to storage of
a high pressure gas. It is significant that while the resaltant storage
volume required for carbon dioxide is significantly less than that required
for nitrogen, the relatively poor compression factor of carbon dioxide at
165° F. does not yield he resultant volume which would otherwise be expected
asing stored liquid. There is also a hazard, while using the carbon dioxide,
of local momentary freeze-up in the exnansion orifice during inflation.

For the above reasons it was, therefore, decided at this point
that overall reliability would be enhanced by the use of stored nitrogen,
and the program was continued on this basis.

A system was then designed which inflates and automatically
deflates the 106 cubic foot antenna. Inflation is accomplished by releasing
stored nitrogen gas through a series of explosive valves and orifices to the
antenna. The inflation occurs in two stages. The initial inflation is
through a small diameter orifice which slowly fills the antenna volume so as
aot to damage the envelope during deployment. After the initial inflation,
or after the volume of the antenna is filled, a second explosive valve is
actuated releasing gas through a large diameter orifice which quickly brings
the antenna up to the design pressure of 10 inches of water absolute. De-
flation of the antenna is automatically accomolished by means of bleed
orifices in the antenna envelope which are sized to create a steady-state
pressure in the antenna of 10 inches of water (inflow equals outflow) at the
maeimum inflation rate. The bleed orifices are located in nullifying posi-
tio6s on th. antenna system so as to eliminate pro!tuems of disturbing torque
or' the transport vehicle.

CCITAIMFR

Based on folding tests conducted with early experimental antenna
components. a cnnttRne' as designed which had inside dimensions of approx-
imately 100 x 10" x 7". The container consiwted of a bulkhead mounting plate
to which the inflatable antenna was permanently attafhed and the covering
canister, which is released just prior to inflation. The bulkhead plate
contains the boom attachment to the launch vehicle, R? tuxtuectors for the
coax caule to the antennas, an electrical connector for actuation signals
and telemetry signals, the pressurization system, and antenna inflation
fitting. Materials used in the fabrication of the container system w-re
principally stainless steel and aluminum. Special provisions incorporated
'a the container system consist of a pressure-monitoring system to determine
pressure inside the container, an air-tight seal between the canister and
bulkhead mounting plate so that the canister can be evacuated, explosive
latch pins for releasing the canister prior to antenna inflation, a teflon
lining for the interior of the canister to protect the antenna during shock
and vibration and to facilitate release of the antenna during deployment,
and ejector springs to assure that the canister will be pushed from the
bulkhead mounting plate at time of release.
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Also incorporated in the design of the bulkhead mounting platen arP
two overiaoping, folding arms, which are used to align the antennap when
inflated, with the bulkhead mounting plate. The arms are engaged to the
support structure of the inflated antenna and the double-hinge arrange.ent
provides for suitable folding of the antenna in the canJhter.

CONCLUSION

Although the program is not yet. complete ana the initial launch
has not yet taken place, it has been demcnstratpd that an inflatable , active
antenna for us in space environment is feasible and can be fsbricated to
extremely close dimensional tolerances. Range tests at sea level of the
iritial electrical model of the antenna system indicate that hF performance
is within specification. Developments on this system indicate that the
i-flated structure concept is a uniquely advantageous means of putting
lirge-volume structures into earth orbit naving a mihimum w-ight and for a
relatively low cost.
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DEVELOPMENT OF VATERIALS

FOR LARGE SPACE INFLATABLES

At the outset of this study, the requirements were set forth for

an inflatable rigidizing passive communication satellite in joint effort

by NASA and the G. T. Schjeldahl Company. The requirements discussed

are separated into those concerned with 1) structural requirements,

2) availability, 3) pLocessability of the materials, and 4) the basic

rcdio frequency (U.) requirements.

Structural Requirements

The materials must be capable of being handled ihi a variety of

mech•nical and manual processes without damage from tearing,

blocking, or stressing. They must also be undamaged in long

periods of storage under such conditions as vacuumsto one milli-

meter or less of mercury and temperatures of 90 to 100 F.

For deployment in space, the materials must withstand the

shock of change from canister pressure of about one millimeter

to apace conditions of about 10-9 millimeter and must at the saue

time remain intact as the tightly packed unit expands from a small

container of about ten cubic feet, to the full-sized unit -- a

sphere several hundred feet in diameter which encloses a volume of

several million cubic feet. In addition, they must not be damaged

by local hot spots which may develop from direct exposure to solar

energy and the albedo of the Earth. Since essentially no diffu-
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sion of the radlatio;. occurs around an object in space, the

materials must also withstand the very low temperatures which

are experienced by materials radiating to cold space.

After deployment, the structure must resist, without de-

formation, the forces arising from the pressure of solar radia-

tion, impact of micrometeorite , and other minor fgrcca arising

from the albedo of the earth and electromagnetic effects. The

requirements in this category are largely those of structural

rigidity, but in !nitial pha•aa uf inflation, sufficient skin

strcirigt must be precent to perr-i' full inflation so that the

projected shape is accurately obtained.

Avail abiL ity

Materials available commercially in wide width4 are highly

desired if not required for programs where large sise units are

contemplated. It is particularly important that the materials

be available in wide widths, preferably exceeding 48 inches so

that a large number of square feet (125,000 for a 200 foot dia-

meter sphere) can be reached with a relatively small number~of

pieces. The Echo II sphere, for example, 135 feet in diameter, hzs

a surface area of approximately 57,000 square feet and is com-

posed of 106 gores which are 48 inches wide by 212 feet long.
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The importance of material made under commercial quality controlled

conditions is highly important so that confidence can be estab-

lished that the material used is not subject to defects and that

it is of 3ufficient high quality for saple selection on a quality

control basis. For this reason, space inflatables owe much to

the existence of the highly developed packaging film industry in

this country.

Pracessability

In general, materials which meet the requirements above are

suitable for processing. However, sufficiently high tensile strength

and modulus of elasticity is necessary so that processing will not

deform the materials. In addition, it is necessary for the material

to possess sufficient solvent resistance for the application of

certain types of adhesives or to undergo hett sealing processes

without developing areas which will adhere to each other,

To illustrate required handling. Figure 1 shows a part of

lasination; Figure 2 shows a gore cutting operation, and Figre

3 shows Lhe application of Alodine*, an inorganic conversion

coating for the aluminum used in Echo 11.

Since the purpose of the passive satellite is to furnish a

Radio Frequency reflective surface, it was also necessary to meet basic RF

* American Chemical Company Registered Trademark, U. S. Patent Office
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requirements. The concept studied began with the premises that

the external surface Should bP ''nti-il, electrically conduc-

tive, and that the external lot could be a mash-like aluminum
structure with the mesh element spacings separated by a dLstance

equal to some fraction of the wavelength of the Rty energy reflected.

The design wavelengzh was 3 cm and the spacing between elements

was A)/8 or 0.375 cm (about 0.17-inch).
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Materials Selection

At the outset of this investigation the behavior of Fcho I

(fabricated from 0.5-mUl metalized Mylar) was known t.) have resulted

in a somewhat deformed sphere after the first several weeks in orbit.

This :esulted from 1) loss of inflatant material due to puncture by

particles in space. 2) the fact that the orbiting system had thermal

balance characteristics which allowed the temperature to range up

to about 150 C and 3) the fact that the Mylar used had associated

with it plastic memory for its former rolled condi,,ion and folds.

Information was also available from early testing of Echo I1 which

indicated that the projected material would be more rigid than

necessary and that it would be sufficiently temperature resistant

because a thermal balance coating was to be applied to maintain the

temperature below 100 C. At this point it was proposed that a material

be developed which would be superior to Echo I and Echo II material.

This was to be accomplished by reducing the cross section area offered

to solar pressure which constituted the major force tending 1) to

deform the sphere and 2) to cause the sphere to change its orbit:

Initial studies of the literature and work with the packaging

industry indicated that the two most promising materials for the

basic plastic structure were Mylar* and UDEL** b-axially oriented polypro-

pyleon which was just then becoming commarcially available. The

SE.I. du Pont Company Trademark, Registered U. S. Patent Office

SUnion Carbide Plastics Company Trademark. Registered U. S. Patent Office
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properties of these two m.-terials are shown in Table I ahd indicate

that polypropylene possesses a somewhat better strength-to-weight

ratio but its tear iesistance is only approximately 30 to 40 percent

that of Mylar. Initial Interest in biacially oriented polypropylene

was intensified as the feasibility of widths to 60 inch•s and more

was definitized. Intensive work was done on Wr-.L bliax lly-oriauted

polypropylene by the Union Carbide Corporation.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF MYiAR AND POLYPROPYLENE

PROPERTY MYLAR POLYPIOPYLENE

Tensile Strength (psi) 20,000 20,000

Modulus of Elasticity (psi) 5 x 105 2.5 x 505

Density (sm/cm) 1 .39 0.91

Tear Strength (gm/mil) 15 5

Availability (inches) 72 60

Minimum Thickness (mil) 0.25 0.35 - 0.5

Strength to Weight
Ratio (inch) 4 x 105 6 x 105
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.Cha initial con'ept was based largely on the desir. for a very

hilgh safety factor in terms of thia ratio of the pressure equired to

destroy the device to thau required for inflation to produce rigidity.

For this reason, emphasis wrs placed on films of approimately 0.35-

to 0.5-mi thick. This le to the concept of developing the "I" beam
pe structurz shown in ?i-re 4. This sandich type stalzctur t was

pro.acted to make maximum utilization of the thickness of plaslic

blLe-ved at that time to be necessary and to rely on the strain

har-enin- of aluniu•u to obtain rigidity.

The conce.?t ol s -rain hardening- of aluminum was demonstrated in

the early tests of the Echo II mt.erial and at the outset the modulus

of alu.in=a, i.e. &.cut 10 x 106, was regarded as high enough to over-

cc= the -cfecats o2 V,-Iaz with a ýtdulus oZ 5 x 10. Exprimental

work, howav.:', L-dic.ted that the moeulus of aluminum in very thin foil

(1S0 4.oinaha)s ?parEntly a third to a quarter of tbhat for the

uk marel. Saffieicnt rigidity can be obtained, however, for

conriguraiions in which camplete exposure of the plastic does not

Occur.

Struczural Analysis

With these facts in mind, strectural azalysis studies were con-

ducted to defina in general terms the effect of etching various geometrical
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patterns, various ratios Of Plastic'thickness to aluminum thickness1

and various plastic ,aiterials on the final properties of t:he materl~al.

In this work, the analytical ex.pr-s ions developed by the techniques

shown for the hexagonal pattern, F.i-ure 5, show-ed thQat for a Zivena

fraction of aluminum removed, tha aQ o. pattern. wýs...t ieL2 i

the widest rib, f remi-ining wnterial", iz*--iaa-tir.ý t-.n: i-; Would also

yield the greatest strian.-th to weiJ---t rni.Tbera:fQra, tha hexagon

was selected 2cr itnansivýý stx-vbcset'yc ircoa oricata-

tion represented a closer cpr te o 4-i-corro?ýCprzc dres than. is

acheve ina zunr pa~rn Snly la'toeztor-y ex~arizents indicatead

that, while thts mightnor be exaictly true, no serious sc~crif' ic was

made in the salczenion.

Te -s are then run wi-.h IAntsof Xylar and polypropylene

with vari.ouz4 t*'.Zh!neaz;e5C oz aln Zven foil az any were zada into.

aechad con! iguzration3 throL;h the tLsa oZ- silk screen and photographic

resi.st processes. Etching was done with ferric chloride in the early

jý!ases of zha inv;nstigati-on.

Conivigntionaal st-Z-hass .sur4me-thods were exmained for

c'taracter .*& --on of these materials. However, standard compression

tests were not applicable and the usual Taber stiffness did Lot yield

data which were compatible wilth the standard theories of henm rigidity.7
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This situat-on had been anticipated at the outset of the progre and a

number of five-foot •'iameter hemispheres were fabricated for rigidity

studies of spherical sections. These were carried out as shown in

Figure 6, where the hemisphere was tested in both up or down position.

In some cases, the pole cap was in the eenter of the hemisphere and

in others two pole cap halves were at the edges of the hemiaphexe.

These experiments indicated that the rigidity of the etched lamntes

to be much less than that of the parent materials but still sufficiently

great for use in the spae weightless eonditLons. However, the need

for Infomation which could be translated in terms of known test

conditions was felt to be nacessary. For this reason a number of

e-Grizental methuds were devised in an attempt to define the pro-

p-.ries of the laninatas. Such methods as deflection of small tubes

and conical loading oZ formed And seai1.4 cylil•ders showed promise. The

l.tter mathou, shown ir Filare 7. gave data consistent with theory

and indicated that the strength of the uched laminate, while signifi-

cantly below that of the unetched lIzinate, was sufficlent for ý.heir

use under space conditions. As a first step, the technique was used

to correlate theoretical caleulatioz.s and expariment&L data for non-

etched material. Then the etched metariall was compared to non-etched

material to obtain an empirical Zactor which was applied to the

ac•-"-ons eevaloped for the la.-ge radius-thin shell structure under

cons".drrazion.
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The equation devoloped for local suckling of the thin shell is

as followsi:

p = S/t 3

cr 30 R (07r)

where: P = Critical buckling pressure for local buckling,
cr

B = Modulus of elasticity,

E= F.pirLcal dimensionless parater,

t Hatrizal thick--ss,

R -S.psre radius

r Razlus o2 defo==;.on in local buckling. 2

The res.lts of this analysis were corparad to other analytical

approaches which included the calculation of the c-icil stress for

a small spherical cap and the calculation of critical stress of curved

beams where each o1 the mesh r:Lb were consiLered a zctrved beam. In

general, the various approaches were in good agreement and therefore

the analysis was applied with confidence. The equation is described

graphically Li Figure 8.

1

Tcn'-niche Dynz:-.ik, C.B. Bieseno and R. Gramml, 1939.

2 1-ial= 2y=c.-"c Buckling oZ S;:i!low S;hzrlcal Shells Un~dr
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l: -"c:.on Processes

In the experimental fabrication work, methods esre devised for

lz.-nating aluminum to bt-axially orianzad polypropylule using the

prccssese similar to those already established for aluminum and Mylar,

Zý.t •yitcms used the GT-t-301 Schjelbond5- system which was space

.rovc.S in Echo I. A routin-e test for both the lamanates and seals

orsisted oZ sm'-ltarecxtuly dippizC a sample and rotating it around

;-0.l25-:nch mandrel, alternately from lIquid nitrogen to boiling

wz.ter. Thais tast L~zhod demonstrated the- utilities of the materials.

%- Ia pZ2.icularly interestirs that oriented polypropylena retains

its flexibili;j at lcj• ta-zarantrex despite the rather high brittle

po"n. encountared with unorierntad tilms of the same material. It

should be nated that the C.valopment of satisfactory band to

polypropylene wi-b the a..siesystem required a. smaa treatment

prior to applcation o. adeslvts.

The interim production of materials for study on larger scale

wa-s traslated from the laboratory techniques of silk screen and

2hoto-raslst to rotogravare printing. Experirental work carried out

by Marathon Printinge Company demonstrated •oth the feasibility of the

method and the suitability of an ink eavlsod by thm for the etching

process envisioned. This ink hAd sufficient resistance to strong

* G. T. Sýhýaidahzl Company Registered Trademark, U.S. Patent Oflee
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sodium hytlrozidz %oiazioris so thc4 it co~ld ssrvo to portsa.rvo thr.

desired pattorb In the ct,;-hlna proca s. to4 rz.: 'av-wre pit

was uitirsataly carriod out to prov?.h- conzirnuouz rolls of mtarls4l

printed on W- th bides in rv-sis-tz: with p;ý;tarTnejn-1r s-fc

hexagons w'irV 0.03-trnch tilde lioci. %taze-rial ±>om this ~ic.

from 30-inch w~ba was utchegd in cor~ti'r.uolx u ca sss (saea iir )

As dgt,-led Lnfor~zition w:. :t b, ;ran4:;h propezrzX:ýS

of the aac~i .z~w -- '-e -rrz r-:d toAt dz-resai

strata V -saitabil;'ty e! t'-- ctt. -. or , ~ - .;L.

=ant. It. is iaterestiL.~ .... .- Ac L.;l- f=4Z.ouS

vcya which rL.zacat;!a Ltn.-!r u'o2.: -h. -a.~ded to~ inu

hig1her re ..~I £rq ,- Iýth thJ 2t-$oc-t rz.odl sTicerts test

carrlea out o,:i 30L c.:- eMU.-taia. ludecia lco

room rka-ditLcn; to buza-c, t;uspjurc- to, h2;; t.ipcrsturc on Q:;& Sida and

low t1-7 ': ocaurders ut~er vacuum

at Wriý;ht Field, and deployoac: G-1 30-inch spheres from a small model

canister in a vacuum cham'5er. FIis~we 10 shows a 30-inch sphare in

the vaýcxuum chaba*-r.
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In the il. -.,_ o - , vol 20-foot diameter

spheres were, mado, packed, ~nd folded into model canistera fat Vaewum

deployment and in.latfon teots .-. ".njloy Research Center. Unde

condttiona of about 30 microrna pressure etnd 60 to 70 P the model

spheres deployed and inflat'ed risldly to ful- diameter (one to two

seconds), The inflatcalt materials used in that. e~oarlflntota ie

""cetu•tde and •amonium carbonate. The letter mastrial Was one whic

w~st sel~cted under tho current program as offering Saluma affective

pT'--iC!'t for t-ete Jr. apcat ihfletbeh. A 20-ftht sphere in Otrs

.,-*_ .. L..t c ter is show in several

aifjt 2 q1ti thruMlhi 4.

The tu. I ;i:` Fjut ;pher. is Ln-jkatad that certain minor problems,

~..;oi~& arg-lv with thaimal luaalet -a w the prsatbulity of blocking

C.1~ jg-ajv.'-v or wdlogiC frem the vi riase. of the sphere was

I I Itll II; thItci point dIIn el apd since one aubire

!OWiMS tgA~frA -Caune. a SimAt I wouzlt of aJh4'V f. froms a "am albered

wI notlthz- p-#rtlin ut th M ptrxs sand c~aused t-,asrtng during deployment.

iIL,2tcd !aeoc-un pre-o4nt daring tizaso tact'. did not appea.ý to leand

Thro~ugbout the plvaant Frogtesi the behavior of the plastic materials

under space L'tfdit tons had boss 9.' gna-i concern, since the original
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effort was directed toward tho use of a material which would ultimately

evaporate or disappear under space conditions. As th, program pro-

ceeded and initial tcoat were made it beeame apparent that the

disappearance of plastic under space conditions was not an easy

situation to achieve. For this reasnn, it was thought that a suitable

solution to the problem could be realized by employing a plastic

film whic.h wonld remain transparent to solar radiation and

act as a window rather than as a hole. This circtu. na twould also

lead to a minimum effect of solar radiation pressure on the sphere

e-- L. '.- -ted o¥y when :he radiation is reflected or

absorbed.

The efforts designed to measure the tendency of plastics to degrade

urner s4nce conditions were carried out at St. Olaf College in North-

field. Additional expeail ntal work was done under subcontract by

lRadiation Applications Inc., Long Island City, New York. This work

indicated that polypropylene, while known for its ease of degration in

ultra-violet light in the presence of oxygen, was extremely resistant

to weight loss and even to change in physical properties when exjosed

to vacuums of 10-4 to 10-5 millimeters of mercury in the presence of

radiation Zrce a General Electric UV-6 mercury vapor lamp. Exposures

for periods up to 68 days indicated that 0.5-mil biaxially oriented

polypropyler.e gave slight increases in yellowness, and bemn asmwhat
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effort was directed toward the -'a of a material which would ultimately

evaporzt. or disap~enr under *pace conditinas. Av Lbe program pro-

ceeded and Initial tests were made it becme apparent that tbhe

disappearance of plastic under spwce conditions was not an easy

situation to achieve. For thin reason, it was tho-ight t?!-- - :ultab%

solution" to the problem could be realized by employing a plastic

film which would remain transparent to solar radiation and

act as a window rather than as a hole. This eatramtwse would also

lead to a minmw Wffart if rzlar :-a4L&&n pressure an the sphAn

since pressure is exertud only when the radiation is reflected or

absorbed.

The efforts deigrned to measure the tendency of plastics to degrade

under space conditions were carried out at St. Ola! College in North-

field. Additional experimental work was done under subcontract by

Radiation Applications Inc., Long Island City, Now York. This worK

indicated that polypropylene, while known for its ease of degration in

ultra-violet light in the presence of oxygen, was extreamly resistant

to weight loss and even to change in physical properties when exposed

to vacuums of 10"4 to 10-5 millaeters of mercury in the presence of

radiation from a General Electric V-6 mercury vapor lamp. Exposures

for neriods up to 68 days indicated that 0.5-4il bLazLally oriented

polypropylene gave slight Increases in yellowmesa, and became somewhat
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TABLE II

_EwERATURE SUeARy

(n line between earth and sun)

UASE I Ii III IV V

Al Removed (%) 58 70 58 70 coated*
Polypropy1 ene Unexposed** Unexposed Exposed*** Exposed Exposed
Temp.Max. (C) 73 97 139 149 71
Temp.HLn. (C) -18 7 30 39 -3
Temp.Avg. (C) -8 12 - 42 51 -2

* White enamel, TL0 2 p4gmaent

Polypropylene not exposed to UV or vacuum

SPolypropylene exposed to both UV and vacuum
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XCNCLUSITONS

The aim to design an advanced material for Inflatable rigid -ing

zatellites has been achisved and suitable dezign paraA•-Lcs Zefined.

Spheres of this material will operate very satisfactorily as passive

commi.nications satellites.

Polypropylene was the material chosen for fabrication of a space-

inflatable rigidizing satell ite because of its low density, good

tensile properties, and low color buildup in a space environment.

Spectral analysis of polypropylene over most of the range covered by

solar radiation in outer space has show very low absorption of the

sun's energy. Therefore, the need for a "dUsappearql-n' plastic film

for this application is much less important than originally thought

in view of the high spectral transmission of polypropylene. Solar

radiation will exert very little pressure on a film transparent to

90+ percent of the sun's energy.

The best overall adhesive system for laminating al-iu foil

to polypropylene film was Schjelbond GT-301, a proprietary G. T.

Schjeldahl Company thermosetting resin adhesive. In order to obtain

the bond to polypropylene, the film should be exposed to a low-level

corona treatment.

Handling during fabrication, packing, deployment, and Inflation

has no adverse effect on the structural qualities of these advanced

I-65o



materials. The materialx am not subject to blocking during pro-

longed compressed storage at elevated temperatures.

The materials developed under this program are better able to

withstand rapid inflation in space conditions than are present

materials used for large-diameter inflatable spheres.

The rotogravure printing method and the associated sodium

hydroxide etching was developed to the point where registration of

the patterns from one side to the other In printing and etching was

achieved on a continuous basis with 54-inch wide material. In

general, the pr.nted resist method appears to yield a very satis-

factory etched material.

A theoreAcal approach "d design equations have been developed

for the study of temperature conditions for a sphere in space. The

theory shows that the sphere can be kept cool by controlling the per-

cent of area milled or by applying a thermal coating or by a combina-

tion of these two factors.

A sphere 200 feet in diameter with a total weight less than 900

pounds is feasible with a safety factor of 3.0 for rigidity. The

milled laminate weight is comparable to Echo I material at sphere

diameters of L35 feet or less and It is less than 60 percent that

of Echo A-12 laminate for a 135-foot diamster sphere.
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EvP4 mABLE STRU flJIVS

- CC'W2li=&OW f iOR THE kWLU~ -

By - R. B. LiddeUl
S. L. Lieberman

Spacecraft Organization
Lockheed California Co.

The growth of expandable structures for aerospace application has been
quite rapid during the past four years. Previously, this activity centered
around such conventional devices as balloons and parachutes. Since many of
those present played significant roles in the subsequent acceleration in the
state of the art, there is no need to dwell further on this period. However,
the causes and consequences of this rapid gr.wth deserve same elucidation.

The obvious requirements for minimum packaged payload launch weight
and volume lent impetu. to the early development, design, and fabrication
of expandable structures for such applications as extremely Large diameter
(e.g. 100-135 foot) passive satellites, and mechanically foldable or
retractable boos and legs for unmanned orbital (e.g. NDMUS) satellites
and space traversing (e.g. RANGER) vehicles. The collapsible o.cns offered
a particular versatility to the orientation and location of solar "paddles"
and magnetometers, In addition to the more prosaic antenna applications.

It soon became evident that the pressurization of spheres and mechanical
extending of devices from the main structure, were merely simple precursors
to the larger technological area; expandable structures for the aerospace
environment. As the aerospace needs became diversified, so did the methods
of achieving them via expandable structures. The techniques presently range
from the rather self-evident concepts noted above, to Increasingly more
sophisticated ones as typified by the use of irradiated plastics with a
Aemory, or the deplcyment and rigidization of vapor catalyzed systems;
the simplicity of the former and the complexity of the latter, not with-
standing. As a result of the increasingly broad application framework for
these highly packageable structures, various R & D programs have been
initiated by applicable government ageneies and private organizations to
solve specific aerospace problems via expandable structures.

In order to avoid duplication of effcrt by the interested organizations,
and to determine the must important and potentially most Imediately fr'titful

areas of R & D, the Spacecraft Organization of the Lockheed California
Cuspany was requested to carry out a "Study of. Expandable Structures" for
aerospace applications for the Air Fnore.
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PROORM OTJErIV E5 D A RME0W

It wac the obJeetivt of this progra to ecpile the available data on
the subject and carry out an assessment of the state of the art. The general
program parameters were:

1. Emphasis on pertinent materials and processes for candidate concepts.
2. Comparison of first generation expandable structures.
3. Mission limitations:

a. Earth reentry from lov altitude (i.e. 300-500 n.m.) circular orbital
velocities of approximately 25,000 feet/second.

b. Non-reentry space operations at near-earth orbital altitudes.
4. Nc effort on new materials, processes, or structural concepts.
5. Exclusion of classified data.

The general method oMf conducting this program was straightforward.
However, it should be noted that the capilatIon phase involved the personal
visitation to 74 organizations and the collection of over 1200 documents.
In assessing the information, it was necessary to arbitrarily classify the
quality of the data based upon a preference of source. The selection was
made, in order of preference, from:

1. Space data - Derived from recovered space objects, space telemetry,
or from space pheno:.4 a observed trom earth.

2. Data obtained in a simulated space environment - Preferably derived
from simlation of more than one environmental space
factor at a ti=e.

3. Earth data extrapolated to a space environment -
4. Earth data -
5. Derived theoretical data -

Literature based on genuine space data was, as might be exlweted,
quite scarce, whereas literature based on derived theoretical data vas
plentiful. The quality of the Information was often uneven and sumetimes
even dubious, For example, authorities on miercieteoroid hazards differed
in ulieir estimates by several orders of iagnituce. Environmental information
was .4enerally dcrived From cecund=7 sources such as recognized authorities
iather than directly from exporimertal data. Data op ascent, orbital, and
reentry conditions were based upon assumed vehicle configurations and
trajectories.

Upon completion of the data assessment, the Information considered useful
to a designer of expandable structures was incorporated into a handbook. This
handbook presents data on the aerospace enviroxent to be encountered during
ascent, orbiting, and reentry. It treats first generati=n concepts in some
detail. Applicable structural analysis techniques are included for the conven-
ience of accessibility to the designer. Although the basic analysis is essen-
tially no different than for other, more conventional structures, significant
modification vas sometimes required to develop a complete operational .r
"vorking" analy•i•, as in the case of AIRMM. The properttes of materials

SGoodyear Aircraft Co.
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presently considered of interest in designing expandable structures are

presented, as well as a review of pertinent fabrication and processing
techniques. This includes methods to carry out the dpplc"yment and
rigidization processes.

A final report was also prepared !ontaining a aiscussion of the
program, its findings, various conclusions and recczmendations, and,
finally, a bibliography of over 1200 documents.

CONCLUSIONS AID RECaMEDCIONS

An a consequence of reviewing these documents and the information
obtained during the organizational surveys, a number of conclusions and
recmwndations concerning aerospace expandable structures were defined;
some being self-evident, others not as apparent. For convenience of
analysis herein, these findings can be categorized as follows:

1. Applications
2. Structural Concepts
3. Matcri-Is - Primary and Ancillary
4.- Processing

APPICAIIP•OS - The possible utilization of expandable atrucLare concepts
for almost any conceivable aerospace application may saueday be feasible.
However, frum the atandpoint of practical design, a realistic appraisal must
be made of pese needs versus Wgsent oapablItles, available design data,
and the possibility of preferable non-expandable concepts. Immediately useful
applicability involves the missions noted in Table 1.

Table 1

AEROSPACE EXPANDAIL STRUCTURE
FOR MWcI MISSIMS

CIP1FEST DESIGN REQU1~4IR PS)

FMISSION TYPICAL APPLIC~nGMS

Ttnse S•r C-51 nser

Reuovery

Atmospheric Vehicle Space Station
Reentry Recovery Loglstics Vehicle

Emrgency Return
Personnel Fr•m Orbital
Recovery Satellite or

Space Vehicle

Energy Reflectors/Radiators/ Passive Satellites,
Collectors Solar Collectors, latennas

Non-hrent ring
Space Structures Extension Devices and
Operations SSpace Shelters
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Hwever, in order of present apparent mission interest, they are:

* Energy Reflectors/Raiators/Collectors
* Boostet" Rec very
* Straztures

Vehicle Recovery
Personnel Recovery

STRUCTfUPAL CONCEIPTS - In general, the program disclosed an abundance
if •gn-ficant concepts t- carr'y out the above missions. The pursuance of

the varicos 2o.icepts nho, oul, varied with particular organizations interests
an;d •apabilties, buat was also susceptible to overall aerospace objectives
oif the Air Force and NASA. This is clearly seen in Tables 2 to 4, which
ind~oat• the usefulness of specific expandable structure devices with respect
t- tne majcr missions of :mmediate interest.

Table 2

AEROSPACE EXPANDABLE STEUCTURES
FOR REENTRY RECOVERY

- BOOSTERS, VEHICLES, AND PERSONNEL

Parachute Retorchute
Drrg Brake: Petal Paraglider (1arawing, Rogallo
Drag Brake: Variabl.e Area (Umbrella) Wing, Flex Wing)
Drag Brake: Inflatable Struts U, fclding Wings
Ambient Air BaS (BALLUTE) Inflatable Wings
Ambient Air Bag (ROOST) Honeycomb Wings
Ambient Air Bag (Landing) F~amed Wings
Hot Air Bag (PARAVULCOON) Foam Encapsulation (MOOSE)

Table 3

AEROSPACE EXPANDABLE STRUflJRES
FOR NON-REENTERING SPACE OPERATIONS

- ZNERGY REFLECTORS/RADIATORS/COLLECTORS -

Inflated Balloon: ECHO I Inflatable Spiral Boom
Yielded Metallic/Plastic Y.elded Metallic Foil Boom

Ballooa: ECHO A-12 Multiple Hinge Linear Armay
Inflated Rod (Accordian Fold)
Inflated Tubes/Membrane: rBLA Metal Mesh (Spin-up Deployment)
Membrane Stiffening via Tc~roid Inflatable Solar Shield: AZMT

Rigidization (Pressurized, Erectable Solar Shield: Parasol
Chemical, or Physical) Solar Concentrator: Petals

Inflated 1)-uble Parabvloid Solar Concentrator: Foam
Inflated Lenticular Stacking Ring Parabola
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Table 4

A SA E kXPANDABLE STKJ0TUFRES
FOR NON-REENTERING SPACE OPERATIONS

- STRUCTURES (EXTENSION DEVICES & SPACE SHELTaRS) -

Fxpansiou Arm (Lazy Tongs) Inflated Shapes-Natural
Cnoidct Capturing Device (Spiral B•im T-r:ids)
"U,•frlable Tape: STEM inflated Shapeti-Restralied
U irarlable Tape, Edge Coýld-Welded (INFLATOMAT)
Uiofurlable Tape." Edge Interlock Resin and/or Fa am Space Rigid-

(zipper Bom) .zni Snatts: Rt1of roed
Teles- ,ping Shape arid N n-RL:vnf r-ed

biflated r i am Fiijei Rigid-
ized T, rcd Stiffened
Shapes

T,ý appraise and c.,mnare th-se projerly w, uld require a c-Tprehenstire
design and 3ystems analysis. T;., were theref, re just, brtefly,
desoribed je the Handoo._k and uler. J lily with respect t_ se('ifi
ru-ss ,,i re•quirementr. A more th r ugh e.aluatlon should consist _f the

f1)Winlg:

1. C m.raris "n r mari-is expandable str~.2turos encepts prp scL f-r accom-
plishwng sim.:lar fun!, 'ons. F r axaiple, the different approaches proposed
fr the design of solr _jlleo-t-rs -,ull be cinsidered. These arýght
-nclude:
a. inflatl n/foam
b. Mechaiical/petaJ
0. Mechanical/Fresnel

2. C-mnarisor .)f the effectiveness with which the optimum expaniahle devIce
aooa ?onventional d-vices fulfill the san.e missi -n requirements.

While stractural efftciency is the primary criteria, other factors, :ricluling
pac'kaing rati,), co t, reliability, availability, et-., als- deser-e considera-
tin in this analysis.

tt, this point, it should be noted that a realisti2 assessment of the
packaging or expansion ratio mist be made Farly in the design phase since a
high ratio is not always necessary, or even desireable. For exanple, approx-
iuately one-third (1/3) of the enclosed volume of a space station is es,;imated
to be occupied by "hard" equipment, and which would likely be held within the
folded structure during launch. Thus, a ratio of 1:4 or 1:5 would be sufficient
in this case.

MATERIALS - Expandable structures for aerospace applicaticais depend upon
the c.abity of materials to be packaged in a folded and/or compressed form,
regardless of whether the material is rigid or flexible prior to deployment.
In addition, such other desirable attributes present themselves as heat resist-
aice, high strength, light weight, resistance to the space environment (e.g.
radiation ani vacuum), lob cost, reliable functioning, easy fabrication, etc.
The number of possible materials for a given application/device system there-
fore rapidly diminishes. These materials can be classified, as seen in
Table 5 as either 'Primary' or 'Ancillary' (see Appendix), depending upon
their relative importance to the basic expandable structure concept.
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Table 5

AEROSPACE EXPADVUX STRUCTURE

UmNTEIALS

PRIM&M AKCLLJff

Metals Sealants
Non-Metaelics Self -Sealants

Films Ahesives
Elastc.3rs Dbricants
Resins Coatings
Textiles Thermal Protection
Coated Fabrics Mat' is
Foeams Irflation MatR'I

Cc=osltes Rigidization Mat'
Laminat*s Sami-Permeable Membranes

Sandwiches Radiation Absorbers

It is evident that the majority of the groupings are in the non-metallic
f~amily. On the other had, most of the expandable structures sent into rpace,
to date, have been essentially of metallic construction. This is not our-
prising when considered in the light of practical and realistic design consid-
erations.

First of all, most designers, particularly in the aerospace industry, are
intimately aaquainted with metallic material properties and their conceptual
usage. It to oraly natural that their flight hardware designs reflect this
familiarity.

Secondly, the effects of the space environment on non-metallcs are less
readily understood as ccopared to metallics. This Is especially true for the
organic polymeric materials since (a) the number of possible and available
cuabinations of chemical constituents is enormously greater for these materials

than for the metallic ones, and (b) the various degradation phe-cmenr are moxe
dlvlr-_e with the organics than with the metallics. For example, close aplroxi-
mation of metallic material lous in a hard vacuum can be calculated from the
Knudsen-Langmuir relationship. On the other hand the equation is essentially
useless with organic polymers since the vacuum degradation mechanisms are more
ccmplex (i.e. Molecular weight and crosslinking are functions of the composition
proportions and the polymerization process utilized. Rvaporation rate is also
strongly influenced by variations In temperature and radiation damage).

Tirdly, the lack of ccmbined space environmental design data has been
especially noticeable with the organic materials since the mission operational
environmental limits (particularly temperature) are beyond the known capability
of many organic substances.

Finally, conventional design concepts for collapsible structures found
suitable for many years on earth have been either of the type which could
utilize atmospheric air for make-up pressurization, or were fabricated from
mechanically foldable rigid elements. Concern o-er loss of pressurization
media during space operation has slanted concepts toward the latter technique.
Since the mechanical variety is readily designed with metallic materials and
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whereas the organic polymers lend themselve_ to the typical inflated
structures, the initial cnoice of material usage becumen self-evident.
However, the trend is gradually shifting toward the non-metallics, par-
ticularly the organic polymers and ceramic textiles. This is due to
several factors.

1. Non-metallic systems have greater potential for light weight, large
packaging ratios and cheaper cost (all inherent in the use of elasto-
merle and rigid polymers and the organic and ceramic fibers).

2. Aerospace design engineers are being exposed to more non-metallic
data, Including space effects on polymeric materials.

3. Design techniques are being developed to protect susceptible organic
materials to -ecific aspects of the space envircumeent without eacri-
fIcerg significant weight (e.g. vacuum deposited aluminum on nrlar to
protect the poiymer from the solar radiation).

4. Repair and maintainability can be more readily carried out in space
with the non-ietallics, with greater safety and less launch cost.
(e.g. self-sealants and space-cured laminates).

5. The increased efforts to develop more weight efficiency in space struc-
tures is accelerating conceptual sophistication of space deployment and
rigidization techniques. This, in turn, is causing increased efforts
to be placed in developing deployment/rigidization systems which are
highly specific to space onerations (e.g. plastic memory and vapor phase
catalysis).

This trend is not .to be misconstrued to mean that metals are disappearing
from the expandable structure picture. In fact, similar design sophistication
is lIkewtee occurring in this area (e.g. 1-rdfrlnble tapes which can be (a)
self-rigidizin- Lad retractable, (b) welded in space without heat and (c)
rigidized via a "zipper"). Conventional metallic telescoping and hinged
modules vilU likely be the first generation of manned orbital stations and
laboratorics. At the moment, metaJlic textiles, elastomer coated, appear
to have the lead in the race for operational reentry decelerators.

Therefore, material data included in the Fhcpandable Struetures Design
Handbook covers the gamit from metallics to non-metallIcs, but with particular
emphasis on the letter. The quality of the data presented in the Handbook is,
as originally anticipated, of a variable nature, depending upon test methods,
facilities (specifically, space environmental simulation), quality and quantity
of test specimens, and accuracy and completeness of the reported Information.
The so-called "space" envirnment data on materials, which Is found in the
literature, is of particular concern. jMost of such testing has been carried
out under far from simulated conditions. For example, available vacuum data
thins out rapidly in the range of 0o-5 to 10:' torr, whereas typical manned
orbital activitle are contemplated f-r the i-09 tort (300-500 naetial miles
altitude) environment. Likewise, what little meteoroid testing which has
been done, has been predominately carried out with particles traveling less
than 25,000 ft/sec. Whereas actual near earth meteoroid velocities are a
great deal higher than this.
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Aloe, there is considerable difficulLy in trying to compare radiation
damage to materials for the followIng reasons:

1. There is a difference of opinion between radiation and material "author-
ities" as to whether radiation dosage is additive for all radiation, some
types of radiation, or not at all. Radiation data has been generally
obtained with cobalt 60 sources. The equivalency of this data to that
which would result from actual space exposure is perhaps a gross assumption.
There is a distinzt lack of uniformity in the test conditioning, especially
when combined (i.e. radiation, vacuum, and heat) environments are involved.

3. There is very little consistency used to report the data; same "authorities"
use rads, others use reps. Some repcrt absorbed dose, absorbed dose rate,
-r even power. In addition, the data is liberally spread between c.g.s.
%na engineering units of about a dozen different combinations.

4. Previous polymeric and thermal history of some materials influence the
rsdiaticn effects. Such data is usually unknown or unreported by the
investigator. Tnis could be the basis for some of the seeming discrepan-
cleo Lotween reprrteo data.

More recont bat limiteo data is based upon a closer simulation of the
space raoiat! .. T-oe lack f "space" data becc.nes even mc i , 1, '1 i when
combined en\1r'unments (i.e. vacuum, radiation, and heat) are involved. Again,
the principal limitation has been one ýf adoqat- tczt facill-eb. FurLher,
such dats that does tofist u 3u'i4y merely invoLv'. the exposure of the material
to the combined environment, iut doesn't simultaneously test the properties
fl.o. tensile strength). bAbr-icants and bearings appear to be the on/'Y types
f material ...Ich have been unctionafly tested to a signiticant extent in

a space environment, and the results are presented in the applicable sLctions
of the Handbook.

Since expanaable " .utili-e materials in "unconventional"
design or utilize unconventional materials or material combinations in
conventional designs, it is extremely important that adequate testing
substantiate the choices for the particular mission. Unfortunately, the
testing isL carried out in tlý,e mission itself %nd not prior to launch. The
lack of testing is generally ascribed to (a) shortage of adequate facilities
to properly ascertain the funetionirnj reliability of the material, (b) the
lack of sufficient time to conduct such testing prior to "freezing" of the
design, and (c) the often exorbitant cost in conducting sufficient testing
to satisfactorily define the characteristics of the material in the specific
envirorment to be encountered.

Technical progress in the development of new and/or improved materials
will penizt a more effective choice to be made for a given mission and function,
but the ability to make the best compromise between allowable design parameters
and materials properties depends upon the knowledge of the relative importance
of each factor entering into the design. This is partially due to the inter-
dependence of many material properties ana the feasibility of shifting a given
material's properties by modification of fabrication techniques (e.g. beat
treat temperatures for metals and curing pressure of laminates).
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It is evident that aerospace expandable structures will involve a broad
spectrum of material needs, Shoe c$ these are bcrng met todad, ouhers will
require improvements. In some cases, .hese improvements merely- depend upon
suffic*Snt budget to develop the data. In others, a scientific or technical
"break-through" is indicated. Our investigation of the expandable structures
state of the art pointed-up the fact that these material limitation& were
us-_ally the determining factors in distinguishing between so-called first and
second generation expandable structure concepts. Our analysis also resulted
in the following conclusions and recommendations concerning the specific
types of materials of most interest.

primary Materials:

Metals - There has been insufficient data reported on the effects uf cold-
work history on the mechanical properties of thin foils, metallic films, and
fibers. It is known that highly cold-worked material exposed to both low
pressure and radiation can evaporate preferentially at high ener&( sites,
i.e. sites of dislocation, stack-up, (,r grain boundaries, at much lower
temperatures than predicted by the Langmulr equation. While the rates would
probably be low, this preferential attack could not only affect the optical
properties of the surface, but may act as significant stress ccncentrati4on
factcr.ý. ' ierefore, an investigation into the guantitative bchavior of these
materials _'Aer ambient as well as space c ~nd~tions, appeazzs Ir order :,. that
design allowables can be established.

Although, by proper choice of meLc.ls, in-space utilizatinn for -xrsndtble
structures has been found generaly- satisfactory, a significant snount cf
aevelop-ent is still required for the reentry mission. For such application,
present design efforts a-e limited ny a lack of design allowables for metal
fibers and fabrics, particularly in blaxial stress and fatigue. Dac tu
variations in crimp, twist, and tension created during the various plying
and weaving operetions, even simple tensile properties of the fabrics are
not sufficiently ioiown, especially In a high thermal input environment. It
is also necessary ,hat better correlation between the properties cf the
fibers and of the woven textiles be establislied. This =ast Include the
determination of the effect of weave upon mechanical (e.g. biaxial) strength.

The present operational thermal capabilities of these thin fibers are
limited to 1300-1500OF.; acme expandable earth orbital reentry configurations
have a potential of 1800-22000 F. To date, the high temperature refractory
alloys have been hindered by a lack of adequate oxidation protection. In
order Lo achieve flexibility in the fabric, thinner fibers may be required.
Unf-rtunately, the effect of oxidation then becomes more pronounced due to
the decrease in crossectional area. The development of oxidation prevention
coatings has been initiated via several ASD contracts, but considerable effort
still appears required before a r system will be made available.

Preliminary data indicates that the comparatively rigid aluminides,
beryllides, and silicides, and elastomeric organo-silicone coatings are
among the more likely candidates.

Air permeability and shock-loading of these "reentry" fabrics have
received only minimal attention; most of it being thebretical, very little
experimental. However, thiL. is somewhat understandable since very little
of such fabrics have been made available to date.
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Films - This category of materials provides the lightest weight and most
foldable expandable structures. However, other than H-Film, the typical onet
(e.g. Kylar, Tedlar, Aclar, aud Saran) considered for this use, are signifl-
cantly sensitive to the comblined effects of :,itural upace radiation and
vacuum. Scattered data indicates that vactium deposition of metallic coatings
alleviates the radiation degraiatlon. S.I..c- Ljv itabillty ur these films in
vacuum, alone, Is quite gotA, temperature then becomes the determining factor.
Here tno, the nev li-Film appears to be betLar suited for usage In Space than
the other films due to its better retention of mechanical and physical propertuute
at high temperatures. For example) the Zero Strength Temperature (20 psi load,
5 see. to failure) for H-Film is reported to be 800°C, as compared to 23000' for
Mylar. However, this film is not heat-sealable. An •dhesive Is needed which
will result in bond strengths comparable to the film strength, have the radia-
tion and thermal stability of H-Film, and add little to total weight and
fabrication cost.

Elastcmers - Butyl and polyaiifide elastomers must be protected frem the
space environment. Natural rubber is limited to non-ozone containing atmos-
pheres. Other than silicone elastomers, the others, including the fluorine
containing types are tmperature limited, especially if subjected to abnomal
doses of nuclear radiaticm. RequIremts for flexibility below -70"F are
limited to the use of silicone elastcmers. Use of short chain elastamers or
inclusion of plasticizers in elastcuers are not recommended for space applica-
tions due to the higher volatility of these materials. It is apparent that
r•lztimeib must be chosen with conoiderable care when used in expauxdable struc-
ture systems, even though they are not norwAlly considered the load bearing
member of the structure (i.e. fibrous reinforcements are added to carry the
loads). Since the primary functions of the elastamera are to control per-
meability and provide oxidation protection to metallic fibrous reinforcements,
design data for these characteristics are needed. Some of this information
is presently available on the base stock, and can be used for comparative
purposesý but design allowables can not be extrapolated from these values;
the actum_,_ oea-! fabric under consideration must be tested. There is presently
insufficient data of this type.

Since the thermal properties of even silicone elastomers are quite
marginal, the development of better elastomers for ectreme thermal and rasia-
tion environments are considered necessary.

Textiles - This class of materials is certainly as important tc expandable
structures as any other material class, if not the most important. It can be
used alone (para-chates), coated with rigid or elastomeric polymers, sandwIched
with fiMs, or ldnated into a multi-ply strueture. The continuoms filament
fibers are generally preferred to the staple variety for space systema
because of their higher strengths. These fibers are used individually or
as woven goods.

The worst textile proble•s occur during reentry; primarily due to aero-
dynamic heating. The c sdrcially available organic fibers, with temperxture
limits of 50GO1 (50% strength retention of 0.-7 nil diameter UP-i fibers after
10 minute exposure) are of no use at reentry temperatures. Althcugh experi-
mental runs of polybenzimidazole (MrI) fibers show promise of an added
lO.1-50oP, the principal attack on the high thermal regine ti being made with
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ceramic fibers, and the afore-mentioned superalloy and refractory metal fibers.
The problems involved with the metal fibers have been mentioned. The limita-
tions to the use of high strength and high modulus ceramic fibers (fiberglass,

leached fiberglass, and quartz) are principally based upon their inherent
"irittleness, c.mplicating handling and manufacturingA and difficulty to bond
with organic polymers, thereby preventing efficient load transference frcom
+ho '-•r ena more elastic matrix materials.

There should be a continuation of the broad industry and AlD approach to
resolving the different levels and combinations of aerospace textile require-
ments, especially in the areas of continuous ceramic oxide filament farming
and high modulus fiber flexibility. The development of adequate manufacturing
techniques and/or surface finishes for quartz should be pursued so that mechan-
ical properties close to theoretical, can !-,! achieved.

Whereas the basic organic fibers are limited to temperatures belov 10000F,
the pyrolized or fired organic fibers can be used to at least 55000F, iependIng
upon the degree of conversion to pure carbon. Although their strengths are
less than that of their precursor organic fiber, their strength retention at
reentry temperatures is excellent. However, as in the case of refractory
metals, the main difficulty in their use as reentry textiles is due to their
rapid degradation in the oxidizing ataosphere present during reentry. Pre-
liminary, but successful, attempts to resolve thie problem by converting the
fibrous carbon to high temperature carbides and/or coating the carbon fibers
with transition group metals, have been reported. The next phase should be
their eraluation under reentry conditions. Depending upon strength and fabric-
ability, such materials could represent a significant break-through in collaps-
ib2e reentry decellerators.

Elastcmer Coated Fabrics - This type of construction is the basis of
most structural load bearing, pressurized expandable structures. As previously
indIcated, the elastcaer provides a permabilizy control and also protects the
fibrous substrate from the Initial Impact of the surrounding environmenz,
including the ultraviolet and vacuum of space. The primary loads are assumed
to be carried by the textile. However, in most eases the surface temperature
will dictate the choice of fabric as well as the coating.

Several elastcmers and glass-frit loaded elastamers are being evaluated
as coatings for reentry metallic fabrics. The loaded system is apparently
more effective than the elastamer alone. But its operational reliability is
more questionable since it is dependent upon careful sequential timing and
thermal input during the reentry cycle. It is particularly critical between
the tice/temperature moment when the elastoner matrix slgnliicantly degrades,
and the moment when the frit vitrifies and coalesces sufficiently to be
retained on the fabric. Since this technique is so highly sensitive to the
reentry time/temperature profile, it will be necessary to carry out final
proof testing in space. However, prior to this flight testing, formulation
improvements must be sought, and considerable testing carried out to establish
the parametric time/temperature values and their attendant realistic tolerances.

Resins - Expandable structure usage of" resins range from teflon and xVlon
bearings to space rigidized epoxy laminates. Space environmental data is lacking
on the thermosetzing resins by themselves; scmewhat more data is available on
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thermosetting resin/tiberglass laminates and the the-moplastic resins.
Fonct-:nas tenting off py~lon ad teflon has also been carried out in simulated
space envirorinnts. In general, it has been found that the fully polymerized
resins are quite stable in vacuum alone, but degrade at various rates with
increasing radiatioa and temperature.

At this point it would be qite simple and expected to express a desire
for "better" (stronger and more space-stable) resins. But, in examining the
realistic resin needs for expandable structures and comparing them to the
available types and sub-types, we are confronted with the fact that the off-
the-shelf resin systems have only been barely exploited for expandable struc-
tures. For example, space rigidization via vapor catalization has been
examined primarily with respect to epoxy and urethane systems. Does this
mean that the .xyg. 'c-u'ed polyesters are not usable? Can we likewise stipu-
late at this time that PVC Is the best resin to use in rigidizing via plastic-
izer volatilization? Obviouly not. The number of alterrnate, and possibly
better, resin choices for the space converted systems are particularly
susceptible to further examination.

As previously noted, the organic polymers are not suitable for reentry
systems (except as ablation materials). Since in-space structure temperatures
will be somewh~ere between -150° to 300°, depending upon the absorptivity/emis-

sivity ratio of the external surface of the structure, there is presently no
shortage of resin systems which can be used (temperature stability being the
criteria).

Cn the other hand, reentry conditions point up en interest in maintaining
the investigation of new organo-inorganic and chelating polymers at a respect-
ible level, until a useful and practical system is developed. At such time,
zae effurt ul ~'t i"'erated.

A particularly interesting use of restins (in the forns of films or
coatings) for expandable structures is based upon techniques which wlln
cause the resin to degrade to the point of being readily dissapated In the
space environment. These space degradable materials offer the opportunity
of developing an initial a/g different than that required for the operational
thermal balance of space structures, For example, a high temperature surface
would be needed for many of the chemical and physical rigidization processes
being considered. However, such temperatures (i.e. 250-350°y) are considerably
higher than that permitted for manned operations. Therefore, it is necessary
that the initial surface characteristics which can develope the above high
temperatures for rigldization, be removed or modified so that the lover opera-
tional temperatures can be obtained. A number of possible techniques which
might be utilized to create such a self-correctable surface, present them-
selves and should be Investigated. The space degradable type, which can have
suitable pigmenting characteristics itself, can, In turn, be broken down to
several different possible mechanisms:

A. Polymeric materials which are readi.y vaporized at the low pressures avail-
able in space but which are sufficiently stable during the n rigidiza-
tion operation.
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B. Thermal degradation of the polymer to the point of obtaining chain
selsslon, creating lower molecular weight fractions which are readily
vaporized.

C. Activation of the polymeric species to form an increased number of
selectively created free-:adleAls which do not have a high probability
of cross-lrnking due to a more stable configuration of the polymer
(e.g. steric hindrance). This might be accomplished by radiation
and/nr hont. aRlen4 or In conjunction with selectively chosen free-
radical activating initiators.

Other techniques might be any combination of those mentioned above or
possibly completely different approaches.

Although such materials have an obvious usefulness for "in-space"
processing, no significant activity along these lines were detected during
the Survey.

Foams - Although the foams herein considered are based upon organic
polymers, we classify them separately from the Resins and Elastomers groups
since they very specifically affect a large number of expandable structure
configuration concepts. Most of the "earth" foamed systems (epoxies, phenolics,
silicones, polyurethanes, etc.) could be "expanded' in space as panels.
"I:--space" foaming has teen generally limited to pclyurcthanes. Solar col-
lectors, meteoroid barriers; and thermal Insulation ..... ree_ .nt!y ... attract~ing
re-st of the "in-space" foaming interest. Although quite a variety of tech-
niques for foaming "in-space" are being e;aluated, very little untt
comparison has been carried out, eith-r with respect to each other, or in

comparison to similar foams prepared under "earth" conditions. Until such
data is obtained, realistic design allowables can not be established. This
will necessitate the use of very conservative values in designating the
strength o,- stiffness/weight ratio of the system.

Laminates and Sandwiches - These two casses uC mLc!L--: pm-a;iL2 highcr
strength and higher modLlus to weight ratios than that which can be obtained
with the materials previously indicated. They can be fabricated on earth or
in space. They offer the only serious potential competition to the various
conventional metallic structures being -onsidered for man-in-space operations,
particularly the orbital vehicle types.

As on earth, the optimum material ;ombination for such application would
be a rigid resin/filament wound structure. The feasibility of deploying and
rigidizing such a system in even a simulated space environment has yet to be
demonstrated. But this approach is especially attractive since the materials
are basically off-the-shelf; the principal development effort oeing in the
folding, packaging, and deployment of the lay-up without causing fiber distor-
tion. This will involve optimization of tackiness, viscosity, barrier films,

-etc; all of which are apparently within the present state of the art. The
feasibility of this concept should be verified as soon as possible so that it
can be given realistic consideration in our naant space ventures; a small
delay now could easily eliminate it from space designs for quite some time
since first generation manned orbital modules are being designed MM. An
evaluation of such scope should include the cxmparison of the mechanical proper-
ties of the space rigidized system with those of an identical terrestrial
rigidized one.
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Similar comparisons should also be carried out with the more conven-
tional laminate and sandwich lay-ups. An evaluation with respect to
generall~y accepted conservative design allosables, such as specified in
MIL-HMMK-17 and 1IL-EMW-23, respectively, should be included.

Ancillary Materials:

Sealants - Since sealants are normally protected from the space environment
by the adjacent structure (except at the edges), most coamercial formulations
will have sace applicabIlity. Therefore, only very limited sealant research
has been carried out specifically for space usage. Other than silicone irV
types, most room temperature curing systems will be limited to -750 to 275o0.
The silicones have a useful range of -1000 to 50O'c.

With regard to expandable structures, low priority is indicated for the
development and evaluation of Improved high strength, room temperature curing
cealants with wide temperature stability. These could include polyester and
fluorinated types. On the other hand, the development of better and simpler
systems for in-space repair should be accelerated.

Self-Sealants - The mechanical types appear to be the most useful at
this time. These include compacted closed cell flexible polyurethane foams,
restricted' thin film micro-teflons, and/or retained laminated rubber fabric
elastcmeric sealant caibinations. There is a distinct lack of design data,
as well as feasibility or workability Information regarding cther self-sealing
concepts such an chemical ,maetan+ e•alents, latex sealunts, and swelling
sealants.

Adhesives - "Eth" cured structural adhesives, conforming to MIL-A-5092D,
-r useful for expandable structures within the saw temperature limitations
that they have on earth. There is a need for better room temperature curing
adhesives which offer the high strength properties presently found only with
the heat cured systems. As noted previously, bonding of H-Film is still a
problem. The use of presently available 100% solids structural adhesives
appears feasible for in-space fabrication or repairs of semi-structural and

non-structural asseebýles, but zhe actual techniques have as yet to be defined.
Solvent release adhesive systems are not considered useful for in-space
bonding due to the difficulty of controlling the dissipation of the solvents,
and the shrinkage usually encountered with this type system as the solvents
are removed.

"'rr-spaee" adhesive bonded joints should be evaluated in cumparison with
"earth" fabricated ones.

ILbricants - The principal use of lubricants for expandable structures
Involves te hisge, geared, or telescoping systems. Unless lubricants are
used, cold-welding of these structures can occur. Iubricants currently used
or proposed for use on first generation expandable structures appear to be
suitable for second generation otructures. No technological breakthroughs
seem necessary, although some design problem still exist. Extensive informa-
tion is available on the properties of most lubricants, but considerable
disagrement exist on space environmental effects upon nylon and teflon.
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The particular choices of lubricant for expandable structures should be
verified by tests simulating the actual service conditions as closely as
possible. Only minor testing has been carried oiit on lubricants opeiating
under high torque combined with high rpm while exposed to the space environment.

CoatinMs - Fabric permeability control is the most important use of
coatings for expandable structures. Passive thermal control is next in sig-
nificance. The protection of organic polymers from radiation degradation and
the protection of fibers from oxidation complete the areas of usage. The same
general types of thermal control coatinge will probably be used for second as
well as first generation system. Orgo ic base paints are being primarily
used as thermal control coatings in space instead of the more 3table inorganic
ones due to the ease of application and low cost of the former type.

Self-thermostatic coatings, with their ar/s ratio changing with the thermal
input, could minimize temperature fluctuations of space etructures. Very
little information on these special coatings appears in the literature. A
systematic survey of industrial and government activities to develop self-
thermostatic coatings, should be conducted. Based upon the results of 3.h
a survey, an optimization program should be initiated to develop and eval ate
such materials for use on expandable structures (and cther aerospac-e devices).
This subject is further discussed under Radiat!on Absorbers.

Thermal Protection IAterials - In addition to their use as temperature
controlling systems for deployed structures, these materials can als: perform
specific critical operational tasks in certain expandable structures designs
(e.g. thermal control of chemical or physical rigidization processes and
provide part of the foldable envelope in the M)O(L personnel recovery
concept).

Conventional insulation and passive thermal control coatings appear satis-
factory for most in-space operations. Hwever, as could be expected, reentry
presents a cot.siderable challenge in this category. From the standpoint of
simplicity, the flexible ablators are of the most interest. Unfortunately,
very little published literature was found concerning them; none of it being
design data. Extensive work will be required to obtain such information.
The importance of the task warrants early action.

Inflation Materials - Inflatizi or pressurization materiais, other than the
well-.viown bottled gasses, can provide the necessary deployment of many types
of expandable structures, including those which are rigidized by chemical tech-
niques in addition to those which are stabilized by the self-same deployment
pressure. Our investigation elicited the identification and qLantities of
some of the subliming m-.rlals used (e.g., benzoic a"id, anthroquinone, etc.)
However, the data was considered insufficient to warrant its inclusion in the
Handbook at this time. A specific survey of the literature and pertinent
organizations utilizing these inflatior materials, should be condnated in
order to more closely define the state-of-the-art.

Rilidization Yter - Many of the chemical and physical rigidization
processes applicable to expandable space structures utilize activating or
inhibiting agents. These include such off-the-shelf items as blowing agents



and peroxide catalysts. Molecular sieves, being newer, offer less variety,
but can often be tailored to specific requirements. In varying degrees,
these materials represent weight penalties and contamination in the system.

It is suggested that data be obtained, on a low priority basis, Indicating
the relative merits of typical cmorcial blowing agents, when used with stan-
darQ resins in a typical space environment. On a similar schedule, the space
rigidizaticn effectiveness of peroxide catalysts in conjunction with various
polyesters (i.e., thermal and ultraviolet activated latent premixed systems.,
and vapor catalization) should be determined.

Radiation Absorbers - This clms of materials is included because of its
effect upon thermal control coatings, films, laminates, elastoaers, etc.
Some ultraviolet absorbers effective on earth are not necessarily usable for
space applications due to their high volatility in a vacuum. For example,
benzophenone and benzotriazole types are much less effective in space, whereas
the benzoyl substituted ferrocene compounds maintain full capability, especial-
ly when exposed to ultraviolet. Long term usage in spacc further complicates
the choice since most radiation absorbers gradually weaken with tire, cycling,
and intensity of incident radiation. The data in the literature indicates a
sporadic, and often qualitative, examination of these variables and their
effect upon expandable structure materials in a space environment. A more
definitive approach is required. For example, a concerted effort should be
made to develop such Information on typical expandable structure polymers
in the operational forms (e.g. films, coatings, laminater, etc.), and which
contain the more useful arti-raids, permitting a comparison with the "normal"
polymer formulaticns. Thus, actual design data can be obtained rather than
merely Indications of which anti-rads are better than others.

Although not actuallq radiation absorbers, the thermotropic/photochr•aie
materials represent an almost untapped field of thermal and/or radiation control,
particularly the reversable types. This results from the condition that, in
general, thermal control coatings which have been applied to aerospace strue-
tures, are basically of a constanta/c ratio (except as gT,.ti' .a eu Wes occur
with time due to legradation :f some of the vehieles and pigwnts used). A
thermostatic or self-regulating thermal coating, having a variable ratio,
could effect a stabilization of the temperature regardless of the motion of
the structure with respect to such energy sources as the sun. During the
Survey, it became apparent that very few organizations were actively research-
ing this problem. Two basic approaches to this concept seemed to cover what
little Information was r.evealed. One type involves chemical coopounds which
have variable transmission characteristics, deperitn upon Irradiation frequency
and intensity. The second type Is based upon tht use of !miscible materials
which are "cloudy" until irradiated or heated, Whereupon the solubility
increases and the material mixture becomes transparent. Interestingly,
the first type particularly, suffer the same fatigue, evidenced by lack of
longevity, as typical radiation absorbers.

ermeabiliU, Membranes - Membranes having known and contrelled
peiwability- * specf.c vapors are required for certain chemical and paysieal
rigtdiration techniques. Very little data has been collected and collated on
this subject. A survey/literature searh pertaining to it would minimize
duplication of evaluations and indicate probable membrane systems for a given
application.
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PROCd - Similar to conventional aerospace sat uctures, the expandable
types have been, and will be, essentially fabricated on earth. However, expand-
shies as a class, involve more in-space operations than others, especially
with regard to their dep]oy~nnt and rigidization. These oxpandable structure
in-space, nnn-fwictional operations include:

1. Assembly of preormed conponents (furniture, partitions, etc.).
2. Fabrication of structures (chemical or physical rigidization).
3. Modification of structure (addition of "hard-points" and modules,

porting, etc.).
4. Repair of damaged structure (meteoroid penetration).
5. Maintenance of structure (lubrication, resealing, recoating, etc.).

As can be expected, these in-space oper'tions are considerably more
limited in scope than comparable ones ca.-Tiel out on earth. For example,
adhesive bonding with presently available adhesive systems to meet the
mechanical property requirements of MI.-A-5090D or K4L-A-25463, necces-

sitatea certain minimum substrate surface preparatioas and specific cure
cycles. Assuming that the surfaces could be prepared on "earth" and maIn-
tained in the desired condition until bonded in space, the need for high
pressures and high temperatures for the cure cycle would, at present, prevent
the attainment of the desired bond propertie- A simiqi!r o!4t-,t! ex-ists
with regard to some laminating and sealing systems. The development of
in-space curing techniques for polymeric systems requiring high temperatures
and/or high pressures does not appear to involve technical "break-throughs",
but the properties obtained must be evaluated in terms of the cost, launch
weight of facilit!•s, in-space processing marnours, etc. At present,
neither experimental nor analytical investigations have been carried out to
ascertain the adviseability or even feasability of conducting many of these
in-space processes. For example, various sealing techniques have been developed
for "earth" processing. However, similar operations in space may require
sealant reformulation, or modification (or even complete redesign) of
application equipment.

Similar problems also occur in the "in-space" coating, bonding, or
laminating processes. Thus, the applicable formulations would involve such
consideraticns as packaging, types and amounts of solvents, viscosity, tacki-
ness, storage and "pot" life, etc. Considerable effort appears warranted in
these "In-space" processing areas, especially for long term space missions.

The "in-space" processes of deployment and rigidization are, obviously,
unique to expandable structures. However, stae of the methods utilized are
closely akin to "earth" techniques, mechanical deployment via hinges being
typical. On the other hand,. the chemical and plysleal rigidization methods
are generally new or extensively modified "earth" systems. Therefore, design
data for such methods is, at best, sparse. For exmple, deployment and
rigidization via "plastic memory" is potentially an important expandable
structure process due to Its inherent simplicity. But published information
of design value only covers the use of polyethylene. What of other polymers,
such as polypropylene, which have better thermal and mechanical properties?

An previously noted, in-spafte foaming is receiving considerable atteu-
tion for such applications as solar collectors and meteoroid barriers. The
principal techniques under consideration include separately contained liquids
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(double tank arrangement), encapsulated liquid reatmts mixed with soid
co-reactant, and the completely solld reatant* processes - Aucept-

ible to considerable varlattlon in quality of product due to nwiber of eca-
paratively uncontrolled, or difficult to control, variables when carried out
in a space env en. To date, on4y liited -accezh eu svpurLed in
foaming at 10- tort; no data has been cited between 10"- 10-9 tort.
Another problem area Includes the difficulty of foaming in thin sections.
In general, the data has only Involved feanability, not design allowables.

Likewise, what little investigations or "in-space" molding of laminates
and sandwliches which have been or are being conducted, involve only reasability.
Preliminary data should be obtained on such structural panels and compared
with similar panels fabricated in an "earth" environment. It is also consid-
ered adviseable that accelerated investigations be carried out to determine
the fabrication variables, and their importance, involved in the overall area
of space rigidization systems utilizing poldyer/reinforcement combinations,
with particuular emphasis being given to the Impregnatio, handling, packaging,
storage, etc., of the combined systems.

Expandable structures present somehat unique "tming" problems with
respoet to many of these processes. Thus, certain chemical rigidization
techniques require excessive cure times, delaying full utilization of the
structure. Likewise, volatilization processes dependent solely upon the
vanumn of space would be limited to missions Involving sufficient time to
carry •ut the process. Design data for this process, including such infor-
mation as strength versus tim, Is presently insufficient.

Concern with process time also refers to the initiation of the process.
For example, "Instant" initiation, upon emand, of space polymerization -
methods is considered highly desireable; Its attaiment is usually extremely
difficult. An examination of possible teehnqwes might include such trig-
gering devices as electrically conductive wires, fibers or coatings, pyro-
technics, encapsuated reactants (eeapsulsting coating removed upon conmnd),
etc. Their evaluation should Include such factors as weight penalties,
reliability, and pledictable time tolerances.

The above ccaments are not Intended to infer that the only expandabie
etructure processing problems occur in space. Aktually, soee very basic
material restrictions exist due to "earth" processing limitations. some
typical examples can be cited:

I. Present forming of, and weaving techniques for high strength, high
temperature metallic fibers are far from satisfactory; design allowables
are non-existant. These are particularly ecitical item with regard to
reentry recovery.

2. Handling and fabrication variables of self-abrading, high temperature
woven textiles (e.g. quartz and leached fiberglass) should be Investigated
to reduce loss in basic fiber strengt.u due to the=c :.tors.
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In summary, It can be stated that the growing interest In expandable
structures is a consequence not onl~y or significant volume sand weight reduc-
tions att.~ndan~t to these concepts, but also of the unique configuration
possibilities inherent in deployment and rIgidizatIon In the space environ-
ment. However, it Ir evident that serious questions are in order concerning
the present feasibility of same of the expandable structures concepts being
propounded, due not only to the state-of-the-art of material developm~ent and
testing but also due to the lack of a thorough knowledge of the environmient
to be encountered in space and Its effect upon materials.* It in clear that
there is a distinct difference between a logical concept/rAterial combination
and a feasible one.

It has also become increasingly an.Parent to *hose of us involved in the
Study that a closer liaison between the designe~rs and the o.uterials engineers
is going to be essential to the usage of expandable structures, partitularly
for reEntry applications. _Many of the trajectories and design concepts involve
the utilization of materials In constructions and environments heretofore not
considered In "classical" aerospace engineering. In order to expedite the
progress in this area, It Is necessary that the material requirements be
clearly spelled out for a particular mission and configuration. The optimum
choice of materials may be available off-the-shelf. On~ the other hand, a
technical "break-through" nay be required. L.ý have, therefore, reviewed in
this paper aw'e of the prob~~em areas irerta1lmr* -4-"-, t!e~ UZ aerospace
expandable structures, with particular regard to the materials utilized In
such designs. Some of these problem areas are presently under examination
by ASD and other interested government agencies, as well as by various
Industrial org~anizat~ons; some are merely in the "discussion" stage. The
utilization of particular expandable structures for aerospace applications
will be contingent upon the vigour applied to many of these areas.
unknown fessability and design data.
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APPENDIX A

- DEFINITIONS -

ANmL-AHY MATERIALS
Thcse materials which are subordinate to the basic design, but can be
essential to the operation Af the structure.

DEPLOYMENT
the teehoique which rxrmmLs Lhe ciLpaaiion, u•nfurling, extension, or erection
of a structure from a compacted packsging arrangement to one involving a
larger dimension or enclosing a greater vol,xn of space.

PRIMARY MATERIALS
Those materials which are fundamental to the basic conzept or desigi of
the expa-.able structure device.

RI GID IZATION
The technIque which permits a deployed structure to maintain its shape
amainst c!llapse or deformation.
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ON THE STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR OF INFLATED FABRIC
CYLINDERS UNDER VARIOUS LOADING CONDITIONS

By L. Kovalevsky and F. L. Rish

Space and Information Systems Division,
North American Aviation, Inc.

The use of rigid structures for space vehicle applications is limited
by the load and volume requirements imposed on the structure during the
boost condition. The fixed volume of a rigid structure contributes to aero-
dynamic drag and the structure m- st be designed to the high loads and
temperatures occurring during boost. The rigid structure way be consid-
erably overdesigned for the loads and temperatures encountered in space.
Consequently, a large amount of interest has developed in using inflatable
structures for space and reentry vehicle applications.

In developing structural analysis methods for inflatable structures, it
i s &und that cassLcal methoas long used for rigid strurtures do not apply.
The material of which an inflatable structure ordinarily is fabricated is
neither isotropic nor orthotropic in behavior, but is anisotropic. Further-
more, when non-metallic materials are used, the large deflection behavior
of the structure must be accounted for am a result of large strains at vhe
design stress level.

This paper introduces an analytical method for predicting structural
behavior of inflatable fabric cylinders. The behavior is dependent on the
anisotropic and the large deflection stress-strain characteristics of the
fabric material.

PROPERTIES OF MATERIAL

The structural behavior of inflated fabric cylinders depends upon the
properties of the fabric material such as anisotropy and the moduli of
elasticity. A typical fabric material usually consists of 5ibers that are
placed in two !or mawre) directions and impregnating resia. The fibers in
one direction are not necessarily of the same spacing or material as the
fibers in the ortogonal direction. Two moduli of elasticity are usually

*defined; one for the direction of each of the sets of fibers. For any direction
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which is not parallel with one of fiber directions, the effect of modulus of
elasticity of the fibers is negligible since the system of fibers becomes

essentially a mechanism. A third characteristic modulus in identified with
the resin. The modulus of the resin is, in general, much smaller than the
moduli of elasticity of the fibers. The impregnation material can be regarded
as orthotropic or even isotropic.

Since all layers of fibers and impregnating resin work together without
separation, the same elongation must occur for each element of the com-
posite. It is necessary to work with the anisotropic modulus of elasticity,
which varies with the angle of inclination to the main directions of fibers,

as illustrated in F gure I.,

z

FIBER DIRECTION (D

Figure 1. Modulus of Elastici-Y (Ei) Versus Fiber Direction

For a principal direction along a set of fibers a simple approximate
formula can be derived:

ilEeff = Eli,91i + E i~ii

where

i =Subscript which indicates the direction of the fibers

iEeff Final, combined modulus of elasticity in i direction
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E. = Modulus of elasticity of fiber material
I

Efi = Modulus of elasticity for impregnation

S'i = Concentration of fibers - Af

A

Af = Total area of fibers

A = Total area of fibers + impregnation

" Concentration of impregnation = Ar/A

Ar = Area of resin.

11'i and V"i usually arc known for the fabric. For example, the
following data are tabulated for 2 ply, 4. 8 oz. , 2. 5 mil thick neoprene.

Table 1. Material Characteristics

Combined I Concentration ___L___ci__ Ibin_
llzre-tian E I. i 'ihers unIv I L'-;eunation

Fill 35900 0. 0426 840000 4000
Warp 55700 0. 052Z 840000 4000

The approximate formula iEeff can be checked using the above data.

Fill direction:

IEeff = 840000 x 0. 0426 = 35800
4000 x 0. 9574 = 3820

39620 lbs/in2

S35900
(Difference 10%)

Warp direction:

SE eff =840000x0.0522 = 44000
4000x0.9478 = 3800

47800 Wb/in'

a.5570

(Difference 16%)
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The results are satisfactory in view of the uncertainty in the value of
E which varies with the material and may even vary within a given section
of material.

It may be concludtd that if the direction of fibers is the same as the
direction of the principal stresses, the .alues for E for the fill and the warp
direcrts.,is should be determined from uniaxial tests. These values, however,
will be changed considerably if the fibers are placed at some angle to the
directions of principal stresses, The data for the latter case should be
obtained in a test of an inflated fabric cylinder for which the fibers are
placed at some angle to the longitudinal and circumferential directions.
This case is not usually encountered with cylinders, but it is very important
for the inflated cone where all fibers cannot be in the circumferential and
longitudinal direction.

The behavior of inflated structures is further complicated even for one
chosen direction, since the modulus of elasticity varies with the applied
load. This variation is due to two causes: a) the actual behavior of the
material of the fibers, and b) the tendency of fiber to straighten under load.
(The fibers are initially curved because of the cross-directional orientation).

The shear modulus, G, is a function of a) impregnatior. material,
-- ,-..n in iuacrs, c) cu:ineliration of fibers, and d,1 triction between tUV

fibers, The following formula has been found to reasonably approximate
G (for neopr-ne material):,

G 1910 + (57 - 0. 16p) w.| I lbs/in.

where

G =Shear modulus

p = Internal pressure (lbs/in. Z)

or= Stress in fibers,

This formula has been verified by test and is considered to be a
reasonable approximation for neoprene if permanent set does not occur. The
history of loading influences the material behavior very much, as is shown
in the discussion on torsional loads.
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TTILTIMATE BIAXLAL STRESSES

It has been observed in tests that a fabric loaded biaxially will fail at
a lower ealue of tension ti an in a uniaxial test. Therefore, it is very

important to be able to determine the burst strength under internal pressure.

Uniaxial tests performed at S&ID on 2 ply, 4.8 oz Z . 5 mil, neoprene

gave the following data.

Table 2, Uniaxial Test Results

Direction Elongation Critical Tensional Stress

Warp 19.6% 709 lbs/in.

Fill 35, 4% 454 lbs/in.

,,FILL p WARP

Figure 2. Fiber Under Uniaxial Test

Referring to Figure 2, assume that a uniaxial test is iade in the

direction of warp. The fibers will be elongated as the specimen is loaded.

Also assume that a uniaxial test is made in the fill direction on a strip as

is shown in Figure 3a and b.

P 4 -N

(o)

p -,p_. m b, i

(b)

Figure 3. Uniaxial Test in Fill Direction



The same load will cause much more elongation in the uniaxial test
because the fibers must be straightened before significant elongation can
occur. This e.xplaina why thc uniaxiai test probably shows such a difference
in elongations in the warp and the fill direccions, The different stress can
probably be explained by the different c€;ncentration of fibers in the fill and

the warp direction since the material of the fibers is the same.

Such results are not observed in a biaxial test since both sets of fibers
are stressed simultaneously.and neither set of fibers can assume a straight
line position. This effect may also introduce, in some cases, a shortening
of the original length of the test cylinder. This effect was observed in
pressurization tests of some fabric cylinders when a shortening in the
longitudinal direction rather than an elongation was noted. This effect was
evident when the warp was placed in the longitudinal direction.

It is well known that a rod loaded simultaneously with an axial force

and a shear as per Figure 4 will fail at a lower load than if the sarre rod is
loaded with axial load only.. The failure may occur either in tension or in
shear, depending upon the loads and the material.

MOVING

S-

MOVING

Figure 4. Rod Loaded With an Axial Force and Shear

The limitation of the aliowable load can be established with the

interaction curve as per Figure 5, where

C" = Tensile Stress

Cr = Ultimate tensional etress for case r = ,
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= Shear stress

Ultimate shear stress for the case a= 0

.7-

TI
-- INTERACTION

Figure 5. Interaction Curve

Since the fabric is stres::d -n two perpendicular directions, the fibers

:n both directons will assume some deformed shape is per Figure 6,

R

Figure 6.: Loading on Deformed Fiber

The fiherg will stay deformed and the tensile force causes each fiber
to exert a pressures R, on an orthogonally placed fiber. The loading, R,

will induce a shear as is shown on Figure 7.

In general, the cross section of the fiber is unknown, but it -an be

approximated by assuming that a uniform pressure results from R as is
shown on Figure 6. The distribution of the fibers is unknown, too; however,
some ideal shape and distribution may be assumed.



Figure 7. Shear Load on Deformed Fiber

L - DISTANCE BEIWEEN
f OF fHRS

Figure W. Geometry of Deformed Fiber

In accordance with Figure 8 the following formula for shear can be
derived:

Vx =112 Px Py (x+DY
PxY+ Pvl (D+Dy

xy yx

For the special case in which

Dx = Dy =- D (1a)

I x =Iy = .
V x yPX 5Y
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In using the above formulas it is necessary to know Dx,. Dy,• xf and
f where f , and , are half of the distance between the center lines of the
firers in the X and I directions. The fabric consists of cloth overlaid with
coatings as per Figure 9.

COATING TOP & BOTTOM

,4-,

Figure 9. Idealized Cross-Section of Fabric

The length t is not only a function of the distribution of fibers,
but also a function of the internal pressure (I increases with internal
pressure).

The total area of a one-inch wide strip of fabric is I x t. The area
of • fiber r, c-v"ti co.. .'-'on is A = w, 1. -4, ,.,; :.. i" acztumed that
Dx D D. The number of fibers per square inch is n*. The number of
fibers in a unit width is

n = n lxt -n*t
I

This number, n, corresponds to a concentration, 1q, which is assumed
to be known for the fabric.

net area of fibers

total area

4 lxt (Z)

Therefore,

n 4 -t per inch of width (3)
wD2

However, the material is coated on each side which reduces the actual
thickness, t, to ut, where u z 0. 60.
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Therefore:

ZD = ut = 0. 60 t
D = 0.*30t

I new =• n -z 1.67,9ixut-

The hori'ontal distance L between the center line of the fibers will be
determined. The shortest dW itance is:

L = D = 0. 30t

This condition corresponds to number of fibers being

D 0.o30t D4t

Therefore, the actual distance is

nL=LD = 0. 071 •

or if expressed in general in terms of u (rather than u= 0. 6)

29D 3  u. t

and consequently

='O. 1(4)

If k if I, that me-ans more layers exist and

2
Rk = 0-. I --Lt-t (4a)

kq

Having k q x and q.- the following mnodification also applies:k' y

Px=--- Py =
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Using these equations the critical loads can be predicted. If, as a result
of testing, the critical stresses

w, and ?I

are known (a = tensional stress, r, shear stress), it can be determined
with help of interaction curves, whether or not a given combination of
actual stress gr and r is satisfactory. The corresponding loadings P and V
may be considered rather than U and r.

A typicdl interaction curve is given on Figure 5. Assume that the
interaction curve is circular:

Then

Pcr r a P1

aý (S)

This leads to

V = V I 'I- (6)

TORSION

Consider an internally pressurized Lyliader which is made of fabric
as per Figure 10.

LFAM&I

Figure 10. Torsional Test Element
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A rigid bulkhead is uniformly assumed to be at each end of the
cylinder to transmit torsional moment into the skin. Since the cylinder
is pressurized, the skin will b., stressed in the longitudinal and the
circumferential directions.

or pr r/?t ffc = pr/t } (7)

where

a =Tension stress in longitudinal direction (psi)

Ire = Tension str-ss in circumferential direction (psi)

p = Internal pressure (psi)

r = Radius which corresponds to pressure p

t = Thicknesq nf the fabric skin.

The thickness, t, is difficult to measure foc the fabric; therefore, it is
customary to work with the running loads

qj ,t. qc = 4ct (lbs/in.) (7a)

instead of wit- , I and ac

A torsional moment T (in lbs) is applied at the ends of the cylinder,

This introduces a shear stress in the skin, in addition to the original q, snd
q which act in the principal directions (directions of fibers)

q? =- vt j ibs/in.)

where

r = Shear stress in psi

Figure I I shows a small element, stressed with qj, qc and q,., which
is in equilibrium.
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qc

qq.

qc

Figure 11. Differential Element Under Combined Stresses

The riaximum amount of shear which c.n be added can be determined
by using Mohr's circle. Consequently, the maximum permissible torsional
moment T witich will cause the first wrinkle in the skin can be found
(See Figure i2).

Figure 12. State of Stresses on Element



Since

qm = 0.750 pr.

q= = 0. 707 pr. (8)

The same result can be derived from the "combined action" formula:

qj qc =q'r

q . 0. 707 pr.

On the other hand it is noted that

qv ..= T ; T= Z wr 2 q,.
2Fw r2

By using equation (8). an expresticon can be develkped frz the maximum
torsional moment which an i-f1*!te- z-indr . -,, if' t!_ nf •at. nprcs."rc
is p:

max T =4.45 pr 3  (9)

The following general formula may be used for the corresponding rotation of
the section

= TL (10)

Where GO = Gt

3 = ZiUr3 (in. 3 )

G = Shear modulus (lbs/in. 2)

L = Length of cylindrical element (in.)

t = Thickness of fabric (in.)
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To justify the formulas derived above a cylinder 123. 75 inches clear span
between rigid bulkheads was tested.

The cylinder was pressurized with an internal pressure of 2 pal
Then, the pressure was increased to 5 ps.; and torsional moment, T, in
increments was applied. The corresponding rotations were measured.
After reaching the critical value of torsion, torsion was removed and
internal pressure was increased to 10 paL Theo,, the cylinder was loaded
Ia a similar manner. The cylinder was tested twice in torsion. Table 3
shows the sequence of loading. All deformations and corresponding
diameters were measured. The cylinder withstood the predicted critical
torsional moments, and no wrinkling was noted because of considerable
local rigidity of the cylinder walls.

Table 3. Torsional Test Results

Diameter (inches) Predicted Values
Applied

p Before T After T Torsional Moment r T wr
pst was applied was applied (inch-lbs) inches in. -lbs

C. 14.f

5 14.7 15.6 7500 7.5Z 9450

- : 15.1
10 15.3 15.3 7500 7.63 19800

2 15.2
15 15.5 15.5 7500 7.80 31700

5 15.8 15.2 9450
10 15. 3 15. 3 19800

Z 14.7
15 iIS,4 _-15,4 19800
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"The following phenomena were noted:

1. The decrease in diameter of the cylinder was negligible under
torsional moment.

2.ý Under constant torsional moment, the rotation of the element

continued for some time. This indicates that, for each load, a
"lower" and "upper" value of deformation can be prescribed. The
"lower" deformation is that which occurs immediately when the
corresponding moment is applied. The "upper" occurs after the
load is held constant and the inflatable member reaches equili-
brium. This indicates that it is justifiable to introduce time-
variable behavior.

3. After removal of the torsional moment, the angle of deformation
does not completely disappear. There still is considerable
permanent set remaining. The formula given previously for shear
modulus is derived by averaging the angles of rotations. Table 4
shows the agreem.int between predicted values and actual test
values:

Table 4. Comnarison of Predicted z.nz Test Valucs for G

Average G From Test (psi)

p Ist Loading 2nd Loading Predicted Value of G (psi)

5 5550 4900 5430

10 8850 1 8000 7950

15 9350 9100 9350

BENDING

Assume that a long circular inflated cylinder with constant cross-
section is simply supported at the ends as per Figure 13. The end bulkheads
are assumed to be rigid in comparison with the skin.

After application of a bending moment, M, at the ends of the inflated
cylinder deflections will be introduced into an originally straight member.
The deflection increases with the applied moment until the first wrinkle in
the skin occurs. The moment which theoretically causes the first wrinkle
in the skin concludes the so-called prebuckling stage of deformation and is
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(b)

Fngure 13. Bending Element

indicated with Mwr. Thie moment, however, usually does not rause failure
of the element which can take a considerably larger moment, r,) ibly up

to 2Mwr. It is safe, however, to use Mwr as a limiting design moment.
Due to the internal pressure the skin is already prestressed before the

apnlication of the moment. The moment increases the stress by the value

GM __ *• -•

Using the value Om= uMt instead of erj and'the value 1* = I/t instead of I
the above formula is rewritten as

qM=*M._ where *' r 3

The internal pressure does not contribute any restoring moment but simply
stabilizes the membrane walls. All fibers remain in tension in the
prebuckling stage-

at top: qT = qt + qM
at bottom: qB = qt - qM

The following condition will be explored to determine Mwr:

qB = qg - qM = pS• -w -r O0.

This leads to

Mwr v wpr 3/. (11)
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This is the moment which theoretically causes the first wrinkle. Actually,
the skin has considerable local rigidity and will sustain some compression
stress before wrinkling. The first visible wrinkle may occur at a moment
M f 1. 6 Mwr. The deflection may be calculated in the prebuckling stage
according to usual bending theory be-.ause the tests showed that in the
prebuckling stage the moment of inertia T remains approximately unchanged
and the section stays approximately circular. Also, the change of internal
pressure due to bending in the prebuckling stage it negligible.

Tests were performed to jpstify the above formulas. The cylindrical
test element has the following characteristics:

Material: 2 ply, 4. 8 oz. , 25 mil thick neoprelae

Modulus of elasticity: E is 1793 lbs/in. (or 69000 psi)

Approximate thickness: t = 0. 026 inches

Fabrication radius: ro = 6., 7 inches (at 2 psi pressure)

Theoretical span: 148 inches

Bending tests were conducted at three different prese-,'s, p z 5.
1%, anno 15 psi. iac moment was applied at each end on metal bulkheads
with an eccentric axial load, which was counterbalanced by an additional

concentric axial load- In each case the element was loaded in bending until
excessively large dcformations occurred. At this point the test was stopped
to avoid the possibility of damage to the test specimen. Except in the last
case (15 psi), the applied Anoment exceeded the theoretical wrinkling
moment. In the tabulated data the first value given is the theoretical
wrinkling moment; the second value is the maximum moment applied in the
test. In no case did an actual wrinkle occur; therefore, the inflated element
is capable of taking at least the calculated moment Mwr. The deflections
were in fair agreement with the calculated values.

Table 5. Bending Test Results

[ D r [ M�r3 Deflections (inches)
(Apai. (inches) .' = wr't

and Mactual Calculated Test Results

5 7.52 3,350 34.7 3.82
5,100 5.83 5.93

10 7.63 7,000 36.4 7.64
8,496 9.20 8.53

15 7.80 11,250 38.7 1i.50
10,200 10.45 10.46

The permanent set was not considerable; the "upper" and "lower" deflec-
tions were noted, but were not as important as in the case of torsion.



AXIAL LOADING AND "BEAM-COLUMN"

For discussion purposes consider an inflated fabric cylinder with

metallic bulkheads. The cylinder is assumed to be loaded concentrically
with an axial compressive load P. The initial imperfection at the end is

indicated by e. The modulus of elasticity El only will be considered
because E€ probably will not have a significant influence on the results.

p

L4

p

Figure 14. Column Under Axial Compression

Start from the well known differential equation (Figure 14):

-P(e + y).

and consider that nero stress in the skin occurs when:

- + J- = j
r t 2#rt Zt

This indicates that the moment which the skin can carry is:

M . rZ (pr - P.
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or

Mwr 7 - ( rrp - P act) (2

Solution of the diff.rential equation leads to the well-known equation of
Euler:

w 3 r 3 t

PE = Ew~r~t(13)

This means that as long as the wall is supported by internal pressure, it
acts as a thin°%ailed Lubular column and the Euler equation defines the
critical buckling load. The internal pressure required to stabilize the wall
and make it capable of taking the load P is defined by the following equation:

P P 0
2t -2t rt

This leads to "limiting load" PL which corresponds to condition, a, = 0:

PL = *rD • (14)

The limiting load does not depend on L but on p and r, only. It should be
noted that when using formulas (13) and (14) the actual value of the radius,
r, should be used, including the increase in radius due to pressurization
of the cylindrical element. Therefore, for certain types of fabric material,
the pressure versus elongation curve must be known in advance.

The load. PE- is independent of the internal pressure but limited by
PL- This relation can be shown by a diagram as in Figure 15 which shows a
plot of L versus P.

Also, the relation of p versus P may be shown with diagram as per
Figure 16.

Other relationships which exist in the theory of stability regarding the
fixity of supports probably are valid for inflated columns, too. Therefore,
PE should be multiplied by the factor, C, which depends on the end-fixities.
For example:

C = 0. 25 for column with one end fixed, the other free

C z 1. 00 for both ends hinged

C = 4. 00 for both ends fixed
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Figure 15. P Versus L Diagram
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Figure 16. P Versus p Diagram
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To determine the critical load on an inflated fabric column consider

the following formulas:

CpE = CE 1 W3r 3 t/L 2 and PL = vr rZp

If CPE < PL assume Pcr CPE

U CPE> PL assume Pcr PL'

For verification of above derivations a test was conducted on a fabric
cylinder with rigid bulkheads as was described previously. The ends were
pinned. The test was performed at three different pressures. The follow-
ing schedule gives the comparison between predicted critical loads and the

test results.

Table 6. Column Test Results

p r PE PL Pactual

(psi) (inches) (lbs) (Ibs) (lbs) Note:

5 7.52 1080 885 630 600 Computed Pcr
is underlined

13 7.63 IlZ5 1825 1117 909 was

15 7.80 LOU 288L 28' 1180 performed twic

Agreement is satisfactory with the maximum discrepancy noted
at the smaller pressures.

It was shown that the internal pressure does not have any influence on
the Euler load other than to stabilize the walls against local buckling up to a
certain limit. This was consiciered by introducing the limiting load PL.
This leads to the hypothesis that in general the "beam-column" theory may
be applicable to inflated members, too, with slight modifications, Therefore,
the general differential equation for " elastic line may be used but with
limitation:

E2Y = -M Mwr (15)
dx- "

where

Mwr (w rP Pact)

To justify this equation a test was performed at three pressures on
the same element which was described previously. The load was applied
as per Figure 17.

An axial load of 400 lbs was selected for all three pressures,
The moment was applied in increments until Mwr was reached. Table 7
presented below shows the predicted and actual results for the deflections.
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"" pact

Figure 17. Beam C-lumn

Table 7. Beam Column Test Results

Deflection Measured (inches)
p Mwr Deflection Predicted

(psi) (inch-lbs) (inches) Lower Upper

5 1840 2.20 3.8

10 5310 5.4Z I 5.9 6.8

'5 9600 '1 9.30 9.20 9.7

It is noted that there is a considerable difference betwcen the "lower"

and "upper" deflections., Predicted values are in good agreement with the
measured "lower" values. At 5 psi the "lower" deflection was not measured
because tnis tact was not realized at this time, Since Mwr values were
exceeded and no wrinkle occurred, the predicted values of the moments can
be considered to be on safe side.,

It ,,;as also noted in the axial test that when the Euler load was
reached, immediate collapse occurred. It was also noted in the bending
test that the first wrinkle did not occur at Mwr, therefore Mwr hardly
can be called the "critical moment," because the inflated beam probably
can take much more moment. The present case (axial load with bend-
ing) can be regarded as an intermediate case. The beam can take more
moment than Mw,. but not as much as in the case of pure bending.

EFFECT 01 DEGREE OF FIXITY OF SUPPORTS ON COLUMNS

Usually a structure does not consist of just one beam, but a combina-
tion of beams. Some of the beams may be recognized as "primary," some
as "secondary,' built into the "primary" system. These structures are
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more complicated thai simple beams, and additional problems are
introduced, sodh as:

_i o Interaction between inflatable beams of the system under external
toading. This requires an interaction analysis.

2) Influence of fixities of supports for each beam on deflections and
stresses.

3) Design of junctions.

4) Behavior of inflated cylinders in the postbuckling stage,

This study is of primary importance because if the design of a complicated
system of beams is based on the appearance somewhere of the first wrinkle,
the weakest member will limit the whole system and make it uneconomical.
If, on the other hand, a wrinkle can be allowed to occur in a secondary
member, the economy of the whole system will be increased. This intro-
duces a very complex set of problems about tht- behavior of inflatable
cylinders in the postbuckling stage.

The scope of this publication does not permit trt,,n-., "* -.-

p.oblems, I ut some will be mentioned. The most important problem is
the effect of end fixity of the columns.

In practice the ideal hinge or ideal fixed support does not occur.
Usually, the actual condition at the support is somewhere in between these
ideal cases. The critical load can be expressed as:

Pcr= CPE . (16)

When the load P reaches the critical toad Pero the support will oppose any
rotation of the ends that may develop and keep the column in straight shanc.
No resistance to bending is given oy simple supports (hinges) and for this
case the column will bend without end resistance.

The ideally fixed support provides resistance to bending. The reactive
moment developed at the ends of the column which oppose bending can be
expressed as J

M=kf (17)

where M = Moment

k n Coefficient of proportionnlity

= Inclination angle.
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The coefficient of proportionality, k. is a spring constant of the suipprt in
in. lbs/rad. For simple supported ends k = 0 and C z 1. For ideally fixed
ends k =oe and C = 4. For elastically fixed supports, k usually can be
calculated or estimated. It is possible to derive the relation between k and
C, which leads directly to a determination of Per 16r elastically supported
columns. Assume that the column is loaded with an axial load P = Per
and is in a deflected equilibrium shape. It is assumed that a reacting
moment is applied at t1. ends of the column and tendv- to return the deflected
column to previous straight equilibrium configuration. This moment is
indicated by M = k# as shown in Figure 18.

7

ke

p 

A

Figure 18. Geometry for Fixity Calculations

For any value x, the expressions for Mx and deflection y can
he writtpn"

IX z -Py + kh El•

dx

d. 2  T' El

Solution of this differential equation leads to a mathematical expression
for k:

k:Ej . Cot(.~~) (18)

and finally the relation between k and C is:

k Vc -Ct ( -Th4 (19)-

This relation can be shown graphically as in Figure 19 in which C is given
as a function of kIPV,
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a c.

Figure 19. Determination of C-Factor

This permits the finding of Pcr = CPE for any elastically fixed column,
provided the degree of fixity on each support is the same.

_ I4

Figure ZO. Various Fixity Cases

Referring to Figure 20, it is known that for case (a) the critical load
will be the Euler load. It is also known that for case (b) the critical load
will be the Euler load for the sme column, except that A is replaced by -,
the distance between inflection points which are indicated by circles on 2

Figure 20.

Pcr 24 WZ

6m
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Similarly, the column shown under (c) is equivalent to the column with
pinned ends of the length 0. 71 1

•2E
Pe ý 2. 04 • •-E

crI El

Therefore, any column with know end fixities per -nits the determination of
the length between inflection points, which can be designated with I '.. The
critical load for the column is:

g2El
Pcr = --

From Figure 20 it is evident that:

If to fixity as per (a) corresponds I -

and -to fixity as per (b) corresponds 1 = L |

th.-n to "mixed" fixity, as per (c) will correspond I' 3 1.43 - 3

%here

- +1  "

But

(lz-_ = z C('z C •

(f1C 4 n

Consequently

Therefore, if the column is supported so that each support has a
different fixity, then for each fixity (1) and (Z) there is a corresponding
Cj aind C 2 . Then:

n I + n 2M'I +-2
n or ..

Ceffeetive 0. 227 (CI + C 2 + 2 C2) - (20)
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For example for the column as per (.)

0efk0, 27 ( - 4 -,v')T Z.04

This approximate formula permits analysis of columns with different
fixities which may be very helpful for a designer. For the extreme case
represented by Cl 1  C2 ý 4, C = 3. 6<4 is obtained; for another extreme
case represented by C l  = C = 1, C : 0. 91<g1 ii ontained. In both extreme
cases the coefficient obtained is 10% conservative, but this is the maximum
possible deviation.

CONCG UDING REMARKS

Li this paper a preli-ninar) ind approximate procedure was presented
for analysis of inflatable cylinder., under various loadings, which should be
of some help to the design engineer. It is hoped that the procedure can be
improved when more tes' results ;1l be available,
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Study of the Memory Effect of Polyethylene for Space
Expandable Structure Applications*

George Odian** and Bruce S. Bernstein, Radiation Applications
Incorporated, Long Island City 1, New York

ABSTRACT

The memory effect of irradiated polymers involves the
ability of a formed object to return to its original shape
merely by heating, after It has been heated above ambient,
deformed and cooleJ in the deformed shape. This novel phenome-
non has high potential utility in space expandable applications.
The parameters controlling the minimum restoration temperature,
degree of restoration and restoring force have been studied
with consideration of the technique for expansion of objects in
space. Polyethylene has been studied although the process is
applicable to many polymers. The minimum restoration tempera-
ture is controlled by the inherent polymer composition and
nature. The degree of restoration is controlled by the resto-
ration temperature and by the deformation conditions. The
restoring force is controlled by the deformation conditions
and the radiation dose.

INTRODUCTION

Project ECHO has involved the launching into space of a
compactly folded, aluminum-coated plastic which, after being
sent aloft, opens into a sphsre which is then employed as a
passive communications satellite. The folded, balloon-like
structure, is induced to open by the sublimation of an
organic solid material under the vacuum conditions of high
altitude (ca. 1000 miles). The projected diameter of ECHO I,
after expansion, was 100 feet, a-d of ECHO II is 135 feet.
The former employed a mixture of benzoic acid and anthra-
quinone as the sublimating solids, while the latter, to be
launched later in 1963, will employ acetamide (ref. 1).
ECHO I was composed of 0.5 mil thick mylar covered by a
layer of aluminum 2 x 10-4 cm. thick, ECHO II is composed of
0.35 mil thick mylar sandwiched between two 0.18 mil thick
layers of aluminum foil. The balloon Is carefully folded on
*- Sponsored by the NaMional Aeronautics and Space

Administration under Contract NASr-78

** Present address: Radiation Chemistry Research Group,
Department of Chemical Engineering, Columbia University,
New York 27, N.Y.
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Earth and placed into a 36 inch long magnesium alloy con-
tainer which is caused to open aý a predetermined height. The
polymeric balloon is released and the organic chemicals, dis-
persed throughout the folds as a powder, volatilize upon
being subjected to the sudden vacuum. Release of the gases
causes the balloon to expand.

One of tha many problems associated with such a venture
involves the heavy payload required to be sent aloft (ECHO I
weighed 135 lbs. and ECHO II will weieh 500 lbs.). In ad-
dition, the required sublimating solid adds to the total
launch weight. One method of weight savings has involved the
etching of holes in the aluminum coating. This produces a
grid-like structure, rather than a continuous one, but does
not affect the satellite's ability to serve as a radio wave
reflector. Another problem, which developed as a result of
the ECHO I experiment, involved the wrinkling of the skin of
the satellite, prooably by the pressure of solar energy. The
external forces causing this wrinkling of the exposed portion
of the polymer are due primarily to radiation pressure and
stagnation pressure (ref. 2). The wrinkling problem in
ECHO II was minimized by employing the aluminized laminated
structure that avoided any exposure of polymer. Although
wrinkling was prevented, the weight was increased consJder-
ably.

In theory, an ideal approach to solving the weight and
solar pressure problems (for any object to be expanded in
space), is one where the polymer could expand without the
aid of any sublimating solids, and additionally, where the
polymer Itself could be grid-like in nature. The weight
requirements would, therefcre, be at an absolute minimum.
This approach means that the entire satellite would be non-
continuous In nature.

Such an accomplishment would be impossible with the
pre3_'Ii. approach. However, one way does exist to bring this
about. It Involves the well known, but little studied,
memory effect of polymers.

MWORY EFFECT

The memory effect has been referred to briefly In the
literature with reference to polyethylene (refs. 3-5). When
polyethylene is irradiated (crosslinked) and heated to a
temperature above its normal melting point (Tm), it will no
longer melt. It can, however, be deformed, and if cooled in
the deformed state, will maintain the new shape. A second
heat treatment will cause the polyethylene to return to its
original state* The return of the polyethylene to is original
shape, after being deformed, is called the "memory" effect.
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It is apparent that the memory effect, if it could be
applied co a passive ncrMounications aateilte, would solve
the problems due to heavy payload and colar pressure. The
polymer could be prepared as a grid-like structure, coated
or laminated with the thin aluminum layer, h~ated, and de-
formed by folding compactly on Earth. It would then be
sent alcft and released into the vacuum of space. Expansion
in space would be akin to the occurrence of memory. Heat
for expansion to occur would be obtained from the sun. It
is further apparent that this approach would allow the ex-
pansion of any shaped object, not necessarily spherical
ones.

Very little data on the memory effect of polymers Is
available and direct application of the phenomenon to this
problem has not been possible. A fundamental study has been
required. Such a study was sponsored by HASA, Among the
questions to be answered from this study were the following:

(a) What is the minimum restoration temperature (MRT)
that is required for memory to occur?

(b) What parameters control the degree of restoration
of the polymer, and %hat is their relative importance?

(c) What is the magni~ude of the restoring force, and
can it be controlled?

(d) Is radiation necessary for the memory effect, or
can memory be induced in polymers without the necessity
of crosslinking?

It Is with this purpose in mind that the fundamental

study of the memory effect of polyethylene was undertaken.

PARAMETERS FOR STUDY

The memory effect was studied by (a) subjecting standard
sized specimens to radiation, (b) heating them In an oil bath,
(c) deforming by folding in half, (d) cooling, and (e) allow-
ing them to restore (i.e., exhibit their memory). Three major
sets of information were sought: (1) the minimum temperature
for complete restoration (MET), (2) the degree! of restoration,
and (3) the restoring force as a function of various parameters.

These three functions were studied by controlling the
five parameters listed above:

(a) Radiation dose was varied; u-irradiated specimens were
also tested.

(b) Conditions of heating prior to actually deforming were
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varied. These were called the-deformnation conditions, and
Involved the temperature of the dcformatlon bath and the Lime
interval the specimen was in the bath.

(c) The type of deformation to be discussed here was per-
formed only by folding in half and therefore is constant.

(d) Cooling conditions (slow or rapid) after the per-
formance of the deformation were varied,.

(e) Restoration was varied in the same manner as the
deformation conditions; by varying the temperature in the
bath and the time interval involved.

In actuality, for simplification, the time interval
prior to deformation and during restoration was kept constant;
otily the deformation temperature and restoration temperature
were of importance.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The minimum restoration temperature was studied by var"y-
ing the restoration temperature (step e) and visually ob-
serving when complete restoration occurred.

The degree of restoration was studied by means of an
angle measurement. After steps (a), (b) and (c) were per-
formed, step (d) was allowed to take place 'with the folded
spentmen being placed next to a protractor (Figure 1). The
percent restoration in terms of an angle could be ascertained.

'"he restoring force was measured by determining the
ability of the deformed specimen to move a mass. After steps
(a), (b) and (c) were performed, lead masses were placed on
the polymer and Its ability to restore (step d) with the mass
on It was measured (Figure 2). In practice, the maximum mass
moved and the minimum mass not moved were both determined
(to within 10% of each otner).

The large majority of experiments was performed with a
single polyethylene grade (Grex 50-050), and the effect of
all the above parameters was obtained employing this polymer.
Other polyethylene grades were employed to determine the
effect of polymer molecular weight and density on the M1T,
degree of restoration, and restoring force.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study of the parameters that control the poly-
ethylene memory phenomena indicated the following:

1. Minimum Restoration Temperature: This temperature,
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Figure 1 DEGREE OF RESTORATION PROCEDURE FOR STUDYING

MEMORY EFFECT
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Figure 2 REH 0RINo FORCE FOR STUDYING
MKWORY EFFECT
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for irradiated polyethylene, is the normal melting tempera-
ture (Tm) of the unirradJ %t16;d !:olymer. Since the Tm of un-

irradiated low density polyethylene is ca. 1050 C. and of
unirradiated high density polyethylene is ca. 125-130C.,
these are the minimum toriawratures required for complete
restoration. Aside from the requirement of a minimum radi-
ation dose of 5-10 Mrads, the MRT is independent of all other
parameters.

Crosslinked polyethylene copolvmers with ethyl acrylate
or vinyl acetate, which exhibit lower Tm values, exhibit
lower MRT values. Crosslinked polypropylene exhibits its
MRT at ca. 1800C. Therefore, to apply the memory e-ffect to
expansion in space applications, the restoration temperature
required can be controlled by proper choice of polymer compo-
sition. Radiation treatment to induce crosslinking is all
that would be further required to impart the ability to
restore (mem~ry).

2. Degree of Restoration: The degree of restoration is
SontrolA c priritarily by the restoration temperature. As
indicated above, this value must be at least as high as the
normal Tm of the polymer. Under these conditions, the radi-
ation dose, deformation temperature and quenching conditions
after deformation are not factors in the quantitative degree
of memory.

The restoration behavior of polyethylene is quite complex
if restoration temperatures below the normal crystalline
melting point are employed. The degree of restoration is, then,
not complete, but decreases with decreasing restoration tempera-
ture (see Figure 3). However, the overall behavior is inti-
mately related to the deformation temperature. At any spe-
cific restoration temperature, lower deformation temperature
causes a greater degree of restoration.

The exact reasons for this behavior are beyond the scope
of this article, and discussed elsewhere (ref. 6). However,
it can be pointed out that when deformation is performed
below Tm, the overail quantity of melted and recrystallized
regions present is less than if the T had been attained.
This m :ans that the ability to prevenO restoration is reduced,
since unmelted crystalline regions do not act ii, is manner.
This ,'urther implies that the lower the deformatioaz temp'.ra-
ture, the greater the degree of memory, which is the observed
phenomenon.

A further observation was that the onset of restoration
occurs more rapidly as the deformation temperature is lowered.

Applying this knowledge to expansion in space, it is
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evident that a variety of potential approaches become avail-
able. The cnset of memory and the total extent of memory
that occurs, can be determined by controlling various parame-
ters on earth prioor to launching into orbit. These parame-
ters are the polymer nature, radiati.n dose and deformation
conditions.

3. Restoring Force: The restoring force is controlled
primarilyby the deformation temperature, specimen thickness
and tfe radiation dose. No other factors are of signifl-
canbc.

The restoring force increases with decreasing defor-
mation temperature (see Figure 4). The reasons for this
are the same as those that explain the deformation tempera-
ture effect on the degree of memory. The restorin force
also increases with increasing thickness (ose Figure 5) and
radiation dose (see Figure 6). As a semi-quantitative
estimate of the forces Involved, 1 cm. x 7 :'. x 0.127 cm.
specimen, folded aa aescribed above, exhibits a restor ng
moment of ca. 300 gn.-cm. These forces, in this thickness
range, (0.05-0.20 cm.) increase-linearly with the square
of the thickness (Q'itgure 5). The restoring forces also in-
creasc with increasing polymer density and molecular weight.

CONCLUSIONS

From the above discussion, it is apparent that the poly-
ethylene memory effect is, indeed, a complex phenomenon.
The minimuw restoration temperature is a function of the
polymer na .re. The parameter that controls the degree of
restoration iq the restoration temperature, although a
minimum radiacion dose is zequirea. The parameters that
control the restoring force are primarily the deformation
conditions, thickness and radiation dose. Complete memory
can be brought about only by heating to a temperature equal
to or greater than the point at whinh the polymer ceases to
remain crystalline. Maximum restoring force can be induced
by emrloying low deformation temperatures, high radiation
dose and thicker films. However, limitations exist In
space expandable applications to ell these aspects. If the
deformation temperature is too low, memory will not be
locked in and restoration will occur too rapidly; too hiph
a radiation dose induces brittleness in the polymer; too
thick a polymer brings about weight problems, which Ahs
approach designed to eliminate. A proper balance of the
requirements must be obtained. It is apparent, however,
that the technique, as shown by this exploratory study, is
applicable for space expandable structures. It is also
important to note that different polymers crosslink with
different proficiencles when subjected to irradiation.
Polyethylene crosslinks rather well, but polyisobutylene
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